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The thesis intends to provide а better understanding
of the text and the background of the Valentinian
treatise, Nag Harnrnadi Codex, I,�.
The Introduction studies the rnanuscript (date and
provenance, purpose, scribal signs, quality), the text
(an anonyrnous and untitled treatise, originally written
in Greek, representing the Oriental branch of Valentinian
isrn, date rnost likely second half of the 3rd. cent. A.D.),
the language (а forrn of Subachrnirnic, with nuшerous ortho
graphic and grarnrnatical peculiar ities) о

A.·brief survey

of the systern is also provided, where it is regar:ded frorn
three different angles.
The Translation is prirnarily rneant as an atternpt to
elucidate the difficult, and inadequately understood,
Coptic text, and as an index to the following Cornrnentary.
The Cornrnentary discusses the translation and relates
each passage to the treatise as а whole, and to the
systern it contains.

Valentinian thernes and technical

terrns are pointed out and analysed systernatically.

The

broader religious and philosophical background for the
ideas contained in the treatise have also been explored.
А special effort has been rnade to relate

the systern of

the treatise not only to Gnostic documents, Christian
literature and Late Jewish material, but also to
Philosophy, and in particular to the emanationist

physics of Neopythagoreanism and Neoplatonism.
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PART THREE:

Preface
The Gnostic treatise, the "Tripartite Tractate,"
whose Coptic translation, the only witness to the text,
is introduced, translated and commented in the
following, was edited for the first time Ьу а team
of scholars, and puЫished, in two volumes, in 1973
and 1975 (Ка.).

Although that edition also provided

philological and theolagical introductions, translations
into thre� modern languages, and а commentary in
addition t6 textual�notes, it is hoped that the
present study will not Ье found superfluous.

In

spite of the many merits of the editio princeps, and
of other studies which have dealt with TriTrac, the
text of this treatise has in many ways been
inadequately understood, and а fresh effort to
translate it and to define its structure and contents
is desiraЫe.

Also I have wished to explore in my

commentary certain aspects of the doctrine of TriTrac
which previously have been left untouched.
It may Ье added that the significance of this
text is such as to warrant continued interest:

It

contains the longest and most comprehensive statement
of Gnostic doctrine among the original Gnostic texts
recovered in the Nag Hammadi library.

It is also

а rare instance of а Valentinian system which has
been transmitted first hand, and not through the

vi
mediation of the heresiologists.

1

Moreover, as will

Ье shown in the introduction below, it is the only
availaЫe systematic exposition of Oriental Valentinian
doctrine.

In addition to this, it is hoped that the

commentary w�ll serve to indicate the consideraЫe
interest TriTrac offers for the study of the religious
and philosophical thought under the Empire in general.
The present study does not include the actual
text of TriTrac.

Instead, the reader is referred to

the printed text of Ка.

It must Ье pointed out,

however, that Ka. 1 s text is incomplete, in so far as
the MS is now more abmpletely restored than was the
case when the transcription for that edition was made,
and occasionally erroneous.

The commentary therefore

includes а certain number of notes intended to
supplement and correct Ka. 1 s text.

The translation

disagrees in very many places with the already
existing ones. It has not been found necessary to
point out in every case deviations from previous
translations.

The translation is closely bound up

both with the Coptic text and with the commentary,
and it is primarily intended that text, translation
and commentary Ье read together, although an effort
has also been made to make the text more accessiЫe
1

The only other example is the still unpuЬlished,
consideraЫy shorter and unfortunately very imperfectly
preserved NHC XI, �-
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for scholars who without being coptologists have а
professional interest in its contents.

The purpose

of the commentary is, first, to discuss the reading
of the text, secondly, to identify Valentinian
themes and technical terms, thirdly, to situate
each passage within the context 'of the system as а
,1

whole, and in relation to other Valentinian systems,
and fourthly, to indicate the broader religious and
philosophical background for the ideas occurring in
the text.
It is а pleasure to acknowledge the debt I owe
to those who have aavised те in the preparation of
this work.

Professor R.McL. Wilson has taken great

pains in meticulously working through my typescript,
providing invaluaЫe criticism and many suggestions
throughout.

I am also extremely grateful for the

encouragement he has given, without which this work
would рrоЬаЫу never have been completed.

Professor

Richard Н. Pierce has given important advice, above
all on matters of Coptic grammar, making numerous
suggestions and corrections.

For this, as well as

for his continued interest in my work over the years
I am highly appreciative.

With Professor Harold W.

Attridge, who is preparing the edition of TriTrac
for the "Coptic Gnostic Library" series, I have had
the benefit of exchanging views on several passages
of the text, and he has also generously supplied те
with consideraЫe parts of the draft of his
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translation, with extensive notes; to this material
I have had occasion to refer frequently below under
the siglum "Attridge."

Finally I wish to thank the

British Council fo r the grant which allowed me to
begin my work on the TriTrac at St. Mary t s College
during the academic year 1977-7�, and Norges
almenvitenskapelige forskningsrad, whose financial
support during 1980 and 1981 made possiЫe the
completion of this dissertation.

Abbreviations
ApJn

The Apocryphon of John. See BiЫiographic
index s.vv. Krause; and Till, Die
gnostischen Schriften ....

Attridge

Provisional translation of TriTrac 51:1-73:28,
and notes on 51:1-75:23, privately
communicated Ьу Harold W. Attridge.

BG

The Berlin Gnostic Papyrus. See
BiЫiographic index s.v. Till, Die
gnostischen Schriften ....

Emmel

Emmel, S. 11 Unique Photographic Evidence for
Nag Hammadi Texts: CG I 1-i-" Bulletin
of the American Society of Papyrologists
15 (1978) 251-61.

ExcTh

Clement d'Alexandrie.
Ed. Fran 1 ois Sagnard.
23.

Paris 1948.

Extraits de Th�odote.
Sources chretiennes,

Facs.

The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi
Codices: Codex I, Leiden 1977.

GCS

Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller
der ersten drei Jahrhunderte. Leipzig-Berlin.

GTr

Evangelium Veritatis, edd. М. Malinine et
al. See BiЫiographic index.

к

R. Kasser in Ка.

Ка.

Tractatus Tripartitus, edd. R. Kasser et
al., 2 vols., Bern 1973 and 1975.

LSJ

А Greek-English Lexicon. Edd. Henry George
Liddell� Robert Scott, Henry Stuart Jones
and Roderick McKenzie. Oxford: 1968.

х
м

М. Malinine in Ка.

NHC

Nag Hammadi Codex: The Facsimile Edition
of the Nag Hammadi Codices. 11 vols.
Leiden 1973-1977.

NHLE

The Nag Hammadi Library in English.
Translated Ьу members of the Coptic
Gnostic Library Proje_,ct of the Institute
for Antiquity and Christianity. J.M.
Robinson, Director. Leiden 1977.

р

H.-Ch. Puech in Ка.

P&Q

Puech, Н. -Ch., and G. Quispel, 11 Le
Quatri�me tcrit gnostique du Codex Jung. 11
Vigiliae Christianae 9 (1955) 65-102.

Q

G. Quispel in Ка.

RAC

Reallexikon ffir Antike und Christentum.
Edd. Th. Klauser et al. Stuttgart. In
progress.

Res

De Resurrectione (NHC I,

Sch.

Schenke, Н.-М. 11 Zum sogenannten Tractatus
Tripartitus des Codex Jung.п Zeitschrift
ffir Agyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde
105 (1977) 133-41.

Stern

Stern, L. Koptische Grammatik.
1880. Rpt. Osnabrfick 1971.

SVF

Stoicorum Veterum Fragment-a. Ed. J. von
Arnim. 4 vols. Stuttgart: Teubner
1903-1924.

T1лJNT

Theologisches 1-J5rterbuch � Neuen
Testament. Ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich.
10 vols. Stuttgart 1933-1979.

V

W. Vycichl in Ка.

4)

Leipzig

Xl

ValExp

!
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z

R.McL. Wilson in Ка.

Valentinian Exposition, NHC XI, 2,
22:1-39:29, quoted after The Facsimile
Edition of the Nag Hamrnadi Codices:
Codex XI. Leiden 1973.
J. Zandee in Ка.

Р А R Т
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I N Т R О D U С Т I О N

I The Manuscript
"The Tripartite Tractate" is the generally accepted
designation for the untitled fifth tractate of Nag Hammadi
Codex I (рр. 51:1-138:25).

As the story of Codex I has been told elsewhere,1 it

will suffice to recapitulate here that at an early stage
after the discovery of the Nag Hammadi library in December
1945 the c0dex was �plit into two portions and pas.sed
through the hands df separate antiquity dealers in Cairo.
One lot consisted of 17 folios, the larger halves of 2
more folios, and 54 fragments.

This was acquired Ьу the
Coptic Museum at Old Cairo in June 1952.2 The other lot

consisted of 51 folios, the smaller halves of 2 folios,
and 103(?) fragments.3 This was bought Ьу the Jung
1

For the reconstructed story of the discovery one
may now consult RoЬinson, 11 From the· -Cliff to Cairo 11 ; for
Codex I in particular the most recent and best documehted
account is the one told Ьу Robinson in the "Preface" to
Facs. Additional information is supplied in his polemical
article in RelStRev 3.17-30. А definitive version is
projected for the Introduction volume of the Facsimile
Edition.
2
Рр. 33-36, 49-50, 59-82, 87-90, halves of рр. 83-86;
see Ка. I 11 n. 1, Facs. vii. Photographs о� these pages
(except the halves of 83-86) were puЫished in В. Labib,
Coptic Gnostic Papyri, Cairo 1956, plates 1-46.
3 Рр. А-В, 1-32, 37-48, 51-58, 91-138, halves of

3
Institute in Ztlrich in Мау 1952, .12.!:2 forma as а present
to C.G. Jung, and was named

11

the Jung Codex.

11

After the

puЬlication of its five tractates Ьу the designates of the
Jung Institute, the
successive portions.

11

Jung Codex 11 was returned to Egypt in
Thus all known remains of the codex,

with the exception of the cover, which how belongs to
/

Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont,
California, have been kept in the Coptic Museum since
October 1975, receiving the inventory numbers 10554, 10589,
10590, 11597 and 11640.
The papyrological and codicological studies carried
out for the Facsimiie Edition revealed that Codex I was
composed of three quires of 22, 8 and 6 sheets making а
total of 72 folios. 1 In the surviving material 70 folios

рр. 83-86; see Ка. loc. cit., Facs. xxvii. According to
Facs. vii, 41 folios were put on GQnsignment with the
antiquities dealer J.A. Eid in 1946. In January 1949,
during negotiations for the purchase of the MS, Eid informed
the director of the library of the University of Michigan,
W.C. Rice, that he had gained access to an additional 11
folios (Facs. ix). The source of these 11 folios has not
been puЬlicly reported. The total of 52 folios given Ьу
Eid at that time (ib.) must have been reached Ьу counting
the two half folios as one. The number of 103 fragments
refers to what is visiЫe on an old set of photographs
made Ьу Eid (ib. xxvii). Actually three more fragments not
visiЫe on these photographs were returned to the Coptic
Museum in 0ctober 1975 (ib. xxvii-xxix).
1 S. Emmel, BASP 14.56-57; Facs. xxi-xxv. These
descriptions replace the incorrect one in Ка. I 11-13.
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have been identified and more or less completely restored,
while а number of small fragments remain unidentified.
Some parts of the MS which are now lost can Ье documented
Ьу photographs taken on various previous occasions.

The

availaЫe documentation of the text of TriTrac is as
follows:
(1)

The editio princeps (Ка.), which is still the
only critical edition of the text.

(2)

The Facsimile Edition of Codex I (Facs.), which
reproduces in correct positions 43 fragments of
·the pages containing TriTrac not included in the

1
е, d"i t.io princeps.
...

(3)

The photographic evidence collated Ъу Emmel,
BASP 15.255-61

(Emmel).

The two missing final folios (of which the second may have

See also Robinson in R. McL. Wilson (ed.), The Future of
Coptic Studies, 60-67.
1
47 fragments were placed in
Cf. Facs. xxvii-xxix.
Codex I Ьу various scholars subsequently to the first
editions of its tractates. Facs. also includes 30
unidentified inscribed fragments (Fragments nos. 1-30)
and 38 unidentified fragments now only documented in
photographs (Fragments nos. 31-68).
(This makes а total
of 169 fragments, apparently because to the 103 fragments
on the photographs made Ьу Eid one must add three fragments
not on the photographs, one fragment misplaced on those
photographs and now missing, and 8 fragments which have
broken off from the papyrus after the photographs were
made [Facs. xxix]. With the addition .of the 54 fragments
in Cairo а total of 169 is reached.)
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been а stub) may have contained text related to TriTrac,
but they may also have been uninscribed back flyleaves.
In fact, one or two letters are faintly visiЫe below the
remains of а line of asterisci on.p. 138.1 As this kind
of line is used regularly Ьу this scribe to mark the
conclusion of tractates (see below ), and also because
the text preceding this line has the normal form of а
concluding doxology, it is unlikely that the additional
text was (а fourth) part of TriTrac.

It may, however,

have been the title or the colophon of the tractate, or
also а short independent tractate.
The date and provenance of the codex can Ье deterrnined
with sorne precision from Greek papyrus fragrnents used as
2
On these fragments the narnes of
cartonnage in the cover.
Chenoboskeia and Diospolis occur.

Chenoboskeia (Copt.

Sheneset, Arab. al-Qa�r) was located only sorne five
kilometers from the site where the Nag Harnrnadi library
1

2

Emmel, BASP 14.57; Facs. xxiii.

Sorne of the papyrus fragrnents were edited
provisionally Ьу E.G. Turner in М. Krause (ed.) Essays on
the Nag Hamrnadi Texts in Honour of Pahor Labib, 17-18.
Photographs of the cartonnage were subsequently puЫished
in the Cartonnage volurne of the Facsirnile Edition, plates
3-8. See also Robinson, Introd., NHLE, 16; Facs. xv-xvii;
and the r r preface rr to tле Facsimile Edition of the
cartonnage, xv-xvii. Papyri frorn the cartonnage of all
the Nag Harnmadi codices are now edited Ьу J.W.B Barns,
G. Browne and J.C. Shelton in the Nag Hammadi Studies
series (vol. 16, Leiden 1981), but this edition is
still not accessiЫe to те at the time of writing.
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is alleged to have been discovered, whereas "Diospolis 11
is best interpreted as Diospolis Parva across the Nile
from Chenoboskeia.1 The Greek handwriting has been
attributed Ьу E.G. Turner to "the first half of the fourth
century. 11 2 In principle no absolutely compelling inference
can Ье made about the provenance of а cover from the
_,.

cartonnage it contains, as the manufacturers of а cover
are not necessarily identical with the original owners
of the papyrus used as cartonnage.

Nor can it Ье

presupposed � priori that there was а close connection
between the manufacture of the cover and the copying
out of the manuscripi.

But in this particular case there

is additional evidence which suggests that cartonnage,
cover and manuscript are in fact connected:

All the

tractates of Codex I were copied Ьу the same scribe,
except tractate 4 (Res).

Whereas the hand of this scribe

is not found elsewhere in the Nag Hammadi library, the
hand of tractate 4 is identical with the first hand of
Codex XI.

The second hand of Codex XI has in turn been

identified with the hand of Codex VII.

These three

MSS are consequently closely related in their
1

More precisely the reference is рrоЬаЫу to the
nomos of Diospolis Parva. to which Chenoboskeia belonged:
с
The words LLoq�o� �epL X�vop'
I, 1 :4 (as the text is
now to Ье read) refer to the nome more likely than to а
person (as Turner, 18, thought initially), or to the town
of Diospolis Parva itself.
2 Turner, 17.
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production.

1

But they also have in common that the

cartonnage of their covers derives from Chenoboskeia:
In а fragment from а letter found in Codex XI the sender

is said to Ье а rnan from that town,2 and the cartonnage

of Codex VII derives at least in part from the Pachomian
monasteries of the region.

Further, some of the documents

,·

used as cartonnage in Codex VII .are dated,

3 and these

datings, ranging from 333 to 348, agree with Turner's
dating, on palaeographical grounds, of the cartonnage of
Codex I.

The coincidence that these three codices are

related both in terms of scribal hands and in terms of
the provenance and the date of the cartonnage of their
covers, together with the fact that the codices were
subsequently buried in the same.region as the cartonnage
derives from, can hardly Ье accounted for in any other
way than Ьу assuming that Codices I, VII and XI were all
inscribed and bound w�thin the same context (the same
scriptorium?) in the region of Chenoboskeia, not many
years after 348.

On the other hand, as people who

practised the binding of books are likely to have bought
and collected used papyrus it cannot Ье safely inferred ftom
the fact that some, or perhaps even all, of the cartonnage
1

They can also Ье grouped together in terms of
format, cf. RoЬinson in Krause (ed.), Essays, 185, 187.
2 Facsimile Edition of the cartonnage, plate 72;

cf. the rrpreface, rr xvii.
3
See Barns in Krause (ed.), Essays, 12-15; RoЬinson

in Facsimile Edition:

Cartonnage, xix.
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derived from Pachomian monasteries that these monasteries
were that context.1
Also the question for whom and for what purpose the
MS was written can Ье partly answered.

The chief scribe

of the MS has decorated it with Christian symbols:

On

р. В Latin crosses as well as the crux ansata and а
formula О

f.

дГfОС have been drawn; а crux ansata also

concludes the first part of TriTrac on р. 104:3.

Unless

these signs have been copied from the scribe's model--it
is far more likely that on р. В they have been added
because of the spare space--they bear witness to the
scribe 1 s attitude tб the text he was copying.

First,

since it is unlikely that а commercial MS would Ье
decorated in this way, they show that the codex was made
for the private use of the scribe (and the group to which
he belonged).

That this is so тау also Ье deduced from

the non-calligraphic quality of the script.

Secondly, the

signs testify that the scribe was а Christian; and thirdly,
they suggest that he regarded the texts as valuaЫe
1

Расе Barns, 12. For а discussion of the inherent
possibility of this see Robinson, Introd., NHLE 16-21.
That no Pachomian monks could have been sympathetic
towards Gnosticism is argued Ьу S�ve-S5derbergh in
Menard (ed.), Les Textes de Nag Hammadi, 3-13. Hedrick,
NovTest 22.78-94, interpreting the Life of Pachomius,
shows that "Pachomian" monasticism was less homogeneous
in organization, and possiЫy therefore in doctrine as
well, than is sometimes believed. Не conjectures that
the Nag Hammadi library тау have been owned Ьу а faction
of monks emphasizing the importance of visional experience.

9

Christian documents.

Thus the possibility is excluded

that the copies were made in the interest of refuting
Gnostic heresy.

1

The owner, or owners, of the codex

will have been а Christian, or а group of Christians,
sympathetic to Gnostic ideas.

As Codex I was produced

and in all likelihood owned Ьу the same group as produced
Codices VII and XI, whose contents are clearly
heterogeneous, this group cannot, however, Ье identified
with any of the varieties of Gnosticism represented Ьу
the texts.
The MS contains а number of signs, among them
reading signs and text division marks.

As the

understanding of their use does not always bear on the
interpretation of the contents of the text, an exhaustive
study of them may Ье dispensed with here, and I restrict
2
myself to the following observations.
(These observations
refer only to TriTrac, although in some instances it has
been found useful to supply evidence from the rest of the
MS.)
Point and apostrophe.

Both а hooked apostrophe and а
3
high point frequently occur. Other forms are rare.

cit.

1 This is the view argued Ьу S�ve-S5derbergh, ор.
2 А first study of them was puЫished in Ка. I 14-15,

10-22.
3 А douЫe dot (:) is found at the end of lines
52:29 and 87:4, cf. 18:30, 19:24, 29:33, and after the
first word of а line in 78:9 and 136:16. А straight
apostrophe may Ье discerned e.g. in 51:35, 66:35.

1О

Their uses are:

(1) SyllaЫe division only (rare). 1

(2) SyllaЫe and morpheme division.

А douЫe

consonant is often marked in the middle to
distinguish two morphemes. 2 Of the letters,
Е and Т are very frequently marked, often also
!'

Н, Е1 , Л, Р, С , -у, 9 and 2.

Indeed, every

letter which can close а word in Coptic has
received а mark at least once.3

Sometimes the point'is placed in or near the middle of
the line. No distinctive functions seem to belong to
these forms and positions. Nor do hook and point differ
from another in their function as articulation marks.
The only significant difference in their use that I can
detect is that the hook is the preferred shape after т.
1 Apart from the usual spelling
дГ · ГЕЛОС (cf.
Layton, ZPE 11.191), the following instances have Ъееn
noted: E2E·E1Ct)9
2ЕТ·2СОТ 53:4, Е9Кд•Рдi:т
52:33,
5 5 : 2 5 , д ТТ,� 2 • 2,. 9 7 7 : 2 7,
Л I д • / ®Е С I С 1 3 О :2 6-2 7 •
2 E.g. OYN 6}..М•
51:34,
MEN
д Т· ТЕ2д9 54:21,
ПЕТ·t 106:31, дC:N�·NXE 112:11; cf. also Ка. I 14 n. 12.

3 The evidence does not suggest that those letters

which also constitute common one-letter prefix morphemes
are marked more frequently than letters which do not
possess such morphemic qualities (the observation made Ьу
Layton, ZPE 11.192 concerning NHC II,1). Thus, for
instance, an explanation of the marking of Т as
fundamentally а way to distinguish it from the article
is contradicted Ьу the fact that the letters П and N are
marked with much less regularity when not used as
articles than is Т . Further, one-letter morphemes are

11

The situation described here makes it impossiЫe to
demonstrate conclusively the existence in the MS of а
system of punctuation as distinct from а system of
syllaЫe and word d�vision, as any point which тау Ье
interpreted as а sign of punctuation тау also Ье read as
an articulation mark, used organically or Ьу scribal
_(
1 On the other hand, many of the points which тау
habit.
Ье read as articulation marks тау also Ье interpreted as
punctuation marks.

This is particularly striking on the

first few pages of TriTrac, where not only do the greater
number of the points actually occur at the end of segments
of text which we shбuld identify as clauses and sentences,
but also the majority of such clauses and sentences as
the text тау Ье divided into are concluded Ьу а high point.
(PossiЫy even some instances of the hooked apostrophe
are to Ье interpreted as punctuation marks.)

Later in the

text such correspondences are less regular.

This suggests

that the scribe actually did m�ke an attempt to punctuate

actually found to Ье marked in some instances, e.g.

д·/ТРОУСОУWNЧ
55:31-32, Е:П·/ОУWО)Е: 55:39-40, М·П2W9
57:39,
]Е:ТЧ·Р NOEI 58:13, NN•дTO)Th 62:38. It seems
that, as far as the system followed Ьу TriTrac is
concerned, the reason why some letters are marked more
frequently than others is that the letters in question
occur very frequently within а syllaЫe (Inlaut) so that
а need is felt to mark these letters when they occur at
the end of а syllaЫe (Auslaut).
1 On the inconsistent use of the apostrophe cf. the
remarks of Layton, 193.
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his text but became less concerned with doing so (perhaps
because he was unaЫe fully to understand its contents)
in the process of copying.
Signs of text division.

The following тау Ье

distinguished:
(1)

Punctuation:

See above.

(2)

Spaces indicating major divisions of text
(paragraph) occur in the MS although not very
1
frequently and at irregular intervals.
The
initial letter of the following section is, as
а rule, slightly enlarged.2 Interestingly the
majority 6f the sections following а space are
introduced Ьу ХЕ:

This shows that this particle

is sometimes felt to indicate а significant
change in the text.3

(3)

А diple obelismene (>--) occurs once, 4 рrоЬаЫу

1

Cf. 55:27, 64:8, 69:3.10.14.31, 70:7.14, 71:7.35,
73:18, 74:18, 75:13, 78:17, 80:30, 112:27. There is no
evidence that а space is ever used to signal syllaЫe and
word division, or а period, as Ка. I 15 suggests.
2
On this usage in early Christian MSS from Egypt cf.
Roberts, Manuscript, Society and Belief, 15-17.
3 ХЕ in TriTrac often corresponds to, and рrоЬаЫу
translates, o�v and уар; this usage is not well attested
elsewhere, in the Sahidic New Testament there are only
three instances of ХЕ = уар and none of ХЕ = o1v.
4 Below 82:9 (Cf. bottom of р. 33). On this sign
and its relation to the paragraphus see Turner, Greek
Manuscripts, 14-15 with n. 4-
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with the same significance as the space.1
(4)

What may Ье described as а line of diples
ending in an obelus concludes major sections of
the tractate (on pages 104 and 108).

It must

Ье distinguished from
(5)

what may Ье described as � line of asterisci,
.,.
which the scribe uses to close а tractate
(pages В, 16, 43, 138).

These lines are not

exclusively decorative; they should also Ье
read as division marks.

Thus the fact that

·traces of а line of asterisci are discerniЫe
on р. 138"�llows the inference that there
was no fourth part of the Tripartite Tractate.
Diple.
(1)

Several uses should Ье distinguished:

А line of diples closing the part of а tractate
(see above).

(2 )

Diple obelismene signalling а paragraph (see
above).

(3)

"Critical" diple at the beginning of а line;

2

it more рrоЬаЫу points out а passage of special
3
interest than а textual proЫem.
1 8 2 :10 begins with ХЕ. There was no room for
spacing at the end of the preceding line.
2

68:19, 8 2 : 2 -3, 84:11-13, 119: 2 3- 2 7; cf. 17:1,

40:1-2.
3 The passages marked in this way tend to Ье general
and easily quotaЫe dicta: "Не is the All" 68:19; the
nature of prayer 8 2 : 2 -3; on violence 84:11-13; on the
douЫe inclination of the psychics 119:2 3- 2 7. The meaning
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(4)

"Diple" used to fill up the end of а line, more
1
It is
often than not at the end of а page.
not to Ье understood as а punctuation mark.2

The

more significant classes of scribal errors

are as follows:
(1)

The most frequent single error is the omission
of one, less often of two letters in the course
of writing.

(2)

This includes

omission of the article:

5 instances were

corrected Ьу the scribe,3 11 were left

of the two instan�es. in GTr seems less explic_aЬle in such

terms. These diples may also Ье interpreted as line
fillers added as а result of adjustment of the margin.
(А
line filler at the beginning of а line may Ье observed in

96:32.) These signs may also have been taken over from
the model: On the scribe 1 s tendency to mechanical
reproduction see below.
1
59 en d , 66 end, 75:32-35, 83:21, 85 end, 89 end,
9 О:13, 93 end, 97 end, 101 end, 118:36. Line fillers were
also used in Codices III and XII.

2 See in particular 75:32-35 and 89/90, 93-94, 97/98,
101/102 in the translation below. It is clear from а
correct translation of these passages and from the study
of text division marks above that the statement of Ка.
I 15 that "les 1 chapitres 1 , si l'on peut en distinguer
dans cet ouvrage, sont generalement marques par des
elements en forme de V couch, ( 1 chevron 1 ) ou d'Y couch;
(dipl�), l'ouverture � gauche" is not correct.
3
55:39, 57:36, 70:4, 126:23, 129:16.
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uncorrected1 (contractions not counted) ; 2
(3)

omission of the pronominal suffix:
corrected,3 5 left uncorrected.4

(4)

Confusion of У and q.

2

instances

(а)

Substitution of q
for У: 2 instances were corrected,5 at least
13 were left uncorrect,ed. 6 (Ь) Substitution of
У for 9: 1 instance corrected,7 at least 9
instances left uncorrected.8

This serious

confusion is рrоЬаЫу best explained from
similarity of the two letters in the script of
the model.9
( 5)

Confusion •-·of П and Т.

Е:П corrected to

€ТВ

51:23, 92 :2 5; ).92wfтln 62 :18; 2НП for 2нт
108:2 7,35; ПЕ:УЕ:ПIСКОПН 91:9.

These examples

corroborate the hypothesis of Ка. I 16, that the
hand of the model used а semi-cursive Т
1

57:4-5, 60:5, 78:29-30, 82 :11, 94:31, 106:11,
112 :3, 114:14, 116:25-26, 117:14, 118:11.
2 This is а not uncommon error in early MSS, cf.
Kahle, Bala'izah, ch. VIII, §§ 53а, 94а, 110с.
3
61:23, 66:2 0.
4 52 :17, 53:4, 116:9, 12 0:2 1, 12 6:2 1.

5 12 3:2 3, 1 2 7:3.
6 Cf. 59:18, 63:10, 64: 2 1, 93:6, 90:1, 91:8, 110:2 0,
113:11.13, 117:9-10.11, 119:32 , 131:3.
7 54:16.
8

94:1.

Cf. 55:4.10, 59:35, 80:2 8, 88:30, 89:11.13, 90:2 3,

9 Cf. Kahle, ib. §§ 6ОВ, 1 22 .
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resemЫing а Г.
(6)

The frequent haplographies and dittographies
are surveyed in Ка. I 18-19.

(7)

Influence from Sahidic spelling and/or
pronunciation.

The following Sahidicisms were

corrected Ьу the scribe: KW'E' 97:14, 99:7 (as
.,.
а rule the spelling KW only occurs in TriTrac
before а syllabic consonant producing elision
of �), 2Р� corrected during writing to 2PHf
68:24, ENE2(E) corrected to EN' Н' 2Е
·121:26, 20 corrected to 2W 129:31.

(sic)
Numerous

uncorrectёd Sahidicisms remain in the MS, but
many of them рrоЬаЫу originate from earlier
stages of the transmission and some may go back
to the Coptic archetype itself.
It is suggested Ьу Ка. (I 35) that the copyist was
а man "vraisemЫaЫement plus grec que copte, 11 apparently
in an attempt to account for the numerous scribal errors
and orthographic peculiarities of the text.

Now the fact

that the other tractates copied Ьу the same scribe do not
show the same types and amount of peculiarities as TriTrac
would lead one to seek the cause of these peculiarities
in the earlier stages of the transmission rather than in
the competence of this particular scribe.

In support of

their view the editors argue that the scribe has in
general spelled Greek words correctly.

But the treatment

of Greek words in TriTrac in fact leads to the opposite
conclusion to that of the editors.

Consider for example
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such forrns as лПОСТhСIОС (for а�ока,��а�а,а��) 128:30;
лРХ1---iАГГ€ЛОС 100:1; лУТ€У30УСIОС 75:35; the plural
ГРлФНОУ 112:25, 113:4; 6ШЛОN (for e'Cowлov) 79:10-11;
€t1oc (fora,t't"юs) 81:10; 61NЛYNOC 106:37, even treated as
fern.; the regular contractions of the indefinite article
with ОУ in ОУСlл and of the definite rnasculine article
_,.

with П in ПNi, ПРОФНТНС and ПЛНРСОМА •

А Hellenist would

hardly have treated Greek words in this way, on the
contrary they are easily explained as forrns produced Ьу а
native Egyptian scribe not very well acquainted with
Greek.
The question should also Ье asked whether the scribe
has deliberately changed the text of his rnodel.

The

suggestion of Ка. (I 35) that the scribe atternpted, not
quite successfully, to translate а Sahidic rnodel into
Subachrnirnic can Ье disposed of irnrnediately, as it is
highly irnprobaЫe that the text goes back to а Sahidic
archetype at all (see below).

In а few instances the

scribe has in fact first written а Sahidic forrn and then
corrected it into а Subachrnirnic variant (see above, р. 15
[7J; the likely explanation for this is that the scribe
felt rnore at horne with Sahidic than with Subachrnirnic
orthography.

Another observation which can Ье rnade frorn

these corrections is that rather than trying to replace
Subachrnirnic with Sahidic forrns he rnade an effort to
preserve the dialecticisrns of his rnodel.
There are also instances of slavish reproduction of
graphic forrns, as when he writes М/МТ ММОЧ in 66:31-32,
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and when he corrects his "mistake" ПдРдЛIС
in 101:30 (ПдРдЛIЛОС is used throughout,

to ПдРдЛIЛОС

4 instances).

(This is not а spelling peculiarity of the scribe, for
in GTr 33:37-38 he copied, twice, ПдРдЛIССОС.)
These few examples suffice to show that the scribe
desired to reproduce the text of his model accurately.
His aim was to produce а сору, not а translation, а
revision or а critical edition.

II The Text
The title of the tractate, �f indeed
one, is not known.

it ever had

As the final folio of the text

(137/38) has been heavily damaged, it cannot Ье decided
whether the tractate was given а title in the MS or not,
although traces of writing which can Ье discerned below
the concluding line on р. 138 may have belonged to а
subscript title (cf. above, р.

4).

It is quite

conceivaЫe that the tractate was not given а title Ьу
the scribe, since of the other tractates copied Ьу him,
that is, Codex I,l, � and }, only the first one (the
Prayer of Paul) was provided with а title.

Thus for I,2

to Ье without а title would Ье in accordance with what is
the rule with the tractates copied Ьу this scribe--in
contrast to the remainder of the Nag Hammadi tractates,
where а title is nearly always indicated.1 It is also а
matter for doubt whether а title is at all to Ье expected
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for а work of the nature of TriTrac.

The Valentinian

Exposition (NHC XI,2) does not have а title, nor do
Irenaeus, Hippolytus or Epiphanius give reason to think
that the Valentinian treatises they used bore titles.
same applies, outside Valentinianism, to NHC II,2.

The

What

all these texts have in common is that they are
!'

comprehensive salvation-historical treatises of а didactic
nature.

It is easily understandaЫe that titles were not

normally applied to works of this genre, unlike apocalypses,
which can Ье attributed to particular revelation mediators
giving them authority, and also unlike treatises with а
more restricted scope, which can Ье defined Ьу their
subject matter.
That the text is not а treatise but а summary or an
excerpt from а treatise has been suggested Ьу Н.-М.
Schenke (Sch. 135), оп the basis of the use of Х€ to
introduce paragraphs in the text, а usage which he assumes
is elliptic for П€Х.Ь..У Х€.

If this were the case, however,

one should not expect the text to form а continuously
flowing discourse, but to exhibit breaks and discontinuity
in the argument.

Schenke has not tried to argue that

this is the case, and I must say, for my own part, that I

1 Cf. Standaert, VigChr 3 □ �138ff. Instead of
attributing this anomaly to the idiosyncracy of this
particular copyi:s t ( thus Standaert, 1 40, 149) --he did,
after all, give the title of I,l--one might equally well
regard it as deriving from а common source of transmission
for I,�, 1 and 2·
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can find no indications in the way that the text is laid
out that we are not dealing with an author expounding his
teaching at first hand.

As far as the

11

introductory ХЕ

11

is concerned, it seems to serve to connect paragraphs to
one another, in the same way as Greek employs oiv, уар
and other particles (Blass-Debrunner §§ 451-52), which it
тау Ье assumed to translate in the Vorlage.

The ХЕ

which opens the text тау Ье interpгeted as а subordinating
causal conjunction, in conformity with normal usage.
Ка. 1 s assumption (I 33-35) that TriTrac is а
translation from the Gr,eek has met with no contradiction.
In fact, rio Gnosti�·work which exists in Coptic has ever
been shown to Ье anything but а translation of а Greek
1
original, and there is no reason to suspect that TriTrac
should Ье an exception to the rule.

In order to make the

fact of а Greek Vorlage transparent, however, I submit
the following observations:
°

2NE1Y NE 2 ( МNТРЕЧММЕ 110:17-18, "they are glories
and theories," is not а very meaningful sentence, but it
is easily explainaЫe from а Greek Vorlage:

The

1 Such attempts have been made. G. Fecht thought
that the Gospel of Truth was an original Coptic work,
while Р. Nagel tried to show that it was translated from
Syriac; both theories have been convincingly refuted Ьу
А. BC\hlig, "Zur Ursprache des Evangelium Veгitatis, 11 Le
Mus6on 79 (1966) 317-33, and Menard, L 1 й;vangile de Verit�,
9-17. Similarly, А. Kragerud's arguments that Pistis
Sophia was composed in Coptic have been rebutted Ьу Н.1.
Jansen in Temenos 3.181-83.
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translator, more accustomed to the biЬlical than to the
classical sense of 061:;а,, has failed to see that Е:ь..У was
no equivalent to the word in this case.
А valuaЫe (but generally unrecognized) clue to а
Greek Vorlage in many texts is the mechanical use of the
verbal pre-extension Р U)(О)РП N- "Ье the first to

11

"do in advance, " in translations of compounds with 1rpo - ,
regardless of whether the preposition refers to time,
In TriTrac the following

space or preference.

restorations may Ье made with some degree of confidence:
(62:19)1
Р U)ОРП NE:°J' ь..Вь..Л < *1rpoeлбet'v
Р �РП ММЕ:УЕ:

·<

*1rpovoet'v

Р U)ь..РП. ПМОУКМОУК

Р

?*1rpoevvoe 'i:'v

< ::ж::1rроа,(реоба, L
(l)АРП NCOYCUN < *1rpoyLvwoкeLv
~
Ц)РП NU)OOП < *1Гp08LVQ,L

Р (l)АРП NСu)ТП
Р

<

(61:1-2, 126:28)
(107:28)
(121:23)
(82:24)

(for references, cf.
Ка. II 335 s.v.)
(for references, cf.
Ка. loc. cit.)

In all these instances the hand of the translator is
noticeaЫe; particularly revealing are the mistaken
renderings Р Ц)РП Nc:·i' ь..Вь..Л and Р (l)АРП NCWTП.
П.ь..Е:1 E:ThYt 20 ь..Р.ь..Ч 87:9 is an over-literal
translation of о 1rа,р6,кл ТJ---С-Ос;.
NITYПOC NО)АРП 123:15 must represent

©С &pxt---c-u1roL

or possiЫу о t 1rpw---c-6---c-u1ro L.
1 Cf. Crum, Dict., 588а; also Nag Hammadi Codices
III,� and IV,�, 14 for the Gnostic context.
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The milieu of the text is unanimously assumed to Ье
Valentinian, and there can Ье no serious doubt in this
regard.

Firstly, the commentary below will provide ample

evidence that TriTrac belongs in а Valentinian literary
tradition, а tradition which is also exemplified Ьу such
writings as the Valentinian sources of Irenaeus,
(

Hippolytus and Epiphanius, as well as Ьу Clement of
Alexandria 1 s Excerpts from Theodotu.s and the Valentinian
Exposition of NHC XI,�.

Secondly, that the author is not

only а "literary" Valentinian, but also а practising
member OI the Valentinian spiritual Church is borne out
Ьу the attention hi.gives to the spiritual Church in
general (especially in the final parts of the treatise
from 114:30 onwards), and Ьу the statement

11

us ..• who

are his Church" 125:4-5 in particular.
Puech and Quispel thought, in 1955 (P&Q), that they
could take one step further, and suggested that the
author of TriTrac was Heracleon, who according to Clem.
Strom. IV 71:1 was Valentinus 1 most outstanding pupil and
according to Hipp. El. VI 35:6 the main representative,
together with Ptolemy, of the "Italic, 11 or "Western"
branch of Valentinianism.

Heracleon is also known as the

author of а commentary on the Fourth Gospel, of which
numerous fragments have been preserved through Origen's
commentary on the same text.
argument for this view.

P&Q offer two lines of

The first argument

,starts from

the observation that the first principle of TriTrac is
unitary, а Father, and not а syzygy (as e.g. in the main
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system in Irenaeus), and that this agrees with the
position of the Valentinian system in Hippolytus (El.
VI 29:5):

11

L 1 un et l 1 autre ... s 1 accordent а mettre

l 1 accent sur l 1 unicit6 du Dieu inconnu, et, s'agissant
la d'une attitude qui �tait loin d'etre unanime au sein
de 1 1 fcole, cet accord para1t as,sez significatif pour
donner

а

penser qu 1 ils appartenaient tous deux

tendance, а une m�me fraction du Valentinisme.

а

une m�me
Admettant,

d'apr�s une opinion aujourd 1 hui commune, que la source
d 1 Hippolyte provient de la branche
оп sera ainsi amen�
valentiniens

I

а

1

italique 1 de la secte,

classer notre auteur parmi les

occidё'ntaux 1 11 (P&Q 82-83) •

Since TriTrac

apparently is the work of а prominent Valentinian teacher,
and cannot Ье Ptolemy, whose system, it is assumed, is
represented Ьу Iren. АН I 1-8, Heracleon is left as the
only likely alternative.

This argument makes а series of

assumptions, each of which is open to serious criticism.
It will Ье sufficient, however, to point out that the
basic presupposition is flawed:

There is sЬmply no

justification for the claim that the notion of а unitary
first principle, as opposed to а syzygy (Bythos-Sige,
Father-Thought etc.) would Ье unacceptaЫe within Oriental
Valentinianism.

In fact, the Western school exhibits

both theories (the systems in Irenaeus and Hippolytus),
and there is no reason not to expect similar variety in
the Eastern school.

It should Ье added that we possess

no certain documentation of Oriental Valentinian theories
on the subject.

The second argument is based upon the
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reports on the doctrine of Heracleon in (Ps.-)Tert. Adv.
Haer.

4

and Philastrius Div. Her.

41;

but as BBhlig points

out ("Zum Gottesbegriff," 50-51), these testimonies do not
say that Heracleon assumed an initial monad, from which
two fur:ther entities emanated (which P&Q identify as the
Son and the Church), but that the original monad duplicated
itself into а duality.
The editing team of Ка. express greater reservation
than P&Q with regard to Heracleon as the author, but
confidently

retain the attribution of TriTrac to Western

Valentinianism:

"Quoi qu 1 il en soit, il est clair que

notre ecrit est d 1 ◊rigine valentinienne, et appartient
plus sp&cialement h l 1 €cole dite

1 italienne 1 "

(Ка. I 37),

а formulation which is echoed Ьу several of the reviewers.1
The argument for Heracleon as the author has been
taken up Ьу BBhlig, "Zum Gottesbegriff," 51, referring to
the fragment from Heracleon's commentary on the Gospel of
John in 0rig. In Ioh. II

14,

where, he claims, Heracleon,

like the author of TriTrac, uses the name Logos for the
figure which other Valentinians refer to as Sophia.
as the fragments in Orig. In Ioh. VI 20-21 and XIII

But,

44

make evident, Heracleon 1 s Logos is identical with the
Saviour, and if the Logos is g�ven а demiurgic function
1

[Le traiteJ se rattache plus particuli�rement а la
branche 1 italique 1 du valentinisme, 11 J. Dani�lou, VigChr
29.70; "certamente di un esponente del valentinianesimo
occidentale, 11 D. Devoti, Rivista di Storia � Letteratura
Religiosa 11.273; "inhaltlich weisen ihn die Herausgeber
vermutlich mit Recht der westlichen Schule der Valentinianer
zu, 11 U. Luz, ThZ 33.384; cf. also К.-М. Fischer, ThLZ 104.662.
11
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in the fragment cited Ьу B5hlig, this is in full agreement
with the description of the activity of the Saviour in
other Valentinian documents (e.g. ExcTh 47:1, Iren. АН

I 4:5).
Colpe, JbAC 22.105-06, is also favouraЫy disposed
towards the hypothesis of Herac�eon as the author, because
"die JohanneserkHirung des Herakleon enthlilt Parallelen
zum TractTrip, die kl!render sind als alle anderen."
А justification for this assertion is not given, and I
can only state that it has not received confirmation
through my own commentary o n the text.
perc:eive any

11

I also fail to

Defizienz systeminterner Relationierungen 11

in the treatise, or that its system should Ье less tightly
structured than the one in Iren. АН I 1-8, which Colpe
claims is а common characteristic of TriTrac and Heracleon.
That all arguments put forward so far for а closer
definition of the author and milieu of TriTrac can Ье
shown to Ье inconclusive does not imply that progress in
this area cannot Ье made.

First of all closer attention

should Ье given to the evidence that exists concerning
the two Valentinian schools.

According to Hippolytus what

divided the two schools was the interpretation of the
nature of the body of the Saviour:
Concerning this there is а great dispute among them-
a cause of dissension and division. Consequently,
their teaching is divided and the one is called among
them the eastern doctrine, the other the Italian.
Those from Italy--and to this group Heracleon and
Ptolemaeus belong--say that the body of Jesus was
psychic and that because of this at his baptism the
Spirit came upon him like а dove--that is, the Logos
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of Soph�a, the mother from above--and entered into
his psychic body, and also raised him from the dead •
..• Those from the east--to whom Axionicus and
Ardesianes belong--affirm that the body of the
Saviour was pneumatic. For there саше upon Mary the
Holy Spirit, that is, Sophia, and the power of the
Most High, the creative art, in order that that which
was given to Mary Ьу the Spirit might Ье formed (El.
VI 35:5-7; tr. Hill in Foerster-Wilson).
The significance of the issue is made clear Ьу the
texts.

In АН I 6:1, after stating that the spirituals

were sent down to earth in order to Ье trained and
educated, ,Irenaeus continues:
The Saviour is said to have соте to the psychic,
since it possessed free will, in order to save it.
For they maintain that he received the first-fruits
of those whom he intended to save (�v уар �µsллs
G��SLV,
&�арх�� av�ov SLЛ��tvat); from Achamoth
he acquired the spiritual (�о �vsuµa�tк6v) from the
Demiurge he put on the psychic Christ, from the
Oikonomia (the dispensation) he was endowed with а
body which had а psychic substance, but was so
constructed with ineffaЫe art that it was visiЫe,
tangiЫe, and сараЫе of suffering. Не received
nothing whatever material, they say, for matter is
not сараЫе of being saved (tr. Hill).

�а�

The composition of the Saviour is а function of his
salvific task.

Не receives as increments the substances

of those for whose salvation he is appointed, in such а
way that Ьу his descent into the world and subsequent
ascent from it he prefigures ("first-fruits") the
salvation of those whose substances he contains, at the
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same time as they on their part, spirituals and psychics,
all become part of the totality of the Saviou�.

In this

passage the word "body" is reserved for the empirical (but
psychic) body of Jesus, but the context, as well as the
use of the word "put on" (tvбtбua6aL) to describe the
Saviour 1 s assumption of his added components, hints that
/

there also exists another "body" of the Saviour, namely
the community of the saved.
confirmed Ьу ExcTh 1:

This interpretation is

"What Sophia brought forth as

'flesh 1 for the Logos, (he says), namely the spiritual
seed, that the Saviour put on and descended" (о 1rpotf3a11.e,
,

cpтicrt� аарк(оv гt(ё А6ус� 1l Iocp!a, 'l:"0 тrve�µд'l:"LKOV атгtрµа,
'LOU'LO

G'l:"011.LGaµevo� ка'l:"�лееv 6 LW'l:"�p ).

Here the body of

the Saviour consists of the spiritual seed worn Ьу the
Saviour at his descent.

The comparison of this fragment

with the passage in Iren. АН I 6:1 indicates the correct
interpretation of Hippolytus' note about the issue
dividing the two schools.

Theodotus is, as the superscript

to the ExcTh shows, an exponent of the Oriental school,
and although not all of the Excerpts can Ье attributed to
him, or at all to Oriental Valentinianism, it can Ье
fairly confidently assumed that this is the case with the
first excerpt, which follows immediately upon the
superscript and is introduced Ьу ср�аС-

Furthermore,

Theodotus is explicitly mentioned in ExcTh 26:1, which
clearly implies the same doctrine:

"The visiЫe part of

Jesus was (the) Wisdom and the church of the superior
seed, which he put on through the flesh, as Theodotus
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says. 11

Now to Theodotus the body of the Saviour is the

spiritual seed, whereas in Iren. АН I 6:1 the Saviour
was clothed in both the spiritual and the psychic
substance at his descent.

This indicates that the

controversial issue to which Hippolytus refers did not
concern, or at least not primar�ly, the nature of the
·'

Saviour's empirical body, but the compasition of that
body of his which is the Church, the Westerners including
in it the psychics, the Easterners restricting it to the
1
spirituals only.
It is easy to understand that this
question could become

11

а cause of dissension and

division, 11 as Hipp6lytus says, being not only а
theoretical issue of christology, but one with obvious
practical con�equences.
The Western position is also attested Ьу ExcTh
58-59:

11

Не

[Jesus Christ] took upon himself the Church,

that is� the chosen and the called--the spiritual from
her who had borne it, but the psychic from the Oikonomia
(dispensation)--and bore aloft what he had assumed and
thereby what was consubstantial with them9 (tv tau��

�о

ouvaµeL �ТjV 'Еккл�G(аv avaлa�wv,

tклек�оv каt

�о

KA��6v, �о µev �ара ��� �eкouG�� �о �veuµa�Lк6v, �о ОЕ
tк ��� о L коvоµ (а�

�о

чrux Lк6v, [о]

а�ер avtлa�ev, каt OL'at�wv каt

�а

аveawaev

каt

аvf)veyкev

�OU�OL� 6µooua(a

58:1),

1 This is also the conclusion of Е. Pagels in her
contribution to The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, I 277ff.
On the other hand J.-D. Kaestli fails to take account of
this aspect altogether in his article in the same volume�
391-403, although he otherwise offers several good
observations on the subject.
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and elsewhere.

1

Other than in Theodotus the contrasting

Eastern view can Ье found in Epiph. Pan. XXXI 7:4-5:

11

But

they say that his body was brought down frorn above, and
passed through the virgin Магу like water through а pipe,
without having received anything frorn the virgin 1 s wornb,
but he had а body frorn above .•• � they say that he was
.'

brought for no other reason than to соте and save the
spiritual race frorn above. 11

What allows the attribution

of this text to Oriental Valentinianisrn is above all the
final sentence:

Since the principle underlying the

concept of the Saviour 1 s body is that it contains the
substance of that which the Saviour descends to save,the
staterne11t that l1e cam.e in -order to save the s-oiritual race ыl'Iich
..1..

-·

,

stands in striking contrast to Iren. АН I 6:1, where the
Saviour is said to have descended in ord€r to save the
psychic, can only mean that the body in Epiphanius' source is
thought of as exclusively spiritual.
Turning now to Tri Тгас, it says of the flesh (cr,ipi;)
of the Saviour that

11

it derives frorn the spiritual lcrgos"

(114:6-7), i.e. frorn TriTrac 1 s equivalent to Sophia.
This flesh is the seed which the logos emitted previously
when the Saviour �anifested himself to him (114:9-16), а
therne which corresponds to the emission of the spiritual
seed Ьу Sophia at the vision of the Saviour and his
angels in other Valentinian systems.
1

This seed is in

Cf. Iren. АН I 7:2, ?15:1.3, III 16:1, 17:4; ExcTh

?16, ?60, 61:6. The several variations between these texts
cannot Ье discussed in this context. А recent study of the
proЫems involved is provided Ьу Kaestli, loc. cit.

JO
fact the spirituals (115:JJ-116:8)_ or the spiritual
Church in the sphere of the logos (94:20-21, 97:5-9,
125:4-5) and the body of the Saviour (122:12-15,
123:11-22).

In fact the psychics, or the Calling. are

not members of the Church as such, but servants and
helpers of the Church (119:25-142:1, 134:2Jff).
Consequently, it was for the sake of the Election. i.e.
the spirituals, more than anything else, that the
Saviour came (122:17-19), а formulation which agrees as
closely with the statement in Epiphanius quoted above as
it disagrees with Iren. I 6:1.

For further details of

TriTrac 1 s views on these matters I refer to the translation
below and the relevant notes.
It will now Ье evident that if one takes Hippolytus'
testimony about the distinction between the two Valentinian
schools as the point of reference--which is the sole
criterionthat we possess for judging in the issue--then
only one conclusion is possiЫe:

TriTrac belongs to the

Oriental, not the Western branch of Valentinianism.

The

significance of this realization for the comparative
study of the two Valentinian schools is obvious, since
TriTrac then becomes the only extant example of а
systematic exposition of Oriental Valentinian doctrine�.
About the teachers of this branch of Valentinianism
little is known.1 Hippolytus mentions Axionicus, whom
1

The availaЫe evidence is surveyed Ьу Leisegang in

Pauly-Wissowa, VII А 2271-72.
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Tert. Adv. Val.

4

describes as а conservative Valentinian

teaching in Antioch, and Ardesianes, who is mentioned
nowhere else and whose name several scholars have wished
to emend to Bardesanes.

Further, there is the Theodotus

of ExcTh, and, according to some scholars, Marcus the
Magician and his teacher Colarbasus.

The only conclusion

which can Ье drawn from what is known of these figures,
with regard to the authorship of TriTrac, is that the
author cannot have been Marcus or Theodotus, the only
names on the list of whose teaching enough remains
to allow comparison:

Marcus appears to have been

dominated Ьу an interest in number symbolism, whereas
Theodotus applied the conventional name of Sophia to
the fallen aeon and Mother of the spirituals, and not
as TriTтac does, Logos.
The date of composition was set Ьу P&Q as "entre
150 et 180 environ" (70), on the basis of their
assumption that Heracleon was the author.

Ка., strangely,

adopts this dating, but without accepting the argument
about authorship upon which P&Q based it (I 37).
Subsequent commentators either accept this dating (Devoti,
RivStLettRel 11.273 and 13.328) or leave the question
unanswered.
was the

Since, however, the hypothesis that Heracleon

author has to Ье rejected, the question of the

date is thereby left open.

What can Ье said with absolute

certainty, о f coursе, is that TriTrac cannot, on the one
hand, possiЫy antedate the activity of Valentinus himself,
from 130-40 onwards, and must, on the other, precede Ьу а
few years at least, the date of the codex in which
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its Coptic version is preserved, i.e. са. 340, on the
other.

It should Ье recalled that there is ample evidence

that Valentinianism was still а force to Ье reckoned
with, at least in the East, in the middle of the fourth
1
century, and there is no reason to assume that
Valentinian treatises were no longer composed at that
time.
The question then arises whether there is any internal
evidence which would alЪ)w а тоге precise dating wi thin this
two hundred years span.

I do not here intend to offer

an exhaustive study of such evidence, but restrict my
discussion to а ce�tain number of points which have
emerged in the course of commenting upon the text. and
which suggest, to my mind, that the date should Ье set
at а later, rather than an earlier, stage within the
span of time mentioned.
(1)

Affinities with Origenism.

That such affinities

exist was pointed out Ьу P&Q� who noted (а) that the
argument from the designation of God as "Father" to the
necessary existence of the "Son" in TriTrac 51:12-15 is
а characteristic of the Origenist school (see note in
loc.), and (Ь) that this is also the case with the
a,г.g:um ent�_frQm the Qn:enes-s of the Father to
the onlybegottenness of the Son (57:8-23; see note).

То

1

Harnack, Altchristliche Literatur, I 174; Leisegang,
ор. cit. 2269; А. V5Bbus, History of Ascetism in the

Syrian Orient, I: The Origin of Ascetism, Early Monasticism
in Persia (Corp. Script. Christ. Or., vol. 184; Subsidia,
tom. 14), 54ff.
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these observations one might add (с) the notion that the
Son is eternally generated (esp. 56:30-35, 58:7-8), (d)
the idea that the end will Ье unity, like the beginning
(127:23-25� 132:20-23), and (е) the idea that the entire
cy.cle of emission, fall and temporal cosmic existэ.I)}�e
expresses а providential economy,· on the part of the
Father, and an education process; although this idea is
not alien to other Valentinian systems, its striking
prominence in TriTrac necessarily invites а comparison
with corresponding features of 0rigen 1 s theodicy.1 P&Q,
it is true, described the affinities between TriTrac and
0rigenism in terms �f an antieipation of 0rigenist tenets
Ьу TriTrac, and also interpreted them to evince an
influence exercised upon 0rigen Ьу Valentinianism in
general and the author of TriTrac (Heracleon, whose
2
But there
commentary on John 0rigen knew) in particular.
is no reason why this line of . argumen t could not Ье
reversed,by assuming that the author of TriTrac has been
exposed to 0rigenism r which is intrins�cally at least
not less plausiЫe.
(2)

Rejection of the Catholic notion of а substance

of the Father.

This occurs in а section where the author

is concerned to estaЫish the oneness and simplicity of
1 The observation is also made Ьу Quispel, "From
Mythos to Logos, 11 167ff.
2 This point of view is taken up again Ьу Colpe.

JbAC 22.103ff.
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the Father.

Among such affirmations as cannot Ье made

of the Father is that he should have "а substance (ouota)
within him, from which he brings forth the things which
he brings forth rr 53:34-35.

I can find no other explanation

for this statement than that it refers to the use of the
word ouota in certair- Christian theological contexts,
especially in the r"ormula ек 'LТJS' ouotas- 'LOV 1IO'l:"p6,;
used to express the generation of the Son.

This formula,

which was to become orthodox with Nicaea, was used Ьу
Origen and his pupils Theognostus and Dionysius of
Alexandria, as well as Ьу Dionysius of Rome (for all
these see Athan. Decr. Nic . .§_yQ. 25), and Ьу Tertullian
(Adv. Prax. 4 and 26).

As is well known, Origen once,

In Ioh. ХХ 18, and later the Arians, opposed the formula
because of its materialist connotations.

If this

interpretation of the passage in question is correct,
and it is both plausiЫe in the context and I can, as I
said, see no alternative to it, then it provides an
indi са tion 6f the date of Tri Trac, as the term ouo Са
did not become а theological issue until the third
century, as far as is known.
(3) In 107:11-13 "[the serpent] is more cunning than
all the evil powers 11 we have а paraphrase of Gen. 3:1
which does not make use of the standard LXX text,
version.

The underlying Gk. seems to have been

%�
х �
% ~
%�
ж �
�avoupy61:"Ер 6 S' �O'L� ��V'LWV 'LWV ouv�µEWV 'LwV
ж а ~
к кwv. �avoupy 6'l:"EPOS' agrees with Symmachus, but also

Aquila and Theodotion had �avovpyoi;

(see the second
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apparatus in the Cambridge or the GBttingen editions of
the LXX).

In spite of the fact that we are here dealing

with а paraphrase and not а verbal quotation, it is
hardly conceivaЫe that the author of TriTrac has chanced
upon а formulation agreeing with these versions Ьу sheer
coincidence, so the question arises how he came to Ье
influenced Ьу this rendering.

There is, as far as I am

aware, no textual evidence which suggests that
Valentinians, or any other Gnostics for that matter, ever
adopted any text of the Old Testament other than the
LXX, nor is it easy to conceive of any doctrinal reasons
which would impel i Valentinian writer to adopt а Jewish
rather than а Christian version of the text.

It is more

likely, therefore, that the passage reflects а text of
the LXX emended Ьу readings from one or more other
translations, and if so, then more likely than not
through the mediation of Origen 1 s Hexapla, Ьу which
these translations achieved а certain acceptance and
circulation outside purely Jewish communities.1 If,
however, TriTrac presupposes this influence of the
Hexapla, then it can hardly Ье dated earlier than са.
250.
Although none of these observations may Ье regarded
in itself as absolutely compelling evidence for
determining the date of TriTrac, together they constitute
1 Cf. the discussion of the origin of an interpolation
from Aquila in Philo Ьу Katz, JTS 47.32-33.
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а case for situating the text in the third century, and
rnore рrоЬаЫу in the second than the first half.

It

will further Ье observed that while the first group of
observations relate rnore specifically to Origenist
doctrine, there is also an Origenist connection involved
in (2) and (J).

The date suggested falls precisely

,.

within the period when Origenisrn exercised а consideraЫe
influence in the East, and it is � ipso quite reasonaЫe
that an Oriental Valentinian writing at that tirne should
display signs of that influence.

III The Language
About the orthography of TriTrac Ка. comments that
it agrees for the most part with Subachmimic, but there
is also а strong Sahidic element.
features as Н and

(:J

Furthermore, su�h

iп.s-cead of Standard Sahidic € and О

respectively, are tentatively considered an influence
from the dialect of Hermopolis (= Ashmunein), whereas
an occasional ОУ for W is, according to Ка., an
Achmimicism.1 Before taking up the discussion of the
dialect basis of TriTrac, I wish to add, on the subject
of the orthography, the following supplementary remarks,
concerning some peculiarities, the understanding of
wl1ich is of some significance for the correct reading
1

Ка. I 22-29: Sahidicisrns 24-25, "Herrnopolitanisms"
26, Achmimicisms 27.
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of the text.
Of the several possiЫe explanations proposed Ьу
Ка. (I 30) for the forrns ЕУМАУ- 53:15, and ЕУФДУ- 86:33,
it is рrооаЫу correct to regard thern as instances of'
the sarne phenornenon as in лУТЕУВОУСIОС 75:35-36 and
Е:ТhУХПлУЧ 75:36 (see Ка. I 30 n.5)--consider also
,.
EYE:OYNTOY 75:31--narnely diphthongization Ьу influence
frorn а neighbouring syllaЫe.

Sirnilar cases are quoted

Ьу Kahle (Bala'izah, ch. VIII par. 26А: ЕУ = Е) frorn
Budge's Deuteronorny: 2ENKEYNOYTE, and Worrell's Proverbs
XXVIII 4: ЕУКТО ЕУРООУ, although in а different context
and left unexplained Ьу hirn.
The spellings of ОУ for S·i::;andard Sahidic ОУОУ. and
УОУ for У, which both occur frequently in TriTrac are
orthographic variants and should not Ье treated as scribal
1
errors.
They are also to Ье found in Sahidic.2
Instability in the writing of N.

This rernarkaЫe

feature was treated neither in its full extent nor
systernatically in Ka.'s brief introduction, and it rnay Ье
serviceaЫe to do so here. 3
1 Thus Ка. I 18-19, but cf. Kahle, Bala'izah, ch.
VIII par. 58; Hintze-Schenke, Apostelgeschichte, 16-19
(Schenke drew attention to this in Sch. 136). The
spelling УОУ has not been phonologically explained, but
it seerns designed to emphasize the consonantic value of w
in а situation where the graphic differentiation between
consonantic and vocalic � is still unsettled.
2 Hintze-Schenke, loc. cit.

3 Cf., in general, Kahle, ор. cit., ch. VIII pars.
27, 77, 79А, 80, 82, 90, 94С.
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(а) Before dentals:

Omitted: 1 ТЕ = NTE 57:31, ЛЕ

= NTE 60:3, corrected 'N'ЛЕ 117:25, Сд ТПЕ 101:33;
MTМJ..EI0YE2Cд2NE 131:26-27; ХЕ = NXE (= N61) 108:34, 114:33,
117:36, 126:28.

Added: NTE = ТЕ 105:28, NTE = ЛЕ 127:14,
NЛЕ = ЛЕ frequently,2 OYXдEINTE 131:13. Interchanging
with Е: ЕТЕ = NTE 110:21, 126:31, 128:35; NTE = ЕТЕ 67:38,
?113:37; NЛЕ = ЕТЕ 120:28.

.,.

The alternation between the

forms ENTh- and ETh- in the Perfect Relative may also Ье
seen in this context, as well as the use of ENTh- in the
Present Relative (see below).

Note also the displacement

of N in ЕNТЕЧ-, for ЕТЕNЧ-, 52:2.
(Ь) Before gutturals: NГдР and ГдР both occur
frequently.

МОУК N20 87:18.

(с) The Conjunctive forms NЧ- and Ч- are equally
frequent (restricted to 3. sg.).
(d) МП for П:

?МПЕТЕМПЕЛдУЕ ХПдЧ 52:4, МПОУЕ ПОУЕ

79:28, МПОУЕЕI ЛЕ ПОУЕЕI 94:40-95:1, ММПОУ- (Neg. Perf.)
120:35-36, 121:2.
(е) NN for N:

N is regularly douЫed before О�,

less consistently before other vowels.

The plural

article is spelled NNI in 66:29 and 123:15. Other
instances: NThY'NNE NEEI 116:20; NNEEI 6Е 120:20; NN2PH°!"
<J

-

-

129:22; NNEЧ 51:27; NNEY 66:24; NNHY 113:29; ECOEI NNPPO
117:27; ПЕТNNЕЕЧ дРдУ 111:23; MNNNENEPГlд 132:5; дTNNEY

102:33; ETt NEY NNMMEYE 110:21-22.
1

Cf. also MMEN (for

Cf. in particular Kahle, рр. 109-10.

2 See Ка. II 290 s.v.

os.
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µtv) 61:1 О, 62:1 б, 126:7; дТ· ТОУ2д.ММЕС (f'or дТ0Уд2МЕС) 1
57:29-30.
�

(f') N f'or NN:

-

ПС(1)0У2'ь..20УN NЕТ9Сь..20У ь..Рь..У 66:25;

-

ОЕ:1 Nь-.6 79:6; E:YNTE:Y ММЕ:У NОУЕ!ь..ТЕ: 94:13; cf'. also 93:32,
96:31, 100:25, 101:26.

Strangely, this N only once

(93:32) has the supralinear stroke to mark syllabicy.2

Also cf'. М f'or ММ in МПNдТ1 КО [ f101:7.
This instability in the writing of' N is associated
in particular with Achmimic, but the phenomenon is also
f'ound in Subachmimic and unstandardized Sahidic.
Contraction of' ТТ is f'requent af'ter the relative
Е:Т- and the pref'ixe,9 MNT- and ь.. т-. 3 Sometimes Т is
douЬled in these positions.4 Т is also occasionally
contracted with

х. 5

Instability of'

2.

2 is not normalized. 6

As in many early MSS the use of'

As was noted Ьу Ка. (I 29) it is
occasionally "superf'luously" added,7 and in several
1 Cf'. Hintze-Schenke, 16.
2 Contrast Layton, ZPE 11.187-88.

3 56:21-22, 99:13-14, 117: 7, 132:1 О, 136:6; 87" 12,
121:22, 122:19.24; 51:21, 75:14-15, 93:18, 110:34,
132:10; also ThЗIC 103:10, 110:33.
4 NЕ:Т®ь..У 99:17, cf'. 121:4; MNTTPM2E: 117:28; ь..Т·ТhРХН
52:6, cf'. 56:15, 57:29-30, 100:9.
5 MNXдCI 2нт 78:29-30, 82:21, 110:$; МNХАЕ:IРдОУЩ
85:36.
6 Cf'. Worrell, Coptic Sounds, 110; id. Proverbs,
XIV; Kahle, Bala'izah, ch. VIII pars. 123, 127 F.Gb;
Htntze-Schenke, 19.
7 2Е:Т2Е: 89:27; ·OYAN20Y 90:26-27; ОУ2Ш2 127:14,
130:7. Cf'. Crum, JEA 13.21 n.6.
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instances displaced Ьу metathesis.1

In the same context

it must Ье added that it is also frequently omitted, in
7 instances out of 8 in the Achmimic Perfect Relative

.
2
conversion.

I pass to some of the grammatical characteristics
of the text.
Demonstratives.
mostly ПЕЕI etc.

The demonstrative pronoun is

0f frequent occurrence is also Пд€1

etc.: this is not necessarily а Sahidicism since it may
also Ье considered an archaic form.3 As in Achmimic the
series ПН etc. 'that (one)' does not occur; in its stead
ПЕТММЕУ etc. is use·d, 4 or even ПЕ€ 1 /Пд€1 , the latter not
without causing а certain ambiguity, as can Ье seen from
the translations:

Пд€1 ПЕ ЕТОУМОУТЕ дРдЧ ММдЧ ХЕ ЩНРЕ

ПЕЕI ПЕ ПЕТЩООП NEIWT 65:28-32, qp ПЕЕI TENOY ЧР ПЕ€\
1 NСд2ТРЕ = NС2дТРЕ 54:26; 2д€ = д2Е 57:2;
дТ·ТОУ2дММЕС = дТОУд2МЕС 57:29-30; Сд20У = Сд0У2 66:25;
С020У = СООУ2 97:16 (cf. Egyptian ���); ОУ20 = 20УО
72:10; t д2НТЧ = t д2ТНЧ 93:7; t 2W 124:5, and t OY 2W
124:10-11, both = t OY W (< wi�).
2 ПENThEI 62:39, NEThEI 67:37-38, €УОУдЛ6 82:37,
ПETh0YCJJN2 89:8, EThЩTh 90:15, NEThMEYE 110:26, NENThEI
115:30-31, €ThNд2TE 128:4-5.
3
Пд€1 is the form generally found in 0ld Coptic.
It is likely, however, that in some instances the form
Пд[I is caused Ьу the scribe's Sahidic background or
training; cf. the variant forms Пд€1/ПЕЕ1 in the
dittography 129:25-26, and also above, р. 15.
4 74: 2, 7 5:4, 82 17 • 25, 84:2, 115: 19, 12
3
:
7: 29,
133:12.
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лКЕРНТЕ [1. лКЕ 21. ТЕ] ЕОУ(()Т' ПлЕI TENOY лY(u OYeuT' ПлЕ 1
лКЕ2л[ТЕ] 67:4-6.
The demonstrative article is mostly spelled П!
еtс., there being only three or four instances of
°
ПЕЕI-/ПЕ!"-.1 As ПI- is also Ьу far the most frequently
used form of the definite article, consideraЫe
ш�certainty is thereby created, in contrast to classical
Sahidic, where an underlying system distinguishing
ПI- and ПЕ!- is discerniЫe. 2
Possessive article.

п-,

From Ka.'s Index (II 317-18)

it can Ь� seen that the forms ПЕ9- etc. are in а clear
majority, · although •-the collapsed forms often found in
Achmimic and Subachmimic are attested also (8 instances
of

пq-; ПN- and тq both occur once).

Ву contrast the

Achmimic and Subachmimic forms with the 3. pl. suffix
(ПОУ- etc.) predominate strongly throughout.3
Qualitatives with final Т.

It was pointed out Ьу

Kahle that infinitives that end in О regularly have
corresponding qualitatives with final Т in Subachmimic,
whereas Achmimic exhibits equal proportions of this
1 56:37 (this is рrоЬаЫу an error), 99:22, 131:23,
correction to П'Е'Т 130:34.
2 For the particular uses of ПI- in classical
Sahidic see Polotsky, 0LZ 52.229-30, and now also (with
reference to Subachmimic) Layton, Resurrection, 167-69.
RegrettaЫy no attempt was made to distinguish the various
meanings of ПI- in the in many ways very useful index of Ка.
3 For the dialectal forms cf. Till, Achm.-kopt. Gr.
par. 58а; Shisha-Halevy, Mus. 89.358.
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form and the forms ending in -Н(О)У characteristic of
Sahidic (Kahle, Bala'izah, 214).

TriTrac conforms in

this respect with other Subachmimic texts: Тh€1д€1Т,
ТОУВд€1Т, ТhМд€1Т, ТСд€1д€1Т, ТС€Nд€1Т, ®8В1д€1Т,
ТhХРд€1Т, ЩВВ1д€1Т.

There are only two exceptions:

Th€1HY (once) and T2BBIHY (once)--in the last example
,·

the spelling Т2 suggests that the word as а whole is
an intrusion from written Sahidic.
Conjugation forms. (Representation of variants is
in square brackets.

N = Prenominal form.

Only attested

forms are tabulated.)
А. Bipartite Pattern forms

ч

Present I:

с

N

С€

f5

Circumstantial:

N

€<-\
ЕС
€У
€ [5]

ЕРЕ [ 1 ] 1

1 The indication "passim" after ЕРЕ- in Ка. II 301
is misleading. I have only recorded 135:11-12. For E
see 73:32, 92:14, 93:10, 105:8, 113:7. The entering of
the forms д= and дРЕ- for the circumstantial Present in
Ка. I 29 and II 297, 301, is unfounded: д<-\ЕI in 53:25
is Perf. I (see note in loc.). In ХдРЕNЕТЩООП 102:2-3
one has to do with the Achmimic Present II (cf. Till,
Achm.-kopt. Gr. par. 190); this is also the case with
д<-\КН 60:35.
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Relative:

N

Preterite:

N

ЕТЧ ENThЧ [sic 2]1
ЕТС
ETf i
ЕТОУ EThY [sic 1]3 ENThY [sic 1]4
ЕТЕ [7] ЕТЕРЕ [7] EThPE [sic 2]
NЕЧ [11] N:Ь..Ч [1]
NEC [2] N:Ь..С [ 1]
NEY [15] ['(Jду [4]
NEPE
ENEC

Circurnstantial:
Relative:

Future I:

ЕТЕN€Ч [7]
€ТЕN:Ь..С [ 1]
€ТЕN€У [ 5 ]

€Т€NдЧ

[ 1]

€ТЕNA У [1]

€Th NA У [si с 1]

ЧNд
TNNA
C€NA

Relative, subject form:
Circurnstantial:
N

ETNA

ETh [3] 5 €ТЕNд [sic 1]

€ЧNА
€CNA
€YNA
ЕРЕ- NA- 6

1 ENThЧ: 66:39, 67:3. The entry €ТЕЧ in Ка. II 304
(58:38) is to Ье dis,regarded; see our note in loc.
2 €TEN 9 :35, entered in Ка. II 30 , must, from the
4
4
context, Ье regarded as Relative Perfect.
3 112:20.

4 97:31.

5 89:36, 120:3, 126:23.

6 1 37:7.
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Relative:

ЕТЧN:Ь..
ЕТОУN:Ь..
ЕТЕ- Nд- [1]

N

ЕТЕРЕ- N:Ь..- [2 ] 1

EThPE- Nд
[sic 1 ]

Im:perfect:
Circumstantial:
EEI
ЕЧ дЧ [1 ]3
ЕУ
дРЕ [1 ]4

Present II:
N

ЕТЕЧ [1 ]5
J:: ThЧ [1 ]6

Relative:

ЕЧN:Ь..

Future II:

дЧNА [1 ]7

ЕУNд
ЕРЕ- N:Ь..-8

N

EThNNA [1] 9

Relative:
1
2

1 07: 2 4,

ENEЧNA- [ 1 ] 2
ENдCNA- [1]

and Ьу restoring [ЕТ]Е�Е in 63:3.

86:19: circumstantial a:podosis. The form may also
Ье inter:preted as а second tense; the sentence is negative,
with EN :placed after the adverbial com:plement.
3 60:35.

4 1 02: 2 .

5 58:38.
6 113:36.

7 87: 2 8-29.
8 1 04:23- 2 4.
9 51 : 1 •
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The most remarkaЬle observation which must Ье made
about this inventory of forms is the persistent presence
of a-vocalized variants alongside the normal Subachmimic
and Sahidic conjugation bases with �-

These forms,

which conform with Achmimic, Middle Egyptian, Fayyumic
and Bohairic, have not previously been found in
Subachmimic texts.
В. Tripartite Pattern forms
а. Sentence conjugations
Perf'ect I:

1.E:J
1.Ч

д(
1.У

N

д

21.

[1 ]

Circumstantial:

Е:Ь..Ч
Е::Ь..С
Е:1. у
N

Relative: 1

N

Subject
form:

Е::Ь..

..

NTh'i"

ENThl

NTh.Ч

ENThЧ

Е:ТhЧ

Е:ТЕ:1.Ч

NThN

ENThN

E:ThN

ETE:1.N

NThY

ENThУ

E:Th у

Е:ТЕ::Ь..у

E:NTh
NTh2

. c:;·n.
ENTh2

Е:ТЕ::Ь..

1 For the statistics see Ка. I 29.
in Mus. 80.427.
2 76;34, 105:22.
3 Cf. аЬove, р. 40 with n. 2.

[1 ]

Е:Тh2д

E:Th2

E:Th

ЕТЕ:2),. Ч

3

ENTh:Ь..

ЕNТ:Ь..

[1 ]
[2] 2

3

Also cf. Kasser
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Preterite:
Perfect II:

N

NЕдЧ
N€дУ
NThЧ ENThЧ €Р€�Ч [3]
NThC ENThC [ 1] 1 €P€NThC [1]
NThY €дУ [ 2 ] 2 €Р€дУ [1] EP€NThY [2 ]
€2д [1] 3

Circumstantial:
Relative:
Negative Perfect I:
N
Circumstantial: 10

МПI
МПЕЧ [7] мп-ч [1] ЕМП"Ч [1] 7
МПОУ ЕМПОУ [1] 8 ММПОУ [2 ] 9
МП€
€МП€Ч [2 ]
€МП€Ч [ 1]

ЕМПОУ [ 1]
€МПОУ [7]

1 115:22.
2

77:31, 130:25.

3 134:4

4 E.g. 62:27, 68:5.

5 114:34.
6 81:11: Negated Ьу EN after adverbial complement.
7 77:36.
8

80:25.

9 See above, р. 38.
10 With stroke over М: 52 :18, 90:13(?); 89:5.
Without: 119:13; 79:18, 83:25, 89:3.22, 109:3, 113:20,
1 3'1:2.
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Relative:

ЕТЕ МПЧ [1] ЕТЕ МПЕЧ [1]
ЕТЕ МПОУ [4]
N

NE МПОУ [1]
NE МПЕ

It will Ье seen that in the Perfect systern forrns
corres:ponding to а variety of d·lalects are re:presented.
Perfect I д-, Relative Perfect NTh-/ENTh-, and Perfect
II NTh-/ENTh- are the norrnal Sahidic forrns, which are
also cornrnonly used in Subachrnirnic.

Perfect I 2д-,

Relative Perfect ЕТЕ2д-, and Perfect II Е2д-, attested
Ьу one instance еа�?, are characteristic Middle Egy:ptian,
or Oxyrhynchite, forrns.1 The Relative Perfect ETh
coincides with the forrn norrnally used in Achrnirnic,
Fayyurnic, and also Bohairic, whereas ЕТЕд- is :previously
attested in а Middle Egy:ptian/Fayyurnic context.2 I
leave it an o:pen question to what extent this variety
1

The rnor:phology of this dialect has becorne better
known in recent years; cf., rnost recently, Н.-м. Schenke,
"On the Middle Egy:ptian Dialect of the Co:ptic Language,"
Enchoria 8 (1978), Sonderband, 43 � (89) - (104) 58�;
W.-Р. Funk, "Beitrage des Mittelagy:ptischen Dj_alekts
zurn koptischen Konjugationssystern," Studies Presented
to Hans Jakob Polotsky, ed. Dwight D. Young, Pirtle and
Polson :рuЫ., Beacon Hill, East Gloucester, Mass. 1981,
177-21 о.
2 I gather this frorn Polotsky, OLZ 59.252 (his

Collected Papers, 437), who refers to the "second grou:p"
of Asrnus, presurnaЫy his UЬer Fragrnente irn Mittelagyptischen
Dialekt, not availaЫe to те. Cf. also J�C 1922, 3, cited
in Kahle, Bala'izah, 173.
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actually should Ье interpreted as caused Ьу the
influence of distinct dialect-based scribal conventions
rather than as examples of the more general orthographic
phenomena exhibited Ьу TriTrac, viz. the variations NT/T
a:'1.d 2/Jд (see above, рр. 38 and 39-40).
The form €д-, which appears in the Index of Ка.,
other than as the Circumstantial Perfect, as "pref. v.
(anormal) du Parfait II (?)" is in fact а rare Sahidic
form of the Perfect II, corresponding morphologically
and etymologically to the normal Fayyumic Perfect II дд-,
and also to the Middle Egyptian t2д-, of which there is
1
one 1ns
1n
.
t ance
.
.
Тr�
. Т rac.

The forms €Р€д= and €P€NTh=,

described Ьу Ка. as "derived" forms of Perfect I and
Perfect II respectively,2 are likewise both in fact forms
of Perfect II; in particular the true nature of €Р€д= is
shown Ьу the fact that it is negatived Ьу (N�) ••• €N:
€Р€дЧХ1 €N МПР€ЧР 2НТС N(J)u)П€ 52:19-20.

То my knowledge
there exists only one other example of the form €Р€д=,3

1 Already Stern (par. 423 end) knew that Sahidic
€д- could sometimes Ье used in а main sentence. Polotsky
(Etudes, 48-49; Collected Papers, 152-53) recognized in
it а second tense, while complaining that "la documentation
est insuffisante." Examples from Shenoute were supplied
Ьу Steindorff, Lehrbuch, par. 341; cf. also Till, Kopt.
Gr. р. 172 n.57.
2 Ка. I 29; similarly Kasser, Mus. 80.427.
3 In the "0ld Theban" Proverbs of Bodmer VI: €Рдl.€1
ГдР дТООТОУ N2МП€@00У €ТВ€ ПК9ВНР 6:3, quoted and read
as circumstantial Ьу Kasser, Mus. 80.428.
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and no parallel at all to €P€NTh=.

We shall not here

undertake to account for these forms; however they may
Ье explained,1 it satisfies our purpose to realize that
they are in fact variants of Perfect II, and that there
do not appear to exist any distinctions of meaning and
usage between the various forms of Perfect II utilized
in TriTrac.
Attention may also Ье directed to the form identified
above as а Relative Perfect II.

I know of no example

outside this text of а Relative Perfect II.
1 It is perhaps possiЫe to interpret €Р€дЧ as а
variant of €дЧ, in analogy with the variation €Р€ : €
before а nominal subject in the Circumstantial Present
attested in TriTrac (see above), which is typical of
Achmimic (Polotsky's "Coptic Conjugation System" pars.
47, 55). It may further Ье that €Р€-, which otherwise
always marks а nominal subject, serves here to indicate
а second tense Ьу marking as the nominal subject of an
adverbial sentence the conjugated verb to which it is
prefixed, in accordance with the syntactic structure of
the second tenses, the form €РЕ2>..ЧО)WП€ thereby becoming
comparaЫe to €Р€ПРWМ€. The form €P€NTh= might then
in turn Ье considered а pleonastic combination of two
methods of forming а second tense. It should Ье recalled,
however, that the element €Р€- as such in the Coptic
conjugation system constitutes а still unsettled proЫem
from both the historical and the structural points of
view; more recently it has been discussed Ьу А. I.
Elenskaya, "Proishoidenie predymennogo formanta €Р€ v
sisteme koptskogo sprjazenia,н Palestinskij Sbornik 25
(88) (1974) 81-86 (with summary in English).
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Mpatf'sotm:
N

МПд ТЧ
МП2'. TO'r'
МГ}.. Tt;

Сirс11л:ш t cJ.tltial:

€МП1.ТЧ €МП1.ТЕ' q'
€МП1.ТОУ ЕМП1.ТhУ [sic 1]
ЕМП1.ТЕ

N
Relative:

.ЕТ€ МП1.ТЧ
N ЕТЕ МПдТЕ

Preterite: N
Aorist:
N

NE МП1.ТЕ

ОДРЕG\ [2]
ОДРЕС [1]
ОДРОУ [2]
ОДРЕ,.,

ОДУ [2]
ЕФДС [1 ]
ЕОДРОУ [2]

Circumstantial:
Re1ative:

ЕТЕОДРОУ [1]
ЕТЕОДР€

N

МдG\
Мд(

Circumstantial:

N

57:б.

ЕМдС
ЕУМдУ [sic

ЕТЕМдУ
ЕТ€МдРЕ

1 See above :р. 7.
3
,
2

ЕТ€0ДУ [1]

€ОДУ [2] 3

Negative Aorist:

Relative:

ЕУОДУ [sic 1] 1

NЕОДРОУ [1]

Preterite:
Aorist II:

·'

3 9 2: 34, 1 14: 3 9 •

1]

1

ЕУод 2

ЕТОДРОУ [sic 1]
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Negative Aorist II:
The Aorist presuffixal forms with -РЕ, called
"derived" forms in the Index of Ка., are in fact
normal Subachmimic variants of the forms without this
eztension, corresponding to Achmimic �РЕ=.
Negative Future III:

NOY
NNOY [1]2

As in Achmimic and Subachmimic in general the
affirmative Future III is not used; 3

its most frequent

function-in Sahidic, the use in final clauses introduced
Ьу ХЕКллс,4 is eX!)ressed Ьу Future rr.5
1

134:9.

2 XNNOY
98:34: cf. Till, Achm.-kopt. Gr. par. 190;
Kahle, Bala'izah, ch. VIII par. 151.
3
лУлРН2 99:16 does in fact depend on ХЕКлСЕ in
99:12, but it is more likely that the form is Perfect I
and that we have to do with an anacoluthon here.
EYEOYNTOY 75:31 рrоЬаЫу represents а corruption.
ЕУолNТС 67:32, 70:9 is more рrоЬаЫу а distortion of
EYNд6NTC than of EYA6NTC.
4 Lefort, Mus. 61.65-73; Wilson, Coptic Future
Tenses, 23-38.
5 In two instances, 62:21 and 124:31, ХЕКлС(Е)
is followed Ьу the Conjunctive (in both cases
negatived). In two cases, 69:20-22 and 128:12-15,
it is even connected with а nominal sentence.
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Ь. Clause conjugations
Conjunctive:
N

NЧ [ 1 О] q [ 11]
NTN [2] 3
NCE
NTE

The forrns without

N-

NТЧ [ 1 ] 1

NTPNTЧ [ 1] 2

are typical of Achrnirnic, but

occasional instances have been noted in Subachrnirnic
texts previously.4 The forrn NTPNTЧ has рrоЬаЫу been
produced Ьу а confusion with the Causative Infinitive
(which rnay Ье introduced Ьу

N-

in TriTrac: 124:24).

The sarn$ explanation rnay Ье given for the isolated
forrn NТЧ: 5

(In both these instances·a construction using

Causative Infinitive rnight also have been selected.)
Ternporal:

N

NTh.PEЧ
NTh.POY
NTh.PE
О)ь.ТЕЧ [2] 6

Santefsotrn:
N

Q)[).. Т] ОУ

Q)A ТЕ [ 1 ]

Q)}.NTEЧ [1]
О)ь.NТЕ [2]

1 51:35.

2

107:32.

3 51:2, 124:31 •
4 See Kahle, Bala'izah, рр. 161-62.
5 The long forrns are however attested in
non-literary texts frorn the Theban area: Kahle, loc. cit.
6 (.\)А ТЕ [ q 9 6: 13 ; Q)A [ ТЕЧ 1 31-+:33 •
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Conditional:

д(фд [ 1]
f:N(l_Д [ 1]
дУО)д [1 ]

ЕУФД [2]

ЕУФДN [ 1]

In the Conditional the forms with initial}. are
Achmimic; final N is Sahidic; Е=фд is Subachmimic.1
Causative Infinitive:

N

ТРЕ9
ТРЕС
ТРОУ
ТРЕ

те [1 J
ТОУ [3]

ТРЕУ [1]

The strong presence of Р is characteristic of
early Achmimic and Subachmimic мss. 2 For the 3. pl.
ending cf. the possessive article (above).
Negation.

In the negation

(N-) ..• EN, N-. is

omitted in 57 instances out of 75.

The predominance

of the form without N- is typical of Ach:in:imic and
Subachmimic.3 The negation is used correctly,4, as is
also the Clause Conjugation negation ТМ- (in TriTrac
represented with Conjunctive and Conditional).

о

1 The А and
forms are identified Ьу Ка. as
Aorist II (I 30, II 303): "Cette bevue nous fait
entrevoir, chez le traducteur, une singuliere
meconnaissance de la langue copte." This is unjustified.
2 Kahle, Bala'izah, ch. VIII, par. 146.
3 Ib. par. 80g; Shisha-Halevy, Mus. 89.363-64.
4 The indications of Ка. I 29 n.12, and II 315,
to the contrary can Ье disregarded: In 52:21 one must
emend to ETEN9; for 113:38 see my note in loc.
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То conclude this rnorphological survey I shall
resurne the discussion of three questions: (а) the
correct description of the dialect, (Ь) the degree of
grarnrnatical regularity of the text, and (с) the history
of the Coptic text.
(а) The language was characterized Ьу Ка. as for
the rnost part "Lycopolitan"--i ;е. Subachrnirnic--with а
consideraЫe elernent of Sahidic, whereas the influence
of other dialects is rnarginal or only apparent.
Schenke, apparently relying on the study of Ка.,
described the text as one "dessen irreales Koptisch
(unreine Mischung v:�Qn S und L) es gar nicht in
Wirklichkeit, sondern [!] nur auf dern Papyr(us), u. zw.
nur auf diesern, gibt" (Sch. 136).

Now these

assessrnents are based exclusively on the vocalization
habits of the text.

But vocalization is an inadequate,
and sornetirnes even rnisleading,1 index to the dialect
affiliation of а text.

Moreover, orthographic

variability is the rule rather than the exception with
early Coptic MSS; this рrоЬаЫу reflects the rnutual
interference of concurrent notation systerns rnore often
than conditions in the spoken dialect of the scribes.
In this sense the language of rnost early MSS is
"artificial.11 2
1 Layton, HTR 67.374-79, shows that NНС II,�
(HypArch) while generally exhibiting Sahidic vocalization
preserves typically Subachrnirnic features in its grarnrnar.
2 See the appropriate rernarks of Shisha-Halevy in
Mus. 89.353 n.1.
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More fundamental and less concealaЫe marks of
dialect than vocalization are provided Ьу the
grammatical forms.

From the above survey it can Ье

seen that TriTrac invariaЫy conforms to the grammatical
characteristics of Subachmimic as against Sahidic.
То the list two further characteristic non-Sahidic
phenomena can Ье added: the pre"formation of Greek
verbs with

Р-, and the Achmimic use of N-, ММд= for

Sahidic 2N-, N2HT=.

What also emerges is а more

substantial portion of Achmimic variants--forms with
д in the Bipartite Conjugation Pattern and the
Conditional, E:Th iц_, the Perfect Relative, Conjunctive
forms without N---than is found in previously known
varieties of written Subachmimic.

On the other hand,

what unequivocally Sahidic influence there is in the
text is restricted to its orthographic appearance.
(Ь) The grammatical correctness as such of the text
has been called into question Ьу both Ка. and Sch.--it
is believed that its linguistic shape does not represent
а language which would have been written Ьу а native

speaker. 1
1

Since the scope of the present investigation

Ка. estimates that the translator was "un homme
connaissant peu et mal la langue copte" (I 34), and
"un traducteur maladroit, connaissant apparement mieux
le grec que le copte" (I 33). Sch. concludes that
"bei der Genesis des Textes, auf welcher oder wieviel
Stufen auch immer, auch jemand seine Hand im Spiele
gehabt hat, fur den Koptisch nur eine Fremdsprache
(und noch eine schlecht beherrschte) war" (136).
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is restricted to the most elementary aspects of the
language, the question of whether TriTrac represents
authentic Cop·Gic or not cannot Ье exhaustively
answered here, and I shall consider only the following
points.
д for Е.

The text is supposed to disregard the
1
alternation of д and Е.
However, this is limited to
а particular - ·.

environщent: after Т an д occasionally

is found instead of an expected Е: ETh.PE-, ETh.NдY-,
СдTh.M (::: CCuTM).

The rare spellings ETh.У (for ЕТОУ) and

МПдТh.У show that the phenomenon is not to Ье described
as а substitution qf д for Е, but is in some way or
other motivated Ьу the preceding Т.

As regards the

forms with д which occur in the Bipartite Pattern other
than ETh.PE-, they observe the alternation д : Е used in
Achmimic, Middle Egyptian, Fayyumic and Bohairic to
distinguish second tense and circumstantial.
Confusion of the bare and the suffixed forms of the
relative pronoun is claimed Ьу Ка. in а number of
instances (I 30, II 304).

It can Ье seen from the

translation below that satisfactory sense can Ье derived
from all the passages in question without the assumption
of anomaly, except for one instance (75:28), which is
not significant.
1 Ка. regards this as а "hyper-lycopolitanicism"
(I 29); Sch. speaks of "einer wilden Promiskuitat
bestimmter Vokalalternativen. 11
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Use of the Qualitative outside the Bipartite
Conjugation Pattern is not as frequent in the text as
1
ЕNТhЧЩООП 66:39,
has been believed previously.
ENThЧ0E\ 67:3, ENThYTO,E11E\T 97:31, NЕТhУЩООП 1i2:20
are to Ье considered as graphic irregularities rather
than as syntactic errors, since forms of the Present
are required Ьу the context.

(The instaЬility in the

writing of N before dentals, as well as the curious
propensity of the text to follow а Т with an д have
been commented upon above.)

ЕNТh.ЧдВЕЩ 61:19 appears

in fact to Ье an emploi abusif, but even here the
alternative possiЬi.Jity exists of an emendation into
ЕNТh.ЧдЩ9.

Also ��ЧКддТ 101:11 is abnormal, but, according
---

to Ка., not unprecedented. 2

The construction Р ЩРП NЩООП
is well known from other texts.3
0bservation of the Stern-Jernstedt rule.

Sch. 136

records violations of the rule, but in all cases of
� +

Ч

+

inf.

+

dir. obj.

the form тау Ье plausiЫy

interpreted as thз Achmimic Conjunctive.
should Ье emended to Conjunctive.

ЕЧХ\Т9 75:1

In ЕдУN20УТ

NNETEAYX00YE NEY0Y 128:1 the prenominal form of the
verb seems to Ье used incorrectly, but confusion of N
and NN is typical of this text (see above).
1 Ка. I 30; Sch. 136; Thomassen, VigChr 34.373 n.34.
2 Ка. I 30. I have not been аЫе to verify this.
3 See, recently, Layton, Resurrection, 191-92. That

Ка. I 30 regards this as an anomaly must Ье an oversight.
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А further syntactic peculiarity may Ье called
attention to in this context; the realization of а
second tense through а substantivized relative clause.
Consider the following examples:
1. 76:23-27

ХЕ лХN ПОУСuО)Е EN NTE ПIшт ПЕТhУХПО мп Iлогос

ЕТЕ ПЕЕI ПЕ ОУЛЕ дN лХNТЧ· ЕЧNлt ПЕЧОУлЕIЕ дЛЛд •..
"For it is not without the will of the Father that
this logos was produced, nor was it without it that
he should rush forward, but •••"
2.

82:17-22

NETMMEY ГлР Nд ПIThNTN NThY Nд ОУ<ОУ>Сlл

NK�KEJ NE· лВлЛ 2NN ОУФлNТhС Iд NTE OYThNTN

MN

ОУМЕУЕ MMN[NI] �CI2НТ ЕЧ(!)[ОУЕIТ] ПЕТЕлУО)J)ПЕ "For
those--those who belong to the imitation--they are
of а substance of darkness.

It is of а fantasy of

imitation and а presum.ptuous and ещ:рtу thought that
they have соте into being."
3.

112:35-113:1

2NКЕКлУЕ ЛЕ лN EYXW мм9[с] ХЕ дВдЛ

[21 ]TN NЕ[<tд]ГГЕЛОС ПЕТhЧР 2ШВ "Others say that it

4.

is through his angels that he has worked."
113:28-31

ЕNПЕОУлN ММлУ ММЕ· ХЕ EЧNNHY дВдЛ TWN

Н лВОЛ 2N NIM ПЕТОУNдХПлЧ

"and none of them realized

,vl-ience he would соте or from whom he would Ье born. 11
5.

115:15-17

ХЕ 2N OYMNThTPNOBE· лУW 2NN OYMNThTTWЛM

дУШ 2N OYMNT�TXCu2M ПENThЧTPOYuJ ММдЧ

"because it was

in sinlessness, unpollutedness and undefiledness
that he let himself Ье conceived."
6.

115:29-31

МПIРНТЕ ПENThYXI СшМд· 21 lfГYXH Nol

NENThEI NММЕ:Ч

11

It was in this way that those who

саше with him received body and soul."
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Particularly revealing are ехх. 1 and 4, where the
relative constructions stand parallel to actual second
tenses.

How to analyse these constructions syntactically

need not concern us here once we have recognized their
function within the sentence.

It may Ье, however, that

these examples also give us the clue to the correct
understanding of the difficult first sentence of TriTrac.
хе п[е]т'iNNАЩ
ХООЧ 2д NeTXдCI differs, it is true, from
.
.
the examples above both Ьу the fact that the adverbial
element is postposed and because the tense of the
relative is а second (for this combination cf. Stern par.
422).

But the sentence has in common with them the

structure of adverbial sentence with а substantivized
relative clause as the subject, and Ьу basing ourselves
upon this common structure, and assuming the substantivized
relative clause to have the same significance as in those
examples, we obtain а highly satisfactory interpretation:
"Because it is the superior things that we shall speak
about •••• "

The use of the Future II within the relative

construction

may then in turn Ье interpreted as а douЫe

marking of the second tense function.
Varia.

дВдЛ NTeY = дВдЛ N2HTOY (cf. Ка. I 33-34);

2PH°i' 2N петч щоопч ММд [ч

64:39-65: 1- (co]J.fusion of object"

and ad:verЬial complement,}; дРд У етщооп : 6:5: 12 = )..NС:ТЩООП;
nominal sentence introduced Ьу Copula (NE): 67:24-25,
69:24-25; reduplication of Copula (chiefly пе) in
nominal sentences: passim; MПPHTejN@e + noun +
unconverted nominal sentence: 63:29-36.
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Conclusion.

The rnajority of the rnorphosyntactic

irregularities previously ascribed to the text can Ье
explained as Achrnirnic variants, spelling rnistakes or
scribal errors.

Nevertheless, frorn what has been said

above it is clear that the text does present а nurnber
of unusual features both grarnrnatically and idiornatically.
I arn not convinced, however, that these features are such
as to warrant the assurnption that the translator was
unfamiliar with the rules of the Coptic language.

On the

contrary the translator can Ье said to display
considerable sophistication in his selection of verbal
expression, as can Ье seen frorn the survey of conjugation
forrns above.

If account is taken of the proЫerns facing

the translator when trying to render an ideologically
and stylistically cornplex treatise into а language which
possesses few conventions for an undertaking of the sort,
of the unsettled state of written Coptic at the tirne the
translation was rnade, and, last but not least, of our
lirnited knowledge of the dialects involved at the tirne,
then it seerns preferaЫe not to put the Ыаmе on the
incornpetence of the translator for our own dissatisfaction
with the text.
(с) Ка. (I 35) concluded that the text had first
been translated into an archaic variety of Sahidic, and
then transposed into Subachrnirnic.

If this were so,

TriTrac would Ье the only witness to such а process,
since all other Gnostic Subachrnirnic texts are generally
considered to have been translated directly into that
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dialect.

On the other hand an instance of the contrary

process can Ье cited:

For NHC II,� it has been shown

Ьу Layton that an attempt had been made to make the
text conform to Sahidic vocalization while it retained

typical Subachmimic grammatical features (HTR 67.374-79) •

.An explanation can also Ье found for this phenomenon:
In the fourth century Sahidic gained ground as the
standard written form of Coptic, and $ahidicisms found
in а Subachmimic·мs of that period can plausiЫy Ье
ascribed to the growing prestige of Sahidic at the time.
For TriTrac а deliberate attempt to make the orthography
conform to Sahidic ,.eannot Ье demonstrated.

As was

observed above the scribe has occasionally started to
write а Sahidic form before correcting it to Subachmimic
(above, р. 16).

It seems, therefore, that the

translation was originally made into а variant of
Subachmimic strongly influenced Ьу Achmimic, and that
the Sahidic elements which are exhibited Ьу the
orthography of the MS are attributaЫe to the greater
familiarity of the scribe, and possiЫy also of previous
scribes, with Sahidic than with Subachmimic.

IV

The Systern

Since we study the theological systern expounded in
TriTrac in the cornrnentary, following the systernatic
layout of the treatise itself, only а few words are
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necessary on the subject here.

Briefly summarized,

TriTrac explains how the Father, who is One and who existed
alone, desired to Ье known.

Ву this act of will the divine

substance was externalized so as to become а congregation
of autonomously existing personal entities with cognitive
fac ulties.

However, knowledge and perfect existence are
/

not granted the aeons from the beginning; these are goals
to Ье attained through а process of education and
formation.

This inherent imperfection gives rise to

positive deficiency through the presumptuous anticipation
of the goal Ьу the last and least advanced aeon, called
"the logos."

А rupt:ure takes place within the logos:

his

presumptuous part is cut off and remains outside the
world of the Pleroma, while his perfect part reascends
tl1ere.

From the

II

thought of presumption II originate

demonic powers of passions and vices, essentially material
in character.

The logos himself, cut off from the Pleroma

together with the offspring of his presumption, condemns
his previous desire, is converted and remembers the
Pleroma, praying to the aeons for assistance.

This second

disposition, and the prayer, become another order of
powers, which is psychic and which combats the material
one.

Then the Saviour is sent forth from the Pleroma as

an answer to his prayer, and manifests himself to him.
Through this vision the logos is illuminated and formed,
and becomes сараЫе of spiritual offspring, brought forth
as а thanksgiving prayer of the logos after the image of
the Saviour and his angelic retinue, who themselves
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manifest the forms of the Pleroma.

The logos proceeds�

through the medium of а Ruler of all the psfchic
powers, to shape the world, which becomes а structure
composed of the material and the psychic powers and
substances previously emitted, while the logos and his
spiritual offspring form an aeon in the
the cosmos and the Pleroma.

11 Middle 11

between

Man likewise is created as

а mixture of the material and the psychic and with а third
element deriving from the logos himself.

In the world

there exist different categories of men professing
varying opinions about the nature of the cosmos, in
accordance with and inspired Ьу the powers, the Greeks and
barbarians belonging to the material powers and the
Hebrews to the psychic ones.

Finally the Saviour is sent

down to earth, assuming as his body the spiritual
offspring of the lo�os, who thereby become incarnated
as а spiritual Church in the world.

The purpose of their

incarnation is that they shall Ье trained through living
here below and receive the redemption through the ritual
of baptism, so as to Ье reunited, together with the logos,
with the Pleroma, where the final unification now takes
place.
There does not exist а singular key to the
understanding of the system of TriTrac.

On the contrary

it is essential to realize that this system, as indeed
Valentinian thinking as а whole, combines several modes of
thought deriving from disparate religious and
philosophical backgrounds.

From one point of view
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TriTrac represents systematized salvation history in the
Jewish-Christian sense.

It provides an account of а

process which unfolds itself in the medium of time and
which encompasses the entire history of the world as
well as an elaborate "prologue in heaven. 11

The telos of

this process is the education and successive formation
of the children of the Father towards their perfect Being
and their complete knowledge of him.

А central concept in

this context is that of the Father's will; it is his will
to Ье known, but it is also his will that this take place
through a.process of gradual training and growth.
Thereby the Father h,as also willed the condition w:hich
made the fall possiЫe.

Moreover, the actual occurrence of

the fall was in accordance with his will as well; it was
necessary in а sense, although the text does not
explicitly define this necessity (which belongs to the
level of philosophical interpretation:

see below).

The

creation of the world was also in accordance with the
Father's plan:

it is an instrument for the education of

the spiritual seed, who receive in it the preparation for
their acceptance into the Pleroma.

Closely allied to

the concept of the will is that of providence, which
indicates that the events of the salvation history take
place according to а preconceived plan of the Father.

In

this context belongs also the term oikonomia, which in
TriTrac, as in Valentinianism in general, has the
specialized meaning of "the world" in its restricted
spatio-temporal totality as а precalculated phase in the
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realization of the Father's plan for salvation,
administered Ьу lower powers who are themselves ignorant
that they act only as instruments of а greater design.
From а different point of view TriTrac contains а
system of physics in the philosophical sense.

The

conceptual framework of the treatise is constituted Ьу
the opposition of oneness and plurality.

While the Father

is One, emanation, although willed Ьу the Father, implies
plurality, and unlimited plurality at that.

This

unlimitedness is epitomized in the presumptuous thought
of the logos, who as а singular aeon attempts to grasp the
Father, whose onenes� is also an infinitude transcending
the particularity of the individual aeon.

But the fall

fulfils а necessary function in the process of emanation,
for through it unlimitedness is cut off from the Pleroma
and а Limit is imposed upon it, which makes possiЬle the
conversion of the Pleroma towards the Father which is
effected Ьу the Son.

The evil aspect of plurality which

now has been removed from the Pleroma, represented Ьу
the presumptuous thought, now expresses itself as а
multitude of powers constantly struggling among themselves,
their mutual strife and discord constituting the essence
of matter.

For the logos this state of affairs implies

а condition of passions and sufferings, from which he
attempts to liberate himself through his conversion and
prayer.

The vision of the Saviour brings about this

liberation, and the state to which he then attains is
characterized as rest and oneness of mind.

Similarly the
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spiritual offspring which he now brings forth have an
aspect of unity, but nevertheless do not possess the
oneness of the Pleroma.

In the world of men the thinkers

among the Greeks and the barbarians reflect the disruption
and strife of the material powers, who inspire their
thoughts, whereas the Hebrew prophets, who like good
psychics are attentive upwards, all proclaim the same
message, which derives from the spiritual region of the
logos.

When the Saviour descends together with the

spirituals he effects the final unification Ьу being а
single person in whom all the spirituals may participate
at their redemption;''the apokatastasis being а return to
the initial oneness.

This pervasive thinking in terms of

the opposition of oneness and plurality is attributaЫe
to the influence of the Old Academic opposition of Monad
and Dyad, as transmitted through Neopythagoreanism, where
these two principles were first conceived in such а way
as to form а monistic theory of emanation.

In my

commentary I have attempted to show that such concepts
as "extension," "Limit," "cutting off, rr "presumption"
etc. belong within this tradition.

The logos of TriTrac,

and Sophia in other Valentinian systems, in many ways
correspond to the Dyad as the principle of unlimitedness
inherent in emanation, and as the origin of matter.
However, the logos (and Sophia) also possesses essential
traits of the Platonic Soul (with no fundamental
distinction being made Ьу the Valentinians between the
World Soul and the particular soul), in particular in the
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account of the fall and with regard to demiurgic function.
In terms of а hierarchic arrangement there is (1) а
supreme god, qualified as One as well as Good, and а
transcendent world, which does not constitute а level of
its own, as in Plotinus, but which is the Father's
thoughts, as in Middle Platonism� although in а
dynamically conceived way which combines the Pythagorean
notion of the Monad as potentially containing all numbers
with the Stoic theory of the douЫe logos; (2) the region
of the Middle, the aeon of the spiritual logos,
corresponding to the Ogdoad where Sophia dwells according
to other Valentinia�·sources; and (3) the cosmos, which
is composed of matter and soul and ruled Ьу powers of
either material or psychic nature, the demons of the
philosophers arranged on а hierarchic scale, one Ruler
being placed over all the others.

As in Valentinianism

in general there are three demiurges:

the Saviour, who

separates the material and psychic substances, and also
manifests the forms of the Pleroma, the logos, who brings
about the actual cosmic arrangement, in accordance with
the model manifested Ьу the Saviour, and the Ruler,
corresponding to

11

the Demiurge" in other Valentinian

systems, who is the instrument used in creation Ьу the
logos, but who in addition creates on his own account
as 1.Jell.
From а third point of view, which is also essential
for the understanding of Valentinian thinking, the system
of TriTrac is what may Ье called mysteriosophy, or
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mythology with а sacramental basis.

Valentinianism is

of course а religion, promising salvation through ritual
acts, and the meaning of these acts is expressed
conceptually through the system.

Therefore the Pleroma,

although philosophically akin to the intelligiЫe world
of the Platonists, is called "Church":

it is also the

ideal, mythologically hypostasized community of the Elect.
This is also the background on which it becomes
understandaЫe how the most superior form of cognition of
the aeons is the singing of hymns, and how the metaphysical
concept of oneness is realized through the harmony, or
consent, of the comm�nal psalmody.

Furthermore, the

emanation process itself, conceived as а generation from
within the Father, is to Ье interpreted not exclusively
in terms of current philosophical emanation theories, but
also as reflecting sacramentally realized regeneration.
In this context it should Ье noted that such а term as
"formation," in addition to the significance it has within
the salvation historical outlook on the one hand, and
Platonist physics on the other, also possesses sacramental
connotations, being semantically closely related to
"illumination."

It should also Ье pointed out that the

myth of fall and restoration, while constituting, on the
macrocosmic level, а cosmogonic theory, also provides the
paradigm for the condition of the individual, and for his
way to salvation.
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Analysis
PART ONE:

P�otology (51:1-104:3)

Introduction (51:1-8)
f
I. The original triad (51:8-5i:38)
А.

в.

The Father (51:8-54:35)
1. The Fa.ther is both one and many (51:8-19)
2. Не is the only true Father (51:19-52:6)
3. Не is eternal (52:6-53:5)
4- Не is good and full/perfect (53:5-54:2)
5. Не is ineffaЫe (54:2-24)
6: Conclusion: Не is unknowaЬle (54:24-35)
The Son (54:35-57:23)
1. The Father's Thought (54:35-55:27)
2. The Father 1 s ability to manifest himself

3.
С.

II.

(55:27-39)

4-

The Thought is self-generation (56:1-57:8)
The Son is the first-born and only son

1.

The Church exists from the beginning as well

2.
3.

The Church is one and many (58:18-59:16)
The aeons of the Church are ineffaЫe

(57:8-23)
The Church (57:23-59:38)
(57:23-58:18)
(59:16-38)

The formation of the Pleroma (60:1-75:17)
Introduction: The Father's plan (60:1-15)
А. The pre-existence within the Father (60:16-37)
В. The first form (61:1-28)
С. The ultimate formation (61:28-62:5)
D. The All is not perfect from the beginning

(62:6-33)
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Е.

III.

The Son, being one with the Father, provides forrn
and knowledge (62:33-63:4)
F. Because of his continued transcendence the
Father 1 s greatness becornes accessiЫe only
through spiritual acts (63:5-28)
G. Those who are rnanifested are not separate frorn
that frorn which they have соте forth (63:29-64:27)
Н. The distinction of the Father and the two aspects
of the Son (64:28-65:35)
I. The Son as the Father 1 s Name and narnes (65:35-67:34)
J. The fecundity of the All (67:34-68:36)
К. The three glorifications, or fruits (68:36-70:19)
1. The first-fruit (68:36-69:10)
2. The second glorification (69:10-24)
3- The th�!d glorification (69:24-70:19)
L. The difference of the activity of the aeons frorn
that of the cosrnic powers, who also atternpt to Ье
equal to the Plerorna of the Father (70:19-71:7)
м. The Plerorna seeks for the Father (71:7-35)
N. The Spirit (71:35-73:18)
о. The nature of the probole (73:18-74:18)
Р. The autonorny and wisdorn of the aeons (74:18-75:17)
The fall (75:17-85:12)
А. The presurnptous glorification Ьу the last aeon
(75:17-76:23)
в. The fall occurred in accordance with the Father 1 s
will (76:23-77:11)
с. The logos is divided (77:11-36)
D. The ascent of the superior part (77:37-78:28)
Е. The nature of the inferior part of the logos'
ernission (78:28-80:11)
1. The unreality of the rnaterial powers
(78:28-79:16)
2. Their vainglory and division (79:16-80:11)
F. The conversion of the logos (80:11-81 :26)
G. The rernernbrance and supplication (81 :26-82:9)
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Н.

IV.

V.

The remembrance and the prayer become an order
of powers superior to that of the imitation
(82:10-83:33)
r. The two orders fight (83:34-85:12)
The mission of the Son (85:1-90:13)
А. The hope of the logos (85:12-32)
в. The intercessory prayer of the Pleroma (85:33-86:23)
с . The consent of the Ple�oma brings forth the
Son-Fruit (86:23-88:8)
D. The manifestation of the Son (88:8-89:4)
1. The manifestation to the logos (88:8-25)
2. The manifestation to the material and the
psychic powers (88:26-89:4)
Е. The different r�actions of the two orders
(89:4-90:13)
The creation o[the world (90:14-104:3)
А. The logos gives thanks (90:14-91:6)
в. The purpose of this emission is to set in order
his previous offspring (91:6-92:22)
с. The names of this thought (92:22-93:14)
D. The superiority of this aeon (93:14-94:10)
Е. The individual members of this aeon (94:10-95:16)
F. The mandate of the logos (95:17-96:16)
G. The estaЫishment of the spiritual region
(96:17-97:27)
н. The subordination of the two lower orders
(97:27-98:20)
I. The union of the psychic and the hylic
(98:20-99:19)
J. The ranks of the cosmic powers (99:19-100:18)
к. The ruler (100:18-101:5)
L. The organization of the psychic region
(101:5-102:26)
м. The organization of the material region
(102:26-104:3)
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PART TWO:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

The nature of the visiЫe world (104:4-18)
The purpose of creation is man (104:18-30)
Man was created Ьу the logos through the demiurge and
the powers subordinate to him (104:30-105:10)
The contributions of the logos, the demiurge and the
material powers to the creation of man (105:10-106:25)
The meaning of the paradise and man's transgression
(106:25-107:18)
The meaning of the expulsion from paradise (107:18108:4)
The consequence of the fall: the reign of death
(108:5-12)

PART THREE:
I.

II.

Anthropogony (104:4-108:12)

Eschatology (108:13-138:25)

The different opinions among men (108:13-113:5)
А. The confusion caused Ьу the two lowest orders
(108:13-109:24)
В. Opinions of the Greeks and the barbarians
(109:24-110:22)
С. The ideas of those whose inspiration derives from
the mixing of the hylic and the psychic
(110:22-111:5)
D. The prophecies (111:6-112:9)
Е. The varying interpretations of the prophecies
(112:9-113:5)
The work of the Saviour (113:5-118:14)
А. The prophecies concerning the Saviour (113:5114:30)
1. The variations and the limitations of the
prophecies (113:5-114:9)
2. The reason for these limitations (114:9-30)
В. The incarnation of the Saviour and the spirituals
(114:30-118:14)
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1.
2.
3.

III.

IV.

The rneaning of the i�carnation (114:30-115:23)
The co-incarnation of the spirituals
(115:23-116:5)
Division and unification in the incarnation

(116:5-117:8)
4- The rninistry of the spirituals (117:8-118:14)
The three hurnan races (118:14-122:12)
А. The various reactions �rnong rnen to the light
(118:14-119:16)
В. The lot of the three races (119:16-27)
С. The destinations of the various categories of
psychics (119:28-122:12)
1. The good and hurnЫe psychics (119:28-120:14)
2. The rnixed psychics (120:14-121:25)
3. The two roads (121:25-122:12)
The destiny of the Election and the Calling (122:12136:24)
Introduction (122:12-32)
А. The salvation of the Elect (122:32-129:34)
1. The perfect and unified rnan and his still
irnperfect rnernbers (122:32-123:22)
2. The redernption of the apokatastasis (123:23-

В.

124:25)
3. Not only earthly rnen, but the All and even
the Son and Saviour needed redernption
(124:25-125:24)
4. Why the Elect rnust suffer (125:24-127:25)
5. The rneaning of baptisrn (127:25-129:34)
а. Baptisrn is the confession of faith in
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
(127:25-128:19)
Ь. The narnes of baptisrn (128:19-129:34)
The salvation of the Called (129:34-136:24)
1. Recapitulation of what was said previously
on the subject (129:34-132:3)
2. Justification of the salvation of the Calling
(132:3-136:24)
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а.
Ь.
с.

Metabasis (132:3-14)
Prooemium: The kingdom of Christ at the
end is oneness (132:14-133:15)
The grounds for the salvation of the
Calling (133:15-136:24)
(1)

(2)
V.

Conclusion:

The activities of the Elect
(133:15-134:23)
The conduQt of the psychics who will

Ье saved (134:23-136:24)
The final end (136:24-138:25)

Note
In order to facilitate reference the translation is
laid out so as to reproduce the MS line Ьу line.
Whenever deviation frorn the sequence of the Coptic text
has been necessary for the sake of English style and
syntax, this is indicated Ьу supplying line numbers
in round brackets in the rnargin.

In the translation

square brackets ([]) indicate restored text, angle
brackets (()) that the translation is based on an
ernendation, braces ({}) that а segment of the text is
superfluous and should Ье deleted.

Words added in the

translation for the sake of greater clarity are enclosed
in round brackets.
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р. 51
Because we shall speak about the superior things
it is proper to begin
with the Father, who is the root of
the All, the one from whom we have received

5

grace so that we тау
speak about him.

_r'

For he existed

before anything apart
from himself alone had yet соте into being.

The Father

is one, while being like а
10

multitude.

For he is first, and he is that which

he alone is, without being like
а single one.

( 0ther-

wise, how could he Ье а Father?
For whenever there is а "father,
there пшst Ье
15

а "son.

11)

But the single one,

who alone is
the Father, is like а root
with а tree and branches
and fruit.
20

0f him it is said

that he is а true
Father, being in
comparaЫe
and immutaЫe, because
he is truly one

25

and God.

For no

one is god for him, and no

11

it follows that

80
one is father to him
--for he is unbegotten--and no other
has begotten him, and
30

no other has created him.
For whoever is the father of somebody,
or his creator,
he has himself а father and а
creator.

35

It is certainly possiЫe

that he becomes father and creator
of whoever has соте into being from
him and whom he has created.
Still he is not·a father
in the true sense, or а

40

god, because he has
р. 52
somebody who has be[gotten him and] who
has created him.

In the true sense, then,

only the father and God
is the one whom nobody has begotten,
5

but who, on the contrary, has begotten the All and
created them.

Не is without beginn.ing

and without end.

For not only

is he without end--he is immortal because of the fact
that he is unbegotten-10

but he is also unwavering in that
in which he is eternally,
and that which he is and that in which he

81

is firm and that in which
he is great.
15

Neither

will he remove himself from that in which he is,
nor will any other
violently bring him to
an end against his will:
Не has not had

20

anyone who preceded him in coming into being.
Thus he does not himself change,
nor will another
Ье аЫе to remove him from that in which he
is and that which he

25

is and that in which he exists,
and his greatness.

Thus

he cannot Ье removed.

Nor is it possiЫe

for another to change him into а different
form, or to reduce him, or change him,
30

or diminish him, because this is
truly and veritаЫу (the way)
in which he is the unchangeaЫe and immutaЫe one
who is invested with the immutaЫe.
For he is not only

35

called
"without beginning" and "without end"
because he is unbegotten
and immortal, but
just as he has no

40

beginning, and also no

82
end, according to his manner of being,
he is unattainaЫe

р. 53
in his greatness, unsearchaЫe
in his wisdom, uncontainaЫ�
in his power,
inscrutaЫe in his
5

sweetness.

For in the real sense

he alone, the good one,
the unbegotten Father, the one who is without
deficiency
and perfect, is the full one;
he is full with all his valuaЫe possessions
10

and every excellence and
every valuaЫe quality.

And he possesses

more, namely freedom from
evil; thus it will Ье found that
while (still) possessing, the one who possesses
everything
15

gives it away, while being unaffected
and not suffering Ьу reason of
that which he gives, because he is rich
in the things that he gives,
and he reposes

20

in the things which he freely bestows.
Such, then, is he, and of such а
character and such а magnitude
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that no other co-exists with
him from the beginning, neither (is there) а place
25

in which he is, or from which he has соте forth,
or to which he will return;
nor an original form,
so that he makes use of а щodel
while he works; nor а difficulty which exists

30

for him and pursues him in that which he does;
nor а matter which lies ready
for him and from which he creates
the things which he creates;
nor а substance within him, from which

35

he brings forth the things which he brings forth;
nor а collaborator
with whom he collaborates on the things at which
he works.
То speak like this
is ignorant.

40

But being

good and without deficiency and perfect and
р. 54
full he himself is the All.
For none
of the names which are conceived
or spoken or seen

5

or grasped,
none of them applies to him,
not even the most brilliant, veneraЫe

84

and honouraЫe ones.

It is, though,

certainly possiЫe to say them in glorification
10

of him and praise, in accordance with the capacity
of each one of those who glorify
him.

But as for himself, such as he is,

such as he exists,

f

and considering the form in which he is,
15

it is impossiЫe for the mind to conceive him,
nor can word
render him, nor can еуе
see him, nor can the corporeal
grasp him, because of

20

his unsearchaЬle greatness
and his unfathomaЫe depth
and his immeasuraЫe height
and his uncontainaЫe will.
This is the nature of the unbegotten;

25

it does not set to work
starting from anything else, nor is it partnered,
in the manner of that which is defined.
But he has being
while having neither

30

figure nor form, those things which
are contemplated Ьу
sensation, so that for this reason he is also the in
comprehensiЫe one.

If he is incomprehensiЫe

then it follows that
35

he is unknowaЫe.

For as regards the one who is

85

inconceivaЫe
Ьу any thought, invisiЫe
Ьу any (face), unutteraЫe
Ьу any word,
untouchaЫe Ьу any hand,
40

only he himself
knows himself in the manner in which he
р. 55

is and his form
and his great�-�ss and his magnitude.
And if he is аЫе to conceive of

himself, to see himself, to take а name
5

for himself, to grasp himself,

( 1 3)

the inconceivaЬle, the unutteraЫe,

( 14)

the incomprehensiЫe, the unchangeaЫe one

( 6)

is his own mind, his
own еуе, his
own mouth, his
own form, and it is

( 12)
10

himself
that he conceives, that he sees,
that he utters, that he grasps;

( 1 7)

and that which he conceives

( 1 8)

and that which he sees and that which he utters

15

is nourishment and delight
and truth and joy and repose.
That which he has
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20

as thought rises above
every wisdom and excels
every mind and excels
every glory and excels
every beauty and

25

every sweetness and every greatness
and every profundity and every exaltedness.
For this one, who is unknowaЫe
in his nature
having all those greatnesses which I have

30

mentioned earlier, if out of the abundance of his
sweetness ,.,
he wishes to grant knowledge so that
he may Ье known,
he is сараЫе (of doing so).
Не has his power, which

35

is his will.

But now

he keeps himself back in
а silence which is he,
the great one, being cause
of the generation of the All for their eternal being.
р. 56
For it is truly himself
that he begets
as ineffaЬle, it being
himself alone that is begotten,
5

as he conceives of himself and
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knows himself the way he is.
It is one who is worthy of
his admiration and the glorification and the
praise and the honour that he brings

10

forth, because of his endless
greatness and
his inscrutaЫe
wisdom and his immeasuraЫe
power and

15

his sweetness which is beyond tasting.
It is he who exposes himself
in this manner'-�f generation, receiving
loving and admiring glorification and praise,
and it is

20

also he who gives glorification to himself,
who admires, who
honours, who loves
--he who has
а son indwelling in

25

him, who is silent concerning him--and
this is the ineffaЫe
within the ineffaЫe, the
invisiЫe, the ungraspaЫe,
the inconceivaЫe within

30

the inconceivaЫe.

In this way

he exists within him eternally.
The Father, as we have said already,
is, without generation, the one in whom he
knows himself,
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35

(and) who has begotten him, because he
exists having а
thought, which is this thought of his,
and this is his perception,

р. 57
which is [the ......]
of his eternal existence.
And this is
truly (the)
5

silen�e, and the wisdom
and the grace; which it is also called
with justice.
For just as the
Father is truly

10

one before whom there [existed no other),
and [one]
beside [whomJ there is no other unbegotten,
so also [the Son]
is truly

15
(+17)

one before whom there (exists) no other (son),
and beside whom there is no other.
Therefore he is first-born
and an only son;

20

the first-born because no other
existed before him, and the only son
because there is no other beside him.
And he has

89
his fruit,
25

which was unknown because of
his overwhelming greatness.

And

he wished to become known
because of his abundant
sweetness.
30

And he manifested the inexplicaЫe power,

and
he mixed it with the multitudinous abundance of his
generosity.
For not only the Son existed
from the beginning, but also the Church

35

existed from th� beginning.
Whoever now imagines that the discovery
that the Son is an only son
contradicts this statement
--because of the mystery of the matter

40

this is not so.
р.

For just as

58

the Father is а single
one, and was shown
to Ье Father to
himself, so also
5

the Son is found
to Ье brother to himself,
without generati6n
and without beginning.
adm[iresJ himself

Не

90
1О

[asJ Father, and [g10Jrifies
and praises and
[lovesJ, and it is also
he (in) whom he conceives of himself
as Son, in accordance with the dispositions

15

of "without
beginning" and "without end."

And

this is the way the matter is,
standing firmly.

Being

innumeraЫe and immeasuraЫe,
20
( +21 )

his procreations, those who exist, are indivisiЫe.
They have соте•-· in to being from
him, the Son and the Father,
in the manner of kisses, out of the abundance

25

of some who embrace one
another in а good and insatiaЫe thought,
the kiss being а single
one even if it consists in
many kisses.

30

This is the

Church of many men, which
exists before the aeons, that
which is justly called
the aeons of the aeons.
This is the nature of the

35

holy imperishaЫe spirits, that
which the Son rests
upon, it being like his essence, just as
the Father rests
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р. 59
upon the Son.

For

[ . ........J

the Cburch exists in the
dispositions and the qualities
in which the Father and Son exist,
5

in the way that I have sai� earlier.
Because of this, it exists
as the innumeraЫe procreations of aeons.
And in infinite number they
also themselves procreate, through [the qua]lities
- [andJ

10

the dispositions in [which ........ J
These [........ com]munity
which

[....... ]

toward one another, and [..... J
who have соте forth from [ •.... ]

15

toward the Son, for whom they exist
as glory.

Because of this

mind is not аЫе to conceive of them.
It was the perfection of that place.
Nor can word
20

express them.

For they are ineffaЫe

and they are unnameaЫe
(and) they are inconceivaЫe.

0nly they

themselves are аЫе
to name themselves in order to conceive
25

themselves.

For they are not sown

in these places.

For those who belong to that place
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are ineffaЫе
[and] they are innumeraЫe under (the conditions
imposed Ьу)
this particular system.
30

And it is the manner and the
sort, the j оу, the delight "
of the nameless,
the unnameaЫe,
the inconceivaЫe, the invisiЬle

35

the ungraspaЬle unbegotten.
It is the Pleroma of the Fatherhood,
,.,

in such а way that his abundance has
become procreation.
р. 60

[........ J

of the aeons

were eternally in
the thought of the Father, and h� was
like а thought
5

and а place for them.

After their begettings had

been estaЫished,
(6+7)

the one who possesses all power wished
to direct (and) to bring
up [that] which was wanting, from the

10

[..• , to bring] forth
[wereJ in him.

those who

But while remaining

(the way] he is,
[he became] а spring which is not
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diminished Ьу the water which
15

flows over from it.
As long as they were
in the Father 1 s thought--that
is, when they were in the hidden depths-
the depth certainly knew

20

them, but they on their part
could not know
the depths in which they
Nor

were.

could they know
25

themselves, n6�
know anything else--that
is, they existed
with the Father, but they did not exist
to themselves--but

30

the being that they had
was like
а seed, so that they in fact
exist like an
embryo.

Не had brought them forth in the manner of

logos:
35

it exists in а
seminal state before
those things which it will produce have yet соте into
being.

94
р. 61

Because of this, the Father had
provided for them
not only that they should exist for him,
but that they should exist for themselves
5

als о; that they should, the'n, exist in [his]
thought as thought-substance,
but that they should exist for themselves also.

[Не]

sowed а thought as а seed
of
1О

[.....]ness,

so that [they might]

percei ve [............ ех�
ists for them.

Не showed grace, [and gave the fir-]

st form, so that they might pe[rceiveJ
who the Father is, who ex[ists for them.J
The name of the Father he gave
15

them, Ьу means of а voice which called
to them that he who is is through
that name, which one has
when coming into being.

The exaltedness

in the name, however, they did not realize:
20

Being in the
form of an embryo, the ЬаЬу has
what it needs
without ever having seen the one who
sowed it.

25

Therefore they had

this thing only
as something to search for, perceiving on the one hand
that he exists, wanting to find, on the other hand,
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what is that which exists.

But since

the Father is perfect and good, just
30

as he had not heard them
that they should remain forever
in his thought, but allowed them
to exist for themselves, so
he also shows them the grace

35

of allowing them to understand what exists,
which he himself knows
eternally.

р. 62

[ ..................... J
form [to know] what exists,
in the way in which one is �rought forth in this
place: when one is born one is in
5

the light, so that one sees those who have produced
one.
For the Father brought forth the All
like а little child,
like а drop from а
spring, like а Ьlossom

1О

from а [vi] ne, like а
[ ....., like] а shoot;
[.......] they were in need of nour[ishment,J of growth and of per
[fection.]

15

for а time.

Не withheld the perfection
The one who thought
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it from the beginning certainly
possesses it from the beginning
(and) saw it, but he (hid) it
from those who had соте forth from
20

him--not through jealousy, but
in order that the aeons should not receive
their perfection from the beginning
and raise themselves up to the
glory towards the Father, thinking to

25

themselves that it was out of themselves
that they had this.

But

just as it had pleased him
to grant them existence, thus

(29а)
30

also
when it pleased him he bestowed upon them
а perfect and
beneficent thought

(33
+29Ь)

in order that they should become perfect.
whom he caused to appear
as а light for those who had соте forth

35

from himself, he
after whom they are named, he
is the full and faultlessly perfect Son.
Не brought him forth while being
united with the one who has соте forth

р. 63
from him [..................]

For he

97
receiving [glory] together with (him from]
the All, according [asJ each
one comprehends him;
5

and this is not his greatness,
for they have not yet comprehended him in him, but
he remains on the contrary of the magnitude of which
[he]

is, of his manner and
his sort and his greatness.
10

Even though they are аЫе to see
him and speak about that [which the]y knCowJ
of him, while �liey wear
him ( and) he wears them [and J
they are аЫе to rea[ch him, he]

15

nevertheless remains the way he is,
the inimitaЫe one.
In order that the Father may Ье
glorified Ьу each one,
and manifest himself,

20

and because he is in his ineffability
invisiЫy hidden,
he is admired
in mind.

Because of that, the great-

(24а)

ness of his exaltedness

(26+
24Ь)
25

becomes manifest when they
speak of him and see him
as they sing hymns to him because of his overflowing
sweetness, in gratitude.

98

( ... >
30

and just

as the marvels
of the silences
are eternal procreations
--they are offspring of mind-
so also the faculties

35

of the logos
are spiritual emissions.
The two are as those of а logos;

р. 64
they are [ .... ; .. ] and
they are thoughts [of] his begetting;
and eternally living roots
which have become manifest.
5

For

they are offspring which have issued from them,
being minds and
spiritual offspring to the
glory of the Father.

For there is no need

of voice--they [areJ spiLrits] of mind and of

10

logos--nor is there any need to do
[an acti]on for that which they desire to
[do].
[he]

But in the pattern in which
was so are (also)

[those] who have соте forth from him, bringing
15

forth all that they wish.

And

that which they think, and that
which they say, and that tow'ards which they
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are moved, and
that in which they are, and
20

that which they hymn, glorifying
it, they have
as Son.

For this is their power

of procreation--just as
with those rrom whom they have соте forth;
25

Ьу mutual help,
because they have helped one
another, in the manner of the unbegotten ones.
For (1) the Father, according to that Ьу which he
,_,

is exalted above the All, is
30

unknowaЫe and incomprehensiЫe,
having this greatness
of such nature and magnitude that
if he had manifested himself before,
immediately, to

35

all of (even) the most exalted ones of the aeons
who had соте forth from him, they
would have perished.

Therefore

he withheld his power and his impassibility
in that which he

р. 65
is,

[ remaining]

ineffaЫe [and] unnameaЫe
and transcending every mind
and every word.

(2) That one, however, extended
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5

himself
and spread himself;
it is he who has given firmness and
а place and а dwelling-place to
the All--which is а name of his,

10

through which he is
father of the All-because of [his]
suffering for those who are; having
sown himself in their thoughts in order that [they]
should search for that which exceeds th[eir ..•... ],

15

while·thinking that he is
and seeking for"�hat
he was.

(3) This one, however, was given

to them as delight and
nourishment and joy and abundant
20

illumination, which
is his compassion,
his knowledge and his mingling
towards them.

This one (=3)

is called and is
25

the Son; he is the All,
and they know who he
is; and he is clothing himself.
That (=2) is the one through whom he is called
rr son rr

30

and who is perceived

to exist and who was sought
for.

That (=1) is the one who exists,

as Father, and of whom one cannot speak
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and whom one does not conceive;
it is he who existed first.
35

For no one can conceive
of him, or think of him; nor can one
approach towards the exalted,
towards the truly pre-existent one.
But every name which is thought

р. 66
or spoken
of hiщ is brought
forth in glorification as а trace
of him, according to the capacity of each
5

one of those who glorify him.

The one

who dawned forth, then, from him, extending
himself for the All's procreation and
knowledge, he,
(however,J is all these names without
10

falsehood, and he is
truly the Father 1 s only first
man.

This is the one whom I

[са11] the form of that which has no form,
the body of the incorporeal, the face of
15

the invisiЫe, the logos of the [inex-]
pressiЫe, the mind of the inconceivaЫe,
the spring which flowed forth from
him, the root of those who have been rooted,
the god of those who lie down (?), the light
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20

of those whorn he illurninates, the will of those
whorn he has willed, the providence of those for
whorn he
provides, the understanding
of those whorn he has rnade to understand, the strength
of those whorn he gives strength, the congregation

25

·'

of those with whorn he is present, the revelation
of that for which they search, the еуе
of those who see, the spirit of those who breathe,
the life of those who live, the unity
of those who are rningled.

30

As the All

is entirely in "the single
one, he being cornpletely clothed with
hirnself and within the one and the sarne narne,
he is never called
Ьу it.

35

And in

this sarne way they are, on their part, in
unification (?),
the one and the same and the All.
Не is not corporeally divided,
nor is he split apart Ьу the names
in which he is, so as to Ье

40

one in this rnanner,

р. 67
another in [that rnanner; norJ
does he change Ьу [ ... ], nor
does he alter Ьу [the na]mes which he
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is, being this one now, and
5

that one at another (time), so that he is one now
and another at another time
--but he is permanently whole; [he]
is each one of the All
eternally at the same time; he is
.(

10

what they all are, as
Father of the All, also the All is him.
For it is he who is knowledge
to himself, being
each one of his qualities.

15

Не has

the powers, (be1ng) the еуе
Ьу which he perceives all that he knows,
seeing all of it in himself,
having а
Son and form.

20

Because of that

his powers and qualities are innumeraЬle
and inaudiЬle,
because of the procreation Ьу which he
procreates them.

InnumeraЫe

and indivisiЫe are
25

the procreations of his logoi and
his commands and his All.
Не knows them--which is himself-
as they are in
the single name, all of them

30

being in it, speaking.

And

he is productive, so that
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they in fact will Ье found to
exist in unity, in accordance with each particular
quality.
And he also did not manifest his multitude
35

to the All at once,
and he did not manifest his sameness
to those who had соте forth from him.

For all those

who have соте forth from him, that
is, the aeons of the aeons,
р. 68

[being] emissions, the procreations of
а procreative nature,
they also (procreate) through their own procreative
nature
to the glory of
5

the Father, just as he had
caused their
existence.

This is what

we have said earlier, that he makes
the aeons into roots and
10

springs and fathers.

For he

whom they glorify they begot.

For

they have knowledge
and understanding, and
they realized that
15

they had соте forth from the knowledge
and the understanding of the All.
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They would have brought forth а
glorification which was (only) а semЫance of the
Father--he
who is the All-20

if they had raised themselves up to give
glory according to each individual (power (? )) of
the aeons.

Because of that, through the

singing of hymns in glorification and
through the power of the oneness
25

of him from whom they had соте forth
they-were drawn into mutual intermingling
and union and ,,
oneness.
They made а glorification that was worthy of

30

the Father out of the Pleroma
of the assemЫy, and it was а
single image though it was many, because
they had brought it forth for the glory
of the single one, and because

35

they had соте forth towards the one who
is himself the All.

This, then,

р. 69
was а tribute from the [aeons) to
the one who had brought forth the All,
and it was а first-fruit of the immortals,
and eternal, because when
5

it came forth from the living aeons,
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it left them being (something) perfect and full
because of that which is perfect
and full, since they were full
and perfect, having glorified in
а perfect fashion through fellowship.
10

For in the way that
they glorify the perfect Father, he
(returns) the glory to those who glorify [him],
[so as to) manifest them Ьу that which
he is.

15

For the cause

which brought about for them the second glory
is that which�as returned
unto them from the Father, when they understood
the grace Ьу which they had borne fruit
through the Father for one

20

another, so that just as they had
been brought forth as а glorification of the Father,
so also in order that they should Ье manifested
as perfect they were manifested as
producing through glorification.

25

For they are

fathers of the third glorification
in accordance with the autonomy and
the power which was produced together with them,
without them being in each individual
so as to glorify in

30

oneness that which he
desires.

For they are the first and the

second, and in this way they both are perfect
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and full, for they are rnanifestations
of the Father who is perfect
35

and full, and (of) those perfect things which carne
forth
when they glorified
the perfect.

The fruit of

the third, however, is glorifications Ьу
the will of each one of the aeons
40

and each one of the qualities.
The Father has indeed power--he exists

р. 70
[as] а perfect Plerorna
( ..•.. .• ] which is
frorn а union.

As

frorn that which is in accordance with each individual
5

aeon is that which he wills
and that of which he is сараЫе
when he glorifies the Father.
Therefore they are rninds
of rninds, and are in fact

10

logoi of logoi,
superiors of
superiors, degrees
of degrees, being ranked
one above the other.

15

And each one

of those who glorify has
his station, his
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rank and his dwelling and his
resting-place, which is the glorification
that he produces.
20

For

those who glorify the Father all
have their eternal
procreation.

They procreate with

mutual assistance,
and the emissions are unlimited and
25

immeasuraЫe. There is no
jealousy on the part
of the Father towards those who have соте forth
from him as regards their producing his
equivalent and his image:

30

Не is the one who

is in the All, procreating
and manifesting himself, and who
wishes to make into а father
those to whom he himself is their father,
and into а god those to whom he himself

35

is their god, as he makes into
Alls those (whose> All he is.
And all those
р. 71

[greatJ names dwell there
authentically
which are shared
Ьу the angels who have соте into being in
5

the world, and the archons, although they have no
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resemЫance
to the eternals.

For the whole system

of the aeons has
yearning and seeking
10

after the complete and perfect finding
of the Father, and this is their Ыameless
f

union.

Although he manifested

himself, the Father
did not desire that they should
15

know him eternally, but he gave himself to Ье
reflected upon, to Ье вought after, while keeping
to himself thi� inscrutaЫe (part) of himself
Ьу which he is pre-existent.

For

the Father gave the impulse
20

and root of the aeons, so that they are stations
on the calm road towards him,
as towards а school of
conduct, he having extended to them faith,
and confidence in that which

25

is not seen, and а
strong hope in that which is not
conceived, and а fertile
love longing for that which it does not
see, and an

30

eternally pleasant understanding of the mind,
and а Ыessing
which is richness and
freedom, and а wisdom of the one

11 О
who desires the glory of the Father--for
35

their thought.
For they know the Father, the exalted one
р. 72

Ьу his will, which is
the spirit which breathes in the All
and gives them а thought
that they shall seek after the un5

known, just as somebody is moved
Ьу а ,fragrance
to seek the reason
because of which the fragrance exists,
because the fragrance of

10

the Father excels these un
worthy things.

For its sweetness

sets the aeons into an
undescribaЫe pleasure,
and it gives them the thought that
15

they should mingle with him who
desires that they know him
in oneness, and that they should help
one another through the spirit which is
sown in them as they are placed

20

in а great and powerful inbreathing,
being renewed in an ineffaЫe
fashion--for they have no
occasion to separate
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in thoughtlessness from that in which they are
placed,
25

because they do not speak,
but are silent about the glory of the
Father, about [him] who has the power
to speak--and receive form
in it.

30

Не was manifested, but

it is nevertheless not possiЫe to express him.
They have (him) as hidden in
thought, so that because of
this they are, on the one hand, silent about
the way the Father is

35

in his form and his nature and his greatness,

р. 73
while, on the other hand, the aeons have become
worthy of
knowing this through his spirit.
For he is unnameaЫe and
unattainaЫe,
5
(+7)

but gives himself to them that they may conceive and
speak of him through his spirit, which is the
trail
Ьу which he may Ье sought.
For each of
the aeons is а name, being each

10

of the qualities and the powers of
the Father.

Being in many names,
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mingled and in mutual harmony,
it is possiЫe for them to speak of him because of
the wealth of the logos, in such а way that
15

although the Father is а single пате because
he is single, he is nevertheless innumeraЫe
in his qualities and
[namesJ.

For the emission of

the All, which is out of the one who
20

is, has not taken place Ьу way of
а cutting off from one another,
as if it were а separation from him who produced
them, but their''production was in the form
of а spreading out,

25

the Father spreading himself out
to those whom he wills, so that
those who have соте forth from him might
exist as well.

For just as

the present aeon is
30

single, yet divided Ьу times,
and times are divided into
years, and the years are divided into
seasons, the seasons into months, the
months into days, the days

35

into hours, and the hours
into moments, so

р. 74
also the true aeon
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is single
yet many, being glorified Ьу small
and Ьу great names according to that which
5

each is аЫе to comprehend; Ьу way of
imagery, again, like а spring
which remains what it is
while flowing into rivers,
lakes, canals

10

and aqueducts; like а
root which spreads out into
trees and branches and
its fruits; like а
human body, which is indivisiЫy divided into

15

members
of members, primary members
and subordinate ones, into big ones and
small ones.

For the aeons were brought

forth in accordance with the third
20

fruit, through the autonomy
of the will,
and through the wisdom
which he graciously gave them for their thought.
Whenever they desire to give glory [with]

25

that which arises from а union, which
has been produced for words of [glorification]
from each one of the pleromas,
and whenever they desire
to give glory with the All, and whenever
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30

t hey desire (to do so) with somebody
who has already соте higher than
their own (degree>, or
station, then

35

he obtains
(that which) he has desired from

(34)

the one who is placed in the superior name and
in the superior station,

р. 75
and ascends to that which is higher
than himself; and he begets
himself, as it were, and
begets himself through that one
5

with that which he is; and he renews
himself with that which has соте to him
from his brother; and he sees him
and entreats him about this thing:

that

that to which he has desired to ascend
10

--that he may succeed in this.
The one who has
desired to glorify does not say anything to him
about this, except this
only.

For there is placed а limit

to speech within the Pleroma, to
15

make them keep silent about the unattainability
of the Father, but speak about the fact that
they desire to attain him.

It саше to
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one of the aeons that he should undertake
to grasp the inconceivability (of the Father)
20

and glorify it, as well as the ineffability
of the Father;
and it was а logos of oneness
although it did not соте f;om
the union of the All, nor

25

from him who brought them forth
--for he who brought forth the All is the Father.
For this aeon was one of those
to whom was given wisdom,
each one of w�6m pre-existed

30

in his thought.

Ву the fact that he wills

they are brought forth.

Therefore

he had received а nature of wisdom,
so as to inquire into the hidden
order, since he was an offspring of wisdom.
35

For the autonomous will
which was produced with
the All was а cause
for this one to do
р. 76

what he wished with nothing
restraining him.

For the in

tention of this logos
was good,
5

because he had rushed forward in order to glorify
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the Father, although he had undertaken sornething which was beyond his power,
since he wished to bring forth one
who was perfect, Ьу а
10

union, in which he did not share
and without anybody having
told hirn to it.

r

For

this aeon was last when he [brought]
thern forth in their rnutual
15

assistance, and he was youngest
of age.

And before

he had yet brought forth anything to the glory of
the will in the union of the All,
he acted high20

rnindedly, out of an overflowing
love, (and) rushed forwards
towards that which is situated within the sphere
of the perfect glory.

For it is not

without the will of the Father
25

that this logos was produced,
nor was it without it that he
should rush forward, but on
the contrary the Father had brought hirn forth for
those things which he knows rnust of necessity

30

take place--for the Father
and the All withdrew frorn
hirn, in order that
the boundary
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which the Father had fixed should become firm; for
35

it is not

out of the dwelling of the unattain

ability� but Ьу the will
р. 77
of the Father--and also in' order that
the things which took place should take place
for an economy which should take place
(which ought not to have taken place [?])
5

in the manifestation of the Pleroma.
Because of thiв it is not right to con
demn the movement which is the logos,
but it is right that we should speak of
the movement of the logos as а cause

10

of an economy which has been ordained to
take place.

For on the one hand the logos did

beget
himself as а perfect single
one, to the glory of the Father, who had
willed him and was content with him.
15

0n the other hand, those things which he desired
to grasp
[and] attain he brought forth as shadows
(and] likenesses and imitations,
because he could not bear the vision of
[the] light, but looked at

20

[the] depths.

Не faltered.

this he suffered а division

Because of

118

and а turning.

Out of the faltering

and the division (arose) oЫivion,
and ignorance of himself and
25

(of that) which is.

For his raising himself

upwards and
his expectation to attain

.,.

the unattainaЫe became firm for him;
he was in it.

But the sicknesses

which ensued

30

after he had become beside
hims·elf, arose
from his falt��ing, that is, his
failure to approach the
glories of the Father, he whose exaltedness

35

is without end.

That, however,

he did not attin, because he could not contain him.
For the one who br0ught forth himself
р. 78
as an aeon of oneness
hastened upwards to that
which was his, and to his kin
in the Pleroma.
5

Не abandoned

that which had соте into being Ьу means of the
deficiency
--those things which had соте forth from him
as а fantasy�-as not belonging to him.
For after he who brought forth himself
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had brought himself forth
10

as more perfect,
he became weak like а female
nature which has been abandoned Ьу her male

( 13а)
15
( 1 б+
17а)
(1 3Ь
+14)
( 17Ь)

element.

For

those things which саше into being
.,.
from his thought and his presumption
were out of that which itself was deficient;
therefore
his perfect (self) left him (and) ascended
to those things which were his.

20

Не remained

in the Pleroma, it being
а reminder for him that [he had been]
saved from the [

. .. . . . .]

For he who hastened towards the heights and
that which drew him towards itself were not
25

barren, but brought
forth а fruit from the Pleroma
in order to overturn those who had come into
being Ьу the deficiency.

For the things which had

come into being Ьу means of the presumptuous
30

thought do resemЫe
the pleromas of
whom they are imitations g
but they are likenesses and shadows
and fantasies because they have been abandoned

35

Ьу the logos and the light,
belonging to the vain thought� being
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offspring of nobody.

Therefore,

р. 79

just as
their origin is out of that which
(3+
1а)

was not, so also their end will Ье that they
return to that
which will not exist.

5

But in their

own eyes (they) exist
as g�eat and powerful,
more [beauti]ful than the names
which [ado]rn them--the ones [whose] shadows
they are, as they are made beautiful Ьу way of

10

imitation. · For [the figure] of the likeness
takes its
beauty from that of which it is а likeness.
For they thought of
themselves that they were the only things in
existence
and without beginning,

15

because they did not see anyone who
existed before them.

Therefore they

showed themselves disobedient
[and] rebellious, and did not
submit themselves to the one because of whom
they had соте into being.
20

For they desired to command
one another and lord it over them
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[in] their vain love of glory,
and the glory that they had
had а cause
25

[of the] system that was to соте into being.
[Being] imitations of those who are superior
they raised themselves to а lust for
...
dominion. each one of
them in accordance with the magnitude of the name

30

of which he was а shadow.
imagining that he should become greater
than•his fellows.

For the thought of these

ones was not barren"
but in accordance with the model of which they
35

are shadows, all that they
think they have as а pledged son.
р. 80

That Ьу which they think
of them they have
as offspring.

Because of this

it саше to pass that many issued from
5

thern as offspring:

fighters,

warriors"
disturbers, re[bels],
and disobeyers who
love domination, and
10

all the others of the sort
from these.

For the logos, then, [was]
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the cause of the things which
happened.

Не became even

more desperate.
15

Не was dumbfounded.

Instead of perfection he saw deficiency;
instead of unification he saw division;
instead of stability he [sawJ
disturbances, instead of [rest]
And he was not аЫе

upheavals.
20

to bring their love of disturbance to cease,
nor could he
destroy it; he had become powerless [ .•••]
after his All ahd his p[erfection] had
left him.

25

For those who had come into being

did not know themselves. and they did not know
the pleromas from which they had come forth�
and they did not know
the one who had become cause of

30

their coming into being.

For because the logos

was in such an
unstaЫe state
he no longer tried to bring forth (offspring)
in the manner of (the bringing forth of) emissions,
35

such as exist (as) pleromas
of glory who have

соте

into being for the glory

of the Father, but he brought
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р.

81

forth little weak things which were
impeded Ьу those sicknesses
Ьу which he himself had been impeded.
It was the solitary [imit]ation of this
disposition

5

which
became cause of the things
which do not themselves exist from the beginning.
For he produced
these in such а way as to

10

cause deficiency, up to the moment when he
condemned those who had come into being
because of him contrary to reason.

This is the

condemnation which became а judgmsnt,
directing itself against them with а view to
destruction
15

--they are the ones who have opposed the
judgment-as the wrath pursues them.

But it is а

(helper) and а savioнr
from their sentiment and their
rebellion, because out of it
20

[arisesJ the conversion which is
called repentance,
as the logos changes
[to а different] sentiment and а different mind;
turning away from evil
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25

he has turned towards the good.
After the conversion followed
the remembrance of those who exist,
and the prayer on behalf of the one who has
turned

30

to himself Ьу means of that which is good •
.,.
It was the one who was in the Pleroma that first
supplicated for him and
remembered him; then his brothers,
one Ьу one, and one part of the All
with the others; then all of them (together);

35

but before all' these the Father.
р. 82

Now the prayer of the supplication
was а help that [he] might
turn (towards) himself
and the All; for it caused
5

him to remember
the pre-existent ones, (and)
them to remember him, and this
is the thought which calls out
from afar and makes him turn around.

10

For all his prayer and
remembrance were
numerous powers, although in accordance with
the aforementioned limit
For there was nothing
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barren in his thought.
15

For these powers were much better
and superior to those who belong to
imitation.

For those--those who belong to

imitation--they are of а substance of da[rkness.]
It is of а fantasy
20

of imitation and а presumptuous
and e[mpty] thought
that they have соте into being.

These ones,

however,
are out of the [thought]
which knew them beforehand.
25

For those ones

[•...• ]

like oЬlivion
and heavy sleep, being
like those who have trouЫed
dreams, who are
30

pursued Ьу (someone) while
the dreamers are encircled.
But these (others) are
like beings of light
for him, looking towards

35

the rising of the sun, and it has соте to pass
that
they see dreams in it
which are truly sweet.

Those ones
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р. 83
а t once ( •..)
the emissions of the remembrance.
They did not have much
substance, nor did
5

they have much glory.
[For] they are not equal to the preexistent ones, even though they are superior
[to] the imitations.

This was the only thing

Ьу which they were exalted over them:
10

that

they _have ori�;nated from а good
sentiment--for they have not arisen
out of the sickness which
occurred--which is the good
sentiment of him

15

[ .. .]

who sought after the preexistent after he prayed and brought him
self to the good.
And he sowed in them
а predisposition to seek after

20

and pray to the
glorious pre-existent.
And he sowed in them а thought

[ .... ]

and а reflection in order that they

should think th at something greater than they
existed

25

before them, and that they did not know
what it was.

Bringing forth
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harmony and mutual
love Ьу means of that thought,
they acted in
30

unity and
one mind, for Ьу the
unity and the oneness
of mind they had received their existence.
For the others lorded it over them

35

in lust for dominion.
For they were more honouraЫe
р. 84

than these first ones, who raised themselves
against them.

Those had not

submitted themselves.

They thought of themselves

that they were self-originated
5

and were
without beginning, having been the first to Ье
brought forth
when they were born.
The two orders combatted one another,
fighting for

10

command, in such а way
that they were submerged in
violences and cruelties,
in the manner of combat, even they having

15

lust for domination
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and all the other things of
this sort.

Because of this

the vain love of glory draws them all
towards
20

the desire of lust
for dominion, and none
of them remembers

[.•.... ) and they do not acknowledge

it.
25

For the powers

of the remembrance were p[rep]ared
Ьу the actions of the pre-existent
ones, of whom"they were
likenesses.

For the order

of these
30

was thus in harmony
with itself and with its fellows.
However, it confronted the order
of those who belong to the imitation, because
the order
of those who belong to the imitation warred

35

against the likenesses, and it com
batted itself because of its wrath.
р. 85

Because of this it [ .............•.. 1
[.•...• ] them [.............

s t one _another for the sake of

again-]

[ . ..............]

necessity placed them [•.........•.... ]
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5

[ .• ] that they might prevail [ •............•.]
he did not want to fall

(?) [ ••••••••••••••• ]

and their envy and their jealousy
and the wrath and the violence and the
lust and the ignorance ruled,
10

and they brought forth with one another various
matters and
powers of different kinds, mixed and
nurnerous, while the mind of the logos who had
caused their production was open
towards the manifestation of the hope

15

whic� was to соте to him from above.

For the logos

who had been moved had
hope and anticipation of
that which is superior.

Those who belonged to

the shadow he
turned away from in every way
20

because they opposed him and were quite
unsubrnissive.
But he was content
with those who belonged to the remembrance.
the

And

one who [ .•• ]

upwards in this way and who was in the
superior state remembering
25

the one who had become deficient--the logos ( •... ]
him in an invisiЫe way
in those who had соте into being in accordance
with the remembrance, in accordance with
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that which was present with thern
--until the light should shine forth on hirn frorn
30

above as а giver of life, that which was brought
forth
Ьу the thought of brotherly love
of the pre-existent plerornas.
'
For the aeons
of the Father of the All,

35

(those) who had not suf-

fered, took upon thernselves the fall which had
happened, as if it were their own,
with concern and beneficence
and with great"kindness.

р. 86
[•.•••••.•. the] All, that they should Ье
instructed [ •• ]
[ •..••..••• ] Ьу the single one

[ . .]

[.••..••••• confi]rrn all through hirn
[.........•.] to end the deficiency.
5

For the or-

[der which carne into] being for hirn carne into
being Ьу
{the one) who had hastened upwards and who
brought it forth for hirn
out of hirnself and out of the perfection as а
1.vhole.
Не who had hastened upwards becarne
for the one who had becorne deficient an
intercessor with the
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10

emission of the aeons who had соте into being
in accordance with
the things which are.

After he had en-

treated them, they on their part consented with
gladness and
benevolence and the harmony
of consent to help the one who had
15

become deficient.

They congregated in one place,

entreating the Father Ьу an agreeaЫe thought
that help might соте from
abov�, from the Father, for his glory.
For the one wh6 had become deficient could not
Ье made perfect in any other way
20

than if the Pleroma
of the Father, which drew him to itself, consented,
manifested him and gave to the one who had become
deficient.

Ву means of the gladly willed

consent which arose
25

the fruit was brought forth, as an offspring
of the consent, as а single
one yet as belonging to the All, mani
festing the countenance of
the Father, of whom the aeons thought

30

when they glorified and prayed for help for their
brother--in which sentiment the Father took part
with them--thus
the fruit was willingly and gladly brought
forth.

And the consent of
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35

the manifestation of his uniting
with them, which is the Son
of his will, manifested itself.
р. 87

The Son of the good pleasure of
the All placed himself as а garment
on them, Ьу means of which
he gave perfection to the one who had become
deficient,
5

and firmness to those who are perfect.
Не is rightly called
Saviour and Redeemer,
the Well-pleasing _one, the Beloved one,
the Paraclete, Christ and

10

the Light of those who are appointed, after
tl10 s е

from whom he was brought forth, because he had
соте into being
clothed in the names of the existences.
Or what further name is there to use
of him, apart from
15

said?

11

Son, 11 as we have already

For he is the knowledge of

the Father, who had desired to become known.
For not only did the aeons
bring forth

the countenance of the Father whom

they
glorified, which has already been described, but
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20

they brought forth their own as well.

For the

glorifying aeons brought forth their countenance
and aspect.

They brought them forth as an

army for him as (for) а king,
so that those who belong to the remembrance
may have а
25

common authority and а united
common consent.

They came forth

in one form which was а multitude of forms, so
that he whom they were to help should
see those to whom he had prayed

30

for help, and �lso see who had
given it to him.
spoken earlier,

For the fruit of which we have
(that) of the consent

towards him, _represents the power of the All.
For the Father placed in him

35

the All; both the pre-existent,
the existing and that which will Ье.
р. 88

Не was competent.

Не manifested

those things which he had placed in him
in his custody(?), after having entrusted (them)
to him.
Не directed the administration of the All
5

in accordance with the authority which was given
to him
from the beginning, and the power (required)
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for the task.
In this way he began to carry out
his manifestation.

For he

in whom the Father is, and he
10

in whom the All is,
appeared to the one who was lacking
:
in vision. Не showed himself to those who were
seeking after their faculty of vision Ьу means
of the radiation of the perfect light there.

15

Не first perfected him
in inexpressiЫe joy.

Не

made him perfect for himself as а perfect one,
and he gave him also that (which) is one Ьу
one.
20

For this is the nature of

the first joy.

And we too were sown

in him invisiЫy,
as а logos which is pre-determined for
knowledge.

And he gave him strength

to separate (from) and turn away from
25

those who were disobedient to him.
То him he displayed
himself in this way.

But to those

who had соте into being because of him he
manifested himself in а mock-form.

30

Не directed а stroke
against them as he suddenly manifested himself
to them
and ,-1ithdrew,
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in the way of lightning.
35

(34)

And

he brought to an end and stopped
the entanglernent which they had with one another
р. 89

through the sudden rnanifestation,
of which they were uninforrned
and which they did not expect because
they did not know it.

Because of this they

becarne
5

afraid and fell down, for they could not bear
the stroke of the light which carne
upon thern.
stroke.

For the two orders it was а

But the order that had appeared

in the rnanner
of those who belong to the rernernbrance was narned
10

а little one, because they had
а little thought.

For they have that which

is superior--it exists before thern--because they
have, sown within thern, the
wonder about that which is superior which
15

will Ье rnanifested.

Therefore they greeted

his rnanifestation and
fell down before hirn.

They becarne

convinced witnesses of (hirn) (and) acknowledged
the light which had appeared, being stronger
20

than those who opposed thern.
to the

Those who belong
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imitation, however, were very afraid,
for they had not been аЫе to learn
from the beginning that there existed such а
sight.
Because of this they fell down into
25

the pit of ignorance,
which is called the
Outer Darkness and Chaos and
Hades and the Abyss.

Не placed above

(them) the order of those who belong to the

30

remembrance because it had proved itself
stronger than··' they.

They were worthy of

becoming rulers over the unspeakaЫe
darkness as their own (domain)
and the lot which was assigned to them.

Не

turned
35

it over to them so that they too should Ье
useful in the
economy which was to take place,

р. 90
of which they are ignorant.

For there is а great

difference between the manifestat�on to the one
1,ho existed
and who became deficient, (and that to) those
who соте into being because
of him.
5

For to him he manifested himself within

him; he was with him, was
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cornpassionate with hirn, relieved
hirn little Ьу little, rnade LhirnJ
grow, carried hirn upwards, and in the end he
gave hirnself
to hirn to Ье enjoyed in
10

vision.

But to those who are on the out-

side he rnanifested hirnself in а leap and
а stoke, and irnrnediately withdrew,
without having let thern see hirn.
For after the logos who had become deficient
was illurninated,
15

his fullness idvanced.
Не becarne free frorn those who were revolting
against hirn before and becarne disentangled from thern.

Не stripped hirnself of

his forrner presurnptuous thought.
20

Не received the unification of the repose Ьу
the subjugation and the subrnission
to hirn of those who had forrnerly been disobedient
to hirn.

And <ье) rejoiced

in the visitation of his brothers
25

who had соте to see hirn.

Не gave

glory and praise to those who had rnanifested
thernselves to help hirn, and he gave thanks
that he had becorne free frorn those who rose
up against hirn
while he adrnired and praised the Great-

JO

ness and those who had rnanifested thernselves to
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him Ьу
а decree.

Не brought forth visiЫe images

of the living forms.

As fair (beings)

of the good, because they are
of those who exist, they do resemЫe
35

these in beauty, but they are not really equal
to them,
because they do not originate from а
union between the one who brought them
р. 91
forth and the one who manifested himself to
But

him.

he works with craft and skill,
completely uniting logos with
himself.
5

Therefore those who came

forth from him are great, just as
that which exists is great.
For after admiring the beauty
of those who had manifested themselves to him,
he acknowledged his thanks for their

10

visitation.

The logos accomplished this

through those from whom he had obtained
help, so as to set in order
those who had соте into being because of him, and
so that they might receive something good, as he
15
(16+

decided to pray that the
orderly economy should embrace all those who had
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соте forth from him.

1 7)

Because of

this, those whom he deliberately brought forth
are in chariots, in
20

the manner of those who existed, the ones
who were manifested, so that they may rise past
all stations, these being inferior things (to
them),
in order that each may Ье given the right
region, in accordance with what he

25

is.

This is an overthrow for

those who belong to the imitation, but an act
of benef±·cence
for those who belong to the remembrance, and а
manifestation
(line cancelled .о.у_ scribe)
of those things which arose from

30

the decision which was united
and compassionate, being seeds
which have not yet соте into being to
themselves.

For

that which was manifested was а countenance
of the Father and the consent, and it was а

35

garment (composed) of every grace, and food,
being for those whom the logos brought
forth when he prayed, and it received the glory
and the praise
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р. 92
which the logos gave as glorification and praise,
while he beheld those to whom he prayed
so as to render perfect through them the images
which he brought forth.
5

For

the logos greatly increased
the mutual co-operation and
the expectant hope, and
they had happiness and great
rest and undefiled pleasures.

10

Those whom he had
remembered earlier, without them being with
him providing the perfection,
(scribal error corrected ..о.;у:
scribe) he now begot having the one of the
vision with him.

15

remaining in hope for, and
faith in, the Father, who is perfect throughout
the All
--he being manifest to him, but not yet
united with him, in order that those who had
соте into being should not perish Ьу the vision

20

of the light.

For they

cannot sustain the superior
greatness.

For this thought of the logos,

which he turned towards his consolidation,
and (which) became master over those who had
25

соте into being because of him, was called
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"aeon" and "place" for
all those whorn he brought forth
in accordance with the decree.

And it is also

called
"а synagogue of
30

salvation," because it healed hirn frorn
the dispersion, which is the thought which is
rnanifold, (and) rnade hirn turn towards
the one thought.

Thus

it is also called "store35

house," because of the rest which he
attained and g�ve hirnself;

р. 93
and it is also called "bride, 11
because of his joy when
he attained it, in response to the hope of (а)
fruit
frorn the union which was rnanifested to hirn.

5

It is also called "kingdorn,

11

because of the consolidation which he received
when he
rejoiced in the power over those who opposed hirn.
And it is also called "the joy
of the Lord," because of the delight with [which
he]
10

clothed himself when the light was
before hirn, giving hirn recompense for the

142

good which was in him,
and the thought of freedom.
This aeon of which we have
15

spoken stands above the two orders
of those who combat one another.
It is dissociated from those who hold dominion,
.'

and
it is not implicated in the sicknesses and the
smallnesses, those who belong to the remembrance and
those who belong to the imitation.
20

For that in which the logos estaЫished himself,
perfect in joy,
was an aeon:

it had

the form of the real thing, but it also had
the constitution of (its) cause, which
25

is the one who manifested himself, because it
is an image
of the existing ones in the Pleroma,
those who have соте into being out of the
abundant
delight of that which is.
Moreover, through rejoicing over the

30

countenance of the one who manifested himself,
through the {delight) and the attentiveness and the expectation of the things
for which he had prayed it had
the logos of the Son
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35

and his essence and his power and his
shape.

It was him that he desired

and delighted in,

р. 94
the one to whom he prayed in love.
It was light and it was а desire
to Ье set upright, and it was an openness
for instruction and for the еуе it was vision,
5

(qualities) which it had
from the superjor things.

And it was wisdom

for his thought against those who were at the
bottom of the
economy.

And it was logos

for speech, and it is the perfection of things
10

in this way.

And they

were formed together with it, after the
image of the Pleroma, having
fathers, who (are those who manifested themselves,)
each being а little impress
15

of one of the forms.
They are forms of maleness,
because they are not from the sickness which
is femaleness, but they are from
the one who has already left the

20

sickness behind, possessing the name
of Church.

For in consent

they resemЫe the consent in the assemЫy
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of those who manifested themselves.

For that

which came into being in accordance with the
image of the
25

light, that in itself is perfect,
because it is an image of the single
light, which exists,

(and) ,which is the

It was indeed smaller than that of which

All.

it waS an image, but it has
30

its indivisibility,
for it is а countenance of the
indivisiЫe light.

But those

who have соте fnto being in accordance with
the image
of each one of the aeons
35

are in essence that which we have
said, but in power they are not equal,
for it exists in each one
of them individually.
United with one another

40

they do have the equality.
р. 9 5
But individually each of them has not cast off
that which is peculiar to him.
Therefore they are passions.
And passion is sickness.
For they are not offspring from the union of

5

the Pleroma, but from him
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who has still not received the Father, or
the union with his All and the Will.
It was а good thing for the econorny
which was to Ье, because it had been decided
concerning thern
10

that they should pass Ьу t�e lower stations,
and the stations were not аЫе
quickly to accept their corning
through thern unless (they саше) one
Ьу one, and

15

their corning was necessary because every

...

thing was to Ье fulfilled through thern.

( 1 7+
19Ь+
20а)

The loiJ"OS, then, received in full аt once all

( 1 8)

the pre-existent, those which are now

( 19а+
20Ь)
21

these things,
and those which will Ье, as he had been
entrusted with the econorny of all existing
things.

Sorne are already

actual, being ready to
соте into being; but the seeds which are to
соте into being
25

he has within hirnself, frorn
the expectation, which was that
Ьу which he conceived, because that consists of
seeds which are to соте into being.

And

he begot his offspring, which
JO

is the rnanifestation of that Ьу which he
conceived.

But the seed of
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expectation is preserved for some time,
in order that those who have been appointed
shall Ье
appointed for а mission
35

Ьу the advent of the Saviour and those who are
with him--these are the first ones-for the knowledge and the glory of
the Father.

For it is right�

р. 96
Ьу the prayer which he rnade and the con
version which took place because of it,
that some shall perish,
others benefit,
5

others still Ье
set apart.

Не prepared

the punishment for those who were dis
obedient, making use of а power
from the one who was rnanifested, the one from
whom he had received
10

the authority over the all
so that he should separate from himself (that]
which is inferior, and place it
away from that which is superior--until he
set in order the economy of

15

all that was on the outside, and gave
each its appropriate region.
For first the logos estaЫished himself,
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setting the all in order, as
being origin and cause
20

and ruler of the things which had
соте into being, j�st like the Father, who
was cause of the extaЫishment
which first existed after him.
Не sorted out the already existing images,

25

which he had brought forth in
thanksgiving and glorification.

Then

he set in order the abode of those whom he had
brought forth Ьу glorification, that which is
called
"paradise" and "the
30

enjoyment" and "the delight which is full
of nourishment" and "the delight (of) the
pre-existent ones," and

(34Ь)
(33+
34а)
35

he reproduced the image
of every good thing which _exists in the Pleroma.
Then he set in order the kingdom, which
,vas like а city
filled with every beautiful thing,
brotherly love and
great generosity, filled

р. 97
with the holy spirits and [the]
strong powers Ьу which they are governed,
those whom the logos

148

5

brought forth.

And it was estaЫished

with strength.

Then (he set in огdег) the

station of
the church which is assemЫed in this place,
having the shape of the
church which exists among the aeons who glorify
!

the Father.

After that (he set in order) the

station
10

of faith and of the obedience [which arises from]
hope, these things which the logos received
afte� the light had been manifested,
then the disp�iition which is рrауег [and]
supplication--upon which follows forgiveness--

15

and the speaking about
the one who will appear.

Fог all these spiritual

stations
аге set арагt Ьу а spiritual роwег from those
who belong to
the remembrance, because the роwег of
20

an image exists--this image divides(?)
the Pleroma from the logos--which
роwег operates in them so as to make them
prophesy about
the things which аге to Ье, and keeps those who
belong to the remembrance,
who have соте into being, away from that which
is pre-existent,

25

and does not let them mix with those who

149

originated from а direct vision of those who
were with
him.

For those who belong to the remembrance,
that

which is on the outside, they on their part are
subordinate,
and reproduce the likeness of the Pleroma,
30

all the more so because of the partaking in the names Ьу which they are beautiful.
For the conversion is
suЬordinate to those who belong to the remembrance,
and
also the law of

35

the judgment, which is the condemnation and
wrath, is subordinate to them.
То these is subordinate
also the power which separates the ones
below them, which throws them
off and does not allow them
р. 98
[to stret]ch upwards against those who belong
to the rernembrance CandJ
the conversion.

This is the fear and

desperation and oЫivion and (error) and
ignorance, and the things which came into being
5

as an imitation from а fantasy.
And these too are called
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Ьу the higher names.

These, who are

inferior, (are unaЫe to) know the ones from
whom they have
issued through а presumptuous thought
10

and lust for dominion
and disobedience and [lies.]
For each
of the two orders he named
Ьу а name:

15

Those who belong to ihe re membrance and to the
likeness are called
1 1 the
11

right 11 and.

the fires II and

1 1 psychic"
11 the

and

middles. rr

But those who

belong to the
presumptuous thought and to the
imitation are called "the left,"
20

пhylic, 11

1 1 darknesses 11

and

1 1 the

last. 11

For

after the logos had thus estaЫished
every one in his rank,
the images, the likenesses and the imitations,
he kept the aeon of .the images
25

pure from all those who confront
it, so that it is а place of joy.
But to those who belong to the remembrance he
revealed
the thought of which he had stripped
himself:

30

he wanted it to draw them

into association with the material, so that
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they would have an
organization and а dwelling-place,
and also in order that they should acquire а
weak foundation Ьу being drawn
towards evil, until they would cease to
35

rejoice in the glory
of their surroundings, and Ье exiled,
and instead perceive
the sickness which they suffered,
р. Cf9
so that they might acquire love
and а continuous searching after the one who
is аЫе to heal them
from the weakness.

5

Again,

over those who belong to the imitation he
appointed
the well-ordering logos so that it should
bring them to а form.

Не also appointed

over them the law of the judgment.
Again, he appointed over them [the]
10

powerfs] which the roots had produced
[from] the love of dominion.

Не [appointed

them to] rule over them, so that
( 1 6 Ь)

the order was kept in check
Ьу the firmness of the logos which L •••

. .]

15

or Ьу the threat of the 1 [aw]

or Ьу tг1е power of the love of

152
( 1 ба)

dominion,
as the powers which restrained it in (its)
evilness,
until the logos was pleased with them
as being useful for the economy.

(21 )
20

For

the lo.aos knows
the common love of dominion of the two orders.
То these and all the others he
granted their desire.

Не gave to

each the appropriate rank,
25

and for him to command,
so that each
should become ruler of one
station and activity, and yield the place
of whoever is superior to himself, in order
that he тау

30

command the other stations Ьу his activity,
being in charge of the activity
which it falls to him to control
because of his mode of being.

Thus there соте to

Ье commanders and
35

subordinates in positions of dominion
and servitude among the angels
р. 100
and archangels, the activities
being of various kinds and different.
Each of the ruler, with the
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genus and the rank to which he was
5

appointed according to the way they have
appeared, was on guard, having been given
responsiЬility
in the economy.

And none

is without а command, and
none is without а king (above him), from
10

[the en]ds of the heavens to the ends of the
[earth,] even until the inhaЬited [earth
and] the subterranean regions.

There are

kings and masters and those whom they com
mand; some to ,,
15

punish, others
to give judgment, others to
relieve and heal, others to
instruct, others still to keep guard.

For

over all the images he appointed а ruler
20

who is commanded Ьу no one
because he is the lord of them all.
This is the countenance which the logos
brought forth from his thought
in accordance with the likeness of the Father
of the All.

25

Therefore he is adorned with every (name)
so as to resemЫe him, possessing all the virtues
and all the glories.

For he too is called

father and god and maker
and king and judge and place
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30

and abode and law.

For this one

the logos rnade use of like
а hand in order to shape and
work on the things below, and he rnade
use of hirn like а rnouth in
35

order to say the things which are prophesied.
For after having seen that the things which he
said and worked
on were great and
beautiful and rnarvellous, he
rejoiced and was happy as
р. 101
if it were he who from his thought
had spoken thern and rnade
thern, not knowing that the rnovement
within hirn was from the spirit which moved

5

hirn in а deterrnined way towards that which it
wanted.
For the things which саше into being he uttered,
and they carne into being in accordance with the
likeness of the spiritual
stations of which we have previously spoken
in the section about the images.

10

For not only

did he work (up), but he also [hirnself] produced,
in the capacity of father, [his] econorny
in accordance with hirnself, and the seeds--but
[through
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the] superior spirit which descends [through]
him to the inferior stations.
15

Not only did he speak (but he) also (thought)
spiritual words of his own in
an invisiЫe way
through the spirit which calls out
t'

•

and which produces things greater than his own
nature.
20

For being Ьу
his nature god,
and father, (and) all the other
glorious names� he
thought that they were sprung

25

from his nature.

Не estaЫished

а rest for those who оЬеу
him, but for those who do not оЬеу
him punishments.
With him is also
30

а paradise and а
kingdom and everything else
which is in the aeon
which is before him, those things which are above
the imprints (which these are) because of the
thought with which

35

these are joined, which is like
р. 102
а shadow or а veil, in such
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а way that he does not see how the things which
exist exist.

For he set

up for himself labourers and
5

servants assisting him
in the things he did and the things he said.
For in every place where he worked
he left his countenance
Ьу means of his beautiful name,

10

as he worked at and spoke
the things of which he thought.

For [he]

set up in his stations images
of the 1 [ightJ-,
which had been manifested, and of [the] spiritual
[places],
15

deriving from
his nature, in such а way that
in every place they were adorned Ьу him,
being stamped Ьу the countenance
of the one who set them up.

20

lished:

And they were estab-

paradises,

kingdoms, rests,
promises and multitudes
of servants of his will,
and although they are lords with dominion,
25

they are placed under the one who is
lord, who has set them up.

For

after having, in this way, listened to it
well concerning these lights,
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which {constitute) the starting-point

30

and the structure, he set them on top of
the design of the things below.
The invisiЫ€ spirit moved him in such а way
as to make him
р. 103

as well desire to administer Ьу means of
а servant of his own.
whom he too made use of
like а hand and
5

like а (mouth) and as if
he had vision.

The things which he brings forth

\are) order and threat and
fear, in order that those who were
ignorant [ •.••• mayJ
1О

hold in line (the) post which [they have been
appointed to]
guard, being chained to one place

[ь у

the chains of

the] ruler[s) above them.

[For] the estaЫishment of matter as а whole
[is divi]ded into three.
15

The Lfirst] powers,

which the spiritual logos
brought forth as а fantasy
and а presumption, he appointed
to the first, spiritual, rank.
Again, the ones which these brought forth in the

20

love of dominion he appointed

1 58

to the middle region, as powers
of love of dominion, so that they should
rule and command [the]
estaЫishment which is below with
25

compulsion and force.

But those

who had соте into being from envy
and jealousy, and all the other offspring
from that sort of dispositions he placed
as а servant order controlling
30

the last things and commanding
all that is and the whole (realm of) procreation.
From these der'ive the affections
which rapidly destroy and are
eager to соте into being, so as to Ье some-

35

thing in the place from which they derive
and to which they return.
And because of that he appointed over
them commanding powers who
work continuously at matter, so that

р. 104
the offspring of those who are coming into being
may
also continuously come into being.
their
glory.

-f

For this is

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>--------

>>>>>> >----

For the matter which is flowing among its form
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5

(has) а cause, which is the invisibility which exists because of all the powers
[......•.. ] in it [ ••.. J
[.•.•.] as they are born with them, and
[peri]sh.

10

For the thought which is placed

between the ri[ght]and
the left is а power of

[ ..·...•..1

(for) all those things which the
desire to make, in such а way

[....•.•• ]

that they bring them forth
15

as а shadow (is projected) Ьу а
body which it •f'ollows, and these are
the roots of the visiЫe creations.
For the whole estaЫishment and
design of the images, like-

20

nesses and imitations has
соте into being for the sake of those who need

nourishment and instruction and formation,
in order that the smallness
may gradually grow,
25

as through the likeness of а mirror.
For it is for this reason that he created
man last, after having prepared and provided for him the things which he created

30

for his sake.
man is like all
the rest:

For the creation of

160
The spiritual lo�os moved him
invisiЫy, completing
35

him through the demiр. 105
urge and his serving angeli,
joined in (their] moulding activity [Ьу]
the aforementioned thought and its archons, so
that he became
like an earthly shadow,

5

so as to Ье like [those who]
are cut off from the All, and [а]
creation of them all, the right
as well as the left, each [of the or-]
ders forming [man in the way]

10

in which it (itself) is.

For the [rormJ

which was brought forth Ьу the logos,

[who had}

become deficient in such а way that it [round
itself]
in sickness, did not resemЫe him,
because he brought it forth into ob[livionJ
15

ignorance.

[.•. ]

and all the other sicknesses,
after having given the first form.

For

the logos (brought it forth) Ьу means of the
demiurge,
in ignorance, so that he should
20

соте to know that there exists something superior,

1 б1

and realize that he needed [it].
This is what the prophet called
11

breath of life,

в

and

11[ •••

.. ] of the superior aeon,
25

invisiЫe,

11

11

and в[the]

and this is the living

soul which has given life to the (substance)
which was dead at first.
For ignorance is that which is dead.
For it is right that we estab-

30

lish that the soul of the first man
derives from the spiritual logos g
although the creator thought
that it was his, because it went through
him as (through) а rnouth Ьу which one

35

breathes.

The creatoг also sent

down souls
frorn his own substance, because he too had
the power of procreation,
р. 1 Об
having соте into being frorn the likeness
of the Father.

And the left also brought forth

rnen of а fashion,
of their own, with
5

the irni tation of ( •.• ) .
For the spiritual substance is а
[na]rne and а single image,
[and] its sickness is the condition (of being)
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Lin rnan]y forrns.
10

However,

the condition of the substance of the psychics
is douЫe, as it has understanding
and confession of that which is superior,
and (also) is inclined towards evil, and this
(is) [tьeJ inclination of the thought�

,.

15

The hylic

substance, however, its irnpulses are rnanifold
and of rnany shapes.

It was а sickness,

which carne into being as rnany kinds of
inclinations.

For the first rnan is а

rnixed rnould and а
20

rnixed creation;· and а deposit
of the left and the right
and а spiritual logos,
his sentirnents being divided between the two
substances from which he has received

25

his existence�

For

this reason it is also said that
а paradise was planted for hirn, so that he might
eat frorn the fruit of three
sorts of trees,

30

( this) being а garden of the

threefold order,
and the garden which gives enjoyment.
nobility of the superior substance
in it was rnore exalted;
it created and did not strike

35

thern.

Because of that

а threatening cornrnand could Ье issued,

For the
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and [а] great danger was brought over him,
р. 107

namely death:
0nly the enjoyment of the bad ones
did he allow him to taste,
and from the other tree which
5

had the dьuЫе (character) [he� was not allowed
to eat--much
less from that of life--so fthat they should not]
acquire an hono11r [equal to]
them [selves], and so that

1О

L •••••••

.•. J Ьу the evil power [which is]
called the serpent; it is more cunning
than all the evil powers.
It deceived man,
through the ordinance of those who belong to
the thougl].t

15

and the desires, in order to make him transgress
the commandment so that he should die,
and he was expelled from every enjoyment
in that place.

For

this is the expulsion which he [suff]ered,
20

when he was expelled from the enjoyments
of those who belong to the imitation and those
who belong to the likeness.
It is а work of providence, in order that
it should Ье realized that it is а short time
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that man may_enjoy
25

those goods compared to (the)
eternities in which the place of rest exists;
that which the spirit has set up, having
planned
that man should (experience)

30

the greatest evil, namely death
--which is the complete ignorance of everything-
and that he should also experience
all those evils which
would arise from that. and

35

that after the· greeds which result from these,
and the anxieties, he should partake of the
greatest
р. 1 08
good, namely
eternal life, which is
the sound knowledge of the All,
and the partaking of all good things.

5

Because of the transgression of the first man
death reigned.

It accompanied

all men so as to kill them
at the manifestation of its

..,

(_r rule J, which has been accorded to it

10

[for а] kingdom because of (the) economy
--as we have said before--of the

>>>>>-------->>>>>>>>>>>>>_;;..-----------

Father 1 s will.
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For whenever the two orders
of the right and the left are
15

brought together Ьу

the thought which is placed between them,

giving them а common economy,
it comes to pass
that the two of them act with the
20

same emulation of works, the right
copying the left,
and the left also copying
the right.

(25Ьt
26а)
25а

And sometimes, when

in а foolish fashion
the evil order

( 24)

begins to work some evil,

(26Ь
+27)

the (wise) order emulates (it) with
unjust behaviour,
working evil

30

in the same way, like an unjust
power.

But at other times

the wise order
undertakes to work good, and
the (foolish> order imitates it,

35

being emulous of doing likewise.
This is how it is with
the things which are constituted in th[is wa]y
Ьу these

166
р. 109
workings which took place, resemЫing
dissimilar things,

(4ь+
5а)

(4а)
5Ь

for as they had not been instructed
these were not сараЫе of understanding the cause
of the things which are.
Because of this
they also brought forth variously:
Some say that
it is Ьу providence that the things which exist
exist
--these are the ол.еs who observe

1О

the staЬility and tl1e conformity of the movemen t
of the creation.

0thers

say that it is alien
--these are the ones who observe the diversity
and the lawlessness of the powers
15

and the evil.

Some

say that the things which exist are what is
destined to Ье
--these are the ones who have
occupied themselves with this matter.

Some

say that it is in accordance with (the laws of)
Nature,
20

others say (that it is)
accidental.

All the majority, however,

who have reached as far as the visiЫe
elements, do not know more than
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these.
25

For those who have become wise

in the manner of the Greeks and the barbarians
hit upon the powers who have
соте into being as а fantasy and
а vain thougbt, and thos е who

30

саше forth from these throfgh the mutual strife
and in the form of rebellion;
and these operated in them
and they spoke Ьу way of imitation
and presumption and а thought
of fantasy about the things

35

1-rhich they were thinking in

11

wisdom,

11

because the imitaiton had deceived them
and they thought that they had attained the truth,
р. 110
whereas it was illusion that they had attained
--not merely on account of these small names, but
the powers imitated in order to hinder
them, appearing to Ье the all.
5

Because of that it саше to pass that the
order, being entangled, fought
itself because of the
presumptuous quarrelsomeness of
[....... ] the ruler

10

[ ... ]

[....... ••• ] who is above
him.

Therefore there was nothing

which agreed with one another,
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neither
philosophy, nor in medicine
15

nor in rhetorics nor in
music nor in
mechanics, but they are opinions and
theories.

It саше to pass that

(pretentiousness) ruled,
20

and (they) were confused because of the
inexplicability
of those who ruled and gave them
the�r thoughts.

For the things which have issued

from the {production(?)) of
Hebrews, those things have been written from out
of the
25

hylic (powers) who speak in the fashion of the
Greeks,
the powers of all those who intend to
attribute them to the powers on the right,
who move them all to think
Ьу words and an image of them.

JO

And

they set out so as to attain
the truth.

They devoted themselves to the mixed

powers that operated in them.
After these they arrived at the sphere
of the unmixed ones, of the one who is
estaЫished (as) а
35

single one, who exists as the
likeness of the {likeness of the} Father.

Не
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is not invisiЫe
р. 111

in his nature, but
he is veiled in wisdorn. so that
he rnay reproduce the forrn 6f the truly invisi
Ыe one.
5

Because of that

many angels have not been аЫе to see him.
And also the men of
the Hebrew race, of whom we have
already spoken, that is, the righteous
and the prophets, have thought nothing

10

(and) have said nothing
frorn fantasy or frorn
imitation or from an obscure
thought, but each one spoke
faithfully Ьу the power which operated in him

15

and was attentive to what he saw
and heard.
And they had united
consent with one another, in accordance with [the]
way of those who operated in them,

20

as they reproduced their unity and the rnutual
consent, in particular through
the confession of that which is superior
to themselves.

And there is sornething which is

greater than them,
which has been estaЫished because they needed
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25

it, and the spiritual logos had
sowed with them something which needed
the superior, as а hope and an anticipation in accordance with the remembrance.
is the seed of salvation, ··

30

and it is an illuminating logos, which
is the remembrance, and its offspring and
its emissions are these righteous and
these prophets whom we have already mentioned,
who preserve the confession and the

35

testimony of their fathers concerning
that which is ireat. the ones who саше to
р. 112
long after the hope and
the hearing, because in them is sown
the seed of prayer and seeking,
which is sown in many--those

5

who have sought after confirmation.
It is revealed, it draws them to
love that which is superior, to proclaim
these things as about а single
one.

10

And it was а single one

who operated in them when they spoke,
yet their visions and words differed,
because of the muliplicity
of those who gave them the vision and
the word.

Because of that those who

This
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15

listened to the things which were said
do not reject anything
of them, but
they have accepted the Scriptures variously when
interpreting
them.

20

They set up

many sects which
remain even until now among the
Jews.

Some

say that
the god who made а proclamation
25

in the ancient·�criptures is one.
0thers say that they are many.
Some say
that God is simple
and that he was а single mind

30

in his nature.

Others say

that his action joins
the origins of both good
and evil.

Some, again,

say that it is he who is the
35

maker of the things which have соте into being.
0thers
say that
р. 113
it is through [his] angels that he has made
(them).

For
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[ ... ] many deliberations of
this kind, it is the great variety and the multi
fariousness of the Scriptures which gave
5

them (•••) doctor (s) of the Law.

The

prophets, however, did not speak anything out
of themselves,
but each one of then from
that which he saw and heard
10

of the proclamation of
the Saviour.

Не is the one whom he proclaimed

and who is the subject of the�r proclamation, th�·one of whom he spoke concerning
the advent of the Saviour, which is the Advent.
15

But sometimes the prophets speak of him
as if he is to соте into being,
and sometimes as if the Saviour speaks
through their mouths and will соте
and show favour towards tho�e who have not

20

known him; they did not agree with one another
to confess anything, but
each one thought, through the
activity Ьу which he was inspired
to speak of him,

25

and the station which he had happened to see,
that that was where
he would Ье begotten from and that that was
иhere he иould
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соте forth from� and
none of them realized whence he would соте
30

or from whom he would Ье
born.

But the only thing

which was granted to them to say was
that he would Ье begotten and
would suffer.
35

But as far as

his pre-existent being is concerned
and that which he is eternally
as unbegotten and impassiЫe--which
{is) not the lo�os which саше to Ье in the flesh
р. 114
--it did not enter their thought.

And this

is the word which they were inspired
to speak:

about his flesh

which was to appear; and they said that
5

it was а product from out of all of them.
but above all that it derives
from the spiritual logos
who is the cause of the things
which have соте into being.

The orie from whom

the Saviour received
10

his flesh had
indeed conceived Ьу him, seminally, at the mani
festation of the light, in accordance with the
,-тord
of the expectation of his manifestation.

17 4
For (it is а) seed
15

of those who are.
which was produced, however, at the end.

But the

cine
whom the Father has appointed for the revelation
of salvation through him. �е
is the fulfilment of the expectation, and
20

he was endowed with all these organs
Ьу which he descended, for the entry into
(physical) life.
And his Father is one,
and he is the �nly father
who truly exists for him, the in-

25

visiЫe, unknowaЫe,
unattainaЫe one Ьу his nature, who
is God in his single Will
and his Grace, and the one who
gave hims�1f to Ье seen

30

and known and attained.

For

this is what our Saviour became
out of willing compassion, which is that which
those for whose sake he appeared had become
35

Ьу involuntary passion:
They became flesh and soul
and this is (the> aeon which rules
them, and with corruptions
they die.

Those, hov1ever, who had come into being
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р. 115
in an invisiЫe manner (as) (an) invisiЫe man
he also instructed about himself
in an invisiЫe manner.

For not

only did he accept for them the death
5

of those �hom he had in minfi to save,
but he even accepted the smallness
to which they had descended when they had
(inclined)
downwards into body and soul,
for he let himself Ье conceived

10

and he let himself Ье begotten as а child with
body and soul.

For into all those conditions

which they shared with
those who had fallen. although they possessed
the light.
he had соте, being superior to them,
15

because it was in sinlessness.
unpollutedness and undefiledness that he let himself Ье conceived.
Не was begotten in life and he was in life

(19+
22а)
(22ь+
23а)
20

because it had been appointed that (both) the
former and the latter
should become body and soul
because of а passion and an erratic sentiment
of the logos which had'become moved.

(2ЗЬ)

Не, however, assumed
that which саше from those of whom we have
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25

spoken above.

For it originated from the

radiant vision and the staЫe thought
of the loaos who had converted
himself after his movement
for the sake of the economy.
30

In this way

those who саше with him reqeived body and soul
and stability
and firmness and judgment of the
works.

They too were planned

to соте when the Saviour was planned,
35

but they came (only) after he had known.
And they too саше as superior in the
emission according to the flesh to the ones
who were brought forth in deficiency.

р. 116
For in this way they too
were emitted concorporeally
with the Saviour, through
the manifestation and the
5

union with him.

These

are those of the single essence,
and that is spiritual.

The economy, however,

is variaЫe:
10

that another.

this being one thing,
Some

have proceeded from passion
and division, and need
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healing.

0thers originate

from а prayer that the sick
15

may Ье healed, and have been appointed to
treat the ones who have fallen.

These

are the apostles and the bringers of good
tidings.

But they are the disciples

of the Saviour:
20

these are teachers

who themselves need instruction.

Why,

then, did they too partake of those
passions in which
those who had been brought forth Ьу passion took
part,
if
25

in accordance with the economy they are produced
in body together with (the) Saviour, who did not
partake of the passions?

For

the Saviour himself was in the body an image
of something unitary, namely
30

the All.
For that reason he reproduced the pattern of
undividedness, Ьу which
impassibility exists.
They, however, are images

35

of each individual who was
manifested.

Therefore they

receive the division from
the pattern, having received form for the
plantation which
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exists below, which also
р. 117
partakes of the evil which exists
in the regions to which they have arrived.
For the Will
maintained the all under sin in order that
5

Ьу that Will l1e might show mercy
on the all and they might Ье converted, because
only one
is appointed to give life. whereas all the rest
need conversion.

There-

fore it was for reasons of this sort that
10

(they) began to receive grace to bestow those
gifts
which were proclaimed
Ьу those whom (Jesus) judged fit
to proclaim to the rest,

( 14+
15)
16

(the) seed of the expectation of Jesus Christ
being deposi ted (in them),

(whose)

manifestation and unification we have ministered to.
This expectation provided
their instruction and their return
to that which they were from

20

the beginning--that of which they possess
а drop so that they тау return to
it--that which is called
redemption.

And it is the release
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from captivity and the acquisition
25

of freedom--the captivity of
those who were slaves of ignorance,
which rules in its places,
whereas the freedom is knowledge of
the truth which existed before

30

ignoranoe came into being, ruling
eternally without beginning and
without end. being а benefit
and а salvation of things
and а release from

35

the slave-nature
in which those suffered
who had been brought forth Ьу an inferior
thought of vanity,
which is what leads to evil
р. 118
through this thought, which [dra1ws them
downwards to the lust for dominion.

They acquired

the possession which is freedom-from the abundant grace which looked favouraЫy
5

upon the c·hildren, but which is. an overthrow of
the passion and an annihilation of

(7а+
9Ь+
1 О)

those whom the logos. who had caused them to

(7ь+

had previously turned away from hims�lf

(8ь+
9а)

when he separated them from himself,

8а )

соте into being,
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11

because he had withheld their destruction until
the end of the economy, allowing them to exist
because they too were useful for the things
which were
ordained.

15

For mankind came to Ье
f

as three kinds after (their) essence:
spiritual, psychic
and hylic. reproducing the pattern
of the triple disposition of
the lo�os, Ьу which

20

he hylics� the·�sychics and the spirituals were brought forth.
And each
of the essences of the three races
is known Ьу its fruit 9
and they were not known at first,

25

but through the advent of the Saviour,
who shed light upon the saints
and made manifest
what each was.

For the

spiritual race is
30

like light from light
and like spirit from
spirit.

After its head

had appeared it hastened to him
35

immediately.

It immediately became а body

of its head.

It received knowledge
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forthwith Ьу the revelation.
The psychic race, however, is light
from fire, and delayed to receive knowledge
р. 119
of the one who had appeare� to it, (and) particu
larJy to hasten to him in faith.
Rather, it was instructed Ьу means of voice,
and they were content this way because it was
not far
5

from the hope in accordance with expectation,
because it had received, so to speak in the
form of а pledge, the assurance of the things
which were to Ье.

But the hylic

race is alien in
10

every respect:

Being darkness it

'turns away from the radiation of the light,
for its appearance dissolves
it because it has not accepted its superior (mani
festation(?)), and
15

it is hateful towards the Lord because he had
appeared.

For the spiritual race

receives complete salvation in
every respect.

But the hylic receives

destruction in every respect, as
20

someone who resists him.

The psychic

race, however, since it is in the middle Ьу
its production. and its constitution,
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moreover, is douЫe Ьу its disposition
towards both good and evil. receives
25

the effluence as being deposited for
а while, as also the complete advancement
to the things which are good.
Those of the logos

1

remembrance whom he brought

forth
in accordance with the pre-existent
JO

when he remembered that which is
superior and prayed for salvation,
<they> have the salvation иith[out]
(sickness).

Tney will Ье saved completely

Ье [cause of]
this thought of salvation.

35

As it is with that

which ,.;ras brought forth from him, so it is also
[i,ith the things] which these brought forth
from [themselves],
р. 120

whether angels or men.
Ву the confession that theгe
will соте one who is
and
5

superior to themselves.

Ьу the prayer and searching

after him, they too will attain the salvation of those who brought them forth, because
these are of the disposition
whi ch (is) good.

They were appointed to

serve the proclamation of the advent

183

10

of the Saviour who was to соте, and
his manifestation which had occurred.
angel or man:

Whether

having been

sent for the service of these things. they
actually received the substance of their being.
Those,
15

however, who derive from
the thought of lust for
dominion, the ones who have соте into being
from the assault of those who oppose
him, those whom the thought

20

brought forth, 't.hese
will then, as they are mixed, stay behind
as for а while.
forth

Those who have been brought

with а lust for

dominion which is given them as for а
25

time and certain periods, and who (subsequently)
give glory to
the Lord of glory and abandon
their wrath,

will Ье recompensed for

their humility Ьу enduring
forever.
30

But those who

perversely pride themselves because of the desire
of love of glory, and who love temporary
glory and are unaware that

(34 +
35а)

it is only for а time and certain periods which

(33)

that the power has been entrusted to them,

they have
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35Ь

and who for that reason
have not confessed that the Son of God
р. 121

is the Lord of the All and
the Saviour, and who have not been brought out
of their wrathfulness and their
imitation of those who are evil--these
5

will Ье judged for their
ignorance and their senselessness
--which is the.�uffering--along with those
who have gone astray, all such as
turn away among them.

10

And,

even worse, in such а way as to
take part in working those
indignities against the Lord
which the powers on the left worked against hiш,
even as far as his death, they persevered,

15

( thinking) :

11

1Яе shall Ье соте rulers

of the All if
the one who has been proclaimed king of the All
is killed,"
as they strove to work these
things, namely those men and angels
20

who are not of the good

disposition

of those on the right, but
of the mixture.

And

they have already deliberately chosen for themselves
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the ternporary honour
25

and the desire.

The

road of eternal rest leads
through hurnility to salvation for
those arnong the right who will Ье saved:
after having confessed
30

the Lord. and having recognized what is
pleasant to the Church, and (having sung)
together with it the song of those who are humЫe
for
every thing which they are аЫе to do which is
pleasant
to it, so that they share its afflictions

35

and its

sufferings, in the rnanner of

such (people) as are faithful to that which is
good
for the Church, then they will share
in [the] hope (and this

р. 122
concerns both rnen and angels)
--just as the road
of those who derive frorn the
order of the left leads to perdition:
5

not only because they have denied the Lord
and plotted evil against hirn.

(8+

but their hatred, envy and jealousy is

( 7)

directed against the Church as well.

9)
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10

And this is the reason for the condemnation
of those who were agitated and stirred themselves
to (cause) (trials) for the Church.
Election is

For the

concorporeal

and consubstantial with
15

the Saviour, being like а bridal
chamber, because of its oneness
and union with him. For rnore than
anything else it was for her sake that
Christ саше.

20

The Calling, however,

possesses the pJace
of those who rejoice over the bridal chamber
and who are glad and happy
because of the union of the bridegroorn
and the bride.

25

The station, then,

which the Calling will have, is the aeon
of the images in the place where
the logos has not yet been united with the
Pleroma.

And

(28+
30)

this is what the Man of the Church rejoices in

(29)

over

(31)

Не was cornposed of spirit, soul and body through

and is glad
and hopes for.

the economy of the one who planned (this).
the man ыhо i-ras in him was а single one,
the one wl10 is

35

tl1e All and who 1-ras them all,
and this one Ьаs

For

187

the effluence from the [..... ] which the
р. 123

stations will receive, and he has
the members which we have mentioned
above.

(4+5)

After the redemptioh had been proclaimed,

the perfect man immediately received knowledge,
so that he quickly returned to his
unity, to the place from which
he was, so that he returned
once more in j�y to the place

10

from which he originated, to the place
from which he had flowed forth.

His members,

however, needed а school,
which exists in those stations which were
fashioned so as to make it receive Ьу means of
15

them the likeness of the archetypal images,
in the form of а mirror, until
all the members of the body of
the Church (would Ье) in а single place
and receive restoration to-

20

gether, after they have been manifested as the
sound body (...) the restoration to the Pleroma ( ...)
It has а previous consent
and mutual union,

25

which is the consent which exists for the Father,
so that the All acquired а countenance
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in accordance with him.

The final restoration,

however,
is after the All has been mani
fested in the one who is the Son,

30

he who is the redemption, which
is the road towards the in-r
comprehensiЫe Father, which is the return
to the pre-existent, and after
the All manifest themselves

35

authentically in the one who
is [the in]conceivaЫe one and the ineffaЫe one
р. 124
and the invisiЫe one and the
ungraspaЫe one, so that it
receives the redemption.

Not only is it а release,

from the dominion (of) those
5

on the left, and not only а letting loose
from the power
of those on the right, to
each of which we imagined
we were slaves and

10

sons, those from whom nobody is let
loose without quickly
becoming theirs again.

But

the redemption is also an ascent,
and the degrees which exist in the
15

Pleroma, and all those to whom names have been

189
given,
and who conceive them
in accordance with the power of each
aeon, and an entrance
into that which is silent, the place where there
is no
20

need of voice or of
understanding or of conceiving
or of illumination,
but all things are
light and there is no need of being

25

illuminated.

i�r not only

earthly men need
the redemption, but the angels
also need the redemption and
the image, and also the Pleromas of
30

the aeons and those marvellous luminous powers
(need it)
--so that we shall not Ье in doubt as to what
concerns
the others.

And even

the Son, who is appointed as а place of
redemption for the All [neede]d the redemption
р. 125
as well, he who is the one who became
man, as he submitted himself to everything which is needed
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Ьу us in the flesh who are
5

his Church.

After he, then,

had received the redernption first, through
the logos which carne down upon hirn,
then all the rest who had received hirn
received redernption through him.
10

For those who received the one who had receiven
alsn received that whibh existed in him.

For

arnong
the rnen who are in the flesh [heJ
went forth to give redernption, the Father 1 s
first-born
and his love, the Son
15

who becarne incarnate,
the angels in heaven having been deerned worthy
of

sojourning, forrning а comrnunity

through him upon earth.

There-

fore he is called
20

the Father 1 s angelic redemption, which has
consoled those who had suffered
for the All for the sake of his knowledge,
for he was given the grace
before anyone else.

25

For the Father

knew hirn in advance, since he existed
in his deliberation before
anything had yet соте into being, and he also had
those for whorn he rnanifested hirn.
Не placed the deficiency upon that which
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30

lasts for а certain period of time,
for the glory of his Pleroma.

Since

the fact that they were ignorant of him
causes
{their) bringing forth со (n_]
(:sent so that they may receive knowledge],
р. 126

of him in such а way that the reception of know
ledge about him becomes а manifestation of
his generosity and the manifestation
of his abundant sweetness
5

--which is the second glorification-
thus it is that he actually happens
both to Ье the cause
of ignorance and to Ье
the originator of knowledge.

10

For Ьу

hidden and inscrutaЫe wisdom
he guarded the knowledge until the end,

00

that

the All suffered while they searched for
God the Father (whom no one has
found Ьу his own wisdom
15

and power, because he gives
himself so that Ьу that which is above thought
they may receive knowledge
of the great glory of his which
he granted, and (its) cause which he
supplied, which is the ceaseless thanksgiving
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to him),
20

that (knowledge) which

(22)

he manifests for eternity

(21)

out of his immovaЫe counsel,

(23)

to those who have become worthy of the Father
who is
unknowaЫe in his nature--so that they should

25

receive the knowledge of him through his Will�
For the additional experience of
ignorance and its pains
Ьу those for whom he had planned
that they should attain to knowledge and

30

the good things which are in it
was а deliberation of the wisdom of
the Father, in order that they should taste
evil things and exercise themselves Ьу them

35

like а temporary [..•..J
[so as to] receive the en�oyment of the good thin]gs for ever.
р. 127
And they have the distinction from and
the persistent repudiation Ьу and the accu
sations of those who oppose them, as an ornament
and а marvel of the superior

5

things, in order for it to become evident
that the ignorance of
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those who do not know the Father was
of their own making,

(whereas) that which gave

them
the knowledge of him was а power
10

of his to Ье attained to.

For this know

ledge is rightly
called the knowledge of
everything which тау Ье thought of, and the
treasury, and furthermore,
15

to Ье more accurate, it is the manifestation
of those who were known in advance,
and the road tci�ards the
consent and towards the preexistent.

20

This is the

growth of those who have renounced
their own greatness
in the economy of
the Will, in order that the end тау
Ье like the beginning

25

was.

As for the authentically existing baptism,

the one
into which the All will descend
and in which it will Ье, there is no other bap
tism apart from this one only:
30

the redemption to
the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit,
the confession having arisen from

194
faith in these names,
35

which are а single name of the good tidings,
р. 128
when they believed in the things which were told

(2а)

them--that they exist

(4Ь+
5а )
(Jb+
4а)
(2ь+

and that those who have believed that they exist

Ja)

(5ь+
6)

possess their salvation
out of this.
This is the attainment, in an invisiЫe
way, of the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit, but Ьу an
unfaltering faith and after they have

10а
(11ь+
12а)
(1 оь+
11а )
(12Ь)

borne witness to them,
and while they grasp thern
in а firm hope,
so that it тау соте about
that the perfection of those who have believed
in them will Ье the return towards thern, and
(that)

15

the Father will Ье one with thern--the Father,
God, whorn they have confessed
in faith and who has
granted а union with himself in
knowledge.

20

For the baptism of which we have

spoken is called
garment of those who do not take
it off.

For those who
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put it on and who have been
redeemed wear it.
25

And it is

called the
unfailing confirmation of truth.
Without wavering and
without being moved it hol�s
those who have received the restoration, while
they hold it.

30

It is called
silence because of
its quiet and tranquillity.
It is also called bridal chamber
because of the consent and the

35

inseparability of those who (have) known,
because they have known him.

And it is also

с [alle] d
р. 129
the unsinking
and fireless light; for it does not illuminate,
but those who have worn it are
turned into light,
5

namely those whom it has worn also.
And it is also called the
eternal life, that is,
immortality.

And it is called Ьу

all which is in it simply,
10

with beautiful legitimacy,
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indivisiЫy,
irreduciЫy, comprehensively
and unchangeaЫy, including any such (appellations)
as have been left out (here).
15

For what else

is there Ьу which to call it,
apart from the appellation that it is the All.
That is, even if it is called
Ьу innumeraЫe names,
they have been spoken in order to express it

20

in this way, while it transcends every word
and it transcends every voice
and it transcends every mind
and it transcends everything
and it transcends every

25

silence.

This is how it is

(dittography)
with the things which are in that
which it is.

This is what it in fact

is, with an
30

ineffaЫe and
inconceivaЫe character for the coming into
being in those who
know Ьу means of that which they have attained,
which is that to which they have
given glory.
Election

Even though on the subject of the
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р. 130
there are many more things
we could add which it is fitting to
mention, it is nevertheless

(6ь+7
+8а)
(4)

necessary that we speak again on
the subj ect of those who b.elong to the Calling
--for this

(5+

ба)
(8Ь)

(9)
10

is how those on the right are called-
and it is not profitaЫe
for us to forget them.

We spoke

of them as if what is (written) in
the foregoing at some length were sufficient
--(so) how is it that we
spoke (of them) partially (only)?
Well I said that all those who have originated
from the logos, either

15

from the condemnation of
those who are evil, or from
the wrath which fought against them, and the
turning away from them--and this
is the turning towards

20

the superior things--and the prayer and
the remembrance of the pre-existent
things,

and hope and

faith of receiving the salvation
of that which is good,
25

(all these) have become worthy, since
they originate from these
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good dispositions, possessing
the cause of their begetting.
which is а sentiment from that which
30

is.

And, further, (I said) that before the logos

himself had yet been concerned with
them, invisiЫy,
and willingly, that which is superior also supplied
the aforementioned thought, because
35

they had shown themselves [obedient] to it,
р. 131

that (thought) which became cause of
their existence.

And they did not exalt themselves

because (they) were healed, as if no one
existed before them.
5

But they ас-

knowledge that they possess an origin
of their being, and they
desire to know it,
which is what exists before them.
Furthermore (I said) that they greeted

10

the appearance of the light
in the form of lightning, and that
they bore witness that it had appeared
for their salvation.
For it was not only about those who have соте forth

15

from the logos that we said
this, namely that
they would attain to that which is good,
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but those whorn these begot
in accordance with good dispositions
20

will also partake
of the repose, as а result of the abundant
grace.

And the ones who were

brought forth frorn the aforernentioned desire
of lust for dorninion,
25

and who have (sown)
within

(27а)
(29)

30
(31 а+

27Ь)

thern the seed which is

lust for dorninion
(but) who have done work and
are disposed
towards the good, will receive

(28+
31Ь)

the retribution of the good, provided they are

(32)

agreeaЫe sentirnent and are willing

of an
to abandon their
vain love of ternporary glory,

35

and [do] the cornrnand of the Lord
р. 131

of glory instead of the srnall rnornentary honour,
and they will inherit
the eternal kingdorn.

But now

it is necessary that we join
5

the grounds and the (illustrations) which justify
the grace (shown) towards thern to the argurnent,
it being appropriate that we speak of that
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which we mentioned earlier, the salvation
of all those on the right,
10

of all the unmixed and the mixed ones,
in such а way as to join them [to]
one another, and the repose, [whichJ
is the demonstration of [tpe]
fashion (in) which they believed.

15

In order

to estaЫish this in an
exposition it is appropriate that we
confess the kingdom
which is in Christ for the dissolution of
all diversity and

20

inequality and difference.

For the end

will receive а unitary existence,
just as also
the beginning was one, the place where there is no
male and female, nor slave
25

and free man, nor circumcised
and uncircumcised, nor angel
nor man, but Christ is all
in all.

How is it

that the one who was not initially
30

can Ье found to Ье, unless
( ..• ) the nature of the one who is not а
slave, as he will take а place together with а
р. 133
free man.

For they will even receive the vision
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Ьу nature
(and) not only as а little word
Ьу which they believe only Ьу means
5

of а voice.
it is.

For this is how

For

the restoration back to that
which was is а oneness.

Even though some are

exalted on account of the economy, having been
appointed
10

as cause of the things which have come into being,
providing multiple physical forces,
and delighting'in those things,

(1 Ja+

[they] will, angels

(15а+

Las well as] men, receive the kingdom and the

14Ь)

13Ь)

(14а+

15Ь)

(16)

confirmation
[and] the salvation.

These, then, are the

grounds:
Those who had been manifested in the flesh
believed
unfalteringly
that he was the son of the unknown
god, the one who

20

had not been previously spoken of,
and whom no one had been аЫе to see.
they renounced their gods
whom they had served before,
and the lords who are

25

in heaven and the ones who are upon

And
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the earth.

Before

(he) had yet been taken up and he was still
an infant, these bore witness that he had already
begun to preach,
30

and when he lay in the tomb
[as aj dead man, the an[gels nevertheless] thought that he was alive,
[and received] life
р. 134
from the one who had died.

Their

numerous previous (kinds of) worship
and symbolic actions
which took place in the temple
5

these gave to another.

The confession

which this implies makes it possiЫe
for them to do it, on account
of their hastening towards him.

For

they do not receive this firmness
10

in order to leave it,
because of the one who was not (welcomed)
here below, but [they received ]
Christ, of whom they thought
that he came from the [superior] place,

15

the place from which they had come forth
with him, а divine
and sovereign place.
whom they served,

The names that the ones
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worshipped
and rninistered to
20

had received on loan
they gave to the one who
is legitimately called Ьу thern.
Those ones, however,
realized Ьу experience after his assurnption

25

that he was their Lord,
the one for whorn there is no lord.
They gave hirn their kingships.
They rose [from their] thrones.
They refused their

J0

crowns.

But he manifested hirnself to thern

for the reasons we have gi�en��boye,
of salvation and the [turning towards the]
good thought towards [.....•.]

р. 135

[.....•.. ]

cornpanion and the angels

[••••.. ] and the many favours
which they have done for it.

(In] this

(way] they were entrusted with the services
5

which benefit the Elect,
as they bring the iniquity they suffer
up to heaven to Ье eternally tried
Ьу the unquenchaЫe and infalliЫe
[tria]l.

10

And they rernain for their

sake, until they all enter into life and
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pass out of life, their
[b]od[ies remaining] upon the earth, as they
minister to
all their (..•..] and make
[themselvesJ partners in their suf15

[fering]s and persecutions,and

(tribu]lations, which have been brought

upon the Saints more than anybody
else.

For the servants of evil,

since evil deserves
20

destruction, in

[...•.... ] out of the [ . .J
[........

which is above

every fwo]rld, which is this good
i:,h ought of theirs,
25

and fellowship, while
the Church will remember them
as good companions
and faithful servants once it has received
redemption [...•.•..••. ] retribution,

30

which is the gl(adnessJ which is in
[the] brid Lal chamberJ and the
[..

r... J

which] is in i ts house [...]

[.•...••] Ьу the tho[ught]

[

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

р. 136
Christ, the one who is with it (... а]
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longing for [the) Ffather of the]
All, as it will produce for them
guiding [and]
5

serving [ an]gel [sJ.

For the aeons will

тemember their pleasant thought
of service (•••] to it [ ••.]
give them their retribution [for]
everything which they think.
10

It is an emission of theirs, in order that
just as Ch(rist ..•.. а]
will which brought [forth the]

great exaltedness(es](?) of the Ch[urch . .J
give them to it, thus it [also]
15

will Ье [а thoug]ht [for the-]
se, and а giver to them of [their]
eternal dwelling-places
in which they will dwell, [as they aban-J
don the [downward] attraction

20

of the deficiency, when
the power of the Pleroma draws [them] upwards,
through the great generosity and sweetness of
the pre-existent aeon.

25

This

is the nature of the whole begetting of
those whom [ ....] had when he shone
upon them

[ with J

[.. ] like

[........]

manifested С. • .]

а [iight 1 which
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30

,·

L••• 1J which will Ье

С••••••••l

:..
r
._i ••• J just like his ..........
·r

[ ... 1 the only difference
in the ones who have been

[... J is
[....•... ]

р. 137
[••••••••••••••• о • о •• J
[........ о •••••••••••• ]

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

[

[.] who [•••••.....• ] Ьу means

5

of [the ...•. •.. : .•.. ] praise

in the fash [ion .......• ] said,

while the hylics will Ье left behind until
the end in order to Ье destroyed, because they
will not give
(up) their (•..•.] •
1О

If

[..... J return again to that which

С ........ ]

[..•••••• ],
.

1
l....... J,

in the way that they were
as they do not exist
but they had been useful

[for theJ time (inJ which they
15

were among them, although they are not
[.....••• ] the beginning, then

г-· ••••••••.J..,

1"
�--

to do anything more for

. . . . . . . . . . . . ']

which they have

as solidity
20

[..•....•.•...] .

For though I,

for my part, continually use
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these words I have not [ .•. ]

[.. ]
r

his thought.

Eld [er] s
l h.lffi

(.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..а

25

[..•..•.......•] greatness
р. 138

[....................J
[•••••••••••••••• о ••• ]
[..•..•.........•.•] al1

L ...•.•......... ] a11gels
5

[••.•••••••••••] word

[ ••..••. .]

trumpet-so[und]

which will proclaim the great,
complete reconciliation from the
beauteous East, in rthe]
1О

bridal [chamber], which [is] the love
of God, the F(ather •••.••• ]
according to the power which ex[tends to them,]
of the greatness (•.••.•.. ]
the sweetness of his [..•...• ),

15

as he manif е sts him [self]
to the greatnesses [.•....]
his g о о dn е ss

[. .••..•.... ]

the praise, the dominion [and the glory]
through the [.....] the Lord,
20

[the

Savi-]

our, the Redeemer of all those of the compassion
of love [a11d]
through [hisJ Holy Spirit
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frorn now through all
generations for ever
25

and ever.

Arnen.

Р А R Т

Т Н R Е Е

С О М М Е N Т А R У

PART ONE
(51:1-104:3:
51:1-8.

Introduction.

Protology)

The expo,sition must begin with

the Father, both because he is ontologically the first
principle, "the root" (systematic motive), and because
the speaker receives his power to speak from him
(religious motive; an element of dedication is present).
The words

tк ЛLо� apxwµeo0a open both Theocritus' Idyll

XVII and Aratus' Pbaenomena, but these poets rely on
even older conventions.1 The opening words of Aratus
were well known and frequently quoted in Roman times
(Cic. De �- II 3; Virg. Ecl. III 60; Quint. Inst. Х
1:46; Macrob. Sat. I 18:15; cf. also Theoph. Ad Autol.
II 8).

TriTrac is not alone in appropriating the formula

for Christian purposes, cf. Iren. АН II 1:

bene igitur

habet � primo et maximo capitulo inchoare nos � Demiurgo
Deo, qui fecit coelam et terram et omnia guae in eis sunt;
just as TriTrac Irenaeus uses the formula to introduce а
comprehensive exposition of Christian doctrine.
51:1 -2. :'6:Е � [Е] �NNь.U) ХООЧ 21- NETXAC
1

1

The opening words

Cf. A.S.F. Gow, Theocritus (Cambridge 1952) II

327; М. Erren, Die Phainomena des Aratos von Soloi, Hermes
Einzelschriften, 19 (Wiesbaden 1967) 10-16.
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were а major proЫem to Ка. (I 287). where one failed
ьoth to connect them with the following ПЕТЕО)(])Е etc. and
to account for the ХЕ.

Sch. (135) interpreted the

particle as elliptic for ПЕ 20..У ХЕ, inferring that the work
as а whole is а series of excerpts; for а discussion of
this view see Introd. рр. 19-20.

EThNNд is the Achmimic

Future II with Relative converter; for this rare
combination cf. Stern § 422.

For the syntax see Introd.

р. 59.
NЕТ20..С 1

11

the superior things II refers to the

transcendent world as opposite to the lower one in which
we are living;

11

sup�rior 11 has а relative, not an absolute

meaning (cf. the passages listed in Ка. Index s.v.).
Greek was рrоЬаЫу
VI 32:9.

�а

The

a vw , cf. Iren. АН I 14:5; Hipp. El.

For the background cf. John 8:23; Col. 3:1-2;

Corp. Herm. IV 11; further, TWNT s.v. a vw (BUchsel);
Lampe, Lex. s.v. a vw I.B.6.

Although occasionally нsed

as а technical term Ьу the Valentinians the word would Ье
ассерtаЫе to non-Gnostic Christians as well.
51:2-3.

ПЕТЕО)(])Е ПЕ NTNP (])ь..РП:

Normally impersonal

expressions are followed Ьу the infinitive (ordinary or
causative) introduced Ьу

л

(less frequently Ьу N) in this

text, conforming to the rule in Standard Sahidic (cf.
Stern § 442).

Exceptions to this rule are OYN одМ

NТЧЦХ;JПЕ 51:34-35 (cf. Introd. р. 52), and (])ь..РЕСЦХ;JПЕ
NCEEIPE 118:18-19.
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51:3-4.

The expression TNOYN€ МПТНРЧ occurs in ValExp

(22:32-33, 23:19.32, 24:35-36; Attridge); cf. pCC::a,v -тwv
�dv-тwv Iren. АН I 1:1, pCC::av каt u�6o-тauLv -тwv �dv-тwv ib.
(Valentinians, here applied to the tetractys-ogdoadJ;
р(С::а, -тwv oлwv Hipp. El. V 9:5 (Naassenes), VI 9:4.5
(Simonians);

о

арх�

aytvv�'ТO� u��pxwv

'ТWV OAWV каt

рСС::а каt �deo� каt �ueo� VI 30:7 (Valentinians).

From а

non-Gnostic point of view the phrase is ambiguous since

-та

ола,/�dv-та, are technical terms for the Gnostic Pleroma

but otherwise mean "the universe. 11

For а Gnostic,

however, this distinction does not exist because the world
of images has no real existence, being void and shadows
without root in the Father (cf. e.g. GTr 17:29-33,
28:16ff).
51:4-6.

11

Grace 11 has here the meaning

11 that

bestowed 11 (xdpL� in the sense of x&pLuµa,).

which is
А reference

to the gracious gift of gnosis also forms part of the
introduction in GTr:

"Those who have received grace ...

so that they may know him 11 16:32-33.

The attitude that

knowledge derives from grace is also evidenced Ьу Ptol.
!,р_. Flora
51: 6.

ар. Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 3:8.

KV are j ustifi ed in translating ХЕ causally.

�ЕХ€ with object clause (MPWZ) is rare.

The following

sentence explains either ПЕТ€�€ ПЕ, or TNOYN€
51:8-59:38.

The original triad.

.•• ПЕ.
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51:8-54:35.
51:8-19.

The Father.

The Father is both one and many.

НПЕ in line

10 cannot mean "number" in the sense of the numeral 1, as
all translations have, for the following reasons:

( 1) As

is well known 1 was usually not regarded as а number in
antiquity, but as the first principle of number, cf. Eucl.
Elem. 7, Def. 2; Arist. Metaph. 101бa18ff, 1021а13,
1088а5-7; in theological interpretation e.g. Philo �
All. II 3, Heres 190.1 Correspondingly, the Pythagorean
Monad as а first principle is never conceived as а
2
(2) We have here two parallel constructions;
numeral.
nominal sentences followed Ьу ЕЧО МПРНТЕ N---this formal
parallelism suggests а correspondence of content.

НТТ6

can in fact mean "number 11 in the sense of rrmultitude 11
(�л�ео�, cf. Crum s.v.):

This must Ье what is intended

here.
The emphasis in this paragraph is thus not on the
oneness of the Father but on his being simultaneously
one and many:

While remaining one the Father contains

within him the All in the sense that he contains its
origin, as the root contains the tree.3

Exactly the same

1

For further information see e.g. Burkert, Lore and
Science, 265-бб.
2 See Festugiere, Revelation, IV 19ff.

3 The tree, often in inverted position and with the

divine principle being associated with the root, is а
symbol of the world well known from comparative religion
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image is used Ьу Plotinus, cf. in particular III J:
7:8ff:
For the gathering together of all things into one
is the principle, in which all are together and all
make а whole. And individual things proceed from
this principle while it remains within; they come
from it as from а single r�ot which remains static in
itself, but they flower out into а divided
multiplicity, each one bearing an image of that
higher reality, but when they reach this lower world
one comes to Ье in one place and one in another, and
some are close to the root and others advance farther
and ·split up to the point of becoming, so to speak,
branches and tw.igs and frui ts and lea ves 11 ( tr.
Armstrong in Loeb Class. Lib.).

The image reappears in Damascius (ch. 40 Ruelle).
Plotinus

11

For

the А11 11 includes t.he visiЫe world, whereas in

TriTrac this term only refers to the transcendent region,
but the verbal and conceptual affinities are nevertheless

(a�vattha-tree in the Upani9ads, ki�kanu in Mesopotamia,
Yggdrasil in Nordic mythology; as а symbol of the
transcendent world the tree also appears in the Kabbalah,
etc.), cf. e.g. Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion
(London 1958) §§ 95ff, especially §§ 99-101; С.М Edsman,
"Arbor inversa, 11 Religion och Bibel 3 (1944) 5-JJ.
1 That Plotinus and TriTrac both use the emanation
metaphor of the tree (as well as that of the spring:
below, 60:11-15, 74:5-10) was also remarked Ьу Zandee,
Terminology, 32-JJ.
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such as to suggest а common source.

The underlying notion

is (Neo-)Pythagorean:

the Monad is single while being the
1
. or1g1n
. .
dynam1c
о f num Ьer.
Also the term "root 11 has its
strongest background in Pythagoreanism, where it often
designates the Monad� cf. Corp. Herm. IV 10: � уар µova�,
&рх�.

2

The Pythagorean background is even more manifest

in ValExp, where not only the characteristic names of
"source" and

1

1 root п

are applied to the Father (23:18-20,

the restorations are certain), but also
11

11 Monad 11

and "Dyad":

Since [he is] Monad, and no [one] existed before him, he

is [in the] Dyad and in the Pair.

But his Pair is Silence.

Не had the All, existing [with]in him .•. п 22:22-28.

In

that text, as in TriTrac, the Academic-Pythagorean
opposites One:Multitude-Dyad are conceived as existing
(potentially) within the single Father--he is consequently
without а female partner.

This agrees with the view

attributed Ьу Irenaeus (АН I 11:5) and Hippolytus (El. VI
29:3) to one Valentinian faction, which held the Father to
have the principle of procreation in himself, being either
male-female or above sexual distinctions (cf. also АН I
2:4).

Others added а female principle alongside the

Father with which he formed а firs t syzygy.

The first

position is also documented in GTr, in the Valentinian
1

See Festugiere, R�velation, IV 18-31; Kr�mer,
Geistmetaphysik, 346-48.

2 See also the texts quoted Ьу Festugiere in his and
Nock's edition, 56 n: 28; and Kr�mer, 301 n. 420:
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system of Hippolytus, in ExcTh 7, Iren. АН I 11:3, Marcus
according to АН I 14:1 and the "Ptolemaean" system of АН
1
I 12:1;
the second in Irenaeus 1 main Valentinian system
of АН I 1-8, in АН I 12:3, the explicitly Theodotian piece
in ExcTh 29, and in the Valentinian treatise of Epiphanius
Pan. XXXI 5-6.

The evi·dence now availaЫe suggests that
;·

the "�onistic" version was the dominant one.

The

structural correspondences with monistic Neopythagoreanism,
Father + Son:Sophia equalling First 0ne + Second 0ne:Dyad,
suggests that the hypostatization of the Father 1 s thought,
or Silenae, into а separate hypostasis is historically
secondary'in Valent�nianism (motivated Ьу analogy of
syzygy-model, and, perhaps Ьу influence of "Barbelo
Gnosticism").
51:12-15.

For this argument cf. 0rig. De Princ. I 2:10:

pater .!!.О!! potest � quis si filius !!.О!!. sit (41:11-12
Koetschau; parallel adduced Ьу P&Q 79-80).

For 0rigen

this is an argument for eternal generation (De Princ. I 2
passim, esp. §§ 2-3; the argument is common in later
0rigenists:

cf. P&Q 80-81, add George of Laodicea ар.

Epiph. Pan. LXXIII 19:3.

This is not what is intended

here (although the Son for that matter is eternally
generated in TriTrac); the author borrows only the
formula, and makes his own implications from it.
1

In Iren. АН I 12:1 the identification бLсi0есн,; =
ou�uyo,; is рrоЬаЫу а misrepresentation Ьу Irenaeus.
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The passage is а parenthetical remark.

This is

typical of the style of this author, cf. e.g. 52:6-10 for
the sequence (1) negative statement, (2) parenthetic
justification,
51:19-52:6.

(3) positive statement.

The only true Father.

The distinction made

between the true and the begotten father is paralleled Ьу
Philo (6 yevv��o� �а��Р / 6 afoLo� �а��Р Jos. 265, Virt.
204); for the term yv�aLo� �а��р see Somn. II 273, Aet.
�- 83, cf. Migr. Abr. 69; further, Corp. Herm. XIV 4. 1
The notioh can also Ье Stoic (Epict. I 6:40). The language
2
of this section is not particularly Gnostic, especially
the terms "God" and

11

create" are untypical; this points

to а non-Gnostic source.
51:19-20. €УХОУ
51:20-21. ОУХА€ 1 С

is Present II; predicate APAq.
0

Ni (uT

is amЬiguous, as is ОУХА€ 1 С NOYWT

in 51:24; in the first case both "а true Father, 11 and
"Lord and Father 11 (к:upLo� �а��р) are possiЫe
interpretations, in the second case

11

truly One�" and

"а single Lord" are equally plausiЫe.

The term

is untypical of Valentinianism, but this is not decisive
for the reading here as this section рrоЬаЫу derives
from а non-Gnostic source.
1

2

If the Greek was к:upLo�

See Festugi�re, R�v�lation, IV 62-63.

In spite of the affirmations of P&Q 73-75 to the
contrary.
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�а��Р, however, кupLo� has been intended in the sense of

51 :21.

дТРЕ contains privative дТ (Sch.).

For

contraction of ТТ sее Introd. а bove р. 39.
51:21 -23. 11 incompara Ые and immuta Ые": possi Ыу
< 3\iauyкp r,,т,о� % ка 1. :Е а:,µе�абе�о� or %0:,µе�аfЗ'Л.УJ�О� or
ж:а:, vа'Л.'Л.оСило�.
51:35.

For the form NТЧ see Introd. р. 52 and note on

51:2-3.
52:3-4.

The }ogical conclusion would Ье "the only father

and God is the one whom nobody has begotten."

Perhaps,

therefore, read МПЕТЕ as ПЕТЕ (cf. Introd. р. 3�, and
supply ПЕ.
52:4-6.
а�ОСУ]�О�

Cf. Kerygma Petrou in Clem. Strom. VI 39:3:

о� �а

�6,v�a t�o(Y]08V; Ps.Clem. Rec. V 22:2.8:

а nullo factus est sed ipse fecit uniuersa.

For the

antithetic form see Festugiere, Rev�lation, IV 67.
52:6-53:5.

The eternity of the Father.

Having stated

that the Father is unbegotten the author proceeds to
qualify the nature of his eternity.

Eternity is more

than being unbegotten and immortal, it is unchangeability
as well; it is not merely infinite existence but а mode
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of being.

The argument is made twice, first in lines

10-19, then repeated in lines 21-33:
immutaЬle (ОУ:Ь..ТРIКЕ 10

<

? 3E<iKALVТJS'

The Father (1) is

, cf. Corp. Herm.

XIII 11; Plot. III 7:11:4; <N)-90)8812>..i"T ••• E:N 21-22
), (2) is identical with himself,
(3) is moved neither Ьу himself nor Ьу another.
!'

Ву way

of conclusion the general transcendence of the Father is
asserted (52:34-53:6).

This is Middle Platonic school

argumentation as is shown Ьу the close parallels to the
passage in Numenius fr. 6 des Pl. (= Euseb. Praep. Ev.
XI 10:6-8),:

(The name of the incorporeal is

11

Being 11 )

� 08 аLт(а тоu 'бvто�;' 6v6µaт6S' tат1, тоµ� yeyovtva1,
µ�ое �бapfJaeaбaL µ�o'&AA�v µfJтe кCv�aLv µ�oeµCav
tvotxeaбa1, µfJтe µeтaSoA�v кре(ттw � �a�A�v,
eivaL 68 d�Aouv каt <ivaAAo(wтov каt tv Lotч
т� аtт� каt µfJтe tбeAova1,ov t�Сатааба1,
T�S' таtт6т�то�; µfJб'u�'tтtpou
�роааvаук6,�еаба1,
(parallel noted Ьу Attridge); Asclepius 30:
ipse enim in � est � а se est et circum se totus
est, plenus atgue perfectus, isgue sua firma
stabilitas est nec alicuius inpulsu � loco moueri
potest (338:18-21 N.-F.);
and Albinus/Alkinoos, Didask. 165:34-37 Herm.
eL уар d,!\,!\.OLWбfJaeтaL, � u�'auтou � u�'tтtpou·
eL µev o�v u�'tтtpou, €K8LVO atтou iaxup6тepov
�OTaL, 8L o'u�'tauTOU �TOL t�L ТО X8LpOV
aAAOLWбe(� av t�t тоStATLOV.
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Attridge refers to Plato �- 380de

(et�ep �L t�Co�aL�o

��s a��ou L6tas, � at�o uф'lau�ou µe6Co�a�aL � ��'[XXou ),
and the discussion of God's immutability in these pages
of Plato is рrоЬаЫу the ultimate source of the tradition.
But the more direct source of this school tradition is
Aristotle De phil. fr. 16 Ross = Simpl. In De Caelo
288:28-289:15 Heiberg: et o�v
µe�a�aAASL � Uф'eau�ou к�х.

�о

µe�a�aXXov � u�'[XXou

(cf. Metaph. 1073а24-25 the

First Mover is a,кCv��ov каt ка6'аu�о каt ка�а ouµ�e��к6s),
with which text the Numenius fragment is clearly in
contact ( µ e�a�oX�v креС��w � фauX�v); and taken up Ьу
(Ps.-) Philo in terms of cosmic theology Aet. М. 21 =
Aristot. De phil. fr. 19а Ross.

--In а more general

perspective the association of eternity with oneness and
immutability goes back to Parmenides fr. 8:3-6.
52:6.

"without beginning"

52:7.

пwithout end"

52:10-14.

<

<�

[vapxos (Ка.).

z:&,�eXeu���os.

Translation with KV Attridge.

As Attridge

observes, the П€ which appears three times in 52:12-14 is
the pleonastically repeated П€ common in this text.
--The use of

2N-, N2HT=

N-,

М�= as equivalent to Standard Sahidic

is an Achmimic trait, cf. Piehl, Sphinx

5.89-92.
52:13.

lffirm"

<

? 3t: to�ws
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Corp. Herm. II 12.
52:14-16.

Or:

"Neither will he himself take away that

(in) which he is .•."
52:17.

Read дТР€<Ч>ХП€ (Ка.).

On the omission of the

suffix see above р. 15.
52:19-20.

€Р€дЧХ1 ••• NO)(uП€.

As the verb is Perfect II

this is an independent sentence; it is best seen as а
parenthetical remark.
52:21.

ЕNТЕЧ-:

52:23-25.

read ЕТЕNЧ

(Ка., Attridge).

Мtv1дЧ in lines 16, 24 and 25 is either

predicative ( 11 which he is") or complementary (as in this
translation); cf. Stern § 496.

The parallel with

52:11-14 suggests the latter interpretation, but the
matter remains uncertain.

The conceptual difference

between these interpretations is marginal, as the Father
is that which he is in.
52:26.

Delete П€.

--"Greatness" (µtуебо,;) is а general

designation for transcendence in Valentinianism, e.g.
Iren. АН I 2:1.2; further Holl I s note оп Epiph. Pan. XXXI
5:1, and Epistula Iaco Ы Apocrypha, 84.

The word pro Ьа Ыу

derives from the political sphere, cf. Preisigke's
WBrterbuch, III, 9:

Ehrentitel, s.v.
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52:27-28.

The choice of expression, Щ BIT9 and ЩВТ9, is

perhaps а play on words on the part of the translator.
52:28-29. дКЕРНТЕ
not

II

II

into а different form 11

r

in а different way 11 L Ка. :

(

А ttridge;

Eng.; Fr. and Ger.

similarly] which would Ье NKEPHTE
); cf. t ota in the
r

passages quoted from Plato and Numenius above.
52:29.

Read 6д11::<в>Ч ( А ttridge) •

52:30.

TEEI

ТЕ cannot Ье made to refer to anything in

the preceding text;·· The best emendation is to supply

52:33.

"the immutaЬle"

52:34-53:5.

<

�--ro �a:,va,л.л.oCw--rov

or similarly.

After these clarifying considerations the

terms "without beginning" and "without end," which served
as а point of departure (52:6-7) are reverted to and it
is concluded that they imply а sort of transcendence which
is only insufficiently described Ьу the words "unbegotten 11
and

11

immort al. 11
�µ6vov, cf. д.л.f,;д

52:34.

ОУдЕЕТЧ EN seems to reflect

52:39.

For this use of ОУдЕ:ЕТ9 EN cf. 124:3-4.5-6.

3Е o'D

I

leave undecided the question whether this adverbial use
of the expression is to Ье considered а translator's error
or is legitimate, like the Bohairic ММдУдТЧ (Crum, Dict.
199а).
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52:40-53:5.

For the style cf. Theoph. Ad Autol. I 3:

06�� ••• axwp��o�, µeyt08L ака�&А���о� К�А.
11

52:42-53:1.

unattainaЫe 11

<�

&,01,&f3a�os

or similarly,

cf. Corp. Herm. IV 8 and Festugi�re, Revelation, IV 61
n. 2.

µtye0os implies unattainability also in Iren. АН

I 2:1.2.
53:1-2.

11

unsearchaЫе"

I 2:2, 15:5.

<

3sё

&,ve� L xv Caa�os , cf. Iren. АН

The word is BiЫical.

It is frequently

used Ьу Christian writers of divine attributes, cf. Lampe,
А liturg'ical Sitz im Leben for the word is

Lex. s.v.

suggested Ьу the present formal context (parallelism) and
Rom. 11:33, also TWNT I 360:16-18.
11 uncontainaЫe 11

53:2-4.

similarly.
53:4-5.

<�

&кр&���оs , 3,;-&,xwp��os or

Read 0Уь..Т2ЕТ·2(uТ<Ч> (Ка.).

perhaps

<�

&ve�epetv��os .

--"inscrutaЬle"

--"sweetness 11 recurs

frequently below, cf. Ка. Index s.v.

As Ка. I 314 notes

it is well attested for Valentinianism (Iren. АН I 2:2,
GTr).

The notion is ultimately BiЫical, cf. Ps. 34:9,

Wisd. 16:21, also

1

Clem. 14:3, and associated with grace,

but with the Gnostics it often simply denotes transcendence
(as here and in Iren.).
53:5-54:2.

The Father 1 s goodness and plenitude.

The
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structure of this section, like the preceding one, is
circular:

The author starts out from а set of divine

attributes, in this case goodness, perfection and
fullness, shows their meaвing and implications, and
concludes Ьу reaffirming them.

Whereas the discussion

until now has dwelt on negative attributes, the author now
shows not only that the Father has а positive side, but
also that his positive aspect, the fact that he is the
origin of everything, is а direct consequence of his
uniqueness:

If there were more than one first principle,

the Father would not carry within him the origin of
everything, thus he would not Ье perfect.
53:5-11.

MPWZ read NTh9 ОУдЕЕТЧ ПlдГд@ОС as а nominal

sentence ( 11 he alone is the good"), seeing here а well
known formula from contemporary theology.

But that kind

of construction, where NTh9 ОУдЕЕТЧ is the predicate,
would normally require а copula (cf. Polotsky, Orientalia
31.426 = Collected Papers, 431).

The alternative is to

regard NTh9 ОУдЕЕТЧ, with the following apposition
ПlдГд@ОС ..• ЕТХНК, as the extraposed predicate of ПЕТМН2;
this is in fact what KV Attridge do.

(For the

construction ПЕЕI ПЕ ПЕТ- cf. Polotsky, ib. § 10.)
53:7-8.
53:8.

"without deficiency," possiЫy
ttperfect"

<

:Е

rr;S/1.sLos;.

<

3<:

6:тrpoaosf1s;.
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Cf. Ascl. 30 plenus
atgue perfectus; but especially Philo Spec. II 53 µ6vo�
уар etoa(µWV каt µакарLО�, �av�6� µev aµf�OXO�
какоu, �лf]р�� 6'ayaбwv �eлe(wv, with which should Ье
compared the formulas of the Epicurean, anti-Platonic
piece in A§tius I 7:7 (Diels, Dox. 300:7-10):

�о

µaкapLOV каt а�бар�оv ��ov, �e�л�pwµfvov �€ �QOL �OL�
&уабоt� каt какоu �av�o� аоек�оv-

А common source is

likely but the language is on the whole not specific
enough to allow identification of the school.

In а

Gnostic context, �лf]р�� of course suggests links with
�лf]pwµa--the Father'containing within him а plenitude
of aeons (note that aeons = divine attributes)�-and with
the completeness and freedom from deficiency which is
the telos of the Gnostic (cf. Corp. Herm. IX

4 6

t�Lyvo�� �лf]р�� ••• �av�wv �wv &yaбwv).
53: 9.

The repetition of neTMH2 тау Ье а dittography,

but is also explainaЫe as epexegetical, exploiting the
douЫe meaning of �лf]р��; both "perfect 11 and "full,
filled."

--ХПО is ambiguous, it can mean both "birth,

offspring 11 (ytvv�µa etc.) and (less frequently)
possession 11 (к�f] µа etc.).

11

(valuaЫe)

The pr.esence in the context of

the word х �л�р�� is unhelpful as this word can have
connotations with pregnancy.

But since ХПО is here

parallel with АРЕТН and ПЕТР ЩЕУ the second interpretation
is slightly preferaЫe.
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53:12-13.

11

freedom from evil":

evils of the w�rld (< х &какtа

either freedom from the
or similarly), cf. the

passages from Philo and AStius quoted above; or
11

(<

generosi t.y"

х &cp eov Са ) • which explains better the

following result clause.
53:13-20.

This is а clear statement of that doctrine

which is referred to as

11

undiminished giving 11 in

Neoplatonism and bonum est diffusivum sui in Scholastic
The image of the source which does not run

theology.

dry, well known from Plotinus, occurs below 60:11-15,
74:5-10.

The mater:Гal for the history of the idea has

been collected Ьу Witt, .Q.9. 24.205-07 and 25.200-01; Dodds,
Proclus, 214.
Stoa.

Both make the idea originate in the Middle

Traditionally the doctrine, usually accompanied Ьу

the metaphors of the radiation of the sun, or one lamp
lighting another, concerns the communication of knowledge,
or wisdom.

The earliest witness to its use to describe

emanation from а first principle is Numenius fr. 14 des
Pl. = Euseb. Praep. Ev. XI 18.

It must Ье pointed out,

however, that the use of the principle of undiminished
giving in TriTrac differs from that of the Neoplatonists
on an important point:

Whereas the principle for them

emphasizes that the cause is unmoved and has no knowledge
of the effect, it here describes the providential grace
of the Father.

It is in accordance with this when the

image which is employed here is not that of radiation
or kindling of light, but rather that of an inexhaustiЫe
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treasury from which the Father gives out.

The historical

background for this particular aspect of the idea is
рrоЬаЫу the notion of God's richness in mercy (Ех. 34:4,
Eph. 2:4 etc., cf. TWNT s.v. �I\.OU�o� [Hauck/Kasch] 327).
53:13-15.

ХЕКдСЕ + Fut. II рrоЬаЫу introduces а result

clause here, as ХЕКдд( with Fut. III sometimes does in
Sahidic, cf. M.R. Wilson, Coptic Future Tenses, 4.2.5.
--ЕУNд6NТС + Circumstantial clause рrоЬаЫу
+ supplementary participle.

<

%e�pt0�

The Circumstantial clause

п;overned Ьу EYNA6NTC is ЕЧt etc.; а circumstantial Е: is
нpleonastically" ad·ded before the extraposed subj ect
ПЕТЕУNТЕЧ ТНРЧ.
53:15-16.

Professor Attridge informs те the text reads

ХдВ/ЕЧ.
53:17-18.

rr is

rich" рrоЬаЫу

<

%

�/\.01J�et'v , or

%

�l\.o-fJcн,o�

%eivat. In the present text the relationship with �/\.�Р��
should Ье noted; the Father 1 s richness refers to his
perfection (cf. ApJn NHC II 30:15-16:

"wealth" and

"pleroma 11 in parallelism; for GThom see the remarks of
Puech, En guete de la Gnose, II 138, 142-46).

It is also

relevant to note that "richness" can Ье associated with
"glory" (e.g. Rom. 9:23, Col. 1:27, AuthLog NHC VI
26:9-10), and with "gnosis rr (2 ApocJas NHC V 47:7,
52:10); these words all belong to the same semantic field,
cf. also van den Broek in VigChr 33.272.
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53:19-20.

11 reposes 11

<

оЕ:

&va·тrauea6aL •

This word as well

is to Ье read here in connection with �А�р��=
11

it denotes

freedom from needs, complete satisfaction, fulfilment. 11

It also has connotations of

11

indwelling, 11 thus it can Ье

used of the relation of the Son to the Father or of the

--

divine attributes to God (Lampe,_: Lex. s.v.).

For the

Valentinians &va�auaL� also has а peculiar technical
significance related to their understanding of �л�рооµа,:
The word refers to the harmonious relation between that
which generates and that which is generated as these
exist in the relation of simultaneous identity and
distinctness which is the Valentinian idea of fullness,
cf. below 58:36-59:1:

the Father reposes on the Son, the

Son on the Church; also GTr 38:28-32:

the Name/Son and

his offspring repose in one another; further the expression
�л.�рwµа ••• 't"'flS &va�Ctuaew�ExcTh 65:2, and Iren. АН I 2:6:
the perfection of the Pleroma after the restoration of
Sophia. is its &va�aua1,� •

It is this reciprocal

relationship between the Father and his offspring which
is the Valentinian ideal of perfection, not the Neoplatonic
idea of oneness.
53:21-39.

А forceful affirmation of metaphysical monism.

Valentinianism is generally monistic in the sense that
it regards the Father as the single first principle.
(Although in some instances the Father 1 s Thought is
hypostatized into an individual mythological character,
it is never equivalent to the material principles of the
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philosophical schools.)

On the other hand there is nothing

peculiarly Gnostic about these affirmations, they can all
Ье parallelled in non-Gnostic Christian theology, with
one partial exception (е).
(а)

53:24-26:

The Father is n.ot in а place (

cf. above 52:10-14, 23-26:
immutaЫe.

<

3'i

--r61То<;).

the Father is in himself and

The question of the locality of God, or the

gods, was discussed especially Ьу the Epicureans.

Among

those who affirmed explicitly that God was not to Ье
contained in а place were Platonists, Neopythagoreans,
Philo and Christian"�athers; the material is collected
in J. Pepin, Th�ologie cosmigue et th�ologie chretienne,
108-10; add Corp. Herm. V 10 (64:13 N.-F.) and cf. Hipp.
El. VI 29:5 ot --r61Тov �xwv, also GTr 20:20-22, 22:25-27.
(Ь)

( <

53:27-29:
оЕ

Не did not employ an original form

&pxt--ru1Тo<;).

Cf. Plato Tim. 28а7-8 1Тpooxpwµevo<;

1Тарабе(уµа--rL, also 28Ь2.

The equivalence of 1ТарабеLуµа

and &pxt--ru1Тo<; is well attested Ьу Philo (e.g.

QQ.

71),

Clement (e.g. Strom. V 93:4), Arius Didymus in Diels,
Dox. 447:20, Nicomachus, Intr. Ar. I 4:2.

What is rejected

is а presentation of the current Platonic doctrine of
principles (God-Paradigma [Idea]-Matter) which makes the
Idea independent of the demiurge, e.g. Plut. De An. Procr.
1023с: о бео<; --r�<; µev tota<; �<; 1Тарабе(уµа--rо<; ytyove
µLµ���<;.

This kind of criticism can only Ье paralleled

in comparatively late Christian writers like Ambrose
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Exam. I 1:1, 2:5; Greg. Naz. Роет. Dogm. IV 3-6;
Theodoret, Quaest. in Gen. 19 (see P�pin, Theologie
cosmique, first part, ch. I, especially 50-52).

The

reason that earlier Christian thinkers, and Philo, did
not find the Platonic doctrine of ideas incompatiЫe with
Christian monotheism is that they accepted the dominant
Middle Platonic interpretation of the doctrine which
identified the ideas with the divine mind.

(с)

( <

53:29-31:
3F.

1Т6vо,;).

Не acts without any difficulty
Cf. Philo Sacr. 40:

(God) 1;bv 1;ooou1;ov

к6оµоv C1VE1J 1Т6vwv .·�·. sLpy6,�s1;0; Cher. 87:

(God's rest

is) 1;�v [vs1J како1Та0sСа,; µБ't"а 1Толл�r; stµapeCar;
a'lТOVW't"Q,'t"�V tvepyeLav; cf. �- All. I 5-6, also Orig. Q.
Celsum VI 61, Aug. Civ.

R-

XI 8.

The point emphasized

Ьу these writers is that God's rest in Gen. 2:2-3 did not
imply that creating the world was laborious.

Platonists

had to face criticism of а similar nature (from the
Epicureans, A�tius I 7:7-9, Cic. Nat. Deor. I 19-22),
based on а too anthropomorphisizing reading of the
Timaeus; see Plot. V 8:7, especially 7:25 a1Тovor; ••• �
б�µLo1JpyCa.
(d)

Cf. note on 54:25-26.

53:31-33:

There is .no unbegotten matter ( 11 а matter

which lies ready for him 11

<

vл�

3F.

-61ТокБLµtv�

3F.

at't"c'i\ ).

The notion of an independent material principle was
common to all the philosophical schools up to the
Neopythagoreans and the Neoplatonists, but the author
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undoubtedly here has in mind (Middle) Platonic physics,
according to which the demiurge is confronted Ьу а
pre-exi stent uл. У]

•

А negative аttitude to the

pre-existence of matter, usually associated with Plato,
is common in Christian writers, e.g. Theoph. Ad Autol.
II 4; Tert. Adv. Val. 15� Adv. Hermog. passim; Orig. De
Princ. II 1:4; for further documentation see Pepin,
Th€ologie cosmigue, 52-57.

The positions of Philo,

Justin and Clement are debated.
(е)

53:34-36:

Не has no internal о{ю Са, •

53:36-38:

Не has no collaborator ( <

See Introd.

рр. 33-34(f)

Э!f

uuvepy6�).

Cf. Corp. Herm. XI 14: оuбе уар [л.л.оv �XeL uuvepy6v

(Stoic context, cf. Theiler, RAC III 701); also Philo,

QQ.

72, Deus Imm. 87.
53:25. · д<-\Е 1 :

The change to Perfect is due to the fact

that the infinitive of Е I

cannot Ье used in the Bipartite

Conjugation Pattern (Polotsky, OLZ 52.229 = Collected
Papers, 231; cf. Sch.).

53:26.

Both Nд20У= and :Nд0У2= occur in this text, cf.

Ка. I 29, 288; and Introd. above рр. 39-40.

53:28.

For the expression Р ХРд(@дl 2N- cf. 96:8,

137:20-22.
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53:32.

ECTCENO:

53:38-39.

read ЕЧТСЕNО (Ка.).

Abstact nouns with the indefinite article

used as predicate in nominal sentences denote quality,
not identity, see Polotsky,
53:39-54:2.

Conclusion:

11

Nominalsatz, 11 § 5.

The Father is the All.

This is

of course not pantheism, nor is it implied that the Father
is immanent in the Pleroma (which is true of the Son, but
not strictly speaking of the Father an sich).

Rather,

this is just а traditional way of expressing God 1 s
absolute power and the dependence of everything on him,
cf. Corp. Herm. V 10-11, Sen. Nat. Quaest. I praef. 13,
Philo k_g. All. I 44; see further Norden, Agnostos Theos,
240-50, Theiler, Vorbereitung,

( importance of Posidonius)

127-34, Festugiere, Rev�lation, IV 65-70.
54:2-24.

The Father is ineffaЫe:

(1) The Father

transcends mind, speech, sight and touch, hence he cannot
Ье named.

(2) Glorification is nevertheless legitimate.

The main idea is the Father 1 s ineffability, to which
the author, out of fondness for parallelism, has added
other expressions of divine transcendence as well
very elegantly, it must Ье admitted).

(not

God's ineffability

is а generally accepted notion in Roman times, occurring
in Hermetic writings (Festugi�re, R€v�lation, IV 70-77),
Platonism (ib. 136 under бЬ; Lilla, Clement, 220-21) and
non-Gnostic Christian writers (Lilla, ib.; Lampe, Lex.
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s.v. бvоµа , А.1.а.) as well as in Gnostic documents
(e.g. Eu� NHC III 71:13-14, ApJn NHC II 3:14-18, Basilides
in Hipp. El. VII 20:3, 21:1).

It is generally recognized

that Neopythagorean interpretation of Plato Parm. 142а
played а consideraЫe part in the development of the idea
(Dodds, _g_Q 22.129-42; id. Proclus, 310-13).
Orbe, Procesion del verbo, 6-13.

Cf. also

The words [рр��о�,

avwv6µaa�o�, ака�оv6µаа�о� are also frequently used Ьу
the Valentinians (listed in Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne,
333).

However, it must Ье noted that the text does not

say that the Father has no name, but that no name which
can Ье conceived Ьу man is applicaЫe.

In fact, the

Father 1 s name is the Son (66:32-34), in accordance with

---

normal Valentinian teaching (see note in loc.), and
gnosis, which implies knowing the Father 1 s name, means
knowing him as being the Son.

Consequently, although in

the present context the influence of Platonic theology
is unquestionaЫe, it should Ье realized that the Jewish
notion of the ineffaЫe name of God is an equally
fundamental

ing redient of Valentinian negative theology,

cf. the бvоµа avwvoµda�ov of ExcTh 31:3.
The legitimacy of applying doxological names to the
ineffaЫe is а consequence of the emphasis placed Ьу the
author throughout on glorification as the correct way to
relate to the Father.

Non-Gnostic Christians also faced

the proЫem of the propriety of using names for the
divine, but solved the proЫem along slightly different
lines (the names do not describe God but his relation to
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creation and to ourselves,etc., see ОгЬе, Procesion,
101-10).
Conclusion to the part about the unbegotten

54:24-35.

Father (the entire preceding discussion):
therefore his being, or essence, (

<�

Не is single,

-О1Т6u1;а,о LS) is

undefinaЬle ( 11 that which is defined 11 54:27 рrоЬаЫу

<%
( <

OLOpL�6µevos ), therefore he is incomprehensiЫe
%

(< �

&ка1;ал�1Т'"G"оs), therefore he is unknowaЫe

�y vwo1;os).

This sounds like а school argument,

and in fact the method is that of the Platonic dialectic
1
outlined especially'·'in Laws 895dff and !:о- VII 342Ьff:
In order to know the essence (oto(a,) of something one must
Ье аЫе to give а definition (л6уоs) of it.

In order to

define something one must Ье аЫе to give it а name
(бvоµа,).

This method, which Plato himself used in а

negative way in the first hypothesis of the Parmenides, is
used in the reverse Ьу the author of TriTrac:

the Father 1 s

essence is undefinaЫe because he is above names.
undefinaЫe he is
%

[yvwo1;os•

%

Being

&ка1;ал�1Т'"G"О':;• and consequently

The scholastic framework is more evident in

TriTrac than in proper Middle Platonic texts dealing with
negative theology, but а comparaЫe text, dealing with
the nature of matter (the method is of course independent
of subject matter), can Ье found in Numenius fr. 4а des
1

Cf. Festugiere, Revelation, IV 80-84; Kr�mer,
Philologus 110.39-40.
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Pl. (= Euseb. Praep. Ev. XV 17:3-8): st ёO't"(,V a:тrsLpos
� UA�, &6p(,0't"OV siva(, at--r�v· SL 08 &6p(,0't"OS, алоуоs· st
It must further Ье observed that
ayvwo--ros in the meaning of "unknowaЬle" is not an
attribute of the Father used Ьу the Valentinians; in
ExcTh 7:1 the word means "unknown."

It must therefore

Ье concluded that when the author of TriTrac here calls
the Father unknowaЫe, he is influenced Ьу Platonic
epistemology and does not follow а Valentinian tradition.
Consequently ayvwo--ros means

11 unknowaЬle 11

Ьу discursive

and philosophical means, it does not mean absolutely
unknowaЫe (cf. also 126:1·5-17).
54:25-26.

11 set

to \'VOrk 11

<

ЭЕ

t1п ХЕ Lpstv.

an allusion to Plato 1 s demiurge:

This is

The word t�exeCp�ae

Tim. 37d3 (cf. t�sxs(,pst--ro 53а9) was an object of ridicule
for the Epicureans, cf. A�tius I 7:7-9 (Diels, Dox. 300:15
axeo�opwv. 301:6 t�LXSLpstv); Cic. Nat. Deor. I 20 manu
paene factum.

Plotinus rejects this caricature of the

demiurge (V 8:7) as well as the word t�LXSLpetv (V 8:7:8);
cf. note on 53:21-39 (с).
11

works

t�

from,п not (Ка. Attridge) "at tr :

The demiurge

uл�s in Platonism.

The use of the fem. pron. making ФУСIС the subject is
рrоЬаЫу а translation error; both in eNC2TOYe and in
NC1.2TPe (line 26) the subject should Ье

tr the

unbegotten. 11

1 Festugiere, Revelation, IV 83 saw the connection of
this argument in Numenius with academic dialictic.
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54:26.

N0,2TPE:

read NС2д ТРЕ (QWZ).

involving2 see Introd. рр. 39-40.
(or ou�uy��).

For metathesis

РrоЬаЫу

<

%

ou�uyo�

This must Ье directed against Gnostics�

including some Valentinians, who gave the Father а female
ou�uyo�. cf. note on 51:8-19.
54:27-32.
XIII 6:

"defined":

�оµ�

i.e. "limited. 11

OLopL�oµ�vov,

Cf. Corp. Herm.

�о &xp�µa�ov, �о &ox�µa�LO�ov.

That God has no sensiЫe shape is а commonplace in both
Christian and non-Christian writers of the period (already
Plato Parm. 137d a.1ТeLpov каt a.veu ох�µа�о�).

See for

comparison the coll�ction of texts in Lilla, Clement,
213-15.
54:29.

ММЕУ (1st):

Add, or emend to, ММдЧ; cf. 55:19,

and Till, Kopt. Gr. § 469 Note.

This is either а scribal

error or the translator has erroneously read �1Т6u�auL�
as the subject.
54:32-33.

"incomprehensi Ые 11

<

z &ка�ал�'IТ�О�

, cf.

Iren. АН I 1:2, ExcTh 29, GTr 20:3 etc.
54:35-57:23.

The Son.

54:35-55:27.

The Father 1 s Thought.

The notion of the

Thougnt, representing archetypal gnosis, is common to
most Gnostic systems (Helena in Simonianism, Barbelo in
the Apocryphon of John, for Vale_ntinianism see below).
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54:35-55:3.

The Father is known only to himself.

This

is а common theme, e.g. Ascl. 34 (344:24-25 N.-F.)
inimitaЬile et ipsi soli sensiЬile atgue intelligiЬile;
cf. Corp. Herm. XIII 6, Tert. Apol. XVII 3, Minuc. Fel.
Oct. XVIII, Philo Praem. 40, 45.
54:37. lf<face>" ( <

2wfвJ

ЗЕ

бiJrLs) (Cod. "thing 11 ):

The emendation

NIM very hesitantly suggested Ьу Ка. is almost

certainly to Ье accepted.
55:3-5 •

1. У ш

•••

Mtviд 9 :

Т his с 1аusе mау Ье аttа с hеd Ь оth

to the preceding ana to the following main sentence.
55:3-27.

The Father is the object of his own thought as

well as that Ьу which he conceives.

The concept is

attested in ExcTh 7:1 ��S tveuµ�aeoos ��S tau�oU, �S av
tav�ov tyvwк�s.

It is hardly conceivaЫe that this idea

here is independent of such considerations on the nature
of the divine mind as can Ье found in а well known passage
in Albinus/Alkinoos (Didask. Х 164:24-27 Herm.):
t�et 08 6 �pw�os vous кaAALO�os, oer каt кaAALO�OV
au�� vo��ov ��oкeta8aL, OV08V 08 a1�ou KQAALOV"
tau�ov av o�v каt �а tau�ov vo�µa�a aet vooC�,
каt а���� tvepyeLa a1�ov LOea ��dPXBL,

and later in Plotinus; on this see А.Н. Armstrong in
Sources de Plotin, 393-413.

It is рrоЬаЫе, as Armstrong

holds, that the v6�0LS vo�aews of Aristotle's First Mover
Metaph. Л 7 and 9 played an important part in the
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development of this doctrine of Mind in Middle Platonism.
It is not likely that the Valentinians of TriTrac and
ExcTh were directly inspired Ьу Aristotelianism, and the
context of this doctrine here points in а different
direction:

The affinity of the Father as а fjrst

principle with the Pythagorean �onad has been noted above
(note on 51:8-19); also, the Thought of the Father Ьу
which he thinks himself is а source of generation,
constituting а duality within him Ьу which the projection
of the Pleroma becomes possiЫe; for this reason the
Thought can in other systems Ье hypostatized into а female
principle.

Now thi.concept of а Monad which is at the

same time Mind and male-female is (Neo-)Pythagorean
( [IamЫ.] Theol. Ar. 3: 17ff; Nicomachus ар. Phot. BiЫ.
143а24-25 Bekker; Macrob. Somn. Scip. I 6:7-8; see also
Festugiere, Rev�lation, IV 40-51).

Although the notion

of а Monad as а mind turned towards itself is not made
explicit in the very scanty direct evidence availaЫe, it
does not appear implausiЫe that in а form of thought in
which numbers and ideas are identified so that the
derivation of numbers and of the intelligiЫe world are
one and the same thing, the combination of the opposites
(male-female, off-even etc.) within а single first
principle could also have been represented as а mind
thinking itself.

Neopythagoreanism is therefore а very

likely candidate for being the more direct source of the
notion in AlЫnus/Alkinoos and these Valentinian texts
(although in the case of the Platonic school philosopher
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an acquaintance with Aristotle's theology must also Ье
It is interesting that Pythagorean

presupposed).

vocabulary can Ье detected in the chapter of the
Didaskalikos where this notion occurs (Dillon, Middle
1
The case is strengthened if one takes
Platonists, 283).
into consideration the formulations used to describe the
second god of Iambl. M;yst. VIII 3: vouv au'"I:"OV tau'"I:"OV
.VOOUV'"l:"O, каt '1:"aS VO�OBLS вts tau'"l:"OV tuL0'1:"ptфOV'1:"0,·

This

god seems originally to have belonged in the same context
as the first principle of the texts here referred to, and
this is made even more plausiЫe Ьу the association with
"silence"; · OLCL OL1/ТJS µ6v71s 0вро,uв-()в'1:"а,L. IamЫichus is
here referring the doctrines of the "Egyptians, 1 1 i.e.
Hermetic ideas.

Here, as elsewhere, the Hermetic idea

тау well go back to Pythagorean sources.
This whole section is open to various interpretations
as far as the correlation of main sentences and subordinate
clauses is concerned, but this does not affect decisively
the understanding of the meaning.
д. РЕ У :

55 : 4.

1

r е а d д. Рд. Ч

( Ка • ) •

кrgmer, Geistmetaphysik, 105-15, especially 112-14,
sees Xenocrates as the originator of the �-theology
of Didask. and of contemporary Pythagoreans, but his
reconstruction of the tradition history has several
hypothetical elements.
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For the spelling ФОРМН cf. 61:12, GTr 27:20�

55:8-9.
55:10.

лРлУ:

read лРлЧ (Ка.).

The Father 1 s self-knowledge is described in

55:15-19.

these terms because it is also the production of gnosis
in which the Gnostic will participate.

There is а Ыending

of two traditions here; one which goes back to Plato 1 s
spiritualization of the ambrosia idea in Phaedr. 247d
(0eou бLavoLa v� ••• �p8фoµtv�), taken up in OrCh fr.
17 des Pl. (= Proclus In Tim. I 18:25): vQ б� voouv�L
�роф�

�ь

vo��6v (s�� Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 160 and

n. 355); and another which connects the acquisition of
knowledge with entry into the ттарабеLuо� ��� �рuф�� of
LXX Gen. 3:23, Ez. 28:13 and elsewhere; cf. Diogn. 12:1
and several of the Odes of Solomon, e.g. the 11th.
(ОУNдЧ рrоЬаЫу

<�

�рuф� , thus there is also а play on

words here; cf. 96:30-31�) "repose tт 55:16

<�

ava1тauOL�.

А similar comЫnation is made Ьу Heracleon who describes
the Father's will as �роф� каt &vaттauuL� (Orig. In Ioh.
XIII 38; see Ка. I 316).
The predicates are translated as nouns here in spite
of the fact referred to concerning 53:38-39 above; the
form дЛН@lл рrоЬаЫу reflects а noun in the original.
55:19-27.

As the content of the Father 1 s thought is

himself and he is unknowaЫe, it follows that his thought
is above rational comprehension as well.
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55:19.

ПЕТЕУNТЕЧ ММЕУ:

Add, or emend to, ММАЧ.

Cf.

54:29.
55:22-23.

Cf. Poim. 31 (18:10 N.-F.) 6 кpeCri;ri;wv ri;wv tтratvwv.

55:26-27.

This is theurgic lan?uage according to

Augustine Civ. D. Х 26 altitudinem eius profunditatemgue
declarent.

In both the Chaldean Oracles and

Valentinianism the word �ue6s is used to describe the
first principle.

Cf. Theiler, Cha.ld!!ischen Orakel.

10-11.
55:27-39.

The Father's abil.it.y to manifest himself.

55:28-29. ФУСI С: cf. 54:28 :х uтroori;a,01,s; the words are
practically synonymous in TriTrac.
55:29.

11 greatnesses 11

55:30-39.

i.e. suЬlime qualities"

The Father holds back gnosis for

1 1 paedagogical 11

reasons; cf. 60:1ff, especially 62:14-33.
55:30-35.

The Will, then, is а second faculty of the

Father (the first being the Thought).

The Will refers

in TriTrac primarily to the Father 1 s desire to grant
knowledge, but as the aeons 1 acquisition of gnosis is
synonymous with their projection it also has а generative
function.

The Father 1 s Thought, in which he constantly
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thinks himself, is not in itself а sufficient cause of
generation; the Will provides the necessary dynamic
factor which transforms the Thought into а Pleroma of
aeons.

The notion of the divine Will has not been

adequately studied� either as far as Valentinianism is
concerned or in contemporary theology.

In fact the

doctrine of the Thought as an introvert and the Will as
an extrovert faculty of the Father forms part of
Valentinian theology in several instances; cf. Iren. АН
12:1 on the followers of Ptolemy:
Ota,0eOeL<;, �VVOLa, and 0еЛТ]ОL<;:

The Father has two

1ТpW't"OV уа,р tvevof)0Т] 't"L

1ТрО�а,леtv, �<; фaOLV�- �1ТЕ:L�а, �0елт�ое; the Will is the
necessary ouva,µL<; without which projection from the Thought
would Ье impossiЫe.

Similarly, in GTr the All pre-exists

in the Thought and Mind of the Father; their projection is
conditional upon the Father 1 s Will (e.g. 27:26ff,
J7:15ff):

Неге, the Son is also the manifestation of the

Will, cf. TriTrac 66:20-21.

In ValExp the Will is one of

several faculties of the Father (22:28), and is manifested
in the Son for the sake of the All (i.e. to еnаЫе their
projection); he is therefore "the. Will of the All"
(24:26-31).

In the Valentinian documents used Ьу the

Church Fathers the voluntaristic aspect of the Father_
though present, is generally not prominent ( �еелт�ое
ExcTh 7:1, Marcus in Iren. АН I 14:1;

tvevofJ0ТJ Iren. АН

I 1:1; �бoi;ev a,{J�� Hipp. El. VI 29:5; in Epiph. Pan.

-ПХI 5:Jff the Will is placed within the unusually active
and personified Thought, similarly ExcTh 29); the only
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exceptions to this are the Ptolemaean doctrine reported
Ьу Irenaeus quoted above, and а fragment of Heracleon
(= Orig. In Ioh. XIII 38) where the vJill is а mediator
of gnosis; here it is also, as in the p.resent text,
identified with бuvaµLs. That the concept nevertheless
was an important part of Valentinian doctrine is shown
Ьу the fact that it is referred to as one of their
heresies Ьу Athanasius Ad.v. Ar. III 65.

God 1 s vJill has

an obvious place in the BiЫical tradition, and the
concept easily entered Christian philosophy, where
theological voluntarism was later to pJ.ay а major part.
( S ее е.g • Р о hlеnz, ,. D iе S t о а, I 417, 419 • 4 3 5 with th е
correspond�ng notes.)

But it is also important to

realize that God 1 s Will as an instrument of creation was
а clearly identified concept in Middle Platonism:
Albinus/Alkinoos Didask., 165:1 Herm.; [Plut.] De Fato 572f,
573Ь; Atticus in Euseb. Praep. Ev. XV 6:7.9-16; Corp. Herm.
IV 1; Nemes. Nat. Нот. PG 796А;
Wasz.

Calc. Tim. CXLIV. 183:7-9

In the form in which it occurs in these passages

the concept is clearly derived from the tpovл�e� of
Plato's Tim. 29е3 and povл�eeCs 30al.

The long fragrnent

frorn Atticus preserved Ьу Eusebius provides а motive for
the development of the idea:

The concept of God's power

and will (Atticus identifies pouл�GLS and бuvaµLS 6:10)
is emphasized in order to counter Peripatetic views
denying creation and divine providence; God, or his Will,
has the power both to create and to sustain the universe.
Now TriTrac seems to echo just such an argument:

The
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Father is not entirely centered around hirnself. this would
in fact irnply а limitation.
(cf. Atticus'

1ТOLYJOC1L

•••

Rather, he is fully сараЫе

LKC1v6�

ib. 6:13) of providing

knowledge of himself to his offspring, having his Will
and Power.

There is no question of literary dependence

here, but of another example of the influence of Middle
Platonic school argumentation on TriTrac.

However, the

systematic context in which TriTrac and the comparaЫe
Valentinian texts use the notion of the Will is clearly
not directly dependent on the Timaeus, the Father is not
Plato's demiurge.

But the Will of God also occurs in

contexts in Platonism and Neopythagoreanism where it
does not refer to the will to create in the form of
demiurgic activity, but either has а more general
application (C0rp. Herm. Х 2; Ascl. 20, 26; Мах. Tyr.
XXXVIII 6; Firm. Matern. Math. V Praef. 3, Julian Orat.
IV 142d; cf. Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, J31, n. 69); or
--and this is particularly interesting here--refers to
the generation from а first principle which is not
demiurgic.

Thus �ouл.�eet� is .used of the first One Ьу

Moderatus ( Simpl. In Phys. 231: 7 Diels),. and �оuл.ti eeou

is а hypostasized generative principle in the Poimandres,
whereas in the Chaldaean Oracles а doctrine of the Will
is found which is closely related to that of the
Valentinian texts here referred to:

The Will (�оuл.�).

together with vou� and o�va,µL�, are the faculties of
the Father, the Will being the faculty of generation
through which the Mind is externalized (see Lewy, 78-83,
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329-32).

In conclusion, then, the Valentinian concept of

the Will is clearly dependent on Platonic tradition, in
addition to the evident presuppositions that the concept
has in BiЫical theology of salvation (cf. Introd. р. 64).
55:32-33.

дВОЛ М- etc.:

The complement рrоЬаЫу

originally belonged to 90YWO)e�
55:35-39-

"but now"

here descr�bed.

<�

vUv бв , i.e. at the stage

The Father 1 s manifestation is only to

Ье treated later (57:23-25 and 60:1ff).

еп:

most natur,ally refers to OYMNTIO, РШС, both

because it is closest,

1

because the author рrоЬаЫу

here wishes to make the point that Silence is no entity
separate from the Father himself (cf. above 52:10-14.
53:23ff), and because of the similar construction in
67:27.
Silence is а name for the Thought (57:5, cf. Iren.
АН I 1 :1, Epiph. Pan. XXXI 5:4).

Like the Thought,

Silence can Ье individualized as the Father 1 s female
partner (Iren. and Epiph., locc. citt.; ExcTh 29, Iren.
АН I 11:1).

The name refer$ (1) to the fact that the

Thought (as archetypal gnosis) is above speech, and
(2) to this Thought as being the state of unmanifestedness
1

For relative nominal sentences with undetermined
antecedent see W.C. Till, "Die Satzarten im Koptischen,"
Mitteilungen des Instituts ftir 0rientforschung 2 (1954) ·
378-402, § 20 Ь).
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in which the Father has not yet revealed himself and in
which the aeons find themselves before they "go forth."
It thus is ambivalent in character, representing the
ineffability of the Father at the same time as it is the
source of gnosis:

In Iren. АН I 2:1 the function of

Silence is primarily negative, she prevents the immediate
attainment of knowledge Ьу the aeons; also in ExcTh 29
and TriTrac 75:13-17 limits аге set to knowledge Ьу
Silence.

0n the other hand she appears as а revealer in

Epiph. Pan. XXXI 5, to Marcus she is the revealing,
female aspect of the Father, and the term appears in
connection with ma:ii'ifestation in GTr 37:12 and ValExp
24:19-20.

In the present context "silence" has both

connotations, the (temporary) hiddenness of gnosis as
well as potential revelation:

the All exists within

the Father from eternity (he eternally "causes" them),
but has not yet been manifested.

The "Silence" is not

exclusively Valentinian; the Father, or rather, his mode
of being, is calledaty� in the Chaldaean 0racles ( ��
8eo8ptµµovL uLy� fr. 16 des Pl. = Proclus In Tim. I
18:25); silence is nourishment for the gods; in this context
uLy�

equals knowledge.

On the basis of this logion

later Neoplatonists spoke of the �а�рLк� uLy� (Lewy,
Chaldaean 0racles, 160, n. 353; Theiler, Chald�ischen
0rakel, 10).

Lewy has suggested that the concept is

Pythagorean (ib. 397), but the evidence he adduces is
meagre.

In Valentinianism ontogony and soteriology are

closely related, in the sense that the projection of the
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Pleroma тау Ье interpreted as а mythical hypostatization
of the salvation experience of the Gnostic.

Thus the

concept of Silence as it appears in the pleromatogony
must Ье seen in the light of the mystic silence in which
the Gnostic is reborn; this explains how "Silence"
becomes а name for baptism in 1�8:30-32.

Such а mystic

silence can Ье found in contemporary literature.

Thus

God is addressed as uLw�� �wvouµeve Poim. I 31; cf. бLа
GLY�S µбv�s бepa�eue�aL IamЫ. Myst. VIII 3; On8th9th
1
The historical origin of the notion
NHC VI 56:10-12.
remains obscure, but it should Ье remembered that ritual
silence always played an important part in Pythagoreanism,
see Burkert, Lore and Science, 178-79.
56:1-57:8.
11 chiastic 11

The Thought is self-generation.
structure of the argument:

Note the

The author started

out Ьу stating the unbegottenness of the Father, moved
on to assert his incomprehensibility, then turned to
say that he is known to himself, and now arrives at the
proposition that he begets himself.
56:1-15.

The translation takes ЕЧХПО line 2 and EЧEINE

line 9 as Present II.

It is not impossiЫe to regard

these as circumstantial forms and NTh9· .•• ПЕ:ТМПО)д as the
main sentence, but this is not very likely in view of the
1

Cf. further Festugi�re, Revelation, IV 76-77; 0rbe,
Procesion, 62-67; Theiler, Chald�ischen 0rakel, 10.
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great number of words which in that case would separate
the subject from the predicate.
56:1-6.

Ву knowing himself the Father begets himself.

The concept of self-generation is widespread in antiquity
(cf. Whittaker in De JamЫique � Pгoclus, 193-230), but
the point stressed in the present context is not that the
Father is his own cause, but that that which he generates
Ьу thinking is not distinct from himself.
56:3-4.

MPWZ here see а nominal sentence in the

circumstantial, but, this requires that

<пt:>

Ье supplied;

nor, as Sch. remarks, can ХПО Ье nomen agentis.

KV

tacitly emend [УОУ to [9. The solution proposed in this
translation takes Е:УОУ- (= Е:У-:

Introd. р. 37) as having

а passive meaning, and no emendation is required.

It may

also Ье that the translator has mistaken а middle for а
passive.
56:7-15.

поnе who н might also Ье translated "something

which"; at any rate the Son is intended.

rrworthy of his

admiration" etc. has а douЫe significance.

On the one

hand the Father admires himself as the Son; that is, the
hypernoetic Thought is now qualified as glorification,
self-thinking is self-glorification, and the object of
glorification is the Son ("his admiration н 56:8
interpreted as subjective genitive).

On the other hand

it is рrоЬаЫе that the author chose this form of
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expression because he also wanted to include the
glorification given to the Father Ьу his offspring,
through the Son, who reveals him ("his admiration"
interpreted as objective genitive).

The idea of а

hypernoetic noesis with identity of subject and object
is alien to classical philosoph�, but can Ье found in
Plotinus (VI 8:16, in particular 16:13 and 25:

the One

loves itself; cf. Armstrong, IntelligiЫe Universe,
12-13), thus we here have another example of the
interaction of Gnostic and Platonic ideas.

That the

content о� the Thought is glorification is traditional
Gnostic doctrine,

cf.

ApJn NHC II 4:36-5:5 Ennoia =

Barbelo, "the perfect glory in the aeons, the glory of
the revelation, she glorified the. virginal Spirit and
praised him....

This is the first thought, his image. 11

It is regular Gnostic (and Hermetic) doctrine that gnosis
is, or is attained Ьу, glorification.

Iи TriTrac this

doctrine is interpreted in more philosophical terms than
is usual, therefore the archetypal gnosis which is the
glorification of the Father Ьу his own Thought is joined
with а more technically philosophical concept of the
divine mind, and the idea resulting from this combination
becomes quite close to that expressed Ьу Plotinus in the
passage referred to.
56:9.

E:INE: :Ь.В:Ь.Л "bring forth" is not technical here:

The projection is to Ье described later (60:1ff).
stage the Son is still within the Father (56:23ff).

At this
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56:16.

-

..

f<Cu ММОЧ E2PHI "exposes himself" (

or а compounded form):

<

ж

't"LEJtvaL

The word рrоЬаЫу alludes to

the setting up of images for worship in the temples.
56:21-22.
56:22.

E/ThEIO:

cf. Introd. р. 39.

дN рrоЬаЫу goes with the whole sentence NThЧ

.•• ЕТР дГдПН.
56:23-57:8.

The Thought and the Son are identified.

This

corresponds well with ExcTh 7:1 бLа 't"�� tvEJuµ�oew�(not
here an individual entity, расе Sagnard) 't"�� tau't"ou,
�� av eau't"OV tyvwкw�, �veuµa, yvwaew� ova�� tv yvwaeL
�роt�але 't"OV Movoyev�. GTr also concords with this view,
because there the Son is identical with the Logos which
is the manifestation of the Father 1 s "thought and mind"
(16:35, 19:37, 37:13); as does ValExp "Не had him in
the vou�" 22:34-35.

Indeed in ValExp there seems to Ье

а deliberate rejection of an independent Thought:

11 For

even his thought exists Ьу the root of the All 11 22:32-33.
Elsewhere the Son is distinguished from the Thought,
whether the latter is conceived as an independent
hypostasis or as а faculty of the Father (see above, note
on 51:8-19).

As if to complicate things further the Son

is regularly identified with Nous.

Nous in these

instances, however, refers to the Thought as manifested,
so that the basic distinction between the various
conceptions of the relationship between Thought and Mind
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in the Valentinian systems is that in some instances the
two stages of the Thought are given different names, in
others not.

(Contrast TriTrac with the treatise in

Epiphanius, where not the Son, but Ennoia-Sige is
operating on both levels, as both the internal Thought
and the manifested one; ExcTh 29 is similar.

Ву

identifying ёvvo t,a,, voui; and µovoyEvris- u toi; the author
has expressed his Valentinianism in terms which do not
vary substantially from non-Gnostic Logos christology
with its identifi саtion of the Son with the mind of God
(Athenag. Suppl. 10:1-2, 24:1; Tert. Prax. 5; Theoph.
Ad Autol. II 10.22;··· for Clement see Lilla, Clement,
199-212).
56:26-3 О.

The formula ." the ineffaЫе within the

ineffaЬle 11 etc. expresses the simultaneous oneness and
duality of the Father and his Thought; it can Ье found
in this way in TriProt, describing the Protennoia:
"invisiЫe in the thought of the invisiЬle ... unattainaЬle
as I am in the unattainaЫe rr NHC XIII 35:7-11, cf.
36:28-30.
56:31. Mfv1A 9

here and in line 34 is prepositional, as

Attridge has seen.
56:33.

11 without

Cf. note on 52:10-14.

generation 11

<�

ciyEvvfi-тwi;.

This

expression would go more naturally with СЮ)ООП, qualifying
1

1 eternally 11

and has рrоЬаЫу been displaced Ьу the
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translator.
56:37-38.

ЕТЕ ПЕЕ!МЕЕУЕ NТЕЧ ПЕ is а nominal sentence

(wrongly MPKV).
57:1.

Emmel transcribes Е:ТЕ: .

Doresse 1 s photographs and Facs.

[.].[••]•• [.] from
According to his

interpretation of the photographs the restoration Ьу
Ка. is not likely.

But the restorations hesitantly

suggested Ьу Emmel do not fit the context very well.
From the information he supplies, and Facs., such an

.

. .

interpretation as Пf!]С
[МА]Т П[Е:] "form," with the
.
pleonastic copula frequent in this text, does not appear
excluded, although it must remain conjectural.
57:2.

21.Е РЕ:ТЧ (= д2Е РЕ:ТЧ, cf. Introd. рр. 39-40.

"existence 11
57:3-8.

<

?

3Е

µovf], cf. ValExp 22:29 П6W.

The explicit identification Thought = Son

= Silence = Wisdom = Grace suggests that the author is
here taking а stand on matters which were debated among
the Valentinians.

The same impression is given Ьу

Epiph. Pan. XXXI 5:4 tкeCvYJ, YJV 'l:"Lve<; "E:vvoLa,v �cpa,aa,v,
8'1:"8pOL XapLV"

otкeCw<; ••• OL 08 aAY)8euaa,v-i;-e<; ILyf]v

�POOY)y6peuoa,v where а quite different emphasis is made.
The identification of Thought, Silence, Wisdom and Grace
is of course traditional in Valentinianism (Iren. АН I
1 :1).

The occurrence of Wisdom in this context is,
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however, intriguing, as the term is regularly reserved
for the fallen aeon (which in TriTrac is simply called
"а logos").

There is one other instance of this usage in

а Valentinian text, namely GTr 23:18, where ао�Са is an
attribute of the Father.1 Strangely, neither GTr nor
TriTrac makes а point out of this being an unusual usage
of the word in а Valentinian context.

0n the other hand

Wisdom is а normal name for the divine mind and is also
often identified with the Son Ьу Christian writers (Lampe,
Lex. s.v. ао�(а С.1.а. and 3.), and in Hermeticism it is
used for the enlightened, gnostic, state of mind (Corp.
Herm. III 1, XI 2.3, XVIII 11, and especially the
connection with aLy� as the womb of the regenerated in
XIII 2: ао�(а vospa
57:5.

ev OLy�,

Read <Т>МNТЮл. РШС

onl у son

(Ка. ) •

Circumstantial Aorist; see Introd. р. 50.

57: 6. ЕУОД
57:8-23.

cf. note on 55:35-39).

Не is the first-born
(

<

3Е

"
µovoysv��

3Е

(<

<
).
uLo�

orthodox and unoriginal statement.

ж �рw�6�око�

МР) and

This is а quite
It is possiЫe,

however, that the author here has in mind certain Gnostic
1 I think the passageS- quoted Ьу Stead JTS NS 20.94
to prove the existence of Wisdom as а consort of the
Father in Valentinianism are too ambiguous to allow such
an interpretation; the "Sophia in the Father" is more
рrоЬаЫу the one who is restored to the Pleroma.
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systerns where the Son is subordinate to the Ennoia,
such as ApJn and rnost of the Valentinian systerns
transrnitted Ьу the Church Fathers (cf. note on 56:23-57: 8).
It should also Ье recalled that in these systerns
Monogenes is given а fernale partner, Truth; there is an
irnplicit rejection of such а view here, just as the notion
of а partner for the Father was rejected in 54:26-27.
The forrn of the argurnent, frorn the singularity of God
to the onlybegotten Son, is paralleled Ьу writers of the
Origenist school, Theognostus (Hypotyp. ed. Harnack, Texte
und Untersuchungen, IX 3, р. 78:2-9) and later in
Eusebius (references in Н. Berhof, Die Theologie des
Eusebius von Caesarea [Arnsterdarn 1939] 77 and n. 4), as
was noted Ьу P&Q 93-94.
57:10.
МПЕЕ 1

Here, and in 57:15, one would norrnally expect
(N- of predication).

57:15-17.

The text is unacceptaЫe.

suggested Ьу Ка. are ungrarnrnatical.

The ernendations
А plausiЫe

ernendation is ПЕЕI ЕТЕ MN 6Е<ЩНРЕ ЩООП> 2д ТЕЧЕ2Н:
д YW MN 6Е MNNCCuЧ f NЩНРЕ · ЩООП 2д ТЕЧЕ2Н �.
57:17-23.

Movoyev�� is used regularly Ьу the Valentinians

for the Son (for µovoyev�� ut6� in particular see Iren.
АН I 8:5, ExcTh 7:3, 26:1); �рw�6�око� is not previously
attested.

The two terrns are frequently joined Ьу

Christian writers (Larnpe, Lex. s.vv.).
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57:23-59:38.

The Church.

57:23-58:18.

The Church exists from the beginning as

well.
57:23-32.

The Fruit (i.e. the father 1 s offspring).

This

is not the Son, but the aeons, at this point still
existing within the Father.

Biological metaphors are

used frequently for processes of generation and
acquisition of gnosis Ьу the Valentinians as well as Ьу
other Gnostics.
51:17-19.

For the general framework see above

For the ''term ка,р'ТТ6<; used for the Father I s

offspring see GTr 28:7; Valentinus in Hipp. El. VI 37:7
tк

бе

pu6ou кар'ТТоu,; �epoµtvou,;; Marcus in Iren. АН I

14:2; also SophJChr NHC III 97:6.

The language recurs

in Synesius Hymn IV 8 'ТТа,1:"ро,; л.охСоu,; ••• кар'ТТоu,;,
presumaЫy going back to the Chaldaean Oracles (Hadot,

Porphyre et Victorinus, I 461-74).
57:25.

The fruit is initially unmanifested, cf. 60:1ff;

GTr 17:6-9, 27:22ff.
57:27-29.

Cf. ExcTh 7:1 ayvWO'"I:"O'; oiv о 'ТТО,1:"�р wv

�etл.�aev yvwae�va,L 1:"0L<; a,LwuL, also GTr 19:13, Heracleon
in Orig. In Ioh. XIII 38 (Ка.).

The theme is known from

Hermetic writings (о ,; yvwae�va,L pOU/\.€1:"0,L 1(0,L YLVWOK€1:"0,L
1:"0L<; LoCoL,; Poim. I 31; cf. Corp. Herm. Х 15 and
Festugiere, Revelation, IV 56-59), as well as from
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Platonists like Clement and Porphyry, and the Odes of
Solomon; cf. P&Q 95, referring to Bultmann in TWNT I
693.

The Father 1 s will here is technical, see note on

55:30-35, and the following note below.
57:29-32.

The author here anticipates what is only to Ье

systematically expounded later (60:1ff).

Having

mentioned the Father 1 s Will, i.e. his desire to Ье
known, he felt called upon to add а remark concerning
his Power, before reverting to the main exposition.
For the idea of generation resulting from the
Ыending ( краоL�) of principles cf. ExcTh 7:2

��� ауатт��

�о ое

ттvе�µа кекра�аL �� ��� yvwoew� (quoted Ьу P&Q

95); the Ptolemaeans in Iren. АН I 12:1 ��� �е tvvoCa�

каt ��� беА�оеw� wоттер o�yкpaбeLOWV et� аАА�Аа� К�А.
The notion provides а more philosophical formulation of
the generative processes than that of sexual union;
рrоЬаЫу this is а direct appropriation of the Stoic
concept of total mutual interpenetration (краоL�

6L'oAwv), which is explicitly applied in ExcTh 17:1-2.1

57:29-30.

дТ·ТОУ2).ММЕС

:

the reading дТОУь.2МЕС (MPQvlZ)

is correct; cf. Hintze-Schenke, Apostelgeschichte, 16.
For ТТ

1

= Т

see Introd. above р. 39.

Sagnard's attribution of ExcTh 17:2 to Clement

cannot Ье correct.
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57:31.

ТЕ =NTE:

(Ка.); cf. Crum, JEA 13.19-20 (Kahle,

Bala•izah, 110) and Introd. р. 38.
57:31-32.

For the Father's &,cpeovCa,cf. 62:20, 70:26.

57:33-35.

The pre-existence of the tкКАУ]ОСа, is well

known from early Christian literature; � Clem. 14:1-2,
Hermas Vis. II 4:1, Ign. Eph. proem., Clem. Strom. IV
89:1 etc.; cf. also Lampe, Lex. s.v. D.; J. Danielou,
Jud&o-Christianisme, 317-39; Lamirande, L 1 fglise celeste,
passim.

The Valentinians used the idea; the seed of

Sophia is called tK-KAYJOLa,, it is &.v't"C't"u1rov 't"Т]<; [vw
t ККАТ]ОСа,<; Iren. АН I 5:6; 1rpo ка.'t"а.�ОАТ]<; к6оµоu
� tKKJ\.Т]OCa, tKA8ASX0a.L ExcTh 41:2.

In GTr "the living

book of the living, written in the thought and mind of
the Father, which from before the foundation of the All was
within his incornprehensiЬility" (19:35-20:3) expresses
the sarne idea, as the book of the living is the register
of the citizens of the kingdom of God; cf. also дУМОУТЕ:
дРдУ 21:27

<

�(tк)кa,AeLv• .

In TriTrac the Church is

identical with the Pleroma, whereas in the systerns
excerpted Ьу the Church Fathers, and in ValExp, this
identification has been lost, and Church is only one of
the aeons.

This makes the interpretation of the passages

quoted frorn Iren. and ExcTh above amЬiguous.

The idea

occurs in the NT: The existence of the tККАТ]ОСа,
1ТpW't"O't"6KWV a1royeypa,µµevwv tv otpa.voL<; of НеЬ. 12:23 is,
if not аЬ aeterno, nevertheless frorn before the creation.
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Here it is also identified with the heavenly Jerusalem,
which occurs Ьу itself in Gal. 4:26, Арос. 3:12, 21:2ff.
The background of the doctrine seems to Ье the idea of
the heavenly congregation found in certain factions of
late Judaism:

In the Similitudes of 1.. Enoch (especially

39:4ff) the visionary sees а congregation in heaven
consisting of angels and righteous humans: here an
eschatological condition is transformed into an eternally
existing ideal.

This congregation will also "appear" on

the day of judgment (38:1), cf. � Clem. 14:3.

In the texts

from Qumran there is also а heavenly congregation
consisting of the e�rthly community and the hosts of
heaven, here cultic experience forms the basis of the
1"d еа.

1

57:36-58:18.

The Church is not а second son:

The same

identity of glorifier and glorified exists between the
Son and the Church as between the Father and the Son.
The notion

rr ьrother

to himself" seems to Ье original.

Note that the author does not employ the language of the
Church as the bride of the Son; his imagery is masculine
throughout, both in his use of "the logos rr for Sophia
and in his soteriology of unification.

In the history

of dogma ,о onsiderations concerning the brother of the
1

Cf. the material collected in H.-W. Kuhn,
Enderwartung, 66-73. А formal characterisic of the idea
is the use of the preposition □У, which is also found
e
in 1 En. 39:5: m sla (< 31fµerr6,) < 31f □Y.
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µovoyevf]<; are associated with the "pneumatomachii..ans."1

It

is not to Ье excluded that the argumentation of TriTrac
alludes to early proponents of that position.
58:2. дЧОУдN29: not "revealed himself " (Ка.) in this
context.
58:9.

The restoration [Е]Ч[Р Мд]2ЕIЕ (Ка., Ч should Ье

dotted) is open to suspicion because of the supralinear
stroke.

However, the stroke may start earlier than is

usual; also the trace under it can Ье interpreted in
several ways.

PossiЫe restorations:

.

N/ ЛЕ [ <Е>Т ]Ч [Р etc.
[Е ]Т[Ч;
.
58:10.

[ Е] Ч. [Р; [ Е] Т. [Р '·

The restoration of Ка. is рrоЬаЫу too long for

the lacuna.

М[МОЧ N]EIWT fills the open space and is

analogous to the construction in 58:13-14.
58:12-13.

Restore NThЧ 2LuWЧ / [дN П]�ТЧ-.

58:13-14.

Read MMIN ММОЧ <ММОЧ>; cf. 56:30-35.

58:15-16.

Read МNТhТ•�дТ}дРХН MN ОУМNТ<)..Т>2дН

58:17-18.

Cf. note on 53:38-39.

(Ка.) .

1 Cf. G. Kretschmar, Studien zur frHhchristlichen
Trinitl:ltstheologie, Beitr. z. hist. Theol., 21 ( THЬingen
1956) 10.
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58:18-59:16.
58:18-22.

The Church is one and many.

"innumeraЬle

"unmeasuraЫe" perhaps

11

<

<

х a,vapL8µos

х 6,µf�p��os.

"indivisiЬle"

Pleroma of thirty aeons is not �rofessed Ьу this author.
Cf. Iren. АН I 10:J �6�е µev �pLaкov�a, vuv

ое

a,v�pL8µov

�UЛOV aLWVWV ••. кa8WS лtyouOLV O��OL ••• ОLОаокалоL,
cf. II 7:4.

Also cf. Poim. 7 ouvaµsoLv a,vapL8µ��oLs.

The notion that the Pleroma is ideally indivisiЫe is
paralleled Ьу the theory of the Name in Marcus (Iren.
АН I 15:5 6,µtpLa�ov··••• о{юСаv ) and ExcTh 31:4
µtpos бvоµа
6v6µa�os .

�о

ка�а

�wv aLwvwv a,µeлts to�L [rny emendation] �ou
The idea of the indivisibility of the

intelligiЫe world in Middle Platonism (Alb. Didask.
169:20 Н.; Tim. Locr. 205:10 Thesleff) is derived from
The designation

11

.

.

those who are" (

<

% '

�а

%

бv�а)

тау derive from а paraphrase of the last part of the
expression; in any case its Platonic associations should
Ье clear.

The cornbination of infinity and indivisibility

is akin to Plotinus 1 concept of the Mind, e.g. in V 7:1,
where Mind is said to Ье both a�eLpov and tv a,µepeL; also
cf. VI 7:14:11ff.
58:22-29.

NТhУО)ШПЕ: is Perfect II; predicate МПРНТЕ: etc.

The Church is the aspect of plurality involved in the
self-knowing, self-glorification and self-loving of the
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Father and Son.

In Plotinus as well multiplicity is

derived from the interaction of One and Mind (e.g.
Armstrong, Intelli�iЫe Universe, 68-70), but arises
from the

separation of the two hypostases rather than

from their union, as here.

As was observed above (note

on 53:19-20) the Valentinians d�d not regard plurality
as such as an evil; their notion of perfection is а
multiplicity which is simultaneously unity.
58:24.

"abundance, 11 cf. 59:37.

58:26.

11 thought 11

lias technical connotations here:

the

Son is the Father 1 s Thought.
58:29.

Read 2ь.2 <M)ЛEIEI (МР).

58:29-30.
:li:

�оллwv.

□ ':11:1

for

<

"the church of many men 11

tкклУJО(а,

(

:li:

--rwv)

This formula derives from the Jewish usage
11 congregation, 11

see Jeremias in TWNT s.v.

�алло( A.II.1.a.; in apocalyptic:

Dan. 12:2, 4 Ezra

4:34 (Harnisch, Verh�ngnis, 279-80).

The Qumran community

used it in particular (1._Q_§_ VI-VII; CD XIV 7, XV 8);
especially □ ':11;,

Л!:J

lQ_§_ VI 16.

It was already pointed

out above (note on 57:33-35) that there appears to Ье
historical continuity between the Valentinian pre-existent
tKKЛYJOCa, and the notion of

il!:J

in Qumran.

In the present

context the formula is taken as support for the
innumerability of the aeons.
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58:31.

"before the aeons"

<

:,[

1rpo

:,[

'"G"WV

atcvvwv.

Ка.

rnakes а reference to Prov. 8:23, but the author identifies
Wisdorn with the Son (57:5) and not with the Church.

The

use of the expression is not necessarily tied to the
Wisdorn concept, cf. 1rpo aLcvvwv Ign. Eph. proern. used of
the election of the Church, and Larnpe, Lex. s.v. aLcvv D.3.
58:31-33.

ж

'"G"WV

:,[

"the aeons of the aeons"

atwvwv .

<

х

ос

*aUove,;

As was pointed out Ьу P&Q 98-100 = Ка.

I 322-23 the liturgical forrnula of Eph. 3:21 etc. was
taken Ьу the Valentinians of Irenaeus (АН I 3:1) to
refer to the Pleroriia.

This is no douьt the case here as

well; ЕТОУМОУТЕ rnust refer to the liturgic usage of the
forrnula Ьу the Church.

However, what the author rneans

Ьу applying it here is а different rnatter.

In GEgyptians

the expression 6 aLwv '"G"WV aL6vwv is used to refer both to
ffprirnacy of origin" and to

11

the all-cornprehensive

character of his [i.е. the Revealer I s] being, 11 according
to B5hlig and Wisse in Nag Harnrnadi Codices III, 2 and
IV, �. р. 170.

Schl:ifer,

11

K5nig der KBnige,

11

103-04,

however, interprets this type of paronornastic genitive
as expressing essence: atwv aLwvo,;
Kern des Aions. 11

rneans

11

der innerste

In TriTrac the expression seerns to

designate а fffirst generation 11 of aeons who thernselves
are the source of other aeoos, see 67:37-68:10.

But this

is not to Ье understood as irnplying а clearly defined
taxonorny qf aeons as in the 30-aeons systerns, as the
aeons are here innurneraЫe and indivisiЫe.

Rather,
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procreation is part of the very nature of the aeons;
thus the genitive expresses а more abstract idea, which
accords well with the remarks of Sch�fer.

Cf. also the

formula from Dionysius Areopagita quoted Ьу Sch�fer, 124.

58:33-36.

One may also translate:

rr

that which is

justly called 'the aeons of the aeons 1 --which is the
nature of the holy imperishaЫe spirits--that (sc. the
Church) upon which the Son rests

" аttaching

Тее I

to

еККЛНС!д instead of to ФУСIС.

58:35.

The termindlogy rrholy spirits" = aeons is

unparalleled in Valentinianism.

Cf. 1ОН 8:12 л1n11

w11p.

58:35-59:1.

For the concept of rest see note on 53:19-20.

The Father rrrests upon" the Son, i.e. the Son is his
oto(a, and this is also the relation of the Son to the
Church.

Cf. ValExp 24:24:

v�6o�aOL�-

The Son is the Father's

These ideas seem unrelated to non-Gnostic

trinitarian dogmatics.

oto(a here has the meaning of

essential character, form, rather than the Aristotelian
substance. 1 According to the Platonic argumentation of

54:27-35 the

31\:

• 6
u�
o�aOL� of the Father is incomprehensiЫe

1 It corresponds to aspects of senses Е and F in the
semantic study of Stead, Divine Substance (Oxford 1977)
146-53. (Stead does not discuss the particular usage
involved here.)
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and unknowaЫe (cf. note).

Another, and more usual, way

of expressing the same notion in the Platonic tradition
is to say that the first principle is above ouoCa
altogether, or is &vouoLo� (Festugiere, Rev�lation, IV
6-17, esp. 7; 70-77; Whittaker, VigChr 23.91-104).
is the underlying idea here:

That

that the Son is the Father's

essence is equivalent to saying that he is his form, his
mind, his logos, his name etc. (55:3-14-66:5-29),
that is, his manifestation as comprehensiЫe.

That the

Church in turn is the Son 1 s essence I take to mean that
it repres€nts the aspect of plurality of the divine
essence; the Son's �ualities are innumeraЫe.
58:37.

For the construction 2WC T[qOYClд ТЕ cf. 61:8-9;

рrоЬаЫу а participle of eivaL was in the Vorlage.
58:38.

ЕТ[qМдТN is the Relative Perfect II; cf. Stern

§ 422.
59:1.

The restoration of Ка. is not well motivated Ьу

the context and is also rather long.

Better in these

respects would Ье �[€ tOYClд NTE], but any restoration
must remain conjectural.
59:1-6.

This may mean either that the Church is

pre-existent, eternal etc. like the Father and the Son
(cf. 58:14-18), or that the Church is nothing but the
attributes of the Father which he glorifies himself as
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having when objectifying himself as the Son.

Лlд@[СIС is

previously used in the former sense (58:14-15), дР[ТН in
the latter (53:10).

The latter interpretation is

preferaЫe because бLaбsuL� рrоЬаЫу more easily than
&ps�� is applicaЫe in both contexts, because this
sentence explains why (Xf) the Church is the essence of
the Son, and the essence very plausiЫy is equivalent to
the divine attributes, and finally because this
interpretation seems to Ье presupposed Ьу the following
argument, [ТВ[ П[[I; the aeons are innumeraЫe because
the divine qualities are so.
59:6.

СКН

59:8-11.

ММ�[У]

(Emmel).

In the Valentinian systems reported Ьу the

Church Fathers, and in ValExp, there are several
generations of aeons, younger groups of aeons are
generated Ьу the older ones.

There the generative

process is equivalent to the derivation of ideal numbers
( 8. 1 О, 12, 24 [Marcus], 30; in ValExp also 100 and 360).
This is not the meaning here (расе Ка. I 323-25); the
generated aeons are infinite in number.

Rather, the

idea concerns the infinite fertility of the aeons as
the Father 1 s essence.
59:11-13.

�o�C�suµa as а designation of the pre-existent

Church has good support in Phil 3:20.
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59:14.

Attridge's restoration ММ[дУ], with the reference

to 68:35, is better than that of Ка., but seems short.
(The second М should Ье dotted.)
59:16-38.

The ineffability of the aeons.

Being the

Father 1 s essence the aeons are as unattainaЫe Ьу hurnan
cognition as he is.
59:17-18.

ММд9 is рrоЬаЫу to Ье ernended to ММАУ

because of the parallel ХООУ etc. below (WZ).

It may,

however, also refer to the ПОЛIТЕ:УМА.
59:18-19.

The subject of this norninal sentence is

рrоЬаЫу the affirrnation rnade in the preceding sentence.
59:22-25.
59:24.

Cf. 65:35-67:34, 73:8-18, 74:3-5, 124:15-18.

дР is not necessarily final, it rnay also Ье

connected with OYN 6дМ and parallel with NXI.
59:24-26.

11

these places п =

Resurrection, 168.

11

with the connotation

sown"

11

<

this world, 11 cf. Layton,

п rooted. 11

?

:,i;;:

1Тecp1yi;euµtvoc; ; possiЫy
In any case this is the

qualitative of XAEIT (Crurn 791а).

As was said above

(59:23-24) the Church is the кар1Т6<; of the Father.
59:29.

п systern 11:

is difficult.

An exact translation of ouo1:-ao 1, с; here

А contrast seerns to Ье rnade between the
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ouo�aoL� of this world (this use of the word is frequent),
and that of the transcendent world of the Pleroma ("that
For the meaning of ЕТЕ ПЕЕI ПЕ cf. Sch. who

place 11 ).

refers to 76:3-4.25-26, 134:5; TriProt NHC XIII 42:28.33,
49:29-30.

According to Attridge there are no traces of

letters after ТЕ, only а line filler.
59:30-37.

The text is not entirely clear; it seems that

the subject of these nominal sentences is the sum of
what has previously been said about the Church.
59:31.

�ЛНЛ:

the-�eaning of this rare word (not in

Crum) is clear from the context, although the etymology
is uncertain.
59:35.

�Р�У:

59:37-38.

read �Р�Ч; cf. Introd. р. 15.

For the abundance see above 53:5-20.

Cf.

Plot. V 2:1:8-9 olov u�epeppu� каt �о U�8р�л�р8� au�ou
�е�оС�кеv алло; and Macrob. Somn. Scip. I 14:6
superabundanti maiestatis fecunditate de � mentem
creauit (for the relation of these two texts cf. Hadot,
Porphyre et Victorinus, I 459, n. 2).
60:1-75:17.
60:1-15.

The formation of the Pleroma.

Introduction:

The Father's plan.
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60:1-5.

The notion of the pre-existence of the aeons

within the Thought (for parallels in Valentinianism see
note on 60:16-37) is an instance of the merging of
Jewish-Christian and Platonic ideas.

The Jewish-Christian

background is God's salvation plan, in which the names
and/or number of those who will Ье saved are predetermined
(Rom. 8:28-30, Eph. 1:3-14; the "book of life" in Арос.;
the "book of the living" in GTr provides а direct link
with Valentinianism); the doctrine of the pre-existent
Church belongs in the same context.

The Platonic

background is the concept of the ideas existing within the
mind of God, and, mbre precisely, in а pythagoreanized
version where God is both Mind and the Monad, containing
the intelligiЫes, ideas and numbers within him:

Macrob.

Somn. Scip. I 6:8 innumeras •.. generum species et de �
creat et intra se continet; Seneca, E.:Q. LXV 7
haec exemplaria rerum omnium deus intra se habet
numerosgue uniuersorum, guae agenda sunt, et modos
mente conplexus est; plenus his figuris est, guas
Plato ideas appellat;
Calc. Tim. XXXVIII, 88:4-5 Wasz. omnes in � formas
numerosgue continere; Moderatus ар. Simpl. In Phys.
231:16-17 Diels �ou SVLa(ou A6you ••• �ou ттаv�а�
Kr�mer, Geistmetaphysik, 21-29.
in the same Platonic context.

The word �6тто� belongs
�6тто� is here not а Jewish

designation for God as Ка. assumes.

Rather, the word

is used in the same technical sense as in Philo

Qo.

20,
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Somn. I 62.127, Cher. 49; Clem. Strom. IV 155:2, V 73:3;
Proclus In Parm. 930:11ff Cousin; cf. Plut. De Iside
374f; Corp. Herm. II 12; the mind of God is the place
(�6�о�, xwpa) containing the ideas.
60:3.

ЛЕ = NTE (Ка.).

60:5-6.

Cf. Introd. р. 38.

Read [N]61 NXПt;IOYE (Sch.).

"their" is objective

genitive; -ОУЕ is the 3. pl. suffix (cf. 59:27, 102:19.26,

128:1; Kahle, Bala,izah, ch. VIII § 19), not а plural
ending (thus Ка. I 32) •

tr estaЫished":

The Copti с is

imprecise; in all l�kelihood the semination of the aeons
is meant (cf. 60:29-37).

No inconsistency _is perceived

with the statement that the aeons/the Church are eternal,
cf. the use of TCf,Nд in GTr 27:33 to denote an estaЫishing
of the pre-existence of the All.
60:7-8.

According to Attridge the correct reading is

NXI, not :дХI

(Ка.).

NXI is, then, to Ье read as = N61,

not as N + Х1 (Stern § 45 8).

For the conjunction of Will

and Power cf. 55:30-35, 57:29-32 with notes.
60:8-9.

"direct" (lit. "take hold of"), "bring up":

generation of the aeons is equivalent to education.
А ttridge: � [ПЕТ]� Ч · U)(uWT.
likely
BQ,)f,

11

11

in

. . . " ,.

"from

. . . " ..

less

restore possiЫy (l)Th "deficiency, 11 or

state of ignorance. tr

The
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60:11-15.

For the rnetaphor of the source cf. 74:5-10

with note.
60:11-12.
60:13.

Restoring Е9ЩО[ОП N®E] ЕТЧЩООП· ММ)..С.

Restoring [д9U)WП]�.

60:16-37.

The pre-existence within the Father.

А close

correspondence exists here with GTr:
60:16-17 cf. GTr 37:7-8
60:19-23 cf. GTr 27:22-25

60:26-37 cf. GTr 27:34-28:4

While they were the
depths of his Thought
Even though they are
within hirn they do not
know hirn. But the
Father is perfect, and
knows every roorn within
hirn .••
I do not say that those
who have not yet соте
into being are nothing.
But they exist in the
one who will will that
they соте into being
when he wills, in the
rnanner of the tirne which
will соте.

There is literary contact here; either one depends on
the other, or they have а cornrnon source.

In rnuch shorter

forrn the doctrine is also found in Epiph. Pan. XXXI 5:3
avco� ev sauc� �EPLELXE са �avca, бvса ev sauc� ev
ayvwai�.

А particular theory of generation can Ье
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identified here:

the Pleroma is brought from

pre-existence within the Father to an autonomous
existence outside him, а process described in the
following main terms:
Inside the Father

vs.

Outside him

Hidden

vs'.

Manifested

Unconscious

vs.

Having knowledge (of
oneself and the
Father)

Existing like а seed
or fetus

vs.

Existing to oneself

Central to the theory is also the concept of the Will as
the force of the process.

Regarded as а theory of

generation it bears а remarkaЫe similarity to theogonic
notions found in later Neoplatonism, where the derivation
of а lower reality from а higher one is sometimes
described as an exteriorization from а pre-existence
within the cause (Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, I
305-09; especially quoting Proclus and Damascius, but
also Syrian and Julian).

The same idea is applied Ьу

Synesius and Marius Victorinus in their doctrines of the
trinity when describing the generation of the Son (ib.
I 208-09, 297-304, 358, 471); as Hadot shows they derive
from а common source, Porphyry, in а work where he is
strongly influenced Ьу, and transmits teachings from,
the Chaldaean Oracles.

The following particulars тау Ье

quoted as points of contact between this tradition and
the present Valentinian doctrine:
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(1)

11

the hidden depths (Вд@ОС)" 60:18-19 (cf. GTr

20:18-19, 37:7-8); cf. the Chaldean term тта�рLко� pueo�
Proclus In Crat. 57:25 Pasquali etc. = OrCh fr. 18 des
Pl.; for Synesius especially Hyrnn V 27 (Theiler, Chald.
Orakel, 10-11); for Victorinus Hyrnn I 72 profundurn (see
Hadot in his and Henry's ed. of Marius Victorinus, II
1069-70).

(раео� and pue6� are used indiscrirninately Ьу

the Valentinians, cf. Hipp. El. VI 30:7 and Sagnard in
his ed. of ExcTh, 123, n. 1.)

"Hidden 11 is used

consistently in this tradition for pre-existence within
the One; Synesius I 233 кpu�Cav �a�Lv; II 70 and IV 13
кpu�Lov/кpuтт'l:"ov атте'i)µа;

t�

a,ppfi�wv тта�рLкwv к6лттwv,

крu�Са� µоvабо�; Victorinus

М

Cand. 14:11-12 absconditurn,

14:17 occulturn, ib. 16:25; Adv. Ar. I 52:45 in occulto,
54:15, IV 15:24-25, 30:29.30; in Proclus and Darnascius
the кpu�Lo� бLакоаµо� is actually identified with the
тта�рLко� pue6� (as а designation of the intelligiЫe
triad).

In view of the evidence just quoted frorn Synesius

and Victorinus this identification rnay well Ье based on

the language of the Oracles. 1

The corresponding notion

of rnanifestation (�aCvELV etc.) is also shared; Synesius
I 240-41, IV 9; for Victorinus see Hadot in ed. Marius
1

In his edition of the fragrnents des Places enters
the expression as Chaldaean (fr. 198), whereas Lewy,

Chaldaean Oracles, 78, n. 45, followed Ьу Hadot, Porphyre
et Victorinus, I 306 n. 4, considers the word кpu�Lo�
to Ье Orphic (cf. in particular the Orphic hyrnn 6:5).
These two derivations are not rnutually exclusive,
however.
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Victorinus, II 1117; Proclus and Damascius use tк�a(veLv
here, see Hadot, Porphyre .§.-1 Victorinus, I JОб n. 3-5,
307 n. 7, 308 n. 4; cf. TriTrac 64:4, 69:13.22.33; GTr
20:6, 27:27, 28:5.8, 34:4-5, 37:9.14, 38:4-5, 41:20.35,
43:9.
(2)

Both being and not betng.

In GTr the existence

within the Father is qualified as "being" (�) in the
sense that it will Ье realized in the future, and (Ь)
because it is an object of the Father's thought; and as
not-being (� 1
and

(Е')

)

in the sense that it is not yet realized,

Ъecause it is an existence without

consciousness.

Trfirac has practically identical

formulations as far as

(Е) is concerned; for (�) the

model of biological potentiality is applied.

Argument

(�) can Ье paralleled in Victorinus, Ad Cand. 14:16-20
etenim grauida occultum habet guod paritura est.
_!!.О.Ц enim fetus _!!.О.Ц est ante partum, sed in occulto
est et generatione prouenit in manifestationem бv
operatione quod fuit бv potentia.
This illustrates to Victorinus one of the four modes of
not-being enumerated in 4:1-5, namely that juxta nondum
esse, quod futurum est et potest �-

The division as

well as the example of biological potentiality derive
from Victorinus 1 source, Porphyry, who must here Ье
reporting а Platonic school tradition which adapts
Aristotle 1 s classification of non-being, in which
potentiality is listed as one class (Methaph. 1051а34,
1
Argument (Е) seems
1069Ь27, 1089а26; cf. Hadot, I 168).
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to Ье а more peculiarly Gnostic interpretation of the
po tentiality-actuality concept, but cf. nevertheless
Victorinus Adv. Ar. IV 23:33-34 erant quidem haec, sed
nondum animaduersa, nondum nominata (cf. GTr 27:28-29).

(3)

In the tradition stemming from Porphyry 1 s

exegesis of the Oracles, generation
is described in
.r
accordance with the triad Father (or One, or Existence)
--Power (or Will, or Life)--Mind (Hadot, I, ch. V, esp.
297-312; 469-74).

The second member of the triad

regularly represents the moment of exteriorization,
processioh, movement and otherness; historically it
derives from the
the Will

ouvaµL�

of the Oracles. Similarly

= the Power represents the agent of

exteriorization etc. in the Valentinian texts mentioned
(see further note on 55:30-35 above).
Porphyry is the source of these notions in later
Neoplatonism.

Whe ther he in turn took them over en Ыос

from the Oracles cannot Ье conclusively decided.

In any

case they seem to presuppose Middle Platonic theology:
the first principle contains the intelligiЫes.

It

appears, then, tha t Porphyry 1 s Middle Platonic source
has definite affinities with this group of Valentinian

1

Other instances of the use of the category
not-being according to potentiality for the existence
of the All within the first principle are Corp. Herm.
Х 2, and Plot. V 2:1 :2 (Hadot, I 169 n. 4-5); thus the
notion existed in Middle Platonism.
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It may Ье possiЫe to

documents, and vice versa.

determine further the kind of Middle Platonism involved:
Hadot has already directed attention towards the fact
that in some forms of Neopythagoreanism the monad is
conceived as а seminal logos, which, Ьу implication,
contains everything within itself in а condition of
.'

potentiality (Hadot, I 311-12).

In fact, the

Neopythagoreans frequently used embryological metaphors
as well as а Stoically inspired logos-concept in their
thinking about the monad.

In addition to the texts

cited Ьу Hadot (Moderatus ар. Simpl. In Phys. 231:6ff
Diels 6 tvLato� л6уо�; Nicom. Introd. Ar. II 17:8 � µova�
ouva,µeL ocpaLpLкf] к-тл.; IamЫ. In Nicom. Ar. 10:12-13 Pist.
�к-тauLv каt tvspyeLav -тwv

tv µovaoL o�epµa-тLкwv л6ywv;

[IamЫJ Theol. Ar. 1:9-10 de F. 'ТУ)� �6,v-та ouva,µeL
�epLeXOUO�� µova,oo� ••• µfJ�W tvepye(� алл'о�V
о�ерµа-тLкw�) one may quote Theol. Ar. 4:18 a�spµa
ouллf]�o�v d�av-тwv (cf. the texts cited Ьу de Falco), ib.
13:16 olov ysveaC� 'ТL�

а�о

л6уоu о�ерµа'ТLкоu;

Anatolius, 29:12 Heiberg yovf], uл� о�аа -тwv apLбµwv
(cf. Mart. Сар. VII 731 seminarium); Nicomachus ар. Phot.
ВiЫ. 143а24 Bekker л6уо� о�ерµа-тС-т�� (see also Kr�mer,
Geistmetaphysik, 346-48).

Both Porphyry's source and

these Valentinian texts are clearly indebted to this
kind of thinking about the monad; this is given additional
corroboration Ьу the terminologi�al agreement in TriTrac
60:34-37:

the pre-existence of the aeons is like that of

а л6уо� existing

оЕ

о�ерµа-тLкw� ( >

2N OYMNTC ПЕР МА) •
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It must Ье added that the notions contained in this
passage do not exclusively constitute а theory of
generation, but also contain а soteriological myth.
Generation prefigures regeneration:

The state of

unconsciousness and not-being within the Father also
expresses the condition of the spirituals
who have not
.r
yet attained gnosis; exteriorization and manifestation
means formation and the attainment of true being on the
This soteriological aspect is

soteriological level.

lacking in the Porphyrian tradition and seems to Ье
peculiarly Gnostic; it рrоЬаЫу explains the emphasis
on knowledge referi�d to as argument (�) under (2) above.
The question arises how the other Valentinian
documents relate to this theory in GTr and TriTrac.

It

seems that other texts, with the exception of Epiphanius 1
Lehrbrief, avoid the irnplication that existence within
the Father involves imperfection.

On the other hand

they retain the notion that the Pleroma is only perfected
during а gradual process of learning.

The main difference

seems to Ье that TriTrac clearly distinguishes three
stages of this process:
the Father,

(2) the

11

(1) Potental existence within

first form":

existence, and

perception of the Father 1 s existence,

(3) perfection, and

knowledge of the Father 1 s essence; whereas in Iren. and
Hipp. only the equivalents to stages (2) and
emphasized.

(3) are

On the other hand GTr emphasizes stage (1)

but does not appear to make the distinction between (2)
and (3).
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60:35.

1.ЧКН:

Present II; predicate 2N ОУМ-

"it":

sc. the logos.
61 :1-28.

j5 (.!)дРП ММЕ:У[Е:] "provid;3 11

61:1-2.

<

,Е

The first forrn.

~

1rpovoe1,v

:

рrоЬа Ыу

(cf. Introd. р. 21); not "first thought"

(Ка., Attridge).

The concept of Providence is not

alien to Valentinian soteriology, see Iren. АН i 5:6
and Valentinus in Clern. Strorn. II 114:6.

Providence

is closely related to the Will (cf. 60:6ff, 66:20-22),
as in Middle Platonisrn and Stoicisrn.

For the

difference between the Gnostic and the Neoplatonic
views on Providence, see Plot. II 9:16:15ff.
61 :2.

РrоЬаЫу supply

<N61>

ПIWT(Ka.), or read ПIWT

as extraposed.
61 :6.

"thought-substance, п possiЫy

<

:Ж:

vori1:-fi о{юСа, ;

cf. Alb. Didas� 169:20 (frorn Plato Tirn.. 35а); Atticus
ар. Eus. Praep. Ev. XV 7:6, 13:2; Corp. Herrn. XVI 6.
61 :7-13.

Both the seed and the first forrn represent

а capability for an initial level of knowledge--as
becornes clear in the following, perception of one 1 s
o�n and the Father's existence (as opposed to essence).
As becornes clear in 65:4-17 the "first forrn,
and the narne are the Son.

11

the seed

The notion of the Пfirst
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forrn" is consistent with the rnetaphor of the Father as
а wornb, which dorninates the context; the terrn refers
to а certain stage in the developrnent of the ernbryo;
cf. Galen XVIII А. 236:12 KUhn ��v ттры��v �ou кu�µа�о�
Lбeav; also <Porph.) Ad Gaurum II 2 (35:3 Kalbfl.)
o�av ттл.аоо-'5 ттpw·i;ov; this refers to the stage in which
the ernbryo rnay Ье called ттаLб(оv in Hippocratean
terrninology (cf. Festugiere, Revelation, III 268 n. 2,
224 n. 1; Е. Lesky in RAC IV 1237-38).

Heracleon, ар.

0rig. In Ioh. II 21, speaks of а 1rры�� µ6pcpwoL� (Ка.
I 326) of that which is sown Ьу the Father.

Here the

Logos, unlike TriT:r·ac, is the provider of forrn; the
lack of context for the fragrnent rnakes its interpretation
hazardous.

The notion of the seed is less consistent

with the rnetaphoric context; in 60:31-32 the aeons
thernselves were compared to а seed.

Such inconsistency

is not significant; cf. VigChr 34-365-66.
on 61:24-28.

Also see note

For the use of embryological rnetaphors

in regeneration soteriology see Festugi�re, Rбvelation,
IV 220-24; also Clern. Paed. I 48ff.
61:8-9.

For the awkward nominal sentence, cf. 58:37.

61:11.

�ч[t.

61:12.

I restore 1-ТРОУ�[МЕ ХЕ].

61:13.

"who the Father is":

this is рrоЬаЫу an
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erroneous translation of some such expression as (oLL)
LL<; ёGLL 1Тa,Lfip

11

(there is) а father 11 ; the

1 1 first

form"

involves knowledge of the Father's existence, but not
of his essence.
61:14-18.

Receiving name and acquiring form are

associated also in ExcTh 31:3 and GTr 27:15-31.
rationale of this

The

association is not evident; perhaps

its Sitz im Leben is to Ье sought in the "seal. 11

The

seal leaves а shape as well as marks what is sealed
with а name, cf. ExcTh 86, and in general G.W.F. Lampe,
The Seal of the Spirit, 247-60, 284-96.
often connected with existence:
40:4-9;

1

The name is

GTr 27:29-31, 39:11-16,

ApocJas NHC V 27:8-12; ExcTh 31:3; this

derives from Ех. 3:14; cf. also below, 65:8-10.

In the

present context the association of name and existence
is given а peculiar turn, as existence is here
contrasted with essence.

The voice has several

connotations in gnosticism; the awakening call, the
summons, the call which brings to life, the revealing
voice; for documentation see TWNT s.v. �wv� (О. Betz)
F.

Here the main emphasis is on the revelatory aspect:

the voice reveals the Father 1 s existence but not his
figure; cf. Betz 273:38-40, 293:21-29; further ApJn
NHC II 14:13ff.
61:18.

2М ПТРОУ

Reading МПТРОУ- as = Standard Sah.

( А ttridge), alternatively

II

as their being,

11

or "as
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their coming into being. п
61:18-24.

The construction of this passage is uncertain,

due to ЕNТh9дВЕЩ, which may Ье either Relative Perfect
I or Perfect II; in the former case ПРЕN must also Ье
the subject of ЕЧЩООП, in the 1 ,atter not necessarily
_
so. Further, дВЕЩ would normally Ье the qualitative
of WB�, and the construction with Perfect irregular.
А grammatically correct text does not seem possiЫe
without emendation; best is ЕNТh9дфЧ

п which

he called. 11

But ПЛIЛОУ is the likely subject of ЕЧЩООП, thus
ENTh9- is рrоЬаЫу ··:rerfect II and it seems preferaЫe
to allow the grammatical irregularity.

Cf., although

in а different context, Iren. АН I 14:4 �wv�v уар
µ6vov ёхеL� au�ou (sc. �ou 6v6µa�o�), ��v бе бuvaµLv
ayvoet�; similarly ExcTh 43:1.
61:18-19.

ХЕ .•• LE:

perhaps

µsv in line 14.
61:22.

п what

(it) needs п

<

,Е

<

,Е

о' oiv , answering to

au�6,pкeLa ; the word is

technical in embryology, cf. Kalbfleisch's index to
Ad Gaurum s.v. аu�арк1�.
61:24-28.

The distinction between knowing the existence

and knowing the essence of God, or the gods, is (as was
remarked Ьу Ка. I 328) а traditional philosophical
theme; the material is collected in Theiler,
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Vorbereitung, 142ff, and Festugiere, Revelation, IV
6-17, who thinks it was first used Ьу the Sophists.
Sometimes it has an anthropological form:

all men

have an innate notion of the existence of divinity,
but its nature must Ье learned.

At other times the

method:
distinction represents philosophical
,

first the

existence of а thing must Ье assured, then its essence
may Ье studied.

These usages explain both the metaphor

of "sowing а thought" 61:7-8 (corresponding to the
�pw�� ёvvoLa; Festugi�re, 10), and the notion of
successive stages.

The stage of knowing the existence,

the "first form," c6iresponds to the episode described
in Iren. АН I 2:1:

Silence prevents the 0nly-begotten

from giving the aeons knowledge of the Father, because
they are to attain this through their own searching;
the same basic idea is found in ExcTh 29 (on this text
see Festugi�re, VigChr 3.196-98; and Revelation, IV 76).
61:25.

ОУдЕЕТЧ:

61:28-62:5.
61:30.
11

The same applies as in 52:34.

The ultimate formation.

The correct transcription is ЕТЕ МПЕЧ-.

hear 11 gives little meaning in the context, since one

expects а verb meaning
Q)д.ВОЛ
11

CWTM

<

11

intend.п

bl;aкo'ue L v, or Ct,uTM

Perhaps CWTM

< 3[8 vvoe'Cv,

in the sensе of

intende d, 11 but more рrоЬаЫу the text is corrupt.
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61:31.

Unless one accepts the derivation from

tt;aкoueLv, 0)2..ВОЛ must go with ЦХ,uПС::.
62:1.

No restoration can Ье made with confidence.

А

possiЬility is [:ь,qр 2Мь. Т дqt МПМС::2СNС::У М].
62:2-�.

The ultimate formation is analogous to the

moment of birth, when the child sees its parents.

That

it is only at the moment of birth that the ЬаЬу acquires
а form which makes it сараЫе of knowledge is asserted
in {Porph.) Ad Gaurum VI 4 (43:9-11 К.) --ro

ое

--rou

1Тлa--r--roµtvou eiooc; к·ii't"a --ro 1Табос; каt --ro т61Тwµа, ou к:а't"а,
--r�v avveaLv каt --r�v yvwaLv (the author defends the
"Platonic 11 view that the soul enters the body at
Ьirth); thus the embryological metaphor is well founded;
the expression

11

in the light" is also used with

consistency, cf. ib. IX 2 (45:20 К.) eL c; �wc; tк --r�c;
µ�--rpo c; 1Троелбеiv .

In the source of Iren. АН I 4:1.5

and ExcTh 45:1 the expressions µ6p�wuLc; кa--r'ouaCa,v
and µ6p�wuLc; ка,--rа, yvwaLv are used to describe successive
formations of the abortion, Achamoth, or the lower
Although used in а different context, the

Sophia.

terms seem to reflect inspiration Ьу the same type of
embryological theory as TriTrac.
62:3-4.
62:5.

11

11

in this place":

Cf. 59:25-26.

in the light 11 is а douЫe entendre; the
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expression is consistent with the metaphor but also
alludes to the fact that µ6pcpuIOL<; and cpwrт:Loµ6<; are
practically synon ymous as soteriological terms (Iren.
АН I 8: 5; Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. II 21; ExcTh
41:3-4); also the light = the Son, 62:33-34.

PossiЫy

the author is also inspired Ьу Jo hn�1:9.
62:6-33.

The All is not perfect from the beginning.

The Father has produced the All in а state of
imperfection, not out of jealousy, but in order that
they may realize the source of their perfection through
gradual education.

The same question is discussed in

GTr 18:36-19:2, where а different solution seems to Ье
offered.

The passage has а strong resemЫance to the

theodicy of Theoph. Ad Autol. II 25, and Iren. АН IV
38:

Man was not created perfect from the beginning,

but like а child needing to grow.

Generally speaking,

the conception of salvation history as а process of
education and growth is common to the Valentinians
and Irenaeus.
62:6-14.

The metaphors can Ье paralleled e.g. in

Plotinus, as can Ье seen from Ferwerda, Signification.
Contrast, however, Plot. II 9: 17�52�53 ГС"� бt
�pooeyCverт:o а�rт:� �poL6v ГС"L, clearly directed against
this kind of doctrine (on the text see Henry and
Schwyzer).
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62:11.

"а shoot":

literally "а piercing through"

(interpretation suggested Ьу Ка.).
62:12-13.

O,[NE:O)] (Attridge).

62:14.

Cf. GTr 18:36-37 €л9л�2Т€ MПIXWK NTE:Y N2НТЧ.

62:18.

Reading 2WfT}П , which is to Ье regarded as

almost certain; note the contrast with л9N€У, and Ка.
I 16, and above, рр. 15-16, about confusion of П and
Т Ьу the scribe.
62:20-21.

For the expression cf. e.g. Clem. Strom.

V 24:2 ofJ cpб6vcr • • • Q/1./1.' 01Тw<; .

The theme of God I s

асрбоvСа is common in both non-Christian theology,
1

going back to Plato Tim. 29е; and in Philo and
2
Christian writers.
Note in particular its presence
in the texts of Theophilus (ib.) and Irenaeus (IV
38:3) already referred to.

1 See W.C. van Unnikt АФ@ОNПI МЕ:ТАЛIЛПМI,
Medelingen van de Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie voor

Wetenschappen, Letteren en Schone Kunsten van Belgie,
Klasse der Letteren, 1971, no. 4 (Brussels 1971).
2

See \\Т.С. van Unnik, De _2':ФбоvСа, .Y.§ll God in de
oudchristelijke Literatur, Medelingen der Koninklijke
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde,
Nieuwe reeks, 36, no. 2 (Amsterdam 1973).
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62:22.

XI = N61; cf. above, р. 38.

62:31.

The

11

perfect thought 11 contrasts with the

seminal thought of 61:8-9.
62:32.

<

"beneficent": tМNТПЕ:ТРПЕ:ТNь.NОУЧ

?� еuттоLСа

62:33-63:4.

(Iren. АН I 2:6).
The Son, being one with the Father,

provides form and knowledge.
62:33-38.

The Son is both the provider of, and in а

certain sense identical with, the perfect form of the
aeons: �l6�, µор�� �wv aLwvwv

ExcTh 31:4; in Iren.

АН I 2:5 the Son is the cause of the coming into being
and formation of the aeons.

Because formation is

equivalent to illumination (see note on 62:5) the Son
can also Ье called "light, 11 cf. in particular ExcTh
41:3 �ou �w�o� �ou �avev�o� каt µop�woav�o�.
Similarly Christ and/or Jesus may Ье called "light"
because they impart formation to Sophia; Iren. АН I
4:1.5, ExcTh 44; ExcTh 34:1, 35:1, 40.
62:38-63:4.

The ME:N in 62:39 makes one expect а ЛЕ in

the part of the passage lost in the lacuna; thus the
general meaning of the passage рrоЬаЫу was that the
Father is both one (ТНТ ME:N) with the Son and distinct
from him.

This also seems to Ье presupposed Ьу the
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following passage, 63:5-17.

There is perhaps sorne

consciousness here of the discussion concerning the
irnplication of the t��л8ov of John 8:42 recorded in
Tert. Prax. 22 and Orig. In Ioh. ХХ 18 (cf. Е. Evans,
Praxeas, 301-02).
62:39.

ПENThE:1:

See Introd., р. 40, n. 2.

63:1 .

[М] � :{ [ seerns certain.

63:3.

Restoring КдТh [®Е] �[Т]ЕРЕПОУЕ:[ЕI.

63:5-28.

Because of his continued transcendence the

Father 1 s greatness becornes accessiЫe only through
spiritual acts.
63:5-17.

Although he is rnanifested Ьу the Son, the

Father rernains the way he is; the two being one frorn
one point of view and yet distinct frorn another; cf.
note on the preceding passage.
63:5.

"greatness":

see note on 52:26; the greatness

is what Sophia fails to grasp in Iren. АН I 2:1-2.
63:6.

Е:МПдТhУ(l)АПЧ:

Circurnstantial.

"in hirn,

11

through the Son, with ММО9 as instrurnental, or,
perhaps, "as hirnself. 11

i.e.
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63:7.

ThE\E rnust Ье а variant of the fern. noun дЕ\НС

Crurn, Dict. 2а; cf. the А forrn д\Е\.
63:8.
63:10.

Mtv11.Ч:
Мtv1дЧ:

Read Mtv11.C.
Read Mtv11.Y (WZ).

Cf. GTr 38:15-16 OYN

6дМ NCENEY дРдЧ (i.e. the Father through the Son) (Ка.).

63:12-13.

Cf. 129:3-5, where the Saviour and the

baptized are repres'ёnted as wearing one another:

thus

�opeLv here has baptisrnal connotations; the generation
of the Plerorna is also to Ье interpreted as а
soteriological paradigrn.

According to 66:31-32 the

Son is clothed in the aeons.

The idea of rnutuality

which is expressed in this way is also found in GTr
38:28-32:

the Name and the children of the narne rest

in one another (cf. note on 53:19-20), also 18:30-31,
19:32-34, 42:26-28; it expresses the notion of
oneness-in-rnultiplicity.

[дУw].

63:13.

Restoring

63:16.

NЛЕ is either misplaced, or corrupted frorn

ХЕ , or, perhaps, frorn N61.
63:17-28.

The Father is rnade rnanifest through hyrnnic
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glorification.

Illumination (62:5, 33-34) is attained

Ьу mental, or silent (64:8-10), hymnody; this idea is
attested above all in Corp. Herm. XIII 15ff (see the
study Ьу Festugi�re in R�velation, IV 241-57), also cf.
On8th9th NHC VI 59:26ff, another instance of regeneration
soteriology being turned into p�otology.

It seems

likely that the idea reflects cultic realities,
11 sacraments 11

of regeneration common to Valentinians

and Hermeticists; the account of TriTrac mythically
transposes ritual practices, the account of the Hermetic
tractate �s not merely symbolical.1 This precise
notion is not foun�·elsewhere in Valentinian sources,
but the idea of glorification is frequent, thus the
superior syzygies produce the inferior ones Ьу acts
of glorification in Iren. АН I 1:2, while in I 2:6
the Pleroma engages in а collective hymnody in order
to give thanks for their instruction Ьу Christ and
Holy Spirit.
63:18.

11 each

one 11 :

The manifestation of the aeons

also implies their individualization; cf. 63:3-463:19.

90УдN29 can only Ье the Achmimic Conjunctive.

1

Festugiёre 1 s view that Hermeticism was not а
cultic phenomenon is criticized Ьу Mahe, Hermes en

Haute-Egypte, I 54-56.
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63:22.

Ка reads ЕЧР, but the correct transcription

is ЕУР.

The form is Present II.

63:22-23.

For silent, or mental, hymns and praise

see also 3StSeth NHC VII 119:29-30, On8th9th NHC VI
58:20-21.25-2 6; the notion is found already in Philo
Sacr. 3, Plan t. 126.
63:26.

The subject in ЧЦХ1)ПЕ ЕЧОУь.N2 is strictly

speaking TMNTNь.6
due to ПЕЧХIСЕ
63:27-28.

63:24-25.

63:24,

The masc. suffix is perhaps

or to the Gk. Vorlage, ��ye6os.

"sing hymns ... in gratitude" is а

q uotation from Col. 3:16 (2N tХдРIC with р 46 BD*G al Cl) .
63:29-6 4:27.

Those who are manifested are not

separate from that from which they have соте forth.
63:29-64:2.

NЛЕ ь.УШ МПРНТЕ [ь.УСu МПРНТЕ}.

Some text

must have been lost before NЛЕ; alternatively, emend
NЛЕ to N®E·

The "wondrousnesses (

<

?� 6auµaoL6���es

or perhaps � 6auµaoµoC ) of the silences" are the
eternally begotten Church described 57:23-59:38.
(One should possiЫy emend to sg. TMNTK. for analogy
with ПЛОГОС.)

The relation between the Church ("the

aeons of the aeons" 58:33) and the manifested aeons
is here described in terms of the "Stoic н theory of
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Tertullian explains in Prax. 5, logos first exists
silently and mentally before it is emitted as speech
(cf. Evans, Praxeas, 211) .

( The notion of Ка. I 329

that the duality refers to syzygies must Ье rejected.)
The Valentinians were evidently much inspired Ьу this
theory, either deriving Logos from Mind (Iren. АН I 1:1,
-

r

8:5; Hipp. El. VI 29:7; ExcTh 6) or from Silence

(Marcus ар. Iren. АН I 14:1-5, see also АН II 12:5),

agreeing with other Christians in applying the theory
to the exegesis of the Prologue of John.

In the present

context the theory is used primarily for illustration;
the logos term her�·is not theologically very
significant; cf. the use of the word 60:34-37.

63:32.

2NMICEfCE}

(Ка.).

64:1.

Perhaps [2Е]�<р[:дХЕ] NE "they are [words] . 11

64:3.

p(::;;a,L:

64:5-6.

Iren. АН I 14:2.

It is рrоЬаЫу unnecessary to emend ММдУ to

ММд9 (thus МР1лJ); cf. 64:24.

�po�e�A�µsvou�-

Emission is glorification, see also

Hipp. El. VI 29:7-30:2.

64:8-15.

The manifestation of the logos, the
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glorifying aeons, does not imply their audibility, in
contrast to the profane understanding of л6уо�
1rpocpopLк6�.

For silent hymns see note on 63:22-23.

"do

а work" refers, form one point of view, to ritual,
primarily sacrifice:

tpyd�eoeaL/�pyov is used in this

sense both in Judaism from LXX on (TWNT II 633, 642
[Bertram]; also 1 Со� 9:13), and in Greek and Hellenistic
ritual language--it has а particular terminological
significance in theurgy (Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles,
passim, esp. 196 n. 80).

Valentinianism, like currents

in late Judaism and Hellenistic religion, did reject
sacrifice in favouf of more spiritual forms of worship
(Ptol. �- Flora ар. Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 5:10).

But

the passage not only describes the aeons 1 form of
worship, it also refers to their particular form of
acting; their will does not have to Ье expressed in
action in order to Ье efficient.

This seems to Ье

Stoic, cf. Chrysippus ар. Cic. Nat. Deor. III 92 =
SVF II 1107
nihil esse guod deus efficere .Q..O,Q possit, et
quidem sine labore ullo; ut enim hominum membra
nulla contentione mente ipsa ас uoluntate
moueantur, sic numine deorum omnia fingi, moueri,
mutarique posse .... hanc (sc. prouidentiam)
igitur ... efficere posse quicguid uelit
(on this text see Voelke, L'Id�e de volonte, 193-94).
The Stoic theory of the causation of action is also
employed Ьу ApJn NHC II 7:6ff, in а more mythological
form.
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64:9.

11

spirits of mind, 11 рrоЬаЫу

( Iren. АН I 7:1).
64:9-10.

<

1Тveuµa1:-a (ЗЕ)vоера

Restoring . 2[NП]N� NNOYC дУW NЛОГ[ОС NE]

(а parenthetical remark).
64:15-27.

Just as with the Thought of the Father

himself, the intellectual activity of the aeons in
their state of perfect formation implies identity of
subject, act and object, and this identity is provided
Ьу the Son, who is both the capacity within them to
conceive, or glorify, the recipient of their
glorification, and the glorification itself.

There

is thus no contradiction between the representation of
the Son as the revealer and illuminator who provides
this capacity for glorification, and an object towards
which to direct it (62:JJff), and as the outcome of
the glorification.
The underlying concept is close to that of Iren.
АН I 2:6 and Hipp. El. VI 32:1:

The Pleroma engages

in hymnic thanksgiving Ьу which the aeons are united
with one another, and produces а perfect
The context, however, is different:

11

fruit. 11

(1) In Iren. and

Hipp. the hymnody occurs after the restoration of the
first Sophia; it is presented as the response of the
aeons to their formation, not identified with it.
(2) TriTrac treats as different functions of the one
Son what these systems divide between three separate
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figures:

In Iren. and Hipp. the 0nly-begotten is the

object of knowledge, but Christ (with his syzygos Holy
Spirit) is the provider of formation, while the product
of the glorification, the "fruit," is given the name
Jesus.

(3) Finally, the function of this event in

the myth of Iren. and Hipp. is �о conclude the
perfection of the Pleroma, so that the first and
archetypal version of the salvation history is brought
to cornpletion, whereas in TriTrac the formation of
the Plerorna is an ongoing process which will not Ье
consurnrnated until the final restoration of all things.
64:20-21.

"that which they hyrnn":

which they sing hyrnns. 11

perhaps

11

that in

Sirnilarly perhaps "giving

glory through it" instead of "glorifying it":

Cf.

Larnpe, Lex. s.v. tv A.3.b.i., Ign. Eph. 4:2, Rorn. 2:2.
64:21.

ОУNТЕЧ:

Read OYNTEY (KV).

64:22.

For the use of "Son" without the article cf.

ExcTh 31:4, Iren. АН I 2:5 end.
64:22-27.

See in particular 59:6-16; also 70:19-23.

64:28-65:35.

The distinction of the Father and the

two aspects of the Son.

For the correct understanding

of this passage it is essential to identify the
referents of the dernonstrative pronouns used. Thus
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П\wТ MEN 64:28 is answered Ьу ПдЕ\ 6Е 65:4; the latter
pronoun therefore refers to the Son (as one with the
Father and as sown in the thought of the aeons).
6Е 65:17 in turn refers to the Son as revealed.

ПЕЕ\
The

point is repeated· in 65:23ff, where ПдЕ\ 65:23 refers
to the Son as revealed, ПдЕ\ 65,:28 to his hidden aspect,
and ПЕЕ\ 65:31 to the Father.
64:29.

Е90:

64:31-37.

Present II.

Cf. note on 62:6-33.

That vision of God

,. ,

entails destruction is of course BiЫical (Ех. 33:20,
Is а . 6:5, с f.
64:33-34-

.:l.

En. 14:21, е t с . ) .

NCE2HT9 must, from the context here and in

90:12, 118:34-35 and 123:4, Ье equivalent to S N(д@Н.
64:34-35.

The text is not entirely clear; perhaps

ТНРОУ is misplaced, or а mistranslation of

1ТQOL

or

o�oL� intended technically in the original.
64:37-65:4.
64:38.

11

Cf. 55:35-39.

imр а ssi Ьili tу 11

<

;к

а,1Та о е L а,

;

this n о ti о n is

originally Stoic, but was adopted Ьу Philo, Christian
theologians, and Neoplatonism (Lilla, Clement, 110-11;
Lampe, Lex. s.v.).
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65:1.

ЩООПЧ:

This hybrid рrоЬаЫу reflects а confusion

between the uses of N-, М№..= as а preposition and to
introduce the object, possiЫy cornrnitted Ьу а scribe
not quite farniliar with this douЫe usage typical of
Achrnirnic.
The rernainder of the line I restore М№..Ч [ечщооп

65:4-11.

Сл [У] TN ь..Вь..Л "extended"

Пь..РеЩ= "spread"

<

<

3'i:

tкг�;-е С veL v;

z 1rлa,т6veLv, cf. ValExp 23:30; these

words are used (together) Ьу the Sabellians and
Marcellus of Ancyr� to describe the relation between
the Father and the trinity (esp. [Athan.J Adv. Ar. IV
13; cf. Lampe, Lex. s.vv.).

As the illustration used

shows (а rnonad extending and spreading itself, without
division, to а triad) these are Pythagorean concepts
(see also the passages frorn Greg. Nyss. and Dion. Alex.
quoted Ьу Larnpe).

This is easily confirrned Ьу

Pythagorean sources: �кгi;-a,OLS

[IarnЫ.J Theol. Ar.

13:16-17 ё:1в F., IamЫ. In Nicom. Ar. 10:12 Pist.,
Moderatus ар. Simpl. In Phys. 231:20.23. D.,, also Proclus
Elem. Theol. § 128 Dodds; 1rлa,гi;-uveLv e.g. Nicorn.
Introd. Аг. II 7:3.

The words are ordinarily used to

describe the movement from the monad towards
multiplicity.

Thus tкгi;-eCveLv is associated with the

dyad Sextus Empiricus Х 277
'LOV µsv evos aet 1repa,гi;-ovvгi;-os, 'L�S 08 aop(oгi;-ou
бuaoos бuо yevvwo�s ка,t eLs a1reLpov 1Т/\.�0оs
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also in Moderatus loc. cit; but also the monad itself
can Ье said to extend itself, thus also Ps.-Clem. Нот.
224:34 Rehm KQ�a уар �K�QOLV каl OUO�OA�V � µovas
бuas eivaL voµC�e�aL; ib. 234:18 a�'av�ov ��v ei s
[�eLpov �K�QOLV.
formation

Consequently �riTrac conceives of the

of the Pleroma on the model of the

Pythagorean derivation of number, the Son providing
both the outward movement of extension and plurality
connected with the dyad in the Academic-Pythagorean
tradition (tк�eCveLv in this sense is used of Sophia
in Iren. АН I 2:2, 3:3), and the formative function
characteristic of the mind-monad ( 11 he who has given
firmness" etc.).

This is structurally and historically

akin to Plotinus 1 concept of the emanation of Mind,
with its two moments of procession and conversion (cf.
e.g. Krt:!.mer, Geistmetaphysik, 312-14) (but Plotinus
did not use the word �K�QOLS and рrоЬаЫу rejected it,
V 3:12:33.)
11 firmness 11

(65:7)

<�

Iren. АН I 2:2.4.5.6, 3:5.

OTr]pLyµQ

or � O�Т)pLyµ6s;

In Iren. the consolidation

of the Pleroma is the function of Christ and Horos;
here the Son takes over that role (cf. note on 64:15-27),
but the concept remains the same:

the movement towards

infinity must Ье counteracted Ьу а limiting and
formative force.

This is evidently

11

Neopythagorean 11

thinking, although o��pLyµa seems to Ье а word from
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Jewish-Christian sacramental language (confirmation;
cf. below, 128:24-30; Orbe, Espiritu Santo, 299-302;
Segelberg, Ma�biita, 152-54; iflosok, Laktanz, 112 n. 139)
rather than а Pythagorean term.
For ei;61ro<; and "dwelling-place" cf. note on 60:1-5;
after their emission the Son, and no longer the Father,
is the "place" of the aeons.

The "name" is what the

aeons exist in; for the relation between the name and
existence see note on 61:14-18.

The name is the

Father 1 s name, which the Son possesses (а Johannine
idea), therefore he is one with the Father and can
Ье given the name of Father as well; in general the
Son as the active cause of the generation of the aeons
may Ье called their Father (Iren. АН I 1:1, ValExp
23:36), in which case the term 1rpo1ra�wp may Ье applied
to the first principle.
65:10.

For the split relative construction cf. Browne

in BASP 12.103-04 and � ApocJas NHC V 60:17-18
(references Ьу Emmel and Attridge).
65:11-23.

Whereas the Father remains impassiЫe

(64:38) the Son suffers, i.e. shows compassion with
the aeons; cf. the shocked remarks Ьу Clement in ExcTh
30 оп а Valentinian statement that the Father suffered
Ьу showing compassion towards Silence who desired to
know him.

On the other hand Origen can say that the

Father suffers because caritatis est passio (In Ez.
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Нот. VI

6 (ed. 1лJ.А. Baehrens, GCS, 33, 1925); cf. Orbe,

Espiritu Santo, 193-94).

The theological proЫem

shared Ьу Origen and the Valentinians seems to Ье how
to reconcile the notions of impassibility and
providence:

can the Father Ье impassiЫe and at the

same time desire to generate and provide for his
offspring?

The distinction of the Father and the Son

overcomes this difficulty for TriTrac.

But it appears

that the idea of passion here also has another aspect;
extension and passion are linked together in the
account of the fall of Sophia in Iren.; the underlying
theory is that the monad represents impassibility
(cf. Whittaker, VigChr 32.216-19) whereas the dyad,
creating extension and plurality, represents passion
(Lydus Mens. I 11

�о µev уар ...

�OYLKOV

µоvаб6� •.• �обе бuµLкov каl t�LбuµLкov

tк ���

tк ���

бuабо�; 6pµf] ib. II 7, [IamЫ.J Theol. Ar. 8:1 de F.,

Anatolius 31:1 Heiberg).

The Son here, Ьу the

association of �6,бо� and ouµ�6,бeLa, therefore also
seems to represent the aspect of passion in the dyadic
extension personified Ьу Sophia in the main system of
Irenaeus, although the notion is utilized with different
emphasis and implications.

Finally we have here also

an allegorical interpreta tion_ of th� passion:.:-of __ Ghr±� t;
the

11

extension" also alludes to the Saviour stretching

out his arms on the cross; and the cross is often
associated Ьу the Valentinians with the delimitation
and the consolidation of the Pleroma (Iren. АН I 2:4,
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/:1.5, 4:1, Hipp. El. VI 31:5-7, ExcTh 42, Epiph.
Pan. XXXI 7:3).
65:11.

Restoring NТЕ��[NТ]ЩОП 21 СЕ; the restoration

of Ка. is ungrammatical.
65:12.

"those who are," cf. 58:21-22.

65:12-17.

Cf. 61:7-28; this is the Son in his

capacity of provider of the first form.
65:17-23.
65:22.

Cf. 62:33ff; this is the manifested Son.

"mingling"

<�

µС!; L с;

; а favourite word with

this author (cf. К�. Index), but not in Valentinianism
in general, it is the name of an aeon in Iren. АН I 1:2.
65:27.

For the clothing metaphor cf. 63:12-13 and

66:31-32.
65:35-67:34.

The Son as the Father's Name and names.

While the Father remains unnameaЫe the Son reveals
him, possessing his Name and receiving his doxological
attributes.

In this section the revealed Son is

identified with Primal Man (66:10-12); the following
features are also to Ье understood on the background
of Primal Man mythology: 1
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(а)

The Son is the irnage of the Father (Gen.

1 :26); "the forrn of the forrnless" 66:13-14 (cf. Col.
1:15), see also 67:19 МОРФН, 68:18 "sernЫance,п 68:32
"irnage," 70:28-29 пhis equivalent and his irnage. 11

In

this Gnostic interpretation the irnage is а revelatiop.
(Ь)

The Son encornpasses the All; this derives

forrn the widespread notion of the rnacrocosrnic-rnicrocosrnic
character of the Prirnal Man, represented in Judaisrn Ьу
Adarn Qadrnon and Philo's heavenly Man (Colpe 413-14);
the Gnostic applies the idea to the unity-in-rnultiplicity
of the Pleroma.
(с)

The revealed Son consists in the glorification

of the Pleroma; this idea seerns to Ье based on the
traditional notion, arising from the association of
Primal Man mythology and royal ideology, of the glory
of Man (Ps. 8:5), or his glorification Ьу the angels
(Dan. 7:14, VitaAd 12:1, throne visions in the
Similitudes of

1

En.; Philo

Q:Q.

136ff, etc.); in e.g.

the Bruce Codex this is interpreted in terms of
consubstantiality with the aeons (cf. the passages

1

The more recent literature on the subject is
Н.-М. Schenke, Der Gott "Mensch" in der Gnosis
(G5ttingen 1962) (emphasizes the importance of Gen.
1:26-27); F.H. Borsch, The Son of.Man in Myth and
History (London 1967; quoted belcr� as SMMH) (а more
comprehensive outlook); id. The Christian and Gnostic
Son of Man, Studies in BiЫical Theology, Second Series,
14 (London 1970); Colpe in TWNT VIII 411-18, 478-80.
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quoted Ьу Borsch, SMMH, 63).
(d)

Also the notion that the Son is the Father 1 s

Name may Ье interpreted against the background of
Primal Man/Kingship ideology, naming being part of
traditional enthronement ritual; cf. Ps. 2:7,

1

En.

71:14, Phil. 2:9 (Borsch, SMMH, 254); also 1 En.
48:2-3, 0dSol 15:8, John 8:28.
(е)

Certainly the clothing metaphor (63:12-13,

65:27, 66:31-32, cf. 87:2-3.12-13, 129:3-5) seems to
Ье founded upon enthronement ritual in connection with
baptism, enrobement symbolizing the status of the
reborn man (Borsch, SMMH, 185, 249 n. 2; Segelberg,
Ma�buta, 115-30, 166, 173; Reitzenstein, Hellenistische
Mysterienreligionen, 42-44).

The connection with

Gnostic Primal Man mythology is clear e.g. in the Hymn
of the Pearl, where the robe symbolizes the perfect Man
status which the soul must leave when descending to
the world, and which it puts on when reascending.
That the Son here is clothed in the Pleroma is
explainaЫe on the background of the cosmic character
of the robe, which derives from sacral kingship
ideology and practice combined with the macrocosmos
microcosmos concept of the Primal Man (cf. Widengren,
Religionsph�nomenologie, 381-83, 495-97, with
references).
(f)

11

dawned forth п (

<�

a,va,rr€;л.л.eLv) 66:6

describes the revelation of the Son Ьу the metaphor
of а sunrise; both the idea and the word belong in
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а messianic context (see Borsch, SMMH, 109 n. 1, 172,

224; also cf. OdSol 15).

Here the idea is interpreted

also to imply а process of emanation.
The interpretation of the Pleroma as the Primal
Man is not alien to Valentinianism.

It is attested

that Valentinus himself regarded Adam as а сору of а
f

pre-existent Man (Clem. Strom. II 36:4).

Although

this fragment does not make clear how Valentinus saw
the relationship between Man and the Pleroma, the
expression 6

ev

�л�р�µа�L av0pw�o� used Ьу Clement ib.

38:5 shows that Clement understood the two as
co-extensive, and ihis interpretation must derive from
his direct knowledge of Valentinian ideology.

In all

the systems reported Ьу the Church Fathers, as well as
ValExp,

Man is the name of one of the aeons.

However,

the spiritual Man inserted Ьу Sophia into the creature
of the Demiurge is often said to Ье produced Ьу her
on the model of Jesus and his attendants, who manifest
the Pleroma (cf. Iren. АН I 4:5, 5:6; ExcTh 21:1).
Thus Jesus performs the function of Archetypal Man:
he shows himself to Sophia; he is а single person,
while he is at the same time accompanied Ьу the
archetypes of each individual spiritual man (also cf.
ExcTh 35:1) , or incorporates them (ExcTh 36, 41; Iren.
АН I 3:3); he is the

11 fruit 11

of the united glorification

of the Pleroma; he is light (ExcTh 41, see also note
on 62:33-38); thus the figure of Jesus in these systems
retains many

or

the characteristics of the Prima1 Man
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conception which is found in а seemingly more primitive
form in TriTrac.

Cf. further 90:31-91:6 below.

66:1.
Present II.

66:2.

EYEINE:

66:3.

The metaphor of the

11

trace,

11

comЬining the

notions of imperfect image and divine quidance is
also found in GTr 37:25 and in Plotinus (Ка.); in fact
Plotinus frequently says that the lower hypostases
possess а trace of the higher ones, cf. AuЬin in RSR
41.357, 362, 369; the word also occurs in Clem. Paed.

I 98:3 and Strom. I 4:3, thus it is Middle Platonic.
66:13-29.

This passage is styled like а hymn, the six

first parallel verses ringing the changes of the theme
of the First Man as the image of the Father; the next
thirteen verses descriЬing his qualities, Ьу which
he dwells in the Pleroma.

The style, recalling

traditional aretalogy, reflects and underlines the
all-pervading and all-embracing character of the Son
as the Primal Man, as well as the fact that he receives
the doxological names of the Father.

(Similar in

several respects is the section GTr 23:18ff, descriЬing
the Logos as the totality of the powers of the Father
and revealing him.)

The hymn тау Ье tentatively

retranslated thus (the words, or.parts of words,
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preserved in the Coptic are underlined):
YJ µоррп LOU &µ6рро�
LO awµa; LOU aawµaLOU
LO �p6aw�ov LOU &opaLou
о лоуоs LOU avepµ�veULOU
О VOUS LOU a�LOU

5

pueLOQ; s� CXULOV
YJ р(�а; LWV �e�uLeuµevwv
О бео� LWV (�po)кeLµSVWV (?)
LO �w� Jv �WL(�eL
У] беА�ОL� WV �бSЛ�ОеV
' �povoeL
YJ �p6voLa wv
YJ auveaL� wv е�о(�ае auveLOU�
У] ouva;µt,� wv OtOWOL ouvaµt.v
У] auvaywyll LWV µee'ol� auvdyeLaL (?)
У] а�окалu�L� LWV ��LOUµSVWV

У] �:mdJ

10

15

о

6�еалµо� LWV OpWVLWV
LO �veuµa; LWV �ve6VLWV
1] �Wll LWV �WVLWV

У]
Cornrnents:

ёvwaL� LWV µLyvuµevwv (?)

(1) µор�� refers to the therne of Gen. 1:26;

the selection of this word, rather than eLкwv, is
deterrnined Ьу the contrast to aµ6p�ou.

(2) awµa,

parallel here to µор�� and �p6aw�ov, prirnarily refers
to revelation and is рrоЬаЫу not terrninologically
significant.

I.B.2.

(3) �p6aw�ov :

cf. Larnpe, Lex. s.v.,

(6) Cf. ValExp 23:18-19 ОУПНГН] €С8€8€.

Father is referred to as

11

The

spring 11 above 61:11-15, but

the Son rnay Ье given this narne as well, just as he
can also Ье called "Father п (cf. note on 65: 4-11 end).
(8)

11

lie down" in the sense of пprostrate oneself"?,

cf. Larnpe, Lex. s.v. ке'С'µа;L 2.а.

(14) auvaywy� is а
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normal Vorlage for CWOY2 E20YN; that of Сд20У
(=

Сд0У2 ) д- is difficult to deterrnine, since the few

attestations of this construction translate different
Gk. words (Acts 21:18, Subachrnirnic John 18:20, also
cf. 2 Th. 2:1) .
66:29-67:34-

The Father, even as he is revealed in

the Son, is indivisiЫe and irnmutaЫe and knows himself.
The unity of the Name and the names is now described
in philosophical terms:

Each of the aeons-names not

only forms part of the Son-Name but is itself the
Son-Name; therefore the Pleroma is indivisiЫe,
immutaЫe and а mind which knows itself.

The same

ontological notion is attested in Iren. АН I 2:6, 14:5;
cf. also MUller,

11

Beitrlige, 11 179-84.

The concept is

very similar to the unity-in-multiplicity of Plotinus'
Mind (e.g. III 8:8:40-45, V 8:4:4-11).

Without

prejudging the question of the origin of this principle
"all is in all" in Neoplatonism, it must Ье pointed out
that the present passage has strong connections with
the theology of Aristotle; the First Mover is

incorporeal, indivisiЫe� immutaЫe and self-thinking.1
Aristotelian influence has been noted above, notes on

52:6-53:5, 55:3-27; рrоЬаЫу most of this influence
1 See the summary in Е. Zeller, Die Philosophie der

Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, 6th. ed.
(Leipzig 1919-1923) II/ 2, 362-67.
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derives from а single, Middle Platonic, source.
66:29-34-

N2PH1" 2М ПIPE<N> NOYWTmust go with ЕУО)ООП.

Cf. 67:28-29., In the Coptic СЕМОУТЕ is the main verb ·,
of the sentence, and ЕУО)ООП subordinate; it is tempting
to think that in the original te,xt the opposite тау
have been the case.

"the single one" is the Father,

who is also the one referred to as "he" in the
following; the Father, however, as revealed as а
unity-in-multiplicity in the Son.

The closest

parallel to the notion that the Pleroma as а
,. ,

multiplicity is united in the Name, is found in
Marcus, Iren. АН I 14-16; cf. Sagnard in his ed. of
ExcTh, 217ff.

For the unutteraЫe quality of the Name

.cL ExcTh 31:3 ovoµa avwv6µao�ov; also ib. 26:1Ь; the
Name is the unitary and hidden aspect of the Son (cf.
65:4-17, 28-31) Ьу which he is united with the Father.
66:35.

"in unification(?)

11:

No certain interpretation

exists of the expression лУСлО).

It also occurs in

NHC II 28:14; there the translation of Krause and Labib
"Gegenstand des Spottes" (adopted Ьу Westendorf s.v.
((()0)) must Ье rejected if comparison is made with the
present passage.

СлО) is proЬаЫу related to O)WO)

11

make,

Ье equal. 11
66:37-67:7.

I suspect that this passage is а quotation

from а philosophical source, the words ОУ�Е ••• ММАУ
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66:38-39, and OY6.f, •.• М�У 67:2-4 having been added
Ьу the author in order to make а closer connection
with the Valentinian concept of the Name and the
names.

Incorporeality and indivisibility imply

66:37-38.

one another mutually, cf. Albinus/Alkinoos, Didask.
165:30-166:1 Н.; Aristot. Metaph. 1073а6-7 аµер��
каt абLаСре�о�.

The text from Didask. is related to

Aristotle 1 s De Philosophia; cf. М. Untersteiner,
Aristotele:

Della filosofia (Rome 1963) 205-07, and

above, note on 52:6-53:5.

The indivisibility of the

Name is accepted Valentinian doctrine, cf. ExcTh
31:4, 36:2.
66:39.

The irregular Jooking forms e,NTh ЧG)ООП here and

e,NTh ЧОf, 1 in 67:3-4 are best regarded as spelling errors,
see Introd. р. 57.
67:1-6.

For the transition from indivisibility to

immutability cf. Didask. 165:33-3 4 µер� уе µ�v оuк
Aristot. Metaph. 1073а11 -�va��oLw��v-

The style

and content are reminiscent of Plato �- 380d а��о�е
�0�8 08 ' the sarne
passage which inspired Aristot. De Phil. fr. 16 Ross.
67:5.

2..Kf,P HTf,:

Read pro Ьа Ыу 2..Kf, 22.. Tf,.
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67:7.

tr he

is ... whole tr :

whole of him,

ало<;.

11

but Gk. рrоЬаЫу had а predicative

t rpermanently":

67:12-19.

lit. "it (or: he) is the

possiЫу trcompletely. 11

Cf. note on 55:3-27.

The Pleroma in its

manifested state is still а self-thinking mind, but
this time under the condition of unity-in-multiplicity;
although the objects of thought are the qualities of,
and are thought Ьу, а single mind, they are also
individual minds and individual thought-contents.
67:15.

The text i�·undoubtedly corrupt.

The simplest

emendation is дУW <ЕЧО>ЕI NВЕЛ, not, however, reading
ВЕЛ as а variant of ВОЛ: ВдЛ
ЕЧNЕУ below.

(Ка.), but as

11

еуе,

11

cf.

The conjecture дYfw1EI NВЕЛ "to see from

afar 11 (VigChr 34.374 n. 47) is not to Ье excluded, but
awkward after NNl60M (one would expect дТРЕЧОУЕI (Е),
or OYN 60М ММАЧ дОУЕI (Е)).

"Ьу which he perceives":

literally "for. 11
67:19-24.

This was anticipated in 58:18-22; cf. note

in loc.
67:21-22.
67:23.

"inaudiЫe,

11

cf. 64:Sff.

Read ЕТЧХПО ММА У

67:24. NE fNE1-

<ММАе.t>.

However, comparison with 69:24ff
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suggests that NE rnay here Ье а copula, irregularly
introducing the sentence ( 11 They are the procreations
••• !1 ) •

<

67:26.

11

67:30.

"speaking, 11 cf. 63:24-25.

cornrnands,

67:31-34-

11

р rоЬаЫу

�tv'"t'oлa,C.

2N OYMNTOYEI NOYWT is рrоЬаЫу rnisplaced;

it should go with ЕУЩООП.

67:32.

ЕУ6ь..NТС, fdllowing ХЕКь..С, rnust Ье а rnisspelling

of EY(N)ь..6NTC.

67:34-68:36.

The fecundity of the All.

The author

now enlarges on the productive aspect of the forrnation
Since producing the Son they produce

of the All.

thernselves, and the Son is а unity-in-rnultiplicity,
the interrelationship of oneness and plurality rnay
now Ье expounded frorn the point of view of the
productive activity of the All.

67:34-37.

11

rnultitude,

11

рrоЬаЫу

<

�1ТлУJ8оs-.

This

is the innurneraЫe (67:20.23) qualities of the Father,

in which and as which the aeons exist.

63:5-20.

11

sarneness, 11 possiЫy

<

'Ж:

Cf. also

Lu6'1'ТJS'•

The aeons'

perfect forrnation irnplies that they exist as an
infinitely rnultiplying plurality and at the sarne tirne
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as equal manifestations of the Father 1 s substance.
67:37-38.

NEThEI:

Cf. Introd. р. 40.

NTE = ЕТЕ:

Kahle, Bala•izah, ch. VIII, § 27; Introd. above р. 38.
67:39.

"the aeons of the aeons,, 11 cf. 58:33.

68:1-10.

Cf. 59:6-11; this is рrоЬаЫу also what the

cross-reference in lines 7-8 refers to.

The fertility

and the innumerability of the aeons imply one another
mutually and arise from the infinity of the Father
himself.
68:2.J-4.

11

procreative nature,

or similarly.
68:4.

11

<

ЭEyevvry-rLKТ] cp{IOL<;

After PWME ЕЧХПО а main verb СЕХПО (cf. 59:9)

has рrоЬаЫу fallen out Ьу homoeoteleuton.
68:10-11.

The aeons produce the image of the Father

(cf. note on 65:35-67:34 (а)), which is the Father
himself in the sense that it is his manifest form,
and in that in their glorification the aeons themselves
are manifested as the Father 1 s substance.
68:12.

9У�ТЕЧ:

68:12-13.15-16.

Read OYNTEY.

11

knowledge and understanding,

11
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3Е

'
КО, L

cf. Bauer, WBrterbuch

s.vv. ; Ех. 31:2.
68:1 4.

д УММЕ ХЕ t д УММЕ ХЕ J (Ка. ) .

68:15-17.

"the knowledge and the understanding of

the All," i.e. the Father's Thought.
68:17-22.

The aeons only manifest the Father when

they glorify in unity, preserving his infinite and
indivisiЫe nature.

Cf. ExcTh 32:1 (similarly Clem.

Strom. IV 90:2) ооа,. oiv tк av�vyCac; , сра,аС, 1rpoepxeгraL
1ТА�рwµа,гrа

tO'"t"LV"

оаа,

ое

а1ТО ev6c; , etк6vec;.

According

to TriTrac as well as other Valentinian sources the
crisis which eventually leads to the creation of the
empirical world consists in the singularity of action
of one of the aeons, which can only produce an
inferior image of the Pleroma (cf. 77:15ff).
68:18.

ПlwT must Ье joined with what precedes, as

ПЕ more naturlly goes with NEYNдE I NE than is the copula
of а nominal sentence.

Emendation, then, is necessary,

either <М>П I СОТ, ◊>П I ШТ, or TNTN П I ШТ.
68:20.

ENE@E in the protasis of an unfulfilled

condition is also attested Ьу GTr 18:40.
68:21-22.

Ка. I 295 is рrоЬаЫу right in suggesting
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that some text has dropped out between lines 21 and
22; our translation proposes ТОУЕ: 1 € ТОУЕ: 1
68:22-28.

с:·

N/<60M N>NC:(uN.

For the unification of the Pleroma in

hymnody cf. Iren. АН I 2:6, Hipp. El. VI 32:1.

This

idea seems in part to Ье based qn the apocalyptic
idea

(1

En. 61:11; 2 En. 19:6; Ascis 7:15, 8:18, 9:28;

Mart. Perp. 12:1) that the angels sing with one voice
(Michl, RAC, V 70 and 123; Festugiere, Revelation, III
137; Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, 29-30; Flusser in
Abraham unser Vater [Festschrift О. Michel; Leiden
1963] 133-37).

,. ,

Peculiarly Gnostic is the metaphysical

concept of unity to which this idea is applied.

The

"fruit 11 of the hymnody is the Saviour, who in TriTrac
is simply the Son.

Original to TriTrac seems to Ье

the idea that the singing of hymns actually produces
unity, which provides а psychological explanation for
the idea.
68:29-36.

This is the same phase in the progression

of the All as was described in similar terms already
at 64:15-27.

The glorification is the Son, image of

the Father, but also the All itself; Ьу producing
the Son the aeons actually also produce themselves.
68:31 •

пassemЫy, 11

68:36-70:19.

The three glorifications, or fruits.
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In order to understand the association of glorification
and fruit it should Ье recalled that thanksgiving and
praise are frequently substituted for rnaterial gift
sacrifice in late Judaisrn and early Christianity
(НеЬ. 13:15 euoCav aLV808W� .•• �ou�'�o�LV кар�оv
xsLлtwv; the idea is well attested in Qurnran, see
Klinzing, Urndeutung, 93-98, 158, 218-19; for the

expression trfruit of the lips" cf. Hos. 14:3, Prov.

18:20 etc.).

This current conception of spiritual

worship on the rnodel of the offerings of anirnal and
vegetaЫe products is utilized Ьу the author in such
а way that the word·-· кар�6� acquires а douЫe rneaning,
referring first, in а generative sense, to the emission
of aeons, and secondly to the fact that their ernission
is equivalent to the activity of glorifying the Father,
and that this glorification is а sacrifice.
It is not unlikely that the assurnption of Ка. I

333-34 is correct, viz. that the distinction between
three glorifications, and fruits, is related to the
threefold

division of the Plerorna in the Valentinian

systern of Irenaeus.

The ogdoad, the decad and the

dodecad of that system, as well as the systern of
Hippolytus, are all brought forth as glorifications of
the Father.

Another threefold

division, of а Pleroma

of 24 aeons into an ogdoad, an ennead and а hebdornad,
is found in Marcus (Iren. АН I 14:5).

Most irnportant

in this context,however, is that both in these systerns
and in TriTrac the subsequent fall, or passion, occurs
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as а result of an inherent property of the third
element; in TriTrac through the autonomy of the third
glorification, and in Marcus (I 14:5-7) and Hipp. El.
VI 30:2.6 because of the imperfect nature of the
numbers 7 and 12 respectively (also in Iren. АН I 2:2,
of course, it is emphasized that Sophia belongs to the
dodecad).

The link between TriTrac 1 s version and

these numerological ones is provided Ьу Marcus in I
14:7:

•.• о

the number 7 manifests ��s au�o�OUA��ou �OUA�S
кар-тг6s, which can only mean "the fruit of the

autonomous will," and proves that Marcus conceived of
his threefold division in conjuction with an already
existing idea closely akin to that of TriTrac.
68:36-69:10.

The first-fruit.

Two applications of

the term first-fruit are here comЬined:

(а) fist-fruit

as а sacrificial term, spiritualizingly applied to
glorification, cf. PsSol 15:5 (Harris-Mingana) а-тгарх�v
XSLAswv, ConstApost VIII 40, Klinzing, Umdeutung, 96
n. 16; (Ь) the Pauline use of а-тгарх� for Christ to
designate his prefiguration of redemption and his
containing potentially within him the elect; the phrase
"а first-fruit of the immortals" in particular appears
to Ье an exegetical paraphrase of 1 Cor. 15:20 а-тгарх�
�wv кeкoLµ�µsvwv.

Systematically this а-тгарх� represents

the unitary aspect of the Pleroma, i.e. the Son, and
in this respect the term corгesponds to the �sAeLOS
кар-тг6s of Iren. АН I 2:6 and the KOLVOS �ov 'ТГА�рwµа�оs
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кар�6s of Hipp. El. VI 32 passim.

The use of the term

"first-fruit" in Iren. АН I 6:1, 8:3 has no direct
connection with what is referred to in the present
context.
69:1.

ThEIO

11

tribute," рrоЬаЫ;у

Epiph. Pan. XXXI 5:9

�ь ��s

is unacceptaЫe)

owpYJµa.

I restore ��[lдlWN].

<

3ЕбwрУ)µа; cf.

atvtoвoos (Holl 1 s tvtoвoos

The restoration of Ка. is

рrоЬаЫу too short.
69:4-10.

Taking boih ЕдЧЕI and �[Ч]ХНК дВдЛ ЕЧМН2

as subordinate to д9КдОУ is perhaps not the immediately
most natural interpretation of the text (ЕлЧЕI may Ье
Perf. II, as Ка. suggests; ЕЧХНК etc. тау Ье
subordinated to Ед9Е1� etc.), but provides the most
satisfactory interpretation:

In glorification the

Pleroma is unified, this is its perfect condition;
therefore the fruit produced under this condition is
also perfect and а fullness, and it is because of
(дВдЛ ХЕ 69:4) its perfection that it is called а
first-fruit.

The perfection of the fruit is also

emphasized in Iren. АН I 2:6 �BABL6�a�ov

69:6.

11

каллоs

being (something) perfect and full":

first-fruit.

�L

...,

sc. the
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69:10-24.

The second glorification:

Ву glorifying the

Father the aeons themselves are glorified; the term
11

second glorification" seems not to refer to а separate

event in the system or to а distinct section of the
Pleroma (thus Ка.), but to the fact that Ьу producing
the Son as а spiritual sacrifice the aeons also manifest
themselves as а multiplicity concorporeal with the
oneness of the Son.

The striking notion that the Father

returns to the worshipper the glory given to him seems
to Ье original with TriTrac.

However, the participation

of the el�ct in the glory of God is а common feature
of apocalyptic and �arly Christian eschatology, and
that soteriological aspect of the glorification of
the worshippers is shared Ьу TriTrac; as we have
insisted repeatedly, the Valentinian protology
should Ье understood as а prefiguration of the
soteriology.

In fact, the term "second glorification"

reappears in the eschatology below, 126:5.
association

The

of glorification and manifestation in

the present passage is also derived from apocalyptic
language;

1

En. 104:2, Herm. Sim. IV 2, Rom. 8:18-19,

Col. 3:3-469:12.

In the MS О)дРЕЧ/[Т]СТ has been corrected Ьу the

scribe Ьу diagonal cancelling strokes over [Т]

(the end

of а stroke cancelling the letter is visiЫe) and С,
and Ьу transforming the second Т to С, so as to read
(])1-РЕЧ/C(uTM.

The resulting text, however, adopted Ьу
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Ка., cannot Ье accepted without emendation.

This fact,

as well as comparison with 69:16 [Е]�Ть..УТСТhЧ, suggests
that the model actually read Ч)д.РЕЧ/ТСТО (or, irregularly,
-TCTW, which would account for the confusion), which
gives excellent sense without any emendation.

The

resulting text is then to Ье transcribed Ч)д.РЕЧ/<ТСТО>
МГlЕА У ANETt Еь. У NE [Ч] •
69:13.

"Ьу 11

69:14-17.

:

perhaps "as. 11

Facs. shows Пь.ЕI

[E]�ThYTCThЧ in line 16.

The sentence does riot appear to Ье grammatically
regular; either one has to supply (or understand) а
copula (adding ПЕ after Пl�Т [transcibed from Facs.]
or reading ПEfTEj in line 16), or ПETEmust Ье deleted
and the whole read as а cleft sentence ("For that
which was returned unto them was the cause which ••. 11).
Adding, or understanding, <ПЕ> seems preferaЫe� cf.
the construction in 73:9-10.

In any circumstance one

should read [N] ЕУО У in line 16 with WZ.
69:17-20.

The first glorification seems to Ье

spontaneous, the second arises from reflection on
the first one.
69:20.

ХЕКь.СЕ, whi ch is followed here Ьу а nominal

sentence (cf. above, р. 51 n. 5), here introduces
result rather than purpose; cf. Wilson, Coptic
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Future Tenses, 4.2.5.

69:20-25.

The aeons are the divine glory, which when

manifested becomes actively glorifying, separately
existing entities; under both conditions,
pre-manifested and manifested, the essence of the
aeons is the glorification of the Father.

69:24.

"producing":

EIPE is here not merely

11

act 11

(cf. Crum, s.v., II.b.).

69:24-70:19.
69:24-31.

The tliird glorification.

The text is not entirely clear:

NE in line

24 has the appearance of the preterit converter. but
in that case the copula NE has to Ье supplied, nor

is the context in the preterit; thus the NE seems more

likely to Ье an irregularly placed copula.

Lines

28-31 тау Ье interpreted as saying that the third
glorification is produced Ьу each individual aeon
without the participation of the Pleroma as а whole
(cf. 69:37-40).

The "power" in line 27 just designates

this autonomy, as is clear from the parallel formulation
in 75:35-37.
Whereas the second glorification is caused Ьу the
Father 1 s return of the glory first given to him, the
third is caused Ьу the autonomous will of the
individual aeon. Again, the third glorification, or
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its fruit, is to Ье understood not so much as а
separate number of aeons as an aspect of the Pleroma
in fact the aeons produce themselves;

as а whole:

this is implied Ьу the fact that the fruit is said
both to possess and to Ье produced Ьу autonomy (cf.

74:18-23, 75:35-76:2).

In the author's logic there

is no distinction in the Pleroma between action and
its result, between glorification and glory.
The term

�о

at�e�ouoLov is frequently used Ьу

Christian writers to designate the freedom of the
soul to choose between alternative actions (cf. Lampe,
Lex. s. v., and in p'articular Tert. De An. 21:6 where
liberum arЬitтium first appears as the Latin equivalent),
and this is the sense in which it is used Ьу the
Valentinians to describe the psychics (Iren. АН I 6:1,
ExcTh 56:3).

1

However, in the present context it

also has а more basic, ontological significance,
referring to а stage of individuality arrived at in
the procession from oneness to plurality.

This is the

critical stage where the multiplicity of the Pleroma
тау become fragmentation because the autonomy of the
individual aeon enaЫes it ·to act on its own accord
--thus this autonomy becomes the cause of the fall of
one of the aeons (75:35-76:2).

This application of

1 The term seems to originate with the Stoics
, who
however, did not apply it in this way but as another
name for the tQ'�µtv ''that which is in our power"
(Voelke, L 1 Id6e de volont6, 145 n. 8).
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the term is the same as that of Plotinus in some
passages where he describes the descent of the souls
into matter:

the fall of the souls from the

intelligiЫe world is caused Ьу the self-centred
misuse of their autonomy (��
�o0eLGaL V 1:1:5-6;
also III 2:4:37).

ро��

ое

au�e�ouot� .••

au�e�ouo(� IV 8:5:26; cf.

Both Plotinus and TriTrac are

рrоЬаЫу dependent on а Middle Platonic application
of the term:

According to IamЫichus, quoted Ьу

Stobaeus I 375:10 Wachsmuth, Albinus explained the
fall of the soul as � �oU at�e�ouo!ou OL�µap��µ�v�
кр(ОL� (on this text and its relation to the first
text of Plotinus quoted above, see Witt, Albinus,
137-38).

In Valentinianism the notion of autonomy

as an ultimate outcome of the emission-manifestation
process is also attested in Iren. АН I 14:7 (see note
on 68:36-70:19) and GTr 41:20-23 (unfortunately
ending in а lacuna); thus it is not а late,
11 catholicizing 11

trait of TriTrac, as Ка. I 334

suggests.
69:31-37.

The text is obscure, but the meaning can

Ье inferred:

The first and the second glorifications,

or their fruits, both preserve the perfection--i.e.,
basically, the oneness--of the Father whom they
manifest.
69:37-38.

1 1of

the third 11:

understand

11

glorification";
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however,

1

1 the

third" with "the first and the second 11 of

69:31-32 may also Ье technical terms in their own
right.
69:38.

Transcribing 2NNEдY with WZ, Attridge (douЫing

the N before vowel).
69:39.

"each one of the aeons":

69:41.

�ЩООП (sic) Ка.:

cf. Iren. АН I 2:6

Read ЧЩООП Facs. (already

conjе ctured Ьу WZ) �,
69:41-70:7.

The power (= will) of the individual aeon

producing the third glorification is contrasted with
that of the Father, which dwells in the first and the
second.

(One misses, it is true, an adversative

particle answering MEN 69:41.)

The subject in

ПЕТЧОУАЩЧ "that which he wills" seems to Ье ПОУЕ ПОУЕ
NNдl(iJN 69:39; the phrase рrоЬаЫу links up with the
mention of the will in 69:39.
70:1.

Restoring [NN]ОУ[ПЛНР]СJМА·

(Ка. [2N]-., but

space should Ье allowed for douЫing of N.) ·
70:3-5.

For the form of the sentence cf. Till § 248.

The predicate рrоЬаЫу

<

• �,sк ��ou~ к�vс::,'
w�
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70:6.
70:8-19.

The outcome of the third glorification:

а

hierarchical distribution of the aeons within the
Pleroma.
70:8-13.

The paronomastic genitives refer to а

succession of entities, or а series:
etc.

"mind on mind"

This form of expression is рrоЬаЫу а Semiticism:

it is well attested in Rabbinic Hebrew, cf. М. Tsevat
in JBL 78. 202 and Scblifer, KBnig der KBnige," 92-93. 1
70:8-9.
70:10.
70: 9.

tтminds" (v6ei;), cf. 64:6; Iren. АН I 2:6.

11

logoi":

Е:Уоь.NТС:

70:14-19.

ExcTh 25:1, Iren. АН I 14:2.3.
Cf. 67:32.

The principle stated here is geneI>al, __ :g,;ad

not restricted to the transcendent world, cf. 54:8-11,
66:4-5.
1

Although Sch�fer, when dealing with the form of
the paronomastic genitive where both regens and rectum
are in the plural ("fruits of fruits" etc.),
concentrates on its intensification aspect, it should
Ье pointed out that it may also contain the notion of
а succession, as e.g. in Ps. 72:5 □ •111 111 "generation
after generation 11

(

cf. alsо Sch�fer, 104).
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70:19-71:7.

The difference of the activity of the

aeons from that of the cosmic powers, who also attempt
to Ье egual to the Pleroma of the Father.
70:19-25.
70:23.

Similar formulations already 64:15-27.

"mutual assistance," possiЫy

<

ж ouvtpyet,a,,

expresses well the oneness based on individual
autonomy which is the ideal of pleromatic perfection,
and also contrasts with the discord and competitiveness
of the cosmic powers.
70:24.

дРНХNОУ:

For the infixed N see Westendorf,

s.v.
70:24-25.

Unlimited and immeasuraЫe emissions,

manifesting the unlimited nature of the Father himself,
are only possiЫe through а united action which
transcends the power of the individual aeon.
70:25-37.

The same argument is found in GTr 18:38-40:

The Father has no �66vo�, because the aeons who
manifest him are his own essence (GTr: "his members"),
the Father is immanent in their activity, thus the
manifestation does not imply а self-alienation of
the divinity.

The argument here is not that the Father

is [�6ovo� in his nature (which, of course, is also
true, cf. 62:20-21), but that the behaviour of the
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aeons is of such а character as to not cause any
ground for �06vo�.

This is in contrast with the

presumptuousness which characterizes the activity
of the inferior powers.
70:27.

Read NЕ:Т<д>2Е:1 (Ка.).

70:28.

дТРОУ- must, from the context, indicate

cause, not finality (thus Ка.).
70:31-37.

Cf. 51:19-52:б.

70:31 -32.

Read ПЕ:ТЧОУА(])Ч <А>Е: 1 РЕ: ММОЧ or ПЕ:ТЧОУАО)

Е:\РЕ: ММОЧ.
70:37.

Read П<ОУ>ТНРЧ (Ка.).

70:37-71:2.

Transcribe ENIP€N ТНРОУ· Е:ТNд/�ОУ КддТ'

'riЛ�МА �ТМ/МЕ:У (Attridge; for 70:37 see Facs.).

In

E:N\PE:N, Е: may Ье taken вither as circumstautial or as
second tense converter (with 2N· ОУМ •. as predicate).
70:37-71:7.

Cf. 79:7-9.29-30, 97:30-32.

statement has а polemical edge:

The

the names which are

given Ьу non-Gnostics to the rulers of the world do
not authentically belong to them but to the
hypercosmic orders they emulate.

Considerations

about the correct use of names are found in GPhil
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§§ 11-13, on this see Koschorke, ZNW 64.307-22.
71:6.

11

71:7-35.

resemЫance,н possiЫy

<

�6µoCwoL<_;.

The Pleroma seeks for the Father.

This

section corresponds systematically to Iren. АН I 2:1:
Immediate knowledge of the Father is withheld
�OUA�08L �ou �а�р6<;, OLa �о бeAELV �av�a<;
aU�OU<_; 8L<_; �VVOLaV каt �6боv ����08W<_;
�ou ••• �ро�а�оро<; au�wv &vayetv• •••
�oux� �W<; t�e�6бouv �ov �ро�оАеа �ou
о�ерµа�о<; au�wv toerv каt ��v avapxov pC�av

Thus TriTrac treats as one and the same thing what
the system of Iren. represents as two distinct events
in the pleromatogonic myth:

viz. the aeons 1 search

after knowledge, which incites the passion of Sophia,
and the consolidation of the Pleroma with the
concluding thanksgiving hymnody after her restoration.
This is closely connected with the fact that the
structural equivalent to the fall of (the superior)
Sophia in TriTтac is the passion of the Son (cf. notes
on 65:4-11 and 65:11-23), as both represent the
pleromatogonic principle of emission, with its two
rnoments of extension and conversion; TriTrac does not
dramatize the opposition between these two rnoments in
the way that the system in Iren. does with its rnyth
of the fall and restoration of Sophia.

Cf. further
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the note on 64:15-27.
71:7.

а{ю-таGL<; rтsystem rт :

cf. 59:29.

71:8.

rт yearning and seeking rт:

cf. Iren. АН I 2:1

(quoted above) �6боv ��-т�аеw<;.
71:12.

"Ьlameless,

11

undouьtedly

<

3Е

а,�р6око�о<; •

The

author рrоЬаЫу wishes to emphasize that this
unification, which is copied Ьу practices in the
earthly community, is of а spiritual nature; cf. Clem.
The Valentinians have �veuµa,-тLKCL<;

Strom. III 29:3:

кoLvwv(a,<;, not carnal ones.
71:12-18.

Cf. 62:14-33.

71:13-15.

MS:

11

he manifested himself eternally, 11

but the adverb has clearly been misplaced Ьу the
translator.
71:18-23.

The Father has provided the aeons 1

capability for knowledge, and pointed the direction
towards it, but being autonomous they must actualize
it Ьу their own efforts.

The notion that the Pleroma

is а school is obviously derived from similar ideas
about the earthly church of which the Pleroma is the
model.

Such а conception of the church as а school

of gnosis is typical of Alexandi�n theology, cf. Clem.
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Paed. III 98:1, and for Origen Koch, Pronoia und
Paideus�s. esp. 78-89.

That the progression of

understanding of the school 1 s programme is not
distinguished from the hierarchical ranking of the
aeons who are the pupils of the schools should not
Ье regarded as an inconsistency;

the spiritual sphere

does not contain the distinctions of being and
knowing, and of subject and object, which characterize
the empirical world.

It does however imply that the

Pleroma is basically а process (of knowledge, directed
towards the Father) rather than а static structure.
71:21.

rrcalm,rr cf. Iren. АН I 2:1 (quoted above)

71:22-23.

rrschool of c.onduct" (

<

*оU'ю,ока.,Л.е'i:'оv

�OA.L�e(a.,�) does make sense in the context:

the aeons

learn to do the will of the Father--but not as а
metaphor, as such an institution did not, to my
knowledge, exist in ancient education.

For this

reason I suspect that �OA.L�e(a.,� was corrupted already
in the Gk. from �a.,Loe(a.,�.
71:23-351!

love 11 (6.,уа,�11) -- 11 understanding 11

(

<

* o-uveo

"Ьlessing" (µа.,ка.,р Luµ6� )-- 11 wisdom" (ооср(а.,):

L�

)-evidently

an extension of the Pauline triad (1 Cor. 13:13 and
elsewhere; for Gnostic use of the triad see Conzelmann's
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commentary in loc.).

Furthermore, the qualification

of Hfaith тr is adapted from the definition in НеЬ. 11:1
(�payµa�wv tAevxo� ou �Ae�oµevwv), on which those of
тr hope тr

and

тr 1ove тr

to note that

are also modelled.

tt faith tt

It is interesting

is conceived as а directed

process whose terminus is �nosis, and as an
indispensaЫe preparation, designed Ьу the divine
paedagogy, for the attainment of gnosis--and not as
something which is limited Ьу nature vis-a-vis gnosis
(cf. the appreciation of faith in ExcTh 56:4 and
Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. XIII 10); similarly
individual autonomy: the proper use of which faith
is, is not а characteristic of inferior natures,
although Iren. АН I 6:1-2 mentions faith and autonomy
only in connection with the psychics.
71:33-35.

"for their thoughts tt goes with тrа wisdom tt

(understand "he extended 11 ), not with ttdesire 11 (cf.
74:22-23).

Note the connection of wisdom and will:

wisdom consists in the ability to make proper use of
autonomy, Ьу turning towards the Father rather than
oneself (cf. 74:20-23, 75:26-35).
71:35-73:18.

The Spirit.

This is not an independent

hypostasis but an aspect, one might say an active
aspect, of the Son as immanent in the Pleroma, cf.
66:27-28.

In contrast, the systems of Iren. and Hipp.,

where АН I 2:6а and El. VI 31:3-7 provide the systematic
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parallels to the teaching about the Spirit in this
section, present it as the syzygos of Christ.
71 :36.

11 the

exalted one,

perhaps

11

<

3!1<.6 ж u'ljrL017o<;.

71 :36-72:1.

А t first sight this_ seems to contradict

GTr 37:24-25

11 his

Will is incomprehensiЫe

(0УдТТ€2€Р€ТЧ) 11 (thus MacRae in NHLE), but the
following sentence in �Tr

11

his trace is the Will"

shows that this is not so after all:

In both TriTrac

and GTr the Will is the externalizing force which
manifests the Fathei� in such а way that it teaches
how to search for him: the image of the trace implies
that the Father 1 s transcendent being is nevertheless
11 unattainaЬle 11

(which is the correct translation of

0УдТТ€2€Р€ТЧ in these two passages); cf. 73:4-6.
72:1-2.

The identification of Will and Spirit is

not explicitly made in other Valentinian documents.
Both are, however, aspects of the Son, cf.
66:20-21.27-28.
72:3-5.

For the

11

thought" cf. in particular

62:30-33 and 65:12-14, and also, but with reference
to the "first form," 61:7-11.
72:5-11.

The fragrance is а common metaphor for

the Spirit both in Gnosticism (cf. Foerster-Wilson,
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Gnosis, II 330 s.v. Fragrance) and in non-Gnostic
Chri'3ti.an writers (cf. Lampe, Lex. s.v. svwбCa,); see
also Ка. I 335-36; Orbe, Espiritu Santo, 379-85.

In

the present context the fтagrance has а meaning
parallel to that of the trace (73:5), it is а
phenomenon which has no real existence of its own
but only as а manifestation of its source (this is а
frequent implication in the sources referred to; also
cf. Plotinus in Ferwerda, Signification, 134-36); at
the same time it indicates the direction in which the
source is to Ье sought.
72:5.

For the attractive power of the fragrance cf.

GTr 34:12-13.
I.е. the things which one alr;eady knows cannot

72:9-11.

have produced the fragrance, it must derive from an
external cause.
Nee1 Nд[Т]МПQ)д:

Dem. pron. + attribute is

unusual; cf. Stern § 246 last sentence.
72:11.
72:13.

"sweetness" is technical, cf. note on 53:4-5.
rioovfJ generally has posi tive connotation in

Valentinianism; it is the name of an aeon in the main
Valentinian systems of Iren., Hipp. and the Lehrbrief
of Epiph.
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72:17-18.

"that they should help ..." may Ье attached

both to "gives them the thought" and to "desires."
Since the "thought" is the more central concept in
the context (cf. 72:2ff) the first alternative seems
preferaЫe.
72:19.

О"ТЕ:; must Ье qual. of CITE(Till, "Beitr�ge,"

213).
72:20.

"inbreathing," without douьt

<

*oA.кfj

; cf.

Crum s.v. 2РНЩЕ, and Greg. Nyss. In Cant. 34:17
Jaeger-Langerbeck (quoted Lampe, Lex. s.v.) for the
use of the word as а metaphor for the attraction of
the Spirit (Gregory in this text also uses the
fragrance metaphor).
miss the point.

Ка) s

II

coldness II and note I 336

The background is рrоЬаЫу the solar

pneumatology of the Chaldaean 0racles (Lewy, Chaldaean
0racles, 186 n. 37, 197 n. 85; Tardieu in The
Rediscovery of Gnosticism, I 204); cf. also 86:21-22.
72:21-29.

1 i-renewed"

(рrоЬаЫу

<

;'E(Lva,кcиvU::;eLv

) and

"formed" (receive µopcpfi) are syntactically parallel,
and practically synonymous expressions of the work of
the Spirit; this is common Christian language.
parenthesis explains "in an ineffaЫe fashion":

The
unity

and silence mutually presuppose and imply one another,
speech means fragmentation.

The text of lines 26-28

is not quite satisfactory and one may also read
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"

silent, for the glory of the Father, about

"

in lines 26-27, and rr that which (they·j are аЫе to
say" in lines 27-28.
72:31.

Read 9YN/TEY <ММд c-i> ММЕУ.
Spiritual speech is of course silent, cf.

73:7-8.

63:22-23 and 64:8-15.
73:8-18.

For the Name and the names cf. in particular

65:35-67:3473:12-13.

"mutual harmony," рrоЬаЫу

<

%ouµcpwvC a, ,

with connotations of singing ("he can Ье expressed, 11
"logos").
73:14.

"the wealth of the logos rr:

logos cf. 63:29-64:2.

For the term

Here it seems to refer to the

hymn produced Ьу the totality of aeons.
73:18-74:18.
73:18-28.

The nature of the probolё.

"not ... Ьу way of а cutting off (< ка,-�;'
but ... in the form of а

spreading out."

This is а traditional explanation of

the meaning of �ророА� in Christian writers; cf. Justin
Dial. 61:2 and 128:4 ot кa,-i;-'a�o-i;-oµ�v

on the emission

of the А6уо� �росрорLк6�; similarly Tatian Ad Graecos 5
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к:а,-�;-о:, µepLoµ6�;, ou к:а,-�;-о:, а1Ток:01Тf�v (5:24-25 Schw.); Tert.
Apol. 21 � separatur substantia sed extenditur (on
the effluence of spirit); also cf. Iren. АН II 13:4;
Orig. De Princ. I 2:6; 0rbe, Procesion, 577, 584-603;
Wolfson, Church Fathers, 296-97.

However, TriTrac is

hardly dependent on this tradition; rather, there is
а shared dependence on Middle Platonism:

1

о vou� ••• OUK �O'LLV 0,1ТO'L€'Lµ�µsvo� 'L�� OUOL61:"��
-i;-ou беоu, а,лл'wо1Тер �1Тлwµsvo� к:а,ба1Тер -i;-o
'LOU �л(оu cpw�
Corp. Herm. XII

1

; with this should Ье compared, as

does Scott in loc., Plot. V 3:12:40-45 сЬ� 6-1То �лСоu
cpw� ••• оuбе уо:,р 0,1ТO'LS'Lµ�-i;-a,L 'LO 0,1Т'a,u-i;-ou •2
73:22-23.

Reading [ 2] (1)( E<OY>NOY2E • • • ПЕ ( Sch.).

73:27-28.

"might Ье as well 11 not "might become him

also" (all translations), NThЧ is а particle here.

The

Father willed that the aeons should Ье, just as he
1

Note also the strong kinship between the image of
the light in the passages cited from Justin (who does
not make а clear distinction between the principle of
no separation, and that of undiminished giving (on
which see above, note on 53: 1 3-20]) and fr. 14 des Pl.
of Numenius.
2
As this therefore is а common theme there is no
reason to see the formulation of Justin and his
successors as directed polemically aginst Gnostics,
as Wolfson, loc. cit., thinks.
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himself is Hthe one who is. 11
73:28-74:5.

This notion of the present aeon is taken

from Jewish apocalyptic; cf. 2 En 65:3 (long recension):
And the Lord broke up the aeon (v�ku) for the sake
of man .•. and divided into times, and from the
times he estaЫished years, and from the years he
set months, and from the months days. And he
set the seven days, and in them he set hours,
1
and minutely measured the hours•...
One should not stress the parallelism between
present aeon ff and

1· 1

11 the

,the true aeon" here, although the

Valentinian Pleroma certainly serves as an intelligiЫe
paradigm for astronomical periods and numbers; what
seems to have been at the top of the author 1 s mind in
the present context was to provide а series of
metaphors to describe the hierarchical unity-in
multiplicity structure of the Rleroma, and the

notion

of time, а continuum which nevertheless is divided,
is one such metaphor.

The "true aeon 11 is of course

eternal and therefore cannot Ье divisiЫe in the same
sense as finite time.

Note also the use of the douЫe

meaning of a,Lwv here:

�lhereas tr the present aeon rr is

а conventional apocalyptic phrase, what it is opposed
1 Translation, with slight alterations, from S.

Pines,

11

Eschatology and the Concept of Time in the

Slavonic Book of Enoch, rr Suppl. to Numen, 18 (Leiden
1970) 77-78.
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to is not the apocalyptic lffuture aeon, 11 but the
Gnostic interpretation of the word.
Read �д2}ЕNОУАЕIЩ (Attridge; parallel with

73:31.

ЕNРдМПЕ 73:32) .
73:36.

"rnornents, 11 рrоЬаЫу

<

G't"Lyµa,C.

о[.'

"the true aeon rr ; cf. NHC II,

74:1-2.

.2.,

98:23-24.

For

the use of a,Cwv in the singular in Valentinianisrn cf.
Valentinus ар. Clern. Strorn. IV 89:6, where к6оµо� is
opposed to 6
74:4.

'(,wv

a,LФ,v.

Read ПЕ<ТЕ>ОУN (Ка.).

74:5-10.

Cf. Plot. III 8:10:5-7 1ТYJyfJv ••• , бouoa,v

Scip. II 16:23 (applied to the soul as the source
of rnotion) de � fluuios et lacus procreet.

The

rnetaphor occurred above, 60:11-15.
74:5.

Read КдТh <Th>NTN (Ка.).

74:8.

д2�NIPWOY must Ье accepted (Sch.).

However, а

spelling indicating initial i in this word is not
previously attested.
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74:10.

The previously unattested form

B1EIE seems

from the context to Ье а variant of 90: 9(,01
30).

(Ка. I

V

Note Cerny 1 s etymology for this word in his

dictionary:

(? L.E. bly.

74:10-13.

Cf. 51:17-19 and note on 51:8-19.

74:13-18.

The metaphor of the human body to describe

the unity-in-multiplicity of the intelligiЫe world
is used also Ьу Plotinus, VI 7:10, but there is no
verbal contact as is the case with the two preceding
metaphors.

Tradit{ons like the one exemplified Ьу

GTr 18:40, that the aeons are the Father's µtA�, and
Pauline amµa-µtA� soteriology (Rom. 12:4ff, 1 Cor.
12:12ff) may also have inspired the author to this
image, but it should Ье remembered that what is
intended is merely а structural analogy (КдТh ThNTN),
thus the terminology is not to Ье stressed.
74:18-75:17.
74:18-23.

The autonomy and wisdom of the aeons.

The third fruit:

69:24-70:19.

The ао�Са

which is given together with the autonomy I take to Ье
the classical cardinal virtue �p6v�GL� = ао�Са (both
terms are frequently used), often defined as the
ability of the soul to distinguish good and evil,
what to do and what not to do (Aristot. Eth. Nic.
1140а25-27; SVF III 262, 266, 280; Cic. Nat. Deor.
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III 38; Apul. --De Plat. II 6; Alb. Didask. 182:24,
183:7 Herm.; etc.).

This fits excellently with the

au�s�o�oLov as the freedom of action:

The aeons have

been granted not only the power to act freely, but
also the wisdom which enaЫes them to apply their
freedom for good.

In

Platonic thought (cf. already

Phaedo 79d) the wisdom of the soul is also its
receptivity for instruction, which enaЫes it to
ascend to and Ье reborn Ьу the intelligiЫe; the
Hermeti с usage of ооср Са belongs here ( Poim. 29;
tractates III 1, XVIII 11, and especially XIII 2,
where silent wisdoi· is the womb from which the
Gnostic is reborn [on this see Festugiere, Revelation,
IV 200ff.J), as well as Plotinus I 2:6-7:

wisdom is

the highest virtue, Ьу which the soul is turned
towards mind.

The following section shows that the

usage of ооср(а here is similar:

having wisdom means

being аЫе to turn oneself towards а higher level of
gnosis in order to Ье fertilized Ьу it.
74:24-75:10.

This passage describes, on the level of

the Pleroma, what the Valentinian sources usually
call the conjunction or the syzygy; the idea behind
this is that the soul is reborn as а spiritual being
Ьу being inseminated Ьу gnosis coming from а more
advanced figure acting as its partner in а sacred
marriage between soul and mind.
regularly exist on all levels:

Such conjunctions
between the individual
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aeons in the Pleroma, between the Saviour--or fruit
of the Pleroma--and the fallen aeon, between the
attendants of the Saviour and the individual members
of the cosmic church, and finally between these
members themselves in what is sometimes described as
the sacrament of the bridal cha"mber (cf. Foerster
Wilson, Gnosis, II 326 s.v. Bridal chamber).

Contrary

to the sources used Ьу the Church Fathers TriTrac
does not develop а specific system of pleromatic
syzygies but restricts itself to stating the principle:
The Pleroma is а hierarchy where each aeon occupies
,. ,

а station according to а certain level of gnosis.
The individual aeon тау, however, ascend to а superior
level Ьу willing to glorify the Father together with
the Pleroma as а whole or with а more advanced aeon
--the emphasis on the will here seems intended to
imply both that such an act of worship originates in
а free decision proper to the soul, and that, since
а silent worship is meant, the internal disposition
of the worshipper is therefore all the more important.
During this ascent, which is equivalent to а rebirth,
the superior aeon plays the role of partner in а
sacred marriage and of mystagogue.

The passage also

conveys an impression of Valentinian community life
(which Clement, who also informs us that Valentinus
wrote а homily on friendship, says was characterized
Ьу their emphasis on кoLv6��� [Strom. VI 52:3] and
Ьу spiritual, as opposed to carnal, кoLvwvCaL (ib. III

3.39
Communal prayer and the singing of hymns must
have been highly valued.

Also one gets the impression

that an oЬligation was placed on the more advanced
members of the community to share their knowledge
with the less advanced, whereas the latter are
recommended а discipline of silence--this is the
teacher-pupil relationship exemplified Ьу Corp. Herm.
XIII:

the silence of the candidate for initiation

is so to speak the womb which is fertilized Ьу the
words of instruction, effecting his rebirth.
74:24.

Restoring M{N at the end of the line for

analogy with lines 29 and 30.
74:25.

1tthat which arises from а union" is the Pleroma,

cf. 70:1-3.
74:26.

"for words of glorification" is quite

uncertain, especially since there is no supralinear
stroke over N in NE: [д У; also from what is left of
the papyrus after Е: it may Ье doubted that there was
any text at all after that letter.
74:28-29.

"and whenever ... the All":

I take this

to Ье just а different formulation of what has already
been said in lines 24-28.
74:.32.

"degree":

Emending to Bд®<Jvi.>OC (cf. 70:12-13).
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74:35.

чх1:

The conjugation here and in the following

series of infinitives prefixed with

ч-,

must Ье

Conjunctive because of the presuffixal form of the
infinitive used in 75:2.4; the preceding €1MHTI and
1
"he": sc. the
€\ МН give а further indication.
individual aeon who has expressed this desire.
74:36.

Emendation to П€Th20YCu0)€ <ММАЧ> seems

unavoidaЫe here because the subject in the series
of Conjunctives can only (if the statements made are
to give any sense) refer to the lower aeon and not
the one in the supe'rior position; consequently the
lower aeon cannot Ье identical with the antecedent

(п-) of the relative pronoun in П€Th20Y(u0)€.

This

also implies an incorrect use of the form €Th2-·

Such

misuse is not unprecedented, however (Kahle, Bala'izah,
176-77), and another instance can Ье seen immediately
below in 75:9.

It is not improbaЫe that these

deficiencies in the text are due to misinterpretation
of the passage Ьу the translator or а copyist.
75:1-2.

The form €ЧХIТЧ, which violates the Stern

Jernstedt rule, is best emended to (N)ЧХ\ТЧ.

The

meaning of the expression can Ье seen from 78:18-19,
also cf. 79:27.
1

eav

€\MHTI translating
µ� is regularly followed
Ьу the Conjunctive in the Sahidic New Testament
(Lefort, Mus. 61.163-64).
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ХПд MN-:

75:2-7.

Crum, Dict. 779Ь.

Inseminated Ьу

what comes to him from his more advanced brother the
aeon effects his own rebirth
75:5.

and renewal.

The ink between Ч and р is best interpreted as

the vertical stroke of an uncompleted letter left
uncancelled Ьу the scribe.
75:7.

Cf. the soul 1 s contemplation of mind in

Neoplatonism; Plot. I 2:7:7-8, VI 2:22:29-30, and
Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, I 182 n. 3.
75:9-10.
75:10-17.

Anacoluthon.
The horos is а regular feature of Valentinian

ideology, see Foerster-Wilson, Gnosis, II 334 s.v.
Limit; also ValExp 26:30-34, 27:30-38.

Its most common

functions are to separate the Pleroma from the Kenoma
of the cosmos and to fortify those who are within the
Pleroma, but there is а tendency to multiply its
epithets in the texts and ValExp gives the horos quite
а comprehensive soteriological significance, in
self-conscious opposition to other views.

Ву contrast

TriTrac gives no prominence to the horos:

the firm

boundary separating the Pleroma from what is on the
outside is mentioned once (76:33--the reference in
82:13 is more ambiguous).

One reason for this is

that the strengthening and formgiving function of
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horos in these systems is filled Ьу the Son in TriTrac
(cf. note on 65:4-11).

The expression

11 limit

to

speech" is not found elsewhere, and it may represent
an interpretation of the horos-concept on the part
of the author, the word here being practically made
to mean

11

discipline. 11

This use of the concept also

seems to refer to а boundary between the aeons and
the Father.

In fact, as Ка. I 336-37 points out, the

version in Iren. АН I 11:1 has two horoi, one between
the Father and the aeons, another between the Pleroma
and the inferior region.

However, Irenaeus 1 main

system sees the separation of the Father and the
aeons as another aspect of the one horos,

tк�os �ou

�PP��ou µвyteous фu�аоообо� �� 8�а I 2:2, and this is
closer to the idea here.
75:16-17.

"the fact that they desire to attain him 11

In normal usage the phrase should mean "that which
they desire to know, 11 but the translation offered is
required Ьу the context, and is given support Ьу the
similar formulation in 75:30-31 below.

This use of

the substantivized relative clause seems related to
the one Ьу which it may function as а second tense
(Introd. рр. 58-59).
75:17-85:12.

The fall.

75:17-76:23.

The presumptuous glorification Ьу the

:
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last aeon.
75:17-18.

11

it came to ... 11

<

�t1repxeoEЭo..L + dat.,

or similarly; as in the Valentinian accounts of the
fall of Sophia (Iren. АН I 2:2, Hipp. El. VI 30:бff)
the fall originates in а sudden impulse.
75:18-19.

"undertake,

1
1

cf. Iren. АН I 2:2 t1ТLi30..A.et'v,

2:3 e1ТLX€Lp�oo.,oo.,v.
75:19-2·1.

Cf. Iren. АН I 2:2

KO.,�O.,A.O.,i3et'v; ExcTh 31:3

�о

�о

~
µеуеЕЭо� o.,u' �ou

U1Т8р i�v yvwOLV A.o..i3et'v.

This cognitive aspect of the error of Sophia is rare
and I know no example of it outside these Valentinian
texts.

In the various versions of the myth of the

fall the error is regularly qualified as the acting
on an independent initiative rather than as the
attempt to know the unknowaЫe.

This also is the

central aspect of the fall here, as is clear from
the following; also 81:4-8.

The error does not

consist in the attempt to acquire perfect knowledge
in itself, but in the premature, independent and
unguided nature of the attempt.
75:20.

чt

75:22-26.

I take to Ье the Achmimic Conjunctive.
These are рrоЬаЫу subordinate clauses,

as one expects а nominal main sentence here to Ье
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in the preterit; consequently it is preferaЫe to
restore а circumstantial [Е] at the beginning both of
75:22 and of 75:23.

The translation also reads �JWT

in 75:24, but this will have to Ье checked against
the papyrus.
The subject of the nominal sentence in 75:22
is either ЕлУ in 75:20 or (more likely) the
glorification which is implied in the whole preceding
sentence--the two alternatives produce practically
the same interpretation:

the logos is the

glorification brought forth Ьу this aeon (cf. 74:26).
It is also, of courie, the aeon himself because the
aeons, being pure mental substance, are the glory
they bring forth (70:14-19).

The circumstantial

clause in 75:23-26 is рrоЬаЫу concessive:

The logos

has an aspect of oneness (cf. 77:11-13, 78:1-2), but
is nevertheless not perfectly one like the logos
produced Ьу the Pleroma in cooperation, or Ьу the
Father.
75:26.

Read ПIШТ <ПЕ>.

75:27-76:2.

What has been said shortly before

(74:18ff) about the wisdom and autonomy of the aeons
is now applied to explain the error:

it came about

because of the individual aeon's autonomy of decision
and action.

As already noted (on 69:24-31) this

explanation is closely related to that given Ьу
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Albinus and Plotinus for the fall of the soul.

The

qualification of the au�e�ouoLov as а cause (75:37,
cf. Stob. I 375:11 W. aL�Ca<;, Plot. V 1:1:1

�о

�е�оL�к6<;, ib. line 3 арх�) is explained Ьу Orig. De
Princ. III 1:3-5:

the cause of the actions, good or

bad, of rational animals is their will.

This theory,

will as а u�o� 8 /1. Т]<; aL�Ca, is Stoic (cf. Jackson,
Church Histor;y 35.19).

The element of will is

fundamental in the descriptions of the error of
Sophia: tveuµ�OL<; Iren. АН I 2:4; �VVOLO, ExcTh
1
32:2, 33:3; -f]esл.�oe Hipp. El. VI 30:7; (Зоuл.�беС<; ExcTh
31:3; ValExp 31:33�З4; perhaps also the fact that
Sophia 1 s syzygos is named ®ел.��6<; (as the proper
object of Sophia 1 s will?) is significant here.
Outside Valentinianism the immediate efficacy of
Sophia 1 s volition is sometimes stressed; cf. ApJn
NHC II 9:26-10:3; NHC II,
HypArch 94:6-8.

2,

98:14-18; also cf.

In the first place, then, the error

consists in an aberration of the will which causes
deficiency as an effect.

TriTrac takes the argument

а further step back Ьу explaining how aberrant
volition is possiЫe.

This is not а late expansion

of the argument, as the use of the autonomy concept
to explain the fall was known Ьу Marcus, and the
concept itself Ьу the author of GTr (cf. notes on
1 Sa�nard's statements in loc., that the term
equals both the tvбuµ�OL<; of АН I 2:4 and the µv�µ�
ib. 11:1, are irreconcilaЫe.
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68:36-70:19 and 69:24-31).

0n the contrary it seems

рrоЬаЫе that the emphasis on the will in the texts
just cited presupposes а more elaborated theory of
volition.

It is premature to conclude that the

autonomy theory of TriTrac is the background on which
to read these texts.

However, ?ontrary to them

TriTrac at least provides а comprehensiЫe reason for
combining the concepts of Go�(a and will:

both are,

in philosophical psychology, essential characteristics
of the soul, placing it in а neutral position between
good and �vil, enaЫing it to choose one or the other
(cf. note on 74:18�23), to turn upwards to knowledge,
or downwards to passions and matter.

It seems therefore

that unless some plausiЫe alternative interpretation
can Ье found for the association of Sophia and
volition in these texts, TriTrac 1 s usage of these
terms will have to Ье taken into account in the
interpretation even of those texts where Sophia
appears as а mythological entity.
75:28.

Read рrоЬаЫу ЕТ[Ч]Р

75:30-31.

(Ка.).

For the translation cf. 75:16-17 with note.

Contamination of E\NE and OYNTE- seems to Ье what
has caused the hybrid EYEOYNTOY; this is рrоЬаЫу
also the explanation of the apparent violation of the
Stern-Jernstedt rule exhibited Ьу this form.
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75:33.

NE (NC ?) must Ье deleted (Ка.).

From the

photographs it is not possiЫe to decide whether the
two letters were actually cancelled Ьу the scribe.

75:33-34.

"to inquire into the hidden order" can

only mean ascending the successive levels of gnosis
towards the Father.

76:2-7.

Though the a,{;-тei;ouoLov was the cause of the

fall the aeon's prohairesis was not guilty.

The clear

distinction between the two terms contrasts with Stoic
usage (Epictetus), 'where they are closely related to
one another, and also to the t�'�µLv (Voelke, 1 1 Idee

de volont�. 145, with n. 8).

Plotinus, on the other

hand, is careful in distinguishing the terms when
accounting for the fall of the soul; the fall is caused
Ьу an act of will, but is never described as the result
of а prohairesis, which for him implies а rationally
deliberated decision; cf. Rist in De JamЫigue �
Proclus, 103-17.

The attitude of TriTrac agrees with

that of other Valentinian documents.

There is never

condemnation of Sophia's intention, the fall is the
result of а mistaken desire.
�po�aOeL µev �уа���, --с-6�µ��

In Iren. АН I 2:2

os,

�po�aOeL does not

mean "on the pretext of" (Hill in Foerster-lfilson),
but refers to Sophia 1 s subjective conviction (cf. LSJ
s.v.) as can Ье seen from the uncondemning
qualifications of the passion in the context (-то бе
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�6,боs eivaL ��L�OLV LOU �aLp6s; L�V �pos aULOV
0LOpy�v.
76:5.

"rushed forward" (also 76:21):

Iren АН I 2:2

�pO�AaLO, Hipp. El. VI 30:6 avtopaµev; also Plot. V
1:1:7 бpaµouaaL.

The expressions evoke the charioteer

myth of the Phaedrus; however, for the Valentinians
the movement, because of the good prohairesis, is
initially directed upwards (this is the meaning of
�ро- and ava- here), and not away from the good.
д9t:

Read дt, as the following concessive clause

рrоЬаЫу depends on''NEOYПETNдNOY9 ПЕ.
76:6-7.

Iren. АН I 2:2 LO aouv<iL� t�L�aAetv �pdyµaLL;

ib. 3 aouvaLC{:) каl акаLаА��С{:) �p<iyµaLL ain�v
t�LXБLp�aaaav (Ка.).
76:8-9.

Facs. shows that there is no text between

дВдЛ and Е9ХНК.

А distinction is to Ье made between

the volitional act of the erring aeon and the effect
of this act, which the non-Valentinian texts cited in
the note on 75:27-76:2 call the ё руоv, and which
TriTrac names the A6yos, the glorification brought
forth.

TriTrac gives attention to both these aspects;

unlike, on the one hand, the main system in Irenaeus,
which subsumes the second under the first, making the
ЁKLpwµa merely а concretization of the tvбuµ�OLS, and,
on the other hand, the system iц Hippolytus, where the
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ernphasis is placed upon Sophia 1 s product--as being а
сору of the Plerorna--rather than upon her volition.
76:9-12.

The will to act independently, and not in

а union with that which is superior, the Plerorna
(74:24-75:10), is the rnost irnportant aspect of the
erroneous use of the autonorny.

This is а regular

feature of the rnyth of Sophia, in Valentinianisrn as
well as in other Gnostic systerns; [veu ��s s�L�Aoк�s
�ou au�uyou �ou @eA��ou

Iren. АН I 2:2; кa0'eau��v

оСха �ou au�uyou Hipp. El. VI 20:7; "she was in
herself alone witho11t her syzygos 11 (€CO)OOП NГд.Р
N2PHi" N2HTC [0Уд.]€ЕТ<С> ОУО) NПЕССУZУ[го]с)

ValExp

36:36-38; �wv�v �ро�ка�о ��v eau�ou Iren. АН I 14:2;
also cf. ExcTh 32:1.

It is also in accordance with

what Plotinus says about the cause of the fall of
the souls:

rejoicing in their au�e�ouaLov and willing

to Ье their own rnasters

(�о

pouA�0�vaL •.. tav�wv

eivaL) rather than turning towards the intelligiЫe
they are carried downwards, V 1:1, cf. IV 8:4:11,
III 7:11:16 (cf. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 192
with notes 2 and 5).
76:12-16.

Iren. АН I 2:2

о

�oAu �eAeu�atos каt

vew�a�os (WZ): i�. 14:2 �ou taxd�ov a�oLxeCov
ua�epov ypdµµa; Hipp. El. VI 30:7
vew�a,�os.

о

�о

owotкa�os каt
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1 he 11 :

sc. the Father.

76:13-14.

Еь.Ч�/ТОУ (WZ).

76:16-19.

This point is not made in other variants

1

of the fall myth, Valentinian and non-Valentinian,
and it is explicitly contradicted Ьу ValExp 34:29-31,
where the fallen Sophia laments "I was in the Pleroma,
bringing forth aeons and giving fruit with my syzygos. 11
This reflects the general tendency of the author of
TriTrac to think in terms of а Pleroma not stabilized
prior to the oikonomia so that the salvation history
becomes an element of the perfection of the Pleroma
itself (cf. note оп,64:15-27 end).
76:18.

Unless the trace of ink on the fragment placed

here in Facs. is а Ыotting from the facing page
there was additional text at the end of this line;
perhaps [ь.]�.
76:19-21.

11

highmindedly,н lit.

thought. 11

Gk. in uncertain, but the expression

11

in а greatness of

qualifies the volition, the �vvoLa and tvбuµ�aL� in
the other systems, and is in intent practically
equivalent to the �6Аµ� of Iren. АН I 2:2; the
juxtaposition of a,y6,1r� and �6Аµ� in Iren. __ &,y6,1r�
turning into �6Аµ� - -II akes the affinity between the
two texts even greater.

�6Аµа, as is well known, is

sometimes used Ьу Plotinus to describe the
self-positing of а lower hypostasis as distinct
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from the higher.1

It also serves as an explanation

of the fall of individual souls; here it belongs
together wiht the will to Ье one's own master and
the rejoicing in autonomy in V 1:1,2 thus providing
а further point of contact between the Valentinian
and Plotinian concepts of the fall.

This use of

�6лµа derives from Neopythagoreanism, where it is an
epithet of the Dyad, referring to the fact that the
Dyad represents separation and otherness (cf. the
texts cited in Henry-Schwyzer 1 s apparatus of the ed.
minor in loc.).

Thus �6лµа is equated with � �Р���

t�вp6��s in line 4-�f the Plotinus-passage, and in
Iren. АН I 4:1 ( end) the passions of Sophia are
3
characterized as t�вpo(wOLS .
1

А comprehensive treatment is found in N. Baladi,
La Pens�e de Plotin (Paris 1970).
2
See further Baladi, 70-77.

3 In fact this t�вpotwOLS is contrasted with the
tvav�L6��S of the passions of Achamoth, who has been
cut off from Sophia Ьу the horos, terminology which is
distinctly reminiscent of Old Academic diaresis
(Hermodorus ар. Simpl. In Phys. 248:2-4 Diels), which
was also cultivated Ьу the Neopythagoreans (Sextus
Empiricus Х 261ff). Further discussion of this point,
for which а study of the extensive literature on the
esoteric Plato would Ье required, is out of place
here. Cf. however �riv tvav�Cav in Plo-t. V 1:1:7, which
may allude to the same diaeretically inspired doctrine
as the distinction in Iren.: а �6лµа which begins as
otherness and ends as contrariness.
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76:22-23.

<

"sphere,"

�кuкл.ос;, or perhaps �1Т8pLoxfi.

This astrological rnetaphor, for which parallels rnay
Ье observed in Corp. Herrn.XIII 17 and Papyri Graecae
Magicae, ed. К. Preisendanz, IV 1014-15, рrоЬаЫу
refers to the Lirnit.
76:23-77:11.

The fall occurred in accordance with

the Father 1 s will.

This optirnistic view of the fall

is singular in cornparison with other Valentinian
sources, although there is no foundation for
character�zing these as strongly pessirnistic (see
1
note on 76:2 -7).
The pessirnist position is explicitly
rejected in 77:6-11.

TriTrac 1 s own position is an

adaptation of а particular Middle Platonic theory on
the descent of the souls, narnely that attributed Ьу
IarnЫichus ар. Stob. I 378:25ff Wachsrn. to the school
of Calvenus Taurus, who flourished in Athens circa
145:

2

the souls descend Ьу the will of the gods

(pouл.�OLV ri;-wv eewv; this position is also alluded
to in Alb. Didask. 178:30 pouл.fiaeL бewv) in order
to rnanifest the divine life (stc; бе(ас; �w�c; eтr(бeL�Lv;
беоuс; tкcpaC.veaбaL бLа ri;-wv 1Jruxwv; cf. [2]М ПOY(uN2 ь..Вь..Л
1

GTr is an exception to this (cf. Ка. I 340), but
the strong dualisrn of that text is for а substantial
part, I think, attributaЫe to its parrenetic intent.
2
For the historical evidence see now J. Glucker,
Antiochus and the Late Acaderny, Hypornnernata, 56
(GBttingen 1978) 14 2 -43.
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М:lЛНР(:)Мд below 77:5).

The Taurian view was previously

thought to Ье singular in Middle Platonism;

1

however,

R. van den Broek has recently identified it in
AuthLog NHC VI 26:6-20 (VigChr 33.270-72), and its
further appearance in TriTrac shows that it did
enjoy а certain circulation, either through the
influence of the school of Taurus, or, as seems more
plausiЫe, as а doctrine discussed in several Platonic
circles.

This explanation of the descent, which

attributes it to the divine will, does not seem
entirely compatiЫe with the theory that the fall was
caused Ьу the auto��my of the soul-aeon, and
IamЫichus reports them as distinct theories.

This

is рrоЬаЫу why the author chooses а negative
formulation to describe the function of the divine
will in 76:23-27 instead of the positive Middle
Platonic formulations quoted above, so as to suggest
that the Father allows the fall to take place (he
also has foreknowledge of it:
actively causes it.

76:29-30) rather than

Thus there is hardly more of а

conflict between divine determinism and free will
here than e.g. in Origen; for whom see Koch, Pronoia
und Paideusis, 113ff.

This also means that there is

not such а sharp disagreement with GTr as Ка. I 340
1

See Festugiere, Revelation, III 77, 219 n. 6;
Dillon, Middle Platonists, 245-46; id. in The
Rediscovery of Gnosticism, 359-60.
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thinks; cf. also note on 76:34-77:1.
In addition to the idea of the manifestation of
the transcendent world as а vindicationiof the descent
TriTrac introduces а second divine motive, that of the
oikonomia.

This word here refers to the Father 1 s

design for the education of the Pleroma to perfect
gnosis, and specifically to the realm of the psyche.
,The latter is the most common of the various applications
of oikonomia in Valentinianism (Sagnard, Gnose
valentinienne, 649; Ка. I 340).

The present use of

the term �or а theodicy of the fall (cf. Origen:

Koch,

Pronoia und Paideus'is, 120-21) is not paralleled Ьу
other Valentinians and is due to а particular
tendency of this author, cf. note on 76:16-19 etc.
76:23-26.

For the syntax see Introd. рр. 58-59.

76:26-27.

€ЧNAt carries the full weight of а second

tense here.

I fail to understand the suggestion of

Sch. that it should Ье connected with

хе

line 23,

interpreted finally.
76:30-34-

This is TriTrac 1 s version of the myth of

the horos in the Valentinian systems known from the
Church Fathers.

As usual in TriTrac the concept is

not mythologically personified, and it is thought of
rather as а power which pervades the Pleroma (cf.
75:13-14) than one which encircles it.

Nor does
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horos have the actively bisecting power which
characterizes it in these systems; cf. note on
77:11-36.

Nevertheless the two basic functions

assigned to the horos in Iren. АН I 3:5, separating
the Pleroma from what is inferior, and strengthening
it (cf. ValExp 26:31-34, 27:30ff, where this is
further expanded upon), are clearly both referred to
in this passage.
76:33.

Read [ь..]П20РОС (Ка.).

76�34.

11 fixed 11

76:34-77:1.

Hi
- pp. El. VI 31 :6

:

1Т�1ТУJУ€V.

The subject of this sentence may Ье the

horos, but is more likely the logos.

The point made

may Ье а distinciton between the logos as willed Ьу
the Fater and as originating in him, cf. 75:23-24.
76:35-36.

11 of

the d1.-relling of the unattainaЬility"

is рrоЬаЫу corrupt.
unattainaЬility,
77:1.

11

Read perhaps "of the

deleting NTE2W.

The final clause introduced Ьу ХЕКь..СЕ ь..N is

best connected with NЕь..ЧNТЧ
in 76:28.

11

he had brought him forth 11

ХЕ ПIWT 6Е ••• �ПIWT 76:30-77:1 is then to

Ье regarded as а parenthetical remark.
77:4.

О)дСфЕ appears to Ье the affirmative counterpart
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of МдСU)Е ( 77:6).

(МдСU)Е must Ье = МAU)U)E.

The aff.

aor. form is not previously attested, the counterpart
of MEU)U)E:M дU)U)E

normally being

U)U)E:CU)E .)

However,

the sentence does not give good sense in the context,
it would seem to contradict the views expressed in
the paragraph as а whole, in pa�ticular 76:29-30.
The sentence has the form of а parenthetic remark
and тау conceivaЫy Ье а later interpolation (а
gloss), but emendation тау also Ье considered, e.g.

77:6-11 .

The пmove'ment" is а technical term for the

passion in comparaЫe accounts of the fall; "after
she had seen the wickedness ... she became ashamed
and moved (дСдРХЕI NU)IПE 2N OYKIM).

But the movement,

that is the going to and fro ( П U)EEV" ApJn NHC II
1
13:21-26 (here applied to Gen. 1:2); "All spaces
shook (KIM) and were disturbed
is agitated
АН 5:4.

11

Plane (= Error)

GTr 26:15-19; тriv cp6f301J кСv11снv Iren.

But the technical character of the term is

hardly based upon its being а designation of emotional
agitation, nor can it, in the case of ApJn, Ье
explained simply as а paraphrase of e�LcpepeoбaL in the
Genesis text.

In the present context the "movement"

can only refer to the volitional cause of the fall:
1

T�is is cJear from the pяrallel veraion in BG.

Cf. also Kragerud in NoTT 66.27-28.
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the desire to act independently, the rushing forward,
the Тfhighmindedness, 11 or what in Irenaeus' account
is called the tv0uµ�oLc; and �6Аµ�; for which extensive
agreement with the explanation of the fall of the
souls in Plot. V 1:1 has already been noted.

In

fact, the soul's self-movement is another aspect of
the fall referred to Ьу Plotinus in that passage:
(lines 6-7).
кCv�oLc;, like t�epo��c; and �6Аµа (cf. note on
76:19-21), with which it is closely connected, is
а term applied to the Dyad in the Pythagorean
tradition (cf. Kr!m�r, Geistmetaphysik, 322 n. 487),
perhaps going back to the two-principles doctrine of
1
the Old Academy.
77:11-36.

The logos is divided.

Realizing the

impossibility of his project the aeon falters and as
а consequence suffers а split between his perfect
self and his other ailing part, ignorant and afflicted
Ьу deficience and oЫivion.

The idea is also expressed

Ьу using the metaphors of light, darkness and vision:
unaЫe to sustain the light the aeon looks down,
inclines downwards, and creates shadows, likenesses
and imitations.

The elements of each theme correspond

roughly to one another in the following way:
1 Cf. e.g. Krtlmer, 196 n. 5.

Note the play on

the opposition o�aoLc;/кCv�oLc; in Iren. АН I 5:4.
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Failure to attain the
unattainaЫe

Inability to sustain
the light

Faltering

Looking down

Division
being beside hirnself

Turning

'✓

Ignorance, oЫivion

Shadows etc.

Like other Valentinian writers dealing with the origin
of the rnaterial the author thinks in terrns of а
sernantic developrnent rather than а definite chain of
causality.

The factors between the arrows rnerge into

rather than effect one another.

Thus the "sicknesses"

correspond both to the suffering of the split
(77:21-22) and to the inferior part of the result of
the split.--In Valentinianisrn this division corresponds
to the separation of the higher and the lower Sophia
in the rnain systerns of Irenaeus and Hippolytus, and
to Christ 1 s cutting hirnself off frorn the inferior
part of Sophia's ernission in Iren. АН I 11:1 and ExcTh
32-33.

Philosophically it corrsponds to the descent

of the lower part of the soul into rnatter, and also
to the production of the prirnordial rnaterial substance
itself.

The passage is best cornrnented upon

systernatically:
Failure to att�in
25-27.32-34.35�36):
76:6-7.

the unattainaЫe (77:15-16.

see no�et

on

75:19-21 and
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Inability to sustain the light (77:18-19.26
6N6(:J(.\)T 1.В1.Л):

This idea did occur in some Valentinian

accounts of the fall, as is attested Ьу Cyr. Н.
Catech.

VI 18, Didym. Trin. III 42 (noted Ьу Ка.).

As Ка. aptly remarks, joining an earlier observation
1
Ьу Quispel, the theme is found already in Philo 1 s
descriptions of the human mind 1 s attempt to reach
God.

Equally important, however, is the fact that

it occurs in Plotinus 1 account of the fall of the
souls (modelled upon the Phaedrus) in V 8:10:4
to�pa��oav Loetv ou бeбvv�µtvoL ola �лLov.

А direct

connection with Phil� is therefore not to Ье assumed.
Faltering (77:20.22-23. 32), lit.
hearts (minds)":

11

being of. two

precise Gk. Vorlage is uncertain,

but comparaЫe as descriptive of Sophia 1 s first
reaction upon realizing her failure is Iren. АН I 2:2
tv �ОАА� �avv aywvL yev6µevov

= �ou tк�л�к�оv tкeCvov

eauµa�oc;; �к�л� i;Lс; al-so ib. 2:3, &,�орСа 4:4; also cf.
5:4� ExcTh 48:3; Hipp. El. VI 32:5; see also Orbe,
Espiritu Santo, 418-20.
Division (77:21.23),. "beside himself" (77:30-31,
cf. ti;Co��µL Iren. АН I 2:3, 4:2).

This corresponds

to the separation (xwpLOoeCo�c; ••• a�'au��c;
a�opLOo�vaL) Ьу the horos of the irrational tvouµ�OL<:;
and �аоос; from Sophia, who is then restored to the
Pleroma, Iren. АН I 2:4.5, 4:1; and to the separation

86.

1 G. Quispel, Gnosis als Weltreligion (Ztirich 1951)
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of Sophia's abortion in Hippolytus (otaCpeOL� El.
VI 31:2, a�oxwpC�eLv ib. 31:4).

Whereas in these

two systems the myth is duplicated Ьу turning what is
separated from Sophia into а second Sophia, whose
passions in turn are cut off to become the matter
from which the world is created (cf. note on
88:23-25), Iren. АН I 11:1 has а simpler version:
Sophia emits Christ "with а certain shadow, 11 which
Christ proceeds to cut off from himself (a�oк6tav�a,)
before ascending to the Pleroma.
32-33) gives а similar version:

Theodotus (ExcTh
here the word

а�о�оµ С а, used of th'e demiurge in 33:4 refers to the
fact that he derives from passion which is cut off
from its object, the Pleroma.
in ValExp 34:38:

The term also occurs

here Sophia is cut off (дСЦ)ддТС

дВдЛ) from her syzygos.

These texts show the

persistent occurence, and hence the importance of
the concept in Valentinianism.

However, the

originality of TriTrac's "psychological" interpretation
of the term should Ье pointed out:

Whereas in other

versions the division is caused Ьу an external agent
(the horos) or Ьу the superior part separating itself
from the inferior, in TriTrac it is produced directly
Ьу the

11

schizophrenic 11 nature of the passion-experience

itself.
Parallels are also found outside Valentinianism:
In HypArch NHC II 95:9-15, and NHC II, 2• 98:17-27
Sophia 1 s product comes to exist as а shadow and
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darkness on the lower side of а veil separating the
transcendent world from the nether regions.

Poim.

4

also describes а separation of light and darkness:
ак6�оs кa�w�epes �v tv µtpeL yeyev�µtvov; on this
text see Festugiere, Revelation, IV 40-43.
This notion of а division whereby the first
source of matter is cut off from the divine plenitude
рrоЬаЫу comes from а Neopythagorean theory of the
derivation of the principle of matter from the One:
Moderatus ар. Simpl. In Phys. 231:7-12 Diels:
О 8VLaLOS A6yos ••• ка�а a�tp�OLV au�ou txwpLOS
[Zeller, Festugiere; txwp�ae мss] ��v �оа6���а
�av�wv au��v a�ep�oas �wv au�ou A6ywv каt eiowv.
�ou�o ое �оа6���а tкaAeaev [µop�ov каt aбLa(pe�ov
каt aax�µd�LO�ov.

The division refers to the deprivation of rationality
which the production of the fundamentally negative
material principle requires.

Festugi�re, Rev�lation,

IV 38-40, has pointed out the affinity between this
text and IamЫ. Myst. VIII 3 VA�v

бе

�ap�yayev о

0eos

produced the principle of matter Ьу cutting it off
from the principle of substance.

The notion of а

6LaxwpLaµ6s of the Dyad from the Monad also appears
in the arithmological tradition, cf. KrИmer,
Geistmetaphysik, 320 n. 479.
Looking down ("towards the В:Ь.®ОС 11 77:19-20) and
�) are
"turning" (77:22, рrоЬаЫу < *veu~ OLS or *'ро�,1
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Platonic terms which refer to the descent of the soul
into matter; Poim. 14 �apfкu�8V (of Primal Man),
Numenius fr. 11 des Pl. = Euseb. Praep. Ev. XI 18:3
��v UA�v �A8�8Lv; in inferiora respicit Mar. Vict.
Adv. Ar. I 61:15; for vev8LV and vei3cнr;, pf�8LV and

po�fi (Plato Phaedrus 247Ь 4) sее Lewy, Chaldaean

Oracles, 293-95 esp. n. 136; note that V8U8LV is used
Ьу Plotinus to describe the fate of the Gnostic Sophia
in II 9:10:19. 1 With �або r; as matter is to Ье compared
the use of �uб6r; in OrCh fr. 163 des Pl.
=

=

р. 62 Kroll

Dam. Princ. II 317:4 Ruelle and subsequently in

Neoplatonism (Lewy,·-·296 n. 139).
Shadows, likenesses and imitations (77:16-17) are
the products of the solitary act of the fallen aeon.
Cf. ExcTh 32:1, Clem. Strom. IV 90:2:

what is produced

Ьу а single aeon is images, cf. Iren. АН I 13:6; кtvwµa
yvwaewr; еСруааа�о, о�ер ea�t OKLa �oi3 'Ov6µa�or;
ExcTh 31:4; акLа also designates· the inferior part of
Sophia's emission in Iren. АН I 11:1; ev акL[<; каt
35:28-29, 36:12-13 "shadows" and "likenesses" describe
the material cosmos.

These terms are designations of

matter, like the нdark-glowing world 11 of the Oracle
cited above, "beneath which is spread the Deep, for
1

Cf. also Festugiere, Revelation, III 91-92;
Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, I 186 n. 3; Orbe,
Espiritu Santo, 386 n. 1. Cremer, Chald!iiscib:e Orakel,
82.
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ever devoid of structure and form, dark all round,
foul, joying in images (c;LcSw/\.oxapfi<;)

11

tr. Lewy.

Even

closer to Valentinianism, however, is the description
of the descent of the soul and the creation of matter
in Plot. III 9:3:

the partial soul is аЫе to rnove

either towards the universal soul and Ье illuminated
Ьу it; or downwards towards non-Being:

this happens

when its will is turned towards itself (�ро<; av��v
уар �ou/\.oµtv�, cf. note on 76:9-12).

In the latter

case "it produces its lower, an irnage of itself--a
non-Being--and so is wandering into the void, stripping
itself of its own determined form.

And this image,

this undetermined thing, is Ыank darkness

(�о

µc;�'au��v �OL8L c;fcSW/\.OV а���<;, �оµ� бv, ••• каt
�O'U�OU �О c;'LOCJJ/\.OV �О a,6pLO�OV �Q,VTY"] 0K0�8LV6V) 11 tr.
MacKenna-Page.
2:1:18-21:

11

The same doctrine occurs in V

its [the Soul 1 s] irnage is generated

from its rnovement [cf. note on 77:6-11].

It takes

fullness Ьу looking to its source; but it generates
its image Ьу adopting another, а downward, movement. 11

1

The self-centering of the will as the cause of the
movement, the inclination downwards, the subsequent
creation of images as the material principle of the
cosmos, the identification of the descent into matter
with the actual creation of matter--all these elements
1

Cf. Hadot, I 182 n. 2-3; D. 0 1 Brien in Le
Neoplatonisrne, 113-46, esp. 127-28.
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are shared between the Plotinian and the Valentinian
accounts of the fall, indicating а common Middle
Platonic source-basis.
Poim. 14:

Another version is found in

Desiring, like the Gnostic aeon, to create

Ьу himself, Primal Man looks down, his image is
reflected in the water and his shadow upon the earth,
and he descends to Ье united with Physis.

There matter

exists prior to the descent and is not actually
produced Ьу it--the image-shadow being distinct from
Physis, in which it is merely reflected--as in
Plotinus and Valentinianism.
Now the adventuтe of the erring aeon in
Valentinianism results in а separation of the
spiritual element of the aeon from that part which
has become subject to passion.

Our hypothesis is

that this idea of а division is based upon а certain
Neopythagorean representation of the derivation of
the material principle, the Dyad, from the One.
Plotinus, who analogously to the Valentinians derives
matter from the fallen soul, and also conceives of
the fall in terms of the procession of the Pythagorean
Dyad, does not adopt this idea in his account of the
descent.

But it seems that he �ау have known and

rejected the application of the concept of division
to the soul, for precisely when speaking of the
creation of matter Ьу the soul he emphasizes that
"nothing, however, is completely severed from its
prior (ouбsv бе �ou ттро au�ou атт�р���аL
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oucS'a1Тo1:s1:µ,i1:aL)" V 2:1:22;· the!re is ri.o, break tin.,,
the flow of emanation (cf. also Sleeman-Pollet, Lex.
Plot. s.v. a1Тo1:sµvsLv).

However, such an application

of the idea can Ье attested in the Platonist tradition,
interestingly in the pythagoreanizing Numenius, who
in the already cited fr. 11 des Pl. speaks of а
separation of the second and third gods caused Ьу
matter:
The second and third god is one; but brought

together with matter, which is dyad, he unifies
it, but is split Ьу it, because it has а character
of desire and -is flowing (ox(�S'ТQ,L cSt �1Т'au1:�s,
t1ТL6uµ,i1:LKOV �eos txouo,is каt psouo,is). Not
being with the intelligiЫe (he would then Ье
with himself), Ьу looking towards matter he
becomes preoccupied with it and forgets himself.
Не touches the sensiЫe, handles it and lifts it
up to his own character, having directed his
desire towards matter.1
For Numenius there is no question of а derivation of
matter as such, as he strongly holds the material
principle to Ье unoriginated.

In this text, however,

matter and the soul Ьу their contact receive each the
character of the other:

as matter is unified Ьу the

oneness of the second and third god, so this is divided
Ьу the dyadic nature of matter.

This dyadic nature is

further qualified as desire and "flowing"; the latter
1 In the following interpretation we are

substantially in agreement with Kr�mer, Geistmetaphysik,
79-80.
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characteristic derives perhaps frorn Xenocrates
(Kr�rner), the forrner is cornrnon in connection with
the Dyad (t1rL6�µLк6v Lydus Mens. I 11, 6рµ� and �6лµа
frequent).

As it bends over rnatter in desire the

soul acquires the dyadic nature of rnatter, and its
separation frorn the intelligiЫe can Ье described in
terrns of the cutting off of the dyad frorn its source.
Taken together, then, the testirnonies of Nurnenius and
Plotinus suggest that applying the theory of the
derivation of rnatter Ьу а "cutting off" to the fall of
the soul is not а Valentinian, or Gnostic, invention,
1
but was already us�� Ьу the Neopythagoreans.
Sickne�ses originate in the faltering (77:28-32);
the split which follows the faltering is already а
suffering (77:21-22).

Passion is а polyvalent concept

in Valentinianisrn; in the accounts of the fall (1) it
can Ье а technical designation of the fall as а whole
(Iren. АН I 2:3, ExcTh 30:2); (2) in Iren. АН I 2:2 it
describes the volitional cause of the fall (tveuµ�oL�

= 1raeo�), in this context it is close to the Pythagorean

�6лµа, etc.; (3) in АН I 2:2.4, however, 1r6,60� is also
ernployed for Sophia's reaction upon seeing the
unintended effect of her desire, sirnilarly in Hipp. El.
1

That Nurnenius 1 oxC�e�aL is to Ье related to the
text frorn IarnЫ. Myst. VIII 3 quoted above, has been
observed Ьу des Places I n. 5 to fr. 11 (р. 107). In а
rnore general forrn the doctrine reoccurs in Corp. Herrn.
Х 15 OLaлuoaoa (sc. Т] ijr�x�) Ье ea�тf1v.
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VI 31:2, also cf. ApJn NHC II 13:13-14:1 parr., NHC
II,

2,

99:29-30; (4) finally it can describe the desire

of the Sophia who is cut off from the Pleroma, for
formation and union with her syzygos (i.e. the lower
Sophia in Iren. and Hipp., ExcTh 33:4) here it
primarily refers to the negative, deficient nature of
matter, cf. �ou �абоu� �ou uo�epfiµa�o� Iren. АН I
18:4.

The usage in Tr�Trac in this passage is related

to (3), the split being а suffering, but also to

(4), since the outcome of the split is а deficient

offspring.

In fact, the way in which the origin of

the sicknesses is f6rmulated in 77:25-32 seems to
imply а deliberate rejection of interpretation (2):
the desire of the aeon is not itself the passions;
these only arise subsequently.
Correspondingly the words "became firm 11 (77:27),
which refer to the concretization of the desire
(volition) of the fallen aeon (cf. ApJn NHC II 10:2-3
parr.; NHC II,

2,

98:17-18) are used neutrally,

including both the superior and the inferior part of
the aeon's emission, and not to describe the
materialization of the passions, as in GTr 17:11-14
(расе Ка.) and Iren. АН I 4:5 �к�Lка .•• каl ouva�a.

<

Oblivion and ignorance (77:22-25; рrоЬаЫу

.3,=_л. fio ri and .3,=_a,yvo La or �&,у vиюСа) is the cognitive

counterpart to the shadows and images.
from the separation:

It arises

Cut off from its superior self

the soul is ignorant of itself and its origin; cf.
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Corp. Herm. Х 15 OLaAuaaaa (sc. � �ux�)

ое

tau��v

eyevv� А�б�v; for the douЬle ignorance cf� Plot. V
1:1:JayvorioaL каt eau�a,c; каt

8K8LVOV

(sc. God the

Father), cf. lines 10-11; also GTr 17:10ff and Sagnard,
Gnose valentinienne, 627-28.

As descriptions of the

state of the fallen soul these terms derive from Plato 1 s
Phaedrus 248с, 250а (А�б�); they are frequently used
in this sense in the Platonic tradition:

Lewy,

Chaldaean Oracles, 190 n. 53.
For the further commentary on this section I
revert to the order of the text.
77:11-14.

For the self-generation see 75:2-J.

perfect single one 11:

cf. 75:22.

"а

The product possesses

the monadic perfection of the Father, whom it
glorifies.

Comparatively, the superior part Df

Sophia 1 s emission in Iren. АН I 11:1, i.e. Christ,
is called a1Тveuµa�LK� u1Т6o�aOL<;; elsewhere this point
is not stressed.
77:16.

Emmel reads 2� ОУТе20.

77:17.

Emmel reads M[N]2eNelЛWЛON.

77:21-22.

Reading М/[iv!л]�

(Sch., but interpreting the

word as object complement, not prepositionally).
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77:23.

РrоЬаЫу emend to ОУВЩЕ <).СО)J)ПЕ>.

77:25.

Emending to <I\ЛП>ЕТЩООП (Ка.).

raising himself upwards":

-- 11 his

cf. 62:23, 68:20.

77:31.

ЕдУО)J)ПЕ:

77:33.

Emend to ПI/ТМТРЕЧТЕ20 МП120У TOQTq (Z);

Perfect II; see Introd. р. 48.

read рrоЬаЫу "his not attaining the approaching of
[�t1ТLf3afl.et'v or �t1ТLX8Lpet'v, cf. 75:18-19, 76:6-7]
the glories. 11
11 That":

77:35.

77:37-78:28.
78:2.

11

possiЫy "him,

11

i.e. the Father.

The ascent of the superior part.

hastened upwards, 11 рrоЬаЫу

�cpeuye1,v.

< �01reuбe1,v

or

In symmetric contrast with the sinking

downwards, the veue LV and pe1re LV, these terms refer
to the soul 1 s liberation from matter and its ascent
towards the intelligiЫe in Platonism; cf. Norden,
Agnostos Theos, 107 with n. 2; Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles,
ch. II notes 395, 396 and 403; Festugi�re, Revelation,
III 120 n. 1; Tardieu in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism,
I 203.

The source of the idea is Plato Theaet. 176аЬ

(Norden).

In Valentinianism it is used in а general

sense ExcTh

78:21rou 01reuбoµev , GTr 41:7, Iren. I

16:2, and in the special sense with which we are
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concerned here, in ExcTh 33:3 XpLO�OU ••• �о avo(K8LOV
cp-uyov�os, similarly ValExp 33:36 П(uТ д ТП€, cf. 32:38;
here the closely related version in Iren. АН I 11:1
has &vaopaµeiv, which is repeated in Iren. АН I 4:1
(Christ leaves Achamoth) and Hipp. El. VI 31:8.
"to that which was his, 11 рrоЬаЫу

78:2-3.
,Е

'CcSLov, or, perhaps,

тторе-uоµеv ттаАLV 8LS

�а'

�

�а

<

оК:�о

l,uLa; cf. Iren. АН I 21:5

�1/�

tcSLa, oeev tл�лu0а; same source

in _l ApocJas NHC V 34:8-9, also GTr 21:12-13.22-23,
22:19.
78:3.

"kin":

As Coptic regularly only employs the

masc. form of Gk. adjectives of the 3rd declension
(B5hlig, Lehnw5rter, 128) ПICYNГE:NHC may represent
either �о ouyyevts or 6 ouyyev�s-

The former would

mean practically the same as �о tcSLov (cf. Plot. V
1:1:34-35), the latter could refer to the aeon
superior to the fallen one (74:30ff), the one who
draws the aeon to himself in 78:24 (cf. note).

At

any rate the ultimate source here seems to Ье Plato
Tim. 90а ттроr; os ��v
YjµO:r; а'С реLv.
78: 4.

11

а bandoned 11:

tv ovpavQ �uyyeve(av

атто

Y�S

ка�але Цrar; ExcTh 23:2, 32:3; Iren.

АН I 4:5 ка�алLтт6v�оr;; Hipp. El. VI 32:3 аттолLтт6v�оr;.
78:5.

"deficiency,"

<

оК:{ю�t р11µа, is another
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1
.
V а l en t·inianisrn.
.
.
rnany- f асе tе d wor d in

Here it

describes the nature of the erring aeon's volition,
cf. below 78:13-17.
I conjecture that there was no additional text
after O)Th and that the traces of ink visi Ые on the
photographs are rnerely Ыottings frorn the facing page.
78:6.

Ка. [2N]

at the end of the line is both

unnecessary and breaks the general profile of the
right hand rnargin.
78:6-7.

"fantasy 11

:··

cf. 78:32-35; like "shadows,

likenesses" etc. 77:16-17, "fantasy" describes the
unreality and negativity of rnatter.
АН I 13:6 cpa,vri;a,ai,aaee'C'aa
78:7-8.

1 1 as

Also cf. Iren.

(of Sophia) with Ка.

not belonging to hirn 11 :

&voCкei,ov ExcTh

33:3.
78:11-13.

Cf. Iren. АН I 11:1 (xpi,ori;ov ), a,ri;e [ppeva,

uтroAe Lcp8e'C'oa,v ••• кeкevwµevriv ri;e тfj<; 1Тveuµa,ri;1,кfi<;
vттoari;aaew<;

••. ; this becornes кevwee'C'aav ri;ou aopari;w<;

aЪri;� avv6vri;o<; A6you, ri;ouri;e017LV 170u XpL0170U in the rnore
1 For а study see Booth, K.N., "'Deficiency':

Gnostic Technical Terrn,
=

11

Studia Patristica, 14, Part 3,

Texte und Untersuchungen, 117

191-202.

А

(Berlin 1976)
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developed version ib. 4:1.

The weakness (aa6tveLa) of

the soul which is united with matter is also а
Plotinian theme (I 8:14).

Contrary to, and perhaps in

opposition to the Gnostic view, Plotinus regards the
weakness as caused not Ьу а privation, but Ьу the
accretion of matter.

For the association of "weak"

and "female" cf. кap1rov ao6evfJ каt 6fJл.uv ib. 2:4,
similarly ExcTh 67:1; for the weaker sex in general see
Bauer, WBrterbuch, s.v. aa6ev�s 1.Ь.; TWNT I 489:23-26.
78:13-17.

The effect retains the nature of its cause,

cf. 69:4-10.

The deficient cause is the presumptuous

thought: М€0У€

"thought t1 corresponds to the tv6uµrioLs

of Irenaeus' main system and the �vvoLa of ExcTh 32:3,
33:3, cf. ExcTh 22:7 �VVOLa �ou uo�ep�µa�os, and note
on 75:27-76:2; Х!С€ N2HT "presumption 11 belongs to the
same semantic field as �6л.µа , cf. note on 76:19-21.
78:14.

Restoring t:-J[€Y]

78:15.

Reading

N<6I>

(Sch., Emmel).

N€Th2QXu[П€ (Ка.); cf., with due

caution, Kahle, Bala•izah, ch. VIII, § 79 Ае.
78:20-22.

After its ascent the superior part becomes

wiser than before:

t1rLO�pt�av�a ets sau�ov каt

1ТEL06sv�a O�L aкa�aл.ri�os ta�LV 6 1Та��р

Iren. АН I

2:2; �ТJS �ou owoeкa�ou atwvos 1re(oews ExcTh 31:2.
TriTrac combines this theme with that of the
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recollection of one 1 s origin and true being (avaµv�aL�
etc., cf. Theiler, RAC VI 46-47), which recurs
several times below (cf. Ка. II 312 s.v. р ПМЕУ8) in
connection with the conversion upwards.

Its structural

semantic opposite in the present passage is the oЫivion
and ignorance of 77:23-25.
78:21.

Restoration after ХЕ is uncertain (cf. Emmel);

perhaps [.ь.. Ч.
78:23-28.
78:24.

Anticipation of 86:23ff.

rrthat which drew •.. ,!! i.e. рrоЬаЫу the

Pleroma, cf. 86:21; but one тау also see here а
reference to the aeon superior to the fallen one and
"he who drew ... ,!! cf. note on 78:3.

translate:
78:28-80:11.

The nature of the inferior part of the

logos 1 emission:

(1) the unreality of the material

powers (78:28-79:16), (2) their vainglory and division
(79:16-80:11).
78:33-34.

Cf. 77:16-17, and note on 77:11-36;

further, note on 78:6-7, and GTr 28:27 ffshadows and
fantasies.н
78:34-35.

Cf. note on 78:11-13.

Also cf. Iren. АН

I 4:1 'l:"Ou ка'l:"аА иr6v'l:"o� а U'l:"YJV срuл6� •

Here

cpw�

=
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л6уо� = XpLOL6� as the separated and absent forrnative
cause.
78:36-79:4.

Cf. GTr 28:16-20:

Matter is not brought

forth (GTr:

it has no root, cf. 17:29-30; it was not

rnanifested, 17:36-37) the nature of its existence is
purely negative.
79:3-4-

Cf. also 80:30-81:3.

Cf. Iren. АН I 7:1 �aoav uл�v ••• et� LO

µ�K€L'etvaL XWP�08LV (Ка.).
79:4-10.

The rnate�ial powers subjectively exist Ьу

assurning the narnes and beauty of the Plerorna of which
they are irnitations.

That the rnaterial powers assurne

the narnes of the aeons (cf. also 70:37-71:7) is
рrоЬаЫу also the rneaning of GPhil § 13:
The archons wanted to deceive rnan ... They took
the narne of those that are good (and) gave it
to those that are not good, that they rnight deceive
hirn Ьу the narnes ... 11 tr. Kuhn in Foerster-Wilson.
А sirnilar idea is found in ApJn:
cf. BG 40:19ff.

NHC II, 12:26-33,

The idea was used Ьу Valentinus

hirnself, in а fragrnent in Clern. Strorn. IV 89:6-90:1
on which the present passage now casts additional light:
The world is the living aeon's

8

L кwv, whose deficiency

is filled Ьу its assurning the narne of its rnodel ( ou
LO uo�ep�oav tv �лаоеL ); the unauthentic character
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of the world refers to its secondary, derived, nature.
This secondariness is the deficiency which in
Valentinianism characterizes the negativity and
nothingness of the world (the term "shadow," or
"shadows, 11 refers to this, see note on 77:11-36; cf.
GTr 17:23-25:

the �лаоµа is nothing).

The

appropriation of the name of the model, however,
disguises this deficiency.
in the present passage:

This is also the meaning

Ву assuming the names of

the aeons the material powers try to compensate for
the fact that they are negatively derived shadows
and likenesses with''no authentic Being.
79:5.

ЕТЩООП:

Emendation to ЕУЩООП (Present II)

seems unavoidaЫe.
79:7.

Restoring ЕУСдЕ]\дЕ\Т; for the amount of

documented text cf. Emmel.
79:12-16.

Ironically, the material powers, which are

not originated in the proper sense because they only
exist negatively, conceive of themselves as the only
things in existence.

Cf. NHC II,

2,

100:29-33:

When the ruler (Ialdabaoth, representing matter]
saw his greatness--and he saw only himself; he
did not see another one except water and
darkness--then he thought that [he] alone
existed;
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the Ыind arrogance of the world-ruler in general is
а common Gnostic theme (ApJn NHC II 11:19-23, HypArch
86:27-87:4, 2TrSeth 53:28-31, Iren. АН I 5:4).
79:16-80:11.

The nature of the material powers is

the inverse of that of the aeons of which they are
shadows:

whereas the constitutive dimension of the

Pleroma is the mutual assistance of the aeons, and
their unity, the material powers are characterized
Ьу their rebelliousness, strife and disagreement.
This reflects their origin, as they are derived
from the presumptuous individualism of the erring
aeon and his subsequent division.

The

presentation here is built upon descriptions of the
fallen angels and their bad government of the world
in the Jewish-Christian and Gnostic tradition
(references below).

However, the author here

describes а pre-cosmic state, а disorderly chaos
which is not alien to certain philosophical
conceptions of matter.

Platonists generally

considered the formation of the world not merely as
а shaping of а neutral matter, but as the bringing
to order of а previously existing &�а�(а and акоаµ(а
In De facie 926ef Plutarch connects this Platonic
chaos with the Empedoclean vstкo�:

in the pre-cosmic

state the elements repel one another, and this is
mythologically represented Ьу the war of the
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. ts.1
,gian

Also the poets knew of а pre-cosmic chaos

characterized Ьу strife and discord; best known is
0vid Met. I 9 llOQ bene iunctarum discordia semina
2
rerum.
Whereas the type of cosmogony to which these
texts belong is рrоЬаЫу Platonic,3 the notion of

strife seems ultimately to derive from Empedocles, in
whom both Plutarch and later Platonists took а strong
interest.4 Ву representing pre-cosmic matter as а
chaos of mutually struggling powers the author of
TriTrac therefore remains within the conceptual
framework of Platonist physics, in spite of the fact
that he employs for·· this purpose the language of
1 This allegory is attested elsewhere and may go
back to Empedocles himself; cf. Bignone, Empedocle
(Turin 1916) 599 n. 1, followed Ьу 0 1 Brien, Empedocles 1
Cosmic Cycle (Cambridge 1969) 228 n. 4. А somewhat
similar interpretation of the Titans is given Ьу Celsus
ар. 0rig. Q. Celsum VI 42.
2
For parallels cf. F. B5mer, Р. 0vidius Naso:
Metamorphosen, Buch l-III (Heidelberg 1969) 17-18,
19-20. Also in the cosmogony of the Strassbourg
papyrus 481 (iv A.D.) the demiurge commands the
elements to cease their strife (�pL�): D.L. Page,
Greek Literary Papyri (Loeb Class. Lib.) I 544-45;
Spoerri, spgthellenistische Berichte, 45-46.
3 Cf. Spoerri, 107ff.
4 0n the Neoplatonic interpretation Love/Strife =
Unity/Plurality (first instance Hipp. El. VII 29) see
e.g. 0 1 Brien. 100-01. Also cf. Plot. IV 8:1:20: the
fallen soul becomes а slave to µaLvoµev� veCкeL.
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apocalyptic cosmology.

However, the emphasis placed

on the notion of struggle in connection with matter
seems to Ье caused Ьу а desire to merge the concept
of matter in general with that of maleficent dernons;
this identification is not infrequent in later
Platonisrn, see Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 304-08,
375-9479:16-20.

The rebelliousness of the powers.

The

argument is slightly forced, as the rnaterial powers
are ignorant of what exists before and above them
and therefore have �ot in the proper sense revolted
against it:

this incongruousness shows that the

author is here incorporating traditional material.
In fact the a�e(0eLa and а�оа�аоСа referred to here
is that of the fallen angels in the apocalyptic
tradition; cf. Michl, RAC V 80-82, 91, 188-93 Maier,
ib. IX 630-31, 671; Kallis, ib. 702-03; Lampe, Lex.
s.v. а�оа�аа(а 1.а.
79:20-32.

The mutual strife of the powers:

Ascis 10:29, Simonians in Iren. АН I 23:3

=

Cf.
Hipp.

El. VI 19:6, and Sethians in Epiph. Pan. XXXIX 1:2-5;
Danielou in Le origini dello gnosticismo, 448-56;
К. Beyschlag, Simon Ma�us und die christliche Gnosis
(Tilbingen 1974) 203-05.

<

"vain love of glory" 79:22-23 рrоЬаЫу
�кеvобо�(а.

This word, which is comrnon in
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discussions of ethics (cf. F. Wilhelm, RhM 70.188
[reference in Bauer, WBrterbuch, s.v.]; Lampe, Lex.,
s.v.), is given а peculiar interpretation in the
following:

The material powers possess the glory of

the aeons (just as they possess their names) in the
negative way (кеv6�) proper to their unreal existence
as shadows and images.

This glory is the

11

cause" of

the systasis = the world, because the world is the
image of the Pleroma.
79:26.

Reading � �NThNTN.

79:27.

Emending to д<У>Ч\ТОУ.

79:27-29.

Cf. Iren. АН I 23:3 guoniam unusguisque

eorum concupisceret principatum: бLа

�о

�Lлapxetv

at�ov� Hipp. El. VI 19:6.
79:28.

МПОУЕ ПОУЕ:

79:29-32.

cf. Introd. above р. 38.

The powers reflect the hierarchical

structure of the Pleroma (e.g. 69:41-70:19), but the
effect of this structure is inverted, as it provokes
conflict rather than mutual love.
79:34-35.
here:

In spite of Ка. no emendation is necessary

ThNTN may refer to the model as well as to

the сору, and in fact does so here; the plural NEY is
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grammatically incorrect, but is to Ье understood ad
sensum, the model as well as the сору is а plurality.
79:34-80:1.

Cf. 64:15-22.

"а pledged son" seems to

refer to the unauthentic nature of the material
powers 1 procreation.

However, the text is not entirely

certain, since 1. YW as а variant of EYW is not previously
attested in Subachmimic, only in Fayyumic, there is no
supralinear stroke over N (this occurs elsewhere in
TriTrac, however), and а connective particle is
expected in 80:1, thus one should perhaps read [NJь..YW.
80:3.

I restore ь..ВiЛ.МП�[ЕI, as Attridge and Mueller

in NHLE apparently do.
80:3-11.

The material powers become the origin of

all strife and discord.

For the demonology cf., for

Judaism, the texts quoted Ьу Maier, RAC IX 629; for
Hellenistic traditions Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles,
304-08.
80:7.

.

cf. 79:18.
80:11-81:26.
80:12.

--

I restore €2Nь..[ПОСТh]ТНС with WZ and NHLE;

The conversion of the logos.

"cause":

cf. 75:37.
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Р дПОР\С must Ье caused Ьу confusion between

80:13-14.

Р

Р

дПОР\ and

дПОР\С®Е (cf. B5hlig, Lehnw5rter, 217).

For the &�орСа as an element of the suffering of
Sophia see note on 77:11-36, concerning the "faltering. 11
The relevant Valentinian passages are quoted Ьу Stead,
JTS N.S. 20.83.

11 even

more 11 :

the emotion suffered

Ьу the logos when it sees its offspring is the same
as that described in 77:20-22.30-31.
рrоЬаЫу

<

11 dumЬfounded 11 :

�t�Lo�avaL or ��К�А�к�о� eivaL (Iren. АН

I ,2: 3, 4: 2) .

80:16.

Restoring ;'[Yn]w(])E with MPlvZ and NHLE.

80:17-19.

For the &�а�Са and the �арах� of the evil

demons cf. Corp. Herm. XVI 14, IamЫ. Myst. II 3.
80:19-24.

Having itself lost its formative element

the logos is unaЫe to impose order on the chaos (cf.
78:11-13).
80:22.

дТЕКд(:

the fem. suffix.

The context gives no antecedent for
Most рrоЬаЫу the gender of the

su�fix is due tb imperfe�t tfarisl�tion:

the suffix

reflects an at��v which referred to а fem. noun which
is rendered Ьу the caus. inf. in 80:21, e.g. �LAoveLкCa.
80:23.

Reading П'ЧТНР'Ч д Y(1J П'Чf [w]К.

дУW П'ЧХ[\ ]�[Е], but cf. 78:10 ЕЧХНК.

Emmel: П'ЧТНР'Ч
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80:31-32.

"such an unstaЫe state, rr this refers to

the &�орСа just mentioned above, 80:13-14.

Cf. also

77:28-36.
80:32-33.

"he no longer ::tried to· bring f'orth": understand

,.,he was-.no ·1onger сараЫе of' bringing forth 11 ; а :period
pf' perf'ect,_pleromatic procreation prior to the f'all
was denied.in 76:16-23.
80:34-35.

Although in а sense "gone forth" from the

Pleroma (80:27-28), the material powers are not
�ро(Зола,С; cf. note ·on 78:36-79:4.
80:35-36.

MS reads "

those who exist in the Pleroma

of glory, which has соте into being ...," but it seems
preferaЫe to emend to <N>2NПЛНРОУ!'v1д (following а
suggestion made Ьу Ка.).
80:37.
81:1.

ЕРЕдЧЕINЕ:

а Perfect II form, see Introd. :р:р.

TranscriЬing [дВ]QЛ <N>2N[215MNT6WB (Facs.).

21 тау Ье explained as а not completed, uncancelled,
dittography of 2N-

For the "weakness" (&oe�vвLa) of

the fallen aeon and its offspring cf. note on
78:11-13.
81:2-3.

"impeded тr sounds technical here; cf. Plot.

I 8:14:44-46:

the soul which falls into matter and

48-49.
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becomes weak (&oesvstv) is impeded in the use of its
faculties Ьу matter (кwAuouo�� �А��).
81:4.

"of this disposition," i.e. inherent in it.

ff'thi s condi tion II refers to

11

such an unsta Ые state"

бtaбsoL� hardly refers to the Pleroma, as

81:31-32.

all translations seem to imply:

the Valentinians

regularly apply this word to faculties and qualities
(of the Father:

Ка. Index, s.v.; Iren. АН I 12:1) or

states of mind (of the falling aeon:

Iren. АН I 4:1,

ExcTh 45:2)--the latter usage is that found here.

од

81:8.

is рrоЬаЫу an erroneous anticipation of

ОД in 81:10, committed Ьу either the translator or
а copyist.
81:10-26.

Whereas the main Valentinian systems

reported Ьу the Church Fathers generally follow the
pattern
Conversion

Passions

TriTrac has

i

t-тп ог-ср оср fJ, 1

··condemna tion

1

к:ptat�
Wrath

}

Conversion

For details cf. Stead, JTS N.S. 20.83.

The
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TriTrac does not differentiate the passions, but makes,
on the other hand, а distinction between two moments
in the process of conversion:

conversion is preceded

Ьу condemnation of the passions and their product.
Although absent from other Valentinian versions of the
myth that we possess, the condemnation (кa�ayLvwaкeLv)
is attested in HypArch 95:15-16; NHC II,

2,

103:35 etc.

Unlike other Valentinian systems TriTrac also
distinguishes the conversion from the remembrance
and supplication (below 81:26ff).

The passions are

essentially hylic, whereas the conversion is psychic;
from it arises the �od and the religion of the Jews and
their scriptures.

This also applies to TriTrac:

conversion, "the law of the judgment,'' condemnation
and wrath characterize the lower group of psychic
powers (97:32-36; the higher one deriving from the
remembrance and supplication).
The theme of the t�La�po�� (which рrоЬаЫу is
the Vorlage of ПINOYOY2 �20YN 81:20) and the µe��voLa
(ValExp 34:23, Clem. Paed. VI 32:1, cf. GTr 35:22-23)
is another example of the Valentinian merging of
Jewish-Christian and philosophical vocabulary:

While

extension of the term �а6О$ varies. It sometimes
includes the conversion (Hipp. El. VI 32:5-6); in
other instances this is avoided and the term OLa6eaL$
is used for the conversion (Iren. АН I 4:1, ExcTh
45:2).
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retaining the religious connotation of repentance
of sins, these words also have the metaphysical
significance of the Neoplatonic e�LO't"po��. denoting
the point at which the alienation from the form-giving
and unifying realm of the Pleroma is arrested so as
to еnаЫе the fallen aeon to return to it and to Ье
formed Ьу it.

0n the concept see further Puech 1 s note

in Evangelium Veritatis, Supplementum, 17; 0rbe,
Espiritu Santo, 406-15; Ка. I 352-53, 354; Witt, _Q.Q
25.202-03; and Dodds, Proclus, 218.
81:17.

Reading [PJ��(9u)nfej

а good suggestion Ьу MPWZ.

<

;т\iv--rLл.1)�(.t)p, following

ЛЕ рrоЬаЫу =

os,

not

ТЕ (Ка.), since а contrastive particle fits well into
the context.
81:20

Perhaps [ПЕ] at the beginning of the line

(syntax:

Till, Kopt. Gr. § 249).

81:23.

�[KE]C�WMH·

81:24.

��NдOУ2Ч (Facs.).

81:25.

���дOУ2Ч (Facs.).

81:26-82:9.

(Facs.).

The remembrance and supplication.

sources frequently include а

os�uL�

The

and а iкe't"e(a in

the conversion of Sophia (Iren. АН I 2:3, 4:5; Hipp.
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El. VI 32:5.6; cf. ExcTh 40 at��OL�; ValExp 34:24
д]�I ТЕ\ MПICuT NTM[HE).
However, in TriTrac the doctrine has the following
characteristics:
(а)

The supplication is linked with the concept

of remembrance, which does not occur in other
Valentinian documents.
(Ь)

The supplication and remembrance are

distinguished from the conversion as а more advanced
stage in the return towards the Pleroma.

As а

consequence there are two levels of the psychic, а
lower level derivirig from the conversion, and а higher
one whi ch belongs to the remembrance ( 9 7:16-36).
(с)

The oe�aL�/tкe�eCa is here not only that

of the fallen aeon himself, but also the intercessory
prayer of the Pleroma on his behalf; the Pleroma
responds to and joins in in the supplication.

The

idea is attested in Iren. АН I 2:3 LK€�LV �ou �а�ро�
yeveaбaL, auvoe�e�vaL

ое

at�� каt �ou� лоС�оu� atwva�;

also cf. Hipp. El. VI 31:2 where oe�OL� is used of the
1
pleading of the rest of the aeons for Sophia, and
ApJn NHC III 21:2-4 (quoted Ьу Ка.).

(For the general

background, angels as paracletes in late Judaism, cf.
1 In addition it may Ье noted that the
intercessory prayer (oeoµaL) Ьу one's angelic syzygoi
figures as part of Valentinian soteriology in general
in ExcTh 35:3.4-
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Mowinckel, ZNW 32.109-18; Michl, RAC V 73-75, 88;
Michel, RAC IX 9; Betz, Paraklet, 60-64.)
The "remembrance 11 seems not only to refer

(d)

to the familiar theme of the tivaµvТ]OL<;

(Theiler, RAC

VI 46-47), but also to belong as а technical term
in the forensic context of the supplication and the
the supplicant or paraclete brings

paraclesis:

essential facts to the attention of his audience,
making it "remember" them (cf. Betz, 9 4-100) .

In

the present passage the "reminding 11 is mutual:

the

fallen aeon reminds the Pleroma of his situation,
asking for assistarice; they give attention to him
and in turn remind him of his own being and the
things which truly exist.
81:30-32.

The identification of subj. and obj. here

is open to discussion.

With ETh2- the rel. pron. and

the subj. of the rel. clause should normally Ье the
same--hence our translation--but this rule is not
followed invariaЫy, and other possibilities are
"that he first remembered and prayed to" (cf. note
on 81:35) and "that he first prayed to--and he
remembered."

"The one who is in the Pleroma" must Ье

the perfect and reascended part of the fallen aeon.
81:33-34.
СЕ as

=

11 one

others 11 :

conjectural, reading

О.. ; cf. NCE for NO" Ка. II 314.
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The inclusion of the Father in this context

81:35.

would Ье rnore easily understandaЫe if one of the
alternative interpretations given in the note on
81:30-32 were accepted for the rnain sentence.
82 : 1 •

R е а d NTE П I Tcu � [ 2 ( F а с s • ) •

82:2.

tthelp 11

14:8 end.

(

[3of]6E 1,а,):

ExcTh 23:2, Iren. АН I

Ка. I 355 seerns to Ье rnistaken in explaining

this [3ofi68La, Ьу the [3of]6ELa, = the Son/Saviour whose
production Ьу the paraclesis of the Plerorna is
described in 86:8-21.

The present "helpп assists

the rernembrance and supplication which is the
precondition for the reception of the Saviour, it is
not to Ье confused with the rnission of the Saviour
itself.
82:3.

For ТО,Ч E20YN MMI N ММь.Ч to rnean "return to

hirnself 11 (all translations), or

11

turn towards

himself, 11 as the present translation adopts,
ernendation to E20YN <)...РдЧ> is required.
82:7-9.

For the ttcall 11 see e.g. Jonas, The Gnostic

Religion, 74-75; for Valentinianism in particular
GTr 21:25ff.
82:10-83:33.

The rernembrance and prayer becornes an

order of powers superior to that of the irnitation.
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Just as TriTrac portrays the passions as а chaos of
struggling powers, it also represents the contrary
sentiment of remembrance and supplication as
personified into а class of powers.

Such

personification does not occur in previously known
Valentinian sources, and is рrоЬаЫу caused Ьу the
influence of the systematized demonology and the
distinction between good and evil demons which is
found in the Chaldaean Oracles and their Neoplatonic
interpreters (on this subject see now Zintzen in RAC
IX 640-68, esp. 647ff).

Ka. 1 s note on 82:15-83:15,

which says that thi' text describes the difference
between the material powers and the Pleroma, misses
the point.
82:12-13.

Read Кд<Тд> (Ка.).

The boundary:

76:33-34;

рrоЬаЫу the number or the strength of the powers is
limited Ьу the fact that they belong on the outside
of the transcendent sphere.
82:18.

"the imitation 11:

I read Nд ОУ(lд NK�[KE (ОУС\д for

particular to 81:4.
ОУОУС.).

the reference is in

This removes the basis for the lexicographical

note on ПдNК- in Ка. I 31.
82:21.
scribe.

TranscriЬе

MMN [N]] ХдС 2НТ:
1

N

2

cancelled Ьу

The remainder of the line I restore

ЕЧЩ[ОУЕIТ; cf. 78:36.
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82:23-24.

..

NC OYCJ [NO] У.
82:25-32.

..

Reading 2NNдВдЛ NE 2МП[М]ЕУЕ ENTh.ЧP О)дРП

The oЫivion caused Ьу the descent of the

soul into matter is like sleep, and the existence
belonging to the hylic is similar to that of dreams:
this is common Gnostic doctrine, cf. e.g. Jonas, The
Gnostic Religion, 68-71; for Middle Platonism cf.
Witt, Albinus, 131-32; for Plotinus Ferwerda,
Signification, 129-31 (assuming the influence of
Heraclitus).

The particular qualification of the

dreams as "trouЫed�" and the image of the nightmare
of pursuit and combat as а description of the
material powers, I otherwise only know from GTr
29:1ff--the affinities between these two texts are
on this point sufficiently strong to suggest а
literary relationship (references of detail will Ье
given below).
82:25-26.

The restoration of the end of line 25 is

proЫematic.

Facs. shows ETMMEy••�Y/W, with what

may Ье interpreted as the traces of two letters
between

у1

and �-

The solution adopted Ьу all

translations "(they) are like oЫivion •.•" is
possiЫe if one restores �Y9YW МПРНТЕ etc. (for W =
ОЕ\ see 102:3) and deletes NE at the end of 82:26.

OYU)(])E:

Read ОУВ(])Е.
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82:28-29.

"trouЫed dreams 11 :

GTr 29:10-11 NPECOYE

ЕУ(])ТРдРТ.
ОУ2ГNНВ in line 30 is рrоЬаЫу due to

82:29-32.

the distraction of the scribe; I emend to ОУЕЕ!.

Cf.

GTr. 29:11ff.
82:33.

11 beings

of lignt 1 1 :

contrast нith Nд ОУС I д

NK� [КЕ 82:18.
82:34.

11 looking

toнards 11:

This is an aspect of

the faith, нhich is"inherent in the sentiment of
conversion, from нhich these (psychic) poнers originate,
and нhich characterizes the psychic in general; cf.
85:17, 112:1, 136:2.
82:35.

11

the rising of the sun":

Also GTr 30:4-6

opposes the light of day to the darkness of the
visions of the night.

More specifically the sunrise

alludes to the manifestation of the Saviour.
82:35-37.

The "sнeet dreams 11 do not occur in GTr.

А

distinction betнeen ordinary dreams of illusion, and
good dreams нhich produce нisdom, is made Ьу Maximus
of Tyre 111:15-112:4 (cf. Witt, loc. cit.), but there
may Ье no direct connection.
81:37.

ЕУОУдЛ6:

Cf. Introd. рр. 39-40.
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82:37-83:2.

NTOY тау Ье read with the preceding

sentence as the Verst&rker of the pers. pron. in
ei ther дTPOYNE:Y or Е:УОУдЛ6, but it is equally
plausiЫe that it should go with the following, as
а word is needed before ME:N and judging from the
photographs there does not seem to have been any text
(I agree with WZ) preceding this word in 83:1.
However, а preposed NTOY is not resumed Ьу а pronoun
in this sentence; instead а fem. pron. seems to
appear in д(WXNE: for which there is no antecedent.
None of the translations previously offered is
satisfactory, becauie it makes no sense to speak of
the destruction, and especially not at this point
of the exposition, of the "emissions of the remembrance,
which are the psychic powers; nor is it possiЫe to
regard the fem. suffix as in any way impersonal.
Various emendations are possiЫe, such as <:дУРПЕ:IРЕ:>

.

[MN]NI ПР.,
etc., but рrоЬаЫу а more extensive lacuna occurs
here, and this is perhaps indicated Ьу the spaces
left at the beginning and end of 83:1.

Another

possibility is to regard �IПРОВОЛНОУ NTE: �IME:YE: as
the subj. of the following sentence.
83:3.5.

" rn u с h ":

material powers).

роssiЫу

II

mоrе " ( i.е . than thе

There is no temporal usage of

20УО which can justify the rendering of this phrase
in the Eng. and Fr. translation of Ка., or that of

11
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83:6.

ЕЧЩНЩ: Read ЕУЩНЩ (WZ).

83:7.

For ЕЩХПЕ •.• дN cf. ЕЩХЕ ..• ON

2 Cor. 5:3.14,

12:11.
83:9-16.

Emmel (259) has given а basically correct

transcription of these lines which I reproduce with а
couple of minor adjustments:
10

ХЕ
[2]NNдВдЛ 2NN OYГNWMH
. . . . EN·
t�}дNOYC NE· ХЕ NT[A]YET Е
ВОЛ EN ,.2N ПЩWNЕ NTh2
ЩWПЕ· ЕТЕ trNw��- ЕТ·
NдNOYC NТООТЧ .С. ТЕ·
[Е] ]д2ЩINE NCE ПЕТР (.l)дРП

.

.. .

15

[:JО)))ПЕ

The end of 83:14 still presents а proЫem.

ТЕ may Ье

the copula, but the three preceding letters I am at а
loss to interpret (the first of them need not have а
supralinear stroke as Emmel indicates).

One misses

an antecedent for the rel. pron. in [Е]]д2ЩINЕ,
whose subject is identical with that of ЕдЧТWВ2 and
дЧХIТЧ, that is, the fallen logos, rather than
tг N(uMH, thus there may well Ье а lacuna in 83:14.
83:18-26.

The condition of the psychic powers is

similar to the first form of the All as described in
61:7ff: they perceive the existence of а superior
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level of reality but do not know its natue, which
becomes an object of seeking.

This similarity,

together with the use of the terms µ6pфWOLS
кa�'ouoCav

and µ. ка�а

YVWOLV

to describe the

progressive formations of Achamoth in the main
system of Irenaeus, рrоЬаЫу reflects а general
soteriological theory being used in different
contexts:

the psychic level, or stage, and the

knowledge according to existence = potential being,
seem to Ье correlated with one another; correspondingly
the pneumatic has both knowledge of the essence of the
divine and complete' being.

See further note on

61:24-28.--The Coptic text gives the impression that
the thought/remembrance is sown into his psychic
offspring Ьу the logos himself; in 130:30-131:2,
however, this seed is said to Ье sown Ьу "that which
is superior" (= the Pleroma) independently of the
logos.
83:26-33.

Just as the ones who issued from the

division and the sickness (cf. note on 79:16-80:11)
the powers who originated in the conversion retain
the nature of their origin:

the unification with

oneself which is implied in the conversion, the
turning towards oneself, is reflected in the
harmonious union of the psychic powers.

8 3 : 29 •

Е ТММЕ У t Е ТММЕ У } ( К а • ) •
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83:34-85:12.

The two orders fight.

The appearance

of а superior reality arising from the conversion
provokes the material powers to attack:

а version of

this motif, involving Sabaoth as the personification
of the conversion, occurs in NHC II,

2,

104:13-17.

In Manichaeism the war of the powers of darkness, or
matter, against the light is an essential part of
the system (cf. e.g. Die Gnosis III Index, р. 410 s.v.
Kampf, Krieg).

But also Platonic philosophers who

think in terms of an opposition between good and evil
demons can represent this opposition as а war (cf.
Numenius, Origen the Platonist and Porphyry as
reproted Ьу Proclus In Tim. 76:30-77:23 Diehl [= Num.
fr. 37 des Pl.]; in the report on the Chaldaean
0racles in Psellus Hypotyp. 23 = р. 200:22-27 in des
Places 1 edition of the 0racles, and in Porph. De
Abstin. II 37ff the opposition does not explicitly
amount to а war; cf. the discussion in Lewy, Chaldaean
0racles, 497-508); for these thinkers the struggle
expresses the opposition between the downward and the
upward movement of the soul, which agrees well with
TriTrac 1 s association of the material powers with the
descent and the psychic powers with the conversion:
on this interpretation the war represents the struggle
of opposite forces in the soul.

However, TriTrac adds

а motif for which I know no parallel:

Ву confronting

the material powers and engaging in combat with them
the psychic powers seem to fall victim to the same
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kind of irrational passions which dominate their
enemies, list for dominion (perhaps
vainglory (*кеvобо�Lа,).

< *cp LAapx(a,) and

The outcome is а mutual

entanglernent of the orders, which must wait until the
intervention of the Saviour to Ье brought to cease.
83:34-35.

Cf. 79:21-22.

Read MNT[MN]MдE[iO]YE2 Сд2NЕ; cf. Sch.

83:35.
84:2-3.

Cf. 79:18-19.

84:3-7.

Cf. 79:4-16.

84:7.

Read �[ЕУ.

84:8.

Read О[iТh]/ГМд (Sch.).

84:9-1 О.

11

fighting for command rт:

Пfighting without cornmand" (Ка.:

with NHLE.

Perhaps

all transl.) but

Ml(])G EXN- is а fixed expression (Crurn 203а).
84:10-11.

rт in

such а way that rт is only а tentative

interpretation of дВдЛ МП I СМд Т [N]Q)WПE д- + inf.,
which is otherwise unattested, as far as I know.
84:11.

rr subrnerged rr:

perhaps

< *ка,'Lа,1Т( ve L v.

For the

irnage cf. Lewy, Chaldaean 0racles, 277 n. 77, 303 n. 171.
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84:1 5.

11 even

they 11 :

Possi Ыу the psychi с powers,

but these are not explicitly mentioned in the
irnrnediately preceding text, and it rnay well Ье that
Gk. read:

11

having both lust for dornination and ···�"

the translator having misinterpreted а каt.
84:25-26.

11

р [repJ ared Ьу the а ctions 11:

С [ВТ]2>..Е I Т'

cannot Ье considered certain and is not quite clear
ir1 the context.
84:28-31:

11

Ьу the actions II is explained Ьу

the powers of the rernernbrance possess the

same rnode of action (harmony and unity, cf. 83:26ff)
as the Plerorna of �hich they are images.
84:27-28.

The word EINE (perhaps

<

xeLкwv) generally

has good connotations in TriTrac (cf. Ка., Index,
s.v.), whereas ThNTN (perhaps

<

xetowAov) is always

used in а negative sense, referring to а characteristic
of matter.

The latter usage was cornmented upon above

(note on 77:11-36); also the description of the psychic
powers as irnages of the Pleroma is in accordance with
Valentinian sources (cf. Sagnard, La Gnose valentinienne,
638, s.v. eLкwv, 2.). although it there only applies
to thern after the derniurgic activity of Sophia, their
pre-cosrnic existence being merely in the forrn of а
substance.

It rnust Ье added that the clear-cut and

terrninologically deliberate distinction between the
two usages of the notion of image is peculiar to
TriTrac.
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"it cornbatted itself 11 rnay refer both to the

84:35-36.

irnages and t0 the irnita tions.

In the forrner case the

irnplication would Ье that the harrnonious nature of
the psychic powers is lost in their struggle with the
powers of rnatter.

The wrath is inherent in the

conversion according to 81:16 (cf. also 97:36), and
the reference rnay well Ье to this fact.

85:7-9.

The style of vice catalogues, on which see

e.g. Lietzrnann 1 s comrnentary on Rorn. 1:29-30 (Hdb. z.
NT, I I I, 1, р. 11) •
85:10-12.

Out of the fight between the two orders

ernerge nurnerous and variegated powers possessing
qualities frorn both orders.

For these rnixed powers

cf. below 100:1-2, 110:31-32, 120:21, 132:10.

For

"various rnatters" cf. ExcTh 50:1 -i;fic; 1Тол.uµероuс; каt
1ТОLкСл.�с; uл.�с; ; Iren. АН I 4:1 't"OU 1Та0оuс; •••
1Тол.uµероuс; каt 1Тол.u1ТоLкСл.оu �1Тapxov-i;oc;; OrCh fr. 34
des Pl. = р. 20 Kroll = Proclus In Tirn. I 451:19 D.
1Тол.u1ТоLкСл.оu uл.�с;.

The likely source of this

conception of rnatter is Plato Tirn. 50d5 1ТОLкСл.оu 1Тааас;
1ТОLКLЛ.Са,� (Crerner, Chald�ischen Orakel, 78 n. 345);
cf. also the description of chaos in Tirn. 52d
1Таv�о6а1Т�V к�л..; further:

Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles,

297 n. 143; Zintzen in RAC IX 650.
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85:12-90:13.
85:12-32.

The mission of the Son.

The hope of the logos.

The logos

continues his attitude of conversion, which is now
further qualified as hope (t��C�) and anticipation

<

(perhaps

*�рообокСа), terms which are not applied in

other Valentinian variants of the Sophia myth, but
which are essentially in harmony with the psychic
nature of the conversion.
85:14.

"the manifestation of the hope" ("hope" in

the sense of the o�ject of hope) = GTr 17:2-3.
85:16.

"who had been moved":

85:22-25.

see note on 77:6-11.

The reference is undoubtedly to the fallen

logos' superior and reascended self, of whose
"remembrance" we were told 81:30-32.

The reading of

the letters following ЕТ in 85:22 is quite uncertain;

ETQ�[T]

WZ, though, unlike the Fr. and Ger.

translations of Ка., based on а correct understanding

of the passage, is not ассерtаЫе.

From the

photograph it looks as if the doubtful letters may
have been cancelled.
85:25.

А tentative reconstruction:

мп<М>Еу[Е.

дПЛОГОС<ЕIРЕ>
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85:26-28.

Cf. Iren. АН I 4:1 тоu aopaтws аtт�

auv6vтos A.6you-

"that which was present with them"

рrоЬаЫу refers to the fact that "those of the
remembrance" partake of the transcendent world in so
far as they are images of it.
85:29-32.

Those who have been converted тау receive

the light.

The light-sunrise metaphor was used in

this sense above, 82:34-35.

The light is identified

with the Saviour; 87:10; ExcTh 34:1, 35:1, 40, 41:2.3,
44:1; Iren. АН I 4:1 .5, 8:2.

His manifestation in the

form of the radiation of light is described below,
88:12-15.

The longing for the light:

Iren. АН I 4: 1

t�t ��T�OLV opµ�OaL TOU KaTaA.L�6VTOS atт�V QWT6S,
ExciTh 40 т�s тоu Qwтos aLт�aвwsIren. I 4:1 т�s e�LO�pOQ�S

e�t

"giver.of life":

тоv �WO�OL�Oavтa.

�wo�oLBLV here, as in the NT (TWNT II 877) refers to
the infusion of spirit (cf. ExcTh 3:2).
85:33-86:23.
85:33-37.

The intercessory prayer of the Pleroma.

The compassion of the rest of the aeons

with the one who fell ("fall" perhaps

<

;[OQaA.µa:

Plot. II 9:4, Hipp. El. VI 36: 1 [cited in Ка. I 356]).
In )-N)-lQJ[N )-1 рrоЬаЫу is not а preposition but the
Perf. I conj. base which recurs in )-УХIТЧ 85:35--the
phenomenon may Ье described either as an anticipation,
or extraposition, of the base, or as а pleonastic
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repetition of it (in дУХ\ТЧ) caused Ьу the large
number of intervening words between subject and
predicate--cf. e.g. 85:12-13 and 87:1-2.

Thus there

is no question here of а fall having occurred to the
aeons, as all translations and the note in Ка. I
356-57 assume.

The compassion, or syrnpathy, of the

Pleroma with the fallen aeon is referred to Ьу ExcTh
30:2

�01)

�a8ous yevoµevou,

�о

OAOV OUV8�a8�08V каl

at�ovs Csic MSS; кa�'au�ous Be�nays, Caseyj каt at�6
Wachter, Sagnard],

eLs

OL6p8WOLV �ou �a86v�os; ib.

31:2 OLQ ��s бwбека�оu a(wvos �eCaews
�aLбeu8ev�a,

ws

32:4 ка��ле�аеv

�а

ала

сраа'"С, auve�a8�aev; cf. Hipp. El. VI

к�л.

Clement, commenting polemically

on these excerpts, argues that compassion implies
passion and that thus the whole Pleroma suffered
with the fallen aeon.

But no Valentinian system

states that the All partook in the fall, or that the
protohylic passion. or passions, of Sophia was also
suffered Ьу the Pleroma.

On the other hand Hipp. El.

VI 31:1 (quoted Ьу Ка., loc. cit.) speaks of the
uproar (86p u�os) in the Plerorna caused Ьу the fall of
Sophia, and it seems that in the two passages quoted
from ExcTh, and especially the second one, ouµ�a8etv
does imply that the Plerorna is directly affected Ьу
the passion of Sophia.

The reason for this ambivalence

is рrоЬаЫу to Ье sought in the fact that on the one
hand the fall of the last aeon is rnerely the
manifestation of а drive towards alienation from the
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Father-source implicit in the very idea of aeonic
procession, and that on the other hand the concentration
of the illegitimate aspect of this drive in а single
aeon removes the illegitimacy from the procession of
the remainder of the Pleroma.

Therefore, paradoxically,

the fallen aeon in а sense suffers instead of the rest
of the aeons, whereas they, for this very reason, also
can Ье said to suffer with it.

The present text

empahsizes that the aeons did not suffer, and the
implication тау Ье that other writers are less clear
on this point.
and

II

The words

11 concern,"

"beneficence, 11

great kindness·11 seem to circumscri Ье the author I s

understanding of the word ouµ�aoxeLv, which itself,
perhaps deliberately, in order to avoid
misinterpretation, is not used.
86:4-7.

This �a�L� can only Ье that of the remembrance,

as the term is used exclusively for the two lower
orders, and to interpret it as the material powers is
excluded here.

How this order can Ье said to have

been brought forth Ьу the reascended self of the aeon
and the Pleroma is not entirely clear, as it has
previously (82:10ff) been said to originate in the
prayer and supplication of the fallen aeon.

However,

it is intrinsic to the idea of the prayer in TriTrac
that it is responded to Ьу the reascended self and the
rest of the Pleroma, and amplified Ьу their intercessory
prayer.

Therefore the order of the remembrance is not
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the product of the fallen aeon in isolation but also
retains chг.:racteristics of the form of acti on of the
Pleroma (cf. 84:24ff, 85:28ff).
86:6.

NETh2��[T:

cf. 86:8.

РrоЬаЫу emend to ПЕТh2ПWТ (WZ);

ПЕТh2NТЧ:

Although the suffix is masculine

it can only refer to tThЗIC.
86:8-11.

Christ, after leaving the

Cf. ExcTh 23:2:

Mother and ascending to the Pleroma,

u�ep ���

ё�w

ка�а�еL�0еСа�� ro�Ca� t��aa�o ��v �o�0eLav; ib. 41:2

6

aL��aaµevo� �ou�

aLwva�

XpL0�6�.

In the system

which forms the source of those two excerpts "Christ"
is the name given to the superior self of the
fallen aeon.

То assume, as Ка. I 357 does, that

TriTrac is here actually alluding to Christ is
misplaced; this mythologoumenon does not rely on а
specific nomenclature.
86:11-15.

t

МЕТЕ рrоЬаЫу

<

;reuёюкet'v; cf., for the

translation, Nag Hammadi Codices III, � and IV, �.
р. 13; and, for the use of the concept in Valentinianism,
ExcTh 23:2 and the texts quoted in Sagnard's note in
loc., also cf. Hipp. El. VI 31:2, 32:1; further,
Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne, 542 n. 1.

As in the

passage cited from ExcTh the еuбокСа is here
represented as the response of the Pleroma to the
intercession of the re-ascended part of the fallen
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aeon.

In other Valentinian texts the еuоокСа is the

mutual agreement of the aeons with one another, and
there is no longer а functional connection with the
supplication.

The outcome of the еuоокСа is always

the Saviour-Paraclete whose singularity as а person
manifests the unanimity of the Pleroma.
86:15.

<

congregated in one place, 11 proЬаЫу

�auvtpxe
. aeaL � t�t *�о *au�6:
11

Crum, Dict. 154а;

а Jewish-Christian idiom, cf. Bauer, W5rterbuch, s.v.
au�6s 4.Ь.; Blass-Debrunner § 233,1.
86:16-18.

The еuоокСа here also has an aspect of

а'С�т�а L s ( 11 entreating 11

<

а i�e 'i:'v)--intercessory prayer

on behalf of the supplicating aeon.

The combination

of these two notions, which each occurs separately
(on the intercession see note on 81:26-82:9, (с)) is
not made Ьу other Valentinian systems.

The effect is

that the Father is more directly involved in the
production and mission of the Paraclete-Saviour than
in these other systems, where the first principle is,
at least as far as the soteriology is concerned,
more of а deus otiosus than in TriTrac (cf. 86:29-32).
86:21-22.

<

11

drew, II рrоЬаЫу

<

*ел.кеLV, and

11

manifested, t!

��avepouv or similarly, seem to allude to а

soteriological concept known from Res. 45:28-39 and
Julian, Orat. V 172а, perhaps most at home in the
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Chaldaean Oracles (cf. note on 72:20):

like the sun

the Plerorna both illurninates and attracts that which
is of its own substance.
86:23-88:8.

The consent of the Plerorna brings forth

the Son-Fruit.

Cf. 78:23-28.

also noted Ьу Ка. in. loc.:
23:2, Hipp. El. VI 32:1-2.

Valentinian parallels,
Iren. АН I 2:6Ь, ExcTh

This figure--which the

sources of Iren. and Hipp. agree to narne Кар�6�, and
which is generally identified as Jesus--rnanifests the
transcendent world in the inferior region, and may Ье
regarded as the Val�ntinian appropriation of the
Middle Platonists' second, derniurgic mind,1 acting on
the rnaterial substance provided Ьу the fallen aeon,
as well as Archetypal Man (cf. note on 65:35-67:34
[ end ]).
86:26-29.

Cf. Hipp. El. VI 32:1 µ6vo�

atwvwv; �pooayop8u6�vaL .•• каt

а�о

�а

��о

�av�wv

�av�a, OLa

�av�wv 8IvaL Iren. АН I 2:6, cf. 3:4.

�ь

The Fruit

manifests the unity-in-multiplicity (cf. especially
66:29ff, with note) of the Plerorna in its perfect,
i.e. glorifying, state.

It is in this state that the

Pleroma is аЫе to generate the image of the Father
(note on 65:35-67:34 (а)); this is а Primal Man
1see e.g. the presentation in Lewy, Chaldaean
0racles, 316ff.
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rnythologournenon.

This aspect, that the Fruit is а

rnanifestation of the countenance of the Father, is
absent in the systerns reported Ьу Iren. and Hipp.:
we have already rernarked that the Prirnal Man background
of this episode in the rnyth has been weakened in these
variants (note on 65:35-67:34 [end]).
86:31.

yvwµ� occurs in the sarne general context Iren.

АН I 2:6.
86:31-32.

In other Valentinian sources the Father is

not represented as'�irectly taking part in the
production of the Son; cf. note on 86:16-18.

The

rneaning seerns to Ье that the participation of the
Father in the еuоокСа, his acceptance of the a!��OL�,
is irnplied in the unity of the aeons:

Ву their united

agreernent they rnanifest the essential character of the
Father, his oneness.

This unity is also reflected in

the Fruit being the countenance of the Father,
86:33.

EY(.l)дYEINE:

86:36-37.

Cf. Introd. р. 37.

"the Son of his will":

For the divine Will

cf. notes on 55:30-35 and 71:36-72:1.

In the present

context the concept is sernantically linked with the
еuбокСа, but it also entails the usual association with
rnanifestation and procession.

The Will was already

associated with the Son 66:20-21.

The present "Son"
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is рrоЬаЫу not to Ье interpreted as an entity
completely distinct from the Son described above who
is immanent in the Pleroma, but rather, in accordance
with TriTrac's general trtelescoping" concept of
hypostases, as his revelational aspect outside the
Pleroma.
87:2-6.

The Son clothes the Pleroma, but the inverse

is also the case (87:12-13); cf. 63:12-13.

For the

significance of the garment metaphor, which is
soteriological as well as connected with Primal Man
mythology, see note on 65:35-67:34 (е).

The son as

the garment gives perfection to the one who is
deficient and firmness to those who are already
perfect:

this principle doubtless has а wider

application than the present mythological context.
А sacramental Sitz im Leben (baptism and confirmation)
is easily conceivaЫe.

The giving of firmness to the

undescended Pleroma is attributed to Christ and Holy
Spirit in Iren. АН I 2:6 a��PLX6�v�a •.•

�&

о�а,

and the perfection of the deficiency to the Fruit-Jesus,
but TriTrac, which described the giving of firmness to
the Pleroma Ьу the Son already in 65:7, does not
separate these two characters.

GTr 24:3 as well gives

the Son both functions.
87:7-17.
(а)

The names of the Son.
Saviour (aw��p):

This title also occurs in
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Iren. АН I 2:6, 3:1, 4:5, 5:1; ExcTh 43:4, 45:1.3;
GTr 16:38.
(Ь)

Redeerner:

perhaps

<

�Av�pw��s; which,

although not attested elsewhere in the present
context, is nevertheless current in Valentinianisrn:
It is а narne of the horos in Iren. АН I 2:4, see
further Orbe, Espiritu Santo, 603-13.
( с)

rr the

11'Jell-pleasing one rr (euбoкri�6s), and

(d) rrthe Beloved one" (рrоЬаЫу

<

�а,уа.1ТТ]�6s) allude to

ou еТ

the rnessianic enthronernent forrnula of Mk. 1:11
'

О

�6
' '
6
'
..
'-"-- "
VL S µov О а,уа.'!ТТ]� S, ev OOL 8VuOKТ]Oa. parr.

In

addition euooкri�6s·�efers to the origin of the
Saviour in the еuбокСа. of the

divine Plerorna, as is

explained, with а quotation frorn Col. 1:19, in Iren.
АН I 12:4 (euooкri�ov ка.Аеtоба.L, O�L 1Т[v �о 1ТА�рwµа,
Т]UО6КТ]08V 6L'a.u�ou бо�аОа.L �ov 1Та.�ера.).
(е)

Paraclete:

Iren. АН I 4:5, ExcTh 23:1.2;

Orbe, Espiritu Santo, 434-39.

Other than its general

background in the NT, the significance of this title
as used Ьу the Valentinians is peculiar to thern, as
it is directly correlated to the a.t�Т]OLS of the fallen
aeon and of its intercessors:

the Paraclete is the

answer to the prayer for help, the one for whorn one
prayed when one prayed for help.

The original

forensic connotations of the terrn are absent.
(f)

Christ:

Although this title rnore properly

belongs either to the figure who confirms the Pleroma
after the fall (in the systems which duplicate the
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myth of the passion), or to the reascending part of
the fallen aeon (in the systems which retain the
simple version), it can also Ье applied to the
Saviour-Jesus, as in Iren. АН I 2:6, and 3:1, where
Jesus is named "the second Christ" (cf. also
Christ" ExcTh 43:4, 58:1).

11

Jesus

TriTrac makes no distinction

in terms of mythological characters corresponding to
that between Christ and Jesus in Iren. and Hipp.,
nor does it give а mythological name to the
reascending part of the fallen logos.
trChrist tr

(g)

As а consequence

is free to Ье used as а name f or the Saviour.
"Light": '-'ExcTh ed. Sagnard, р. 269 s.v.

QW�; also Iren. АН I 8:5 QW� etp�кev au�6v (sc.
ow��pa).

�ov

This epithet refers to his formative power.

"those who are appointed" implies the predestination
of those who will receive the Light.
ExcTh 41:2-4 тау Ье helpful:

For comparison

the Light illuminates,

forms and manif ests those who themselves have the
light as an innate capacity.
As Ка. I 358 notes, neither of the designations
Logos and Jesus is applied to this mythological
character Ьу TriTrac.

The explanation

for this is

рrоЬаЫу that the name logos is already occupied Ьу
the fallen aeon (what Ка., ib., says about 90:14 is
incorrect:

cf. the Fr. and Eng. translations of that

passage in Ка., as well as the present translation),
and that TriTrac reserves "Jesus 11 for the incarnate
Sa v i о ur ( 1 1 7 : 12-1 5 ) .
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87:10-13.
certain.

The implication ofкa:1;a,here is not quite
It seems that the names· of the aeons of

87:12 and the list of names of the Saviour are related.
Most likely what is intended is not that the names of
the Saviour actually are names of aeons, but simply
the general point that the Saviour incorporates all
the qualities and various aspects of the Pleroma which
produces him.

Similar formulations were used of the

Son, in his aspect as irnmanent in the Pleroma, above,
66:29ff.
87:11-12.

N/NIPEN:'·' I emend to ENIPEN.

87:15-16.

The Son is the �nosis of the Father because

he reveals hirn, being his irnage.
personification og �nosis:

For the Son as the

ExcTh 7:1, 31:3; GTr 20:38;

cf. Ка.
87:16-17.

Cf. note on 57:27-29.

87:17-31.

The Son as the rnanifestation of the All:

The Son not only reveals the oneness of the Father,
but also the multiplicity of the Plerorna.
87:17.

2}-..NNь..l(uN ХПО:

For the conjugation base cf.

Introd. рр. 45, 47, and Kahle, Bala•izah, 171-75.
87:22-26.

Irenaeus as i,тell (АН I 2:6 LendJ, 4:5)
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rnakes the Plerorna provide the Saviour with а rnilitary
escort of angels (бopucp6pouc; ••• а,ууел.оuс; ) •
Accornpanying angels are also rnentioned Ьу ExcTh

35-36, 44:1-2, but not Ьу Hipp.

Their rnythological

function is to rnanifest the rnultiplicity of the
Plerorna so as to serve as the rnodel for the generation
of the spiritual race.

The rnilitary nature of the

escort is rnore accentuated in TriTrac than elsewhere;
this is an effect of the characteristic cosrnogonic
outlook of the treatise, which, unlike these other
texts, conceives of а pre-cosrnic chaos of war and
strife, and of the Saviour 1 s derniurgic activity as а
rnilitary operation to end this state (88:30ff).

А

rnore particular explanation is given in 87:24-26:
The Saviour is revealed as а rnilitary cornrnander in
order to unite the previously ernitted order of the
rernernbrance (i.e. the psychic powers), which in its
enraged struggle with the powers of the irnitation has
lost control of itself and begun fighting itself
(83:34-84:36).

(As Nь.. ПIМЕУЕ consistently refers to

the psychic powers in TriTrac [see Ка. II 317 s.v.J
the circurnstantial clause can hardly Ье other than
one of result.

The versions of Ка. and NHLE all rniss

the point.)
(Ка. I 18 n. 3).
87:30.

ЧNЕУ is Conjunctive (Introd. р. 52).
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87:31-88:8.

The authority of the "Fruit. 11

As Ка. I

360 notes there is strong verbal agreement between
87:33-36 and Iren. АН I 4:5 and ExcTh 43:2.

The

agreement derives from an exegetical tradition in
Valentinianism, which applies the theme of Matt.
28:18 etc. to the mission of the Saviour to the
fallen aeon.
87:31-34.

An adverbial sentence.

meaning of

11

2д I take in the

on behalf of, representing."

"the power

(tt;ouo(a,) of the All н is an interpretation of 1Т0:Оа,
tt;oua(a, in Matt. 2�f18 etc.
87:34.

"The Father placed in him the All": tvб6v'roS'

a,u17� 1ТО:оа,v 'r�v бuva,µLv 17ou 1Та,17р6s- Iren. АН I 4:5.
87:35-36.
atmvL 170U'r�

88:3.

This echoes Eph. 1:21

&хх�

ТЕТОУ:

ка,t

ev

ov

µ6vov

17� µ§XXOV'LL.

ev

17�

The meaning "custody, charge н is

suggested Ьу the context.

"entrusted" ( 81ТL'rp§1ТeLv)

is а semi-technical word:

an е1ТС17рО1ТОS' is someone

who is officially in charge of another's possessions,
either economically or politically.
practically synonymous with otк6voµos-

The word is
(Gal. 4:2;

TWNT, III 784 n. 37) into which the following sentence
makes the Saviour, putting him in charge of the
otкovoµCa,.
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88:4.

tr the administration (oLк:ovoµ(,a,) of the All tr

is ambiguous, and рrоЬаЫу deliberately so.
are (1) а cosmological reference:

There

the Son provides

the world with an organized structure (the All = the
cosmos) ;

(2) an ароcalypti с reference:

The Son

supervises the salvation history (the All = the
present aeon); (3) а peculiarly Gnostic reference
to the Son as the one who has been entrusted with the
Pleroma in order to manifest it to that which has
becorne deficient and remedy the deficiency (the All
=

the Pleroma).

88:7.

ПЕ€!

88:8-89:4.
88:8-25.
88:1 0-11.

<пе>

ПРНТЕ (Ка.).

The manifestation of the Son.
The rnanifestation to the logos.
:д 9ЕЕ 1 9 N(])АРП

11

appeared 1f:

Uncertain; in

particular because of the otherwise unattested
reflexive use of Е\РЕ.

Our interpretation is based

on the conjecture that the Gk. was �poy(.veo0a,L (cf.
LSJ), and the observation that visual metaphors
dorninate the description of the manifestation in the
present paragraph.
88:11-12.

11

was lacking in vision Yf :

The inaЬility

to see characterizes existence in the lower region.
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For а general statement cf. GTr 17:13-14.

One effect

of this deficiency is the arrogant illusion of the
material powers that they alone exist (79:12-16).
The name Samael for the chief archon in some
(non-Valentinian) texts expresses this characteristic
(cf. Tardieu, Trois mythes, 130 n. 285).

Ву contrast

the converted logos and the psychic powers who derive
from the conversion are characterized Ьу their
submission to а superior power which they no more
than the others have seen, but whose luminous
manifestation they hope for, trust and believe in,
and seek after (82:·34-35, 83:18-26, 85:12-18.25-32).
88:12-15.

The illumination of, and appearance of light

to those who are in the light is well known from both
the soteriology of the mysteries and Jewish-Christian
messianism.

Compared with other Valentinian systems

TriTrac places an unusually strong emphasis on this
aspect of the Saviour 1 s manifestation to the fallen
aeon; cf. also the preceding note, and the note on
85:29-32.
88:13-15.

The adverbial complement "Ьу means of ..•

there" may also Ье read with the following main verb
"he first perfected."
88:15-16.

"he first perfected him":

Either:

11

he

gave him а first perfection," i.e. а provisional one,
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until the ultimate reabsorption into the Pleroma; or:
11

he was the first one that he perfected, 11 i.e. before

the Saviour attended to the psychic powers that are
his offspring; or:
gave him

11

he first perfected him, and then

that which is one Ьу one (87:18-19).

The

first interpretation seems preferaЫe from the
context:
the

the perfection is here closely related to

11 inexpressiЫe

joy,

first joy 11 in 88:20.

11

which is qualified as

11 the

This joy refers to the emotion

Ьу which the hopefully expectant logos responds to
the appearance of the light (cf. also Iren. АН I

4:5, ExcTh 44:1), iid which is one of the
characteristics of the region which is subsequently
organized immediately below the Pleroma, above the
psychic sphere (93:2.8-9.21).

Thus this joy represents

а preliminary state in the process of salvation:

the

bride has seen the bridegroom for whom she prayed and
hoped, but has not yet been united with him in the
bridal chamber of the Pleroma.
state is what

11 the

This preliminary

first joy" refers to, and it is

plausiЫe that this also is what is implied Ьу the

�..то r d

II

f i r s t II i n 8 8 : 1 5 •

88:16-19.

The logos becomes а perfect individual

and also receives the aspect of multiplicity of the
Pleroma ( 11 that (which) is one Ьу one 11 ).

Specifically,

this aspect is represented Ьу the Saviour's angelic
retinue.
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88:17.

"for himself":

NЕЧ may Ье interpreted as

ethical dative, but тау also Ье а scribal error
influenced Ьу NE9 in 88:18.
88:20-23.

"tve" are the spirituals.

In Iren. АН I

4:5 Sophia conceives (tyкLaa�aaaav) Ьу the vision of
the lights of the Saviour 1 s accompanying angels.
These angels are the models of her spiritual offspring.
In ExcTh 21:1, 26:1.2, 35:1, 41:1 the expression

11

the

superior seed rr (1:"о 6 Lacpepov 01Терµа, also in the pl.)
35:1 connects this seed specifically with the
appearing angels.

As Ка. notes, Hipp. El. VI 34:3.6

calls this seed л6уоL, but there is no need, as Ка.
does, to stress the terminology here, as О1Терµа1:"а and
л6уоL are almost interchangeaЫe as technical terms
in the broad philosophical context of Valentinianism.
11

sown ..• invisiЫy," i.e. invisiЫe to cosmic

powers who do not recognize the latent superiority of
the seed; cf. (although in an anthropogonic context)
Valentinus ар. Clem. Strom. II 36:2; Iren. АН I 5:1,
7:2.
"as а logos ..." is metaphorical (cf. 60:34-37)
rather than technical, as is shown Ьу the use of the
general and untechnical word t1ТLO'L"�µ� rather than
yvwo L,;/ о, YNE.
88:23-25.

In 81:24-25 and 85:18-20 the turning away

was represented as already taking place in the
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conversion.

This apparent inconsistency is at least

partly removed if one assumes that the emphasis in
the present passage rests on the notion of separation
--previously the turning away from the material powers
has been only а mental dispositon, tha aeon not yet
having actually separated himself from them--and regards
the event described here as parallel to the separation
of the passions from Sophia Ьу the Saviour in Iren. АН

�ае�] av��S;
(a�oo�fioas бе �а �ае�

I 4:5 (xwp(oav�a at�a [sc. �а

a�oкp(vav�a

XWp(GeL), ExcTh 45:2

тfis

�e�oveuCas; 61,aкp(vas) and Hipp. El. VI 32:6 (tкo��vaL

�а

�ci0r1 &,�'a,uтfis ) ; '·'cf. also 96:8-16.

This separation

is conceptually the same as that studied at some length
above in the note on 77:11-36, where it referred to the
split between the perfect and the deficient part of
the fallen aeon.

We then adduced some evidence which

indicate that the notion derived from а Neopythagorean
theory of the derivation of the material principle
from the single first principle.

Now the same process

of division takes place, in both

Iren., Hipp. and

TriTrac, on а lower level, in а way which is formally
strongly reminiscent of Old Academic diaeretic
method, as тау Ье seen from the diagram on the
following page.
88:26-89:4.

The manifestation to the material and

psychic powers.

Whereas the Saviour manifests

himself to the logos in order to save it, the purpose
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of his manifestation to the psychic and material
powers, although depicted in the colours of
apocalyptic eschatology, is cosmogonical:

he brings

their chaotic struggle to cease and separates the
two fighting parties.
88:29.

"in а mock-form":

quite uncertain.

I read

fШВЕ, interpreting the horizontal stroke above С as
an offset from Н

in 2PHI of 89:29.

I think is impossiЫe.
docetic theme of
88:30.

11

fШВЕ l'JZ, NHLE

PossiЫy we here have the

the laughing saviour."

Emend to �ЧЕIРЕ with WZ:

In 89:6.8 the

YYstroke" is attributed to the Saviour.
88:30-33.

The motif of the sudden appearance here

is related to that of the rapid manifestation of
Primal Man to the archons in certain Gnostic texts
(e.g. ApJn NHC II 14:13ff; NHC II,
103:28-32).

..2.,

103:15ff, esp.

In common with that motif are the

unexpectedness of the revelation, the consternation
of the powers who see it and the withdrawal of the
revealer.

In NHC II,

..2.

the revelation also provokes

two different reactions, as in TriTrac.

But the

Saviour in TriTrac does not display himself (cf.
90:13:

they did not see him) to Ье anthropogonically

reproduced, and the purpose of his manifestation is
exclusively that of pacifying, subjecting and
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separating the powers.
The lightning theophany here stands in the Son
of Man-tradition of Matt. 24:27 (cf. also
Strack-Billerbeck in loc), but also in а Hellenistic
tradition:

Orig. С. Celsum. I 60, IamЫ. Myst. III

13 (Dodds, Proclus, 275).
88:33-89:1.

11

entanglement":

As Ка. I 304 suggests,

2ЛНМ here and in 110:6, 111:18 has the same meaning
as the reduplicated form 2ЛОМЛМ; cf. also Westendorf,
and �erny, Dict., s.vv. Here very рrоЬаЫу
< жаuµ�лок� (Ка., referring, with justice, to ExcTh

47:3 ��v аuµ�лок�v �wv ovo otaCwv, [i.e. the psychic
and the hylicJ; cf. also Crum s.v. 2ЛОМЛМ).

The

entanglement is that of the battle between the psychic
and the hylic orders.

The intervention of the Saviour

therefore serves both to abate the battle and to
separate the two orders.
not without parallels:

This cosmogonic myth is
In the cosmogony of Ovid 1 s

Metamorphoses the demiurge brings the discord of the
pre-cosmic chaos to an end Ьу an act which separates
the elements:
hanc deus et melior litem natura diremit.
nam caelo terras et terris abscidit undas
et liguidum spisso secreuit аЬ � caelum
I 21-23; the same idea is found in the Strassbourg
papyrus 481 (лri]yeµeva,1, �p0�€PYJ'; ёрLОО'; O�OLXE:[°Ca
кeлeveL v / oa1,]µovC ri ,; �есееаее 01,акрСvеаее (�')
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[tcps1:-µf)t. vv. 13-14; cf. note on 79:16-80:11).

The

general category to which these creation rnyths belong
is that of the бLdкpLGLS-cosrnogonies which have been
studied Ьу Spoerri, Sp�thellenistische Berichte, ch.
I, in which the elernents are derived (frequently Ьу
the action of а transcendent derniurge) Ьу бLaкpLGLS
frorn а chaos characterized Ьу their undifferentiated
rnixture with one another.

It has previously escaped

the comrnentators, and also Spoerri, that the
Valentinians also applied the theory of cosmogonic
OL�KpLGLS; not however, for the differentiation of
the elements, but for the separation of the hylic
(which includes all the elernents) and the psychic
natures (Iren. АН I 5:2 OLaкpCvav1:-a уар 1:-as бuо
otuCas , ExcrTh 48:1 бLaкpCvas бt 6 б�µLoupybs 1:-а
кабара

а�Ь

1:-ov tµppLбovs, ValExp 35:30-34

This Jesus created the creation and he fashioned
out of the passions which surround the seeds,
and he separated [ПWPX]thern from one another.)
However, it must also Ье pointed out that the
separation of the psychic frorn the hylic constitutes
а further branch in the system of division through
which the Valentinians are аЫе to account for the
origin of rnatter (cf. the diagrarn above).

Thus the

cosrnogonic бLaкpLGLS in these systerns forrns part of
а rnore general systern of derivation Ьу Ьipartition.
Such а systern can Ье found_in Philo Heres 133ff,
where the Logos performs its demiurgic task through
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а series of divisions:

beings into the anirnate and

the inanirnate, the inanirnate into light and heavy,
coarse and fine etc., so as in this way to produce
the elernents.

It has long been recognized that

Philo's procedure is based on the dialectic rnethod
of the Acaderny (cf. e.g. U. Frtichtel, Die
kosrnologischen Vorstellungen bei Philo von Alexandrien
[Leiden 1968] 41-52).

The Valentinians clearly also
1
rnade use of this type of cosrnogonic diaeresis, but
in а version which is rnore concerned with the
derivation of rnatter than with the cornprehensive
description of reali�y--we rnay conjecture that this
represents а "Pythagorean" appropriation of the
rnethod, since the derivation of rnatter within the
frarnework of а rnetaphysical rnonisrn was precisely

а Neopythagorean concern (cf. also note on 77:11-36).2
1 The divisions light/heavy and coarse/fine are
used in Iren. АН I 5:2 and ExcTh 47:3, but to
distinguish the psychic and the hylic substances
rather than the light and the heavy elernents.
2 Spoerri deliberately excludes Philo frorn his

survey of the бLaкpLOL�-cosrnogonies, and does not
discuss their relation to the division concept of
Acadernic dialectic, although he does suggest that
Platonisrn was instrurnental in their circulation
(107ff). It seerns plausiЫe that the cosrnogonic
notion of а process of division, differentiation or
secretion as such, which can Ье found already in the
Pre-socratics (Spoerri, 12 n. 7), was no rnore the
property of а single school in late Hellenisrn or
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89:4-90:13.

The different reactions of the two

orders.
89:4-7.

The epiphany of the Saviour provokes fear

among the cosmic powers.

See note on 88:30-33.

The

mythologoumenon is elaborated on in GTr 26:4ff.
89:8-15.

11 little 11

is not

thinks, but means rather

p ejorative here, as Ка.
11

humЬle 11 (cf. Crum, s.v.):

the psychics have been given а predisposition to
submit themselves to what is superior.

The

11

little

thought 11 refers to t'heir humЫeness, as opposed to
the presumptive and vain self-estimation of the
hylics.

However, the introduction of

11

little 11 as а

�' as well as the context as а whole, suggests
that the author is here giving а particular
interpretation of а more generally applied designation
for the psychics, and in this respect the remarks
of Ка. are not without relevance.
is supported Ьу the fact that

11

That this is so

the little ones, who

believe 11 (with allusion to Matt. 10:42 parr) refer

under"the Empire than earlier, but that Platonists
of various kinds assimilated this general physical
idea to their own particular theoretical framework.
This explains how the OLaкpLOL� of Philo and the
Valentinians may Ье seen both as а physical
process and as the Platonic oLaкpLOL� ка�а ytv�.
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to the catechumens in Manichaeism (Keph. I 189:6-19,
201:30; after Bauer, W5rterbuch, s.v. µLкp6s 1.с.).
89:8-10.

Emendation is necessary.

Simplest is дУt

PEN <).РдУ> NNOYЩHM, and this is adopted here.

But

NNOYЩHM may also have been corrupted Ьу the following
NNOYMEYE ЩНМ, and more extensive emendations should
Ье considered.
89:12-15.
89:13 •

Cf. 83:22-26.

ЕУ С I ТЕ :

89:15-17.

R е·аd Е Ч С I ТЕ (Ка.).

For the greeting (ао�а�еабаL) of the

Saviour cf. GTr 26:30.

The proskynesis is а sign of

submission; for ао�а�еабаL = �pOGKUV€LV cf. TWNT
I 494 20.
1:

89:17-20.

Emend NEY to NЕЧ in 89:18 (NHLE).

That

the psychic powers become witnesses and confess
(oµoAoyeLv) the Saviour corresponds to their basic
nature, as they originate in repentance and
conversion.
89:24-28.

The scene is that of the eschatological

punishment of Jewish-Christian apocalyptic:

the

Saviour's opponents are relegated to the abyss.
"Outer Darkness" is the

-ro

ок6-тоs -то ti;CJ-тepov of

The
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Matt. 8:12, }2:13, 25:3 □.

But in а Gnostic context

such an expression takes on а peculiar meaning; here
darkness i� associated with matter, the shadows and
the void, the realm of non-being which exists only
as the negative outside of the delimited Pleroma.
The implicit identification of Hades with matter
represents а Middle Platonic theory (Lewy, Chaldaean
Oracles, 378ff).
89:27.

2€Т2€:

89:28-90:1.

Cf. Introd. рр. 39-40.

The hyiic powers are subordinated to

the psychic ones, whose task becomes that of ruling
the material sphere in the service of the salvation
economy.

One may compare Iren. АН I 7:4, where the

Demiurge is said to Ье in charge of the cosmic
oikonomia; also the expression
apxov�a-

�ьv ���

oLкovoµ(a� •••

The entire raison d'�tre of the Demiurge

and the psychic powers is that of temporarily and
vicariously administering the world of matter, which
is too far removed from the world of perfection to
Ье acted on Ьу it directly, but which nevertheless
serves а necessary function in the plan of salvation.
89:36. €T<N>дQXuП€ (Ка.).
90:1.

I emend to C:NTh УдВО)ОУ and take дВQ)ОУ to Ье

reflexive.

The ignorance of the Demiurge is а
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common Valentinian theme (e.g. Iren. АН I 5:4, 7:4;
Hipp. El. VI 33, 34:8; ExcTh 49:1).
90:1-13.

The author emphasizes the soteriological

nature of the manifestation to the logos, Ьу
describing it in terms of mystery theology:

The

Saviour is both god and mystagogue, gradually
preparing the mystes for his ascent and the epopteia
of the divinity which is the ultimate purpose of
the initiation in the mysteries (cf. Е. Рах in RAC
V 848-49, Е. Fascher, ib. 977-83).

The utilization

of these notions from the mysteries to describe
philosophical cognition goes back to Plato; the
history of this tradition has been written Ьу А.
Wlosok, Laktanz, who concentrat�s on Philo, Clement
of Alexandria and the Hermetica.

The mystagogic role

of the Saviour in TriTrac corresponds to that of
Logos in the two first mentioned and of Nous in the
latter, whereas the mystes, TriTrac 1 s logos, is the
equivalent of the still impure and unilluminated
soul.
90:4-5.

Similarly Nous is present in the Hermetic

devotees:
ттарау(vоµаL au�o� eyw 6 Nou� �OL� oa(oL� •••
KaL � TTapoua(a µou ytVS�aL �0�0eLa; KaL eu0u�
�а ттаv�а yvwp(�OUOL
Poim. 22.

The idea of the тта.роuа(а of mind as а
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formative power in the soul is Middle Platonic, cf.
Atticus ар. Proclus In Tim. I 382:12 Diehl, also
cf. IamЫ. Myst. II 6 � ... �wv eewv �apovaCa.
90:5-7.

The Saviour-mystagogue shows cornpassion and

heals the passions of the soul.

The tauL� �wv

�aewv also occurs in both Iren. АН I 4:5 and ExcTh
45:1.

Similarly both Philo and Clement of Alexandria

portray the Logos as the healer of the passions (see
Lilla, Clement, 96-99); and in Corp. Herm. XII 3
Nous is the surgeon who gradually removes the sick
parts of the soul (cf. also Festugiere, Revt3lation,
III 116).
90:10-11.

"those who are on the outside" seems to

stand in antithesis to "he manifested himself within
him 11 in 90:4-5, but it is not quite clear what is
implied in this antithesis.

In any case

11 the

outside 11

refers to the cosmic region outside the Pleroma and
comprises both psychic and hylic spheres (cf.
96:14-15, 97:27-28).
9о: 12•

СЕ: 2 Н те

90:14-104:3.
90:14-91:6.

:

С f . n о t е оn 6 4 : 3 3 - 3 4 •

The creation of the world.
The logos gives thanks.

This section

is а rnuch fuller statement of the passage Iren. АН
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I 4:5
c�V ОЕ 'Axaµwe tKcO� cOU ттаеоu� yEvoµtv�v [каt]
ouAAapouoav "� xapi cwv ouv atc� ��cwv "�v 6EwpCav

90:14.

There is no justification for the assumption

of Ка. I 363 that logos here, at variance with the
use of the term everywhere else in TriTrac, refers
to the Saviour; the English translation of Ка., and
NHLE correctly disregard this interpretation.
90:15.

11

advanced 11 : .. , the meaning . of Р 2НТС here is

uncertain.

All translations have

11 made

а beginning, 11

but this meaning fits the context badly, and is in
addition only attested in Bohairic.

Our interpretation

regards the word as an expression of the progress
towards gnosis and perfection induced Ьу the Saviour.
90:16-18.

Cf. 88:23-25.

90:18-19.

А parallel to this particular form of the
1
garment metaphor is OdSol 11:1 О: 1 1 And I rej е cted
) cast upon the earth [the
folly is that of the choic body],/ And stripped it
off and cast it from

те 11

(

tr. Charlesworth) .

Tl1e

1 For this metaphor in general cf. now Kehl's
article 1 1 Gewand 11 in RAC Х 945-1025.

....
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"presumptuous thought" is that from which the
passions and matter originate (78:29-30, 82:20-21).
90:20-23.

The

11 repose 11

(perhaps

<

жa,va,1Тa,uaLs-) is

the healed state, the freedom from passions;
semantically close is the description of Sophia as
О,1Та,8�S' ExcTh 45:2.

Since passion, represented Ьу

the hylic powers, means division, strife and discord
(cf. note on 79:16-80:11), freedom from passion is
also unity, the essential characteristic of the
Father and of pleromatic perfection.

This association

of а,1Та,8еLа, and oneness can also Ье found in Clement
of Alexandria (esp. Strom. IV 152:1; cf. Lilla,
Clement, 112; Kr�mer, Geistmetaphysik, 283), and
is рrоЬаЫу of Neopythagorean origin (Whittaker,
VigChr 32.216-19; cf. also the note on 65:11-23).
The submissive attitude of the hylic powers which
accompanies the logos' liberation from thern implies
that he has now become their ruler, master over the
passions and, in а sense, king over the material
cosmos; in the background one may discern both а
common Gnostic utilization of the a,va,1ТauaLs--motif
from the BiЫical cosmogony (GThornas log. 2;
further Marcovich in JTS 20.56-57, Helderman in
NaP
�

Hammadi -and ---Gnosis,
----

40-42) and the Stoic

application of the philosopher-king idea.
90:21.

нsubjugation":

I derive this from KWB2
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11

Ьind (?)

11

Crum, Dict., XVII Ь.

90:23.

дУРЕG)Е::

Emend to дЧРЕG)Е: with MPQZ, NHLE.

90:24.

"the visitation of his brothers":

i.e. the

manifestation of the Pleroma through the Saviour
and his accompanying angels.

t�Laкo�� here рrоЬаЫу

has the connotation of "providentian care" (Lampe,
Lex. А.2.).
90:29-30.

"Greatness":

Cf. note on 52:26.

90:30-31.

пьу а decree" must refer to the еuбок(а,

of the Pleroma (note on 86:11-15), connoting the
portrayal of the Pleroma as а heavenly council, cf.
the Hymn of the Pearl 39а
11

���i�к ••• ai\D

they took а decision. 11

90:31-91:6.

The thз.nksgiving is images of the aeons.

Similarly Sophia, responding to the manifestation of
the Saviour and his angels produces а new class of
offspring, кекu�кеvа,L ка,р�оu� ка,�а ��v eLк6va,, кu�µа,
�veuµa,�LKOV кa,6'6µoLWOLV yeyovo� �wv бopu�6pwv �ou
rw��po�.

Iren. АН I 4:5, cf. 5:6.

The passage quoted

alludes to Gen. 1:27, as is confirmed Ьу ExcTh 21:1.
The Valentinian conception is that Ьу manifesting
the Pleroma the Saviour reveals the Archetypal Man,
himself the image of the Father, and that the fallen
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aeon when receiving the manifestation produces the
spiritual man as the сору of that which has been
revealed; cf. note on 65:35-67:34-

TriTrac, however,

is here also clearly influenced Ьу Platonic
cosmogony.

The logos is depicted as the

demiurge-artist who employs his skill in the
fa Ь riсаtion of а beautiful image.

<

"works 11 91:3,

%

? tpya�eo0aL , belongs characteristically in this

Platonic context, and sounds foreign to this
particular Valentinian mythologoumenon, where
metaphors of biological generation usually dominate
(cf. 90:31 ХПО 11 bri'ng forth"). 1 The emphasis on the
beauty of the сору is also traditional in Platonism,
and also the designation

11 those

who exist 11 (-i;-a, бv-i;-a)

for the intelligiЫe model, which is rarely used
elsewhere in TriTrac fits well into the Platonic
context.

For the cosmogonic function of the

spiritual emission see note on 91:6-92:22.
90:31-32.

It is tempting to see in the "living forms 11

the vori-i;-a, �G'Ja of Tim. 30с7, 31а5 etc., but more
рrоЬаЫу

11

living" here, as in Valentinus ар. Clem.

Strom. IV 89:6, refers to the real existence of the
model, as contrasted with the derived nature of the image.
1

Cf. ExcTh 41:1 -i;-a, бLa�spov-i;-a оттерµа-�;-а �Т]ОL
µ�'t"8 W� тта0Т] ••• µ�-i;-e W� K't"(OLV TTp08ЛТ]ЛU0SVaL,
алл'w� -i;-sкva.
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90:32-91:1.

That the spirituals are equal to the

aeons in appearance, but not in essence, reflects
their production as images, which, in accordance
with Platonic ontology, are always inferior to the
model.

The fallen aeon will only achieve unification

with the Saviour in the ultimate restoration, when
also the spirituals will receive their perfection
Ьу being united with their superior angelic
counterparts (Iren. АН I 7:5).

Cf. also the note

on 95:2-7.

...

90:36-37.
91:2.
91:3-4.

,. ,

Read

Supply NE.

2�� OY[NEY}EПICTHMH (WZ).

л6уо� has here clearly no mythological

significance (as Ка. thinks, regarding it as а name
of the Saviour) but must Ье seen in the context of
ао�Са and t�LO��µ� as designating the intellectual
competence of the aeon for his work.

Contrast

81:12, where the defective emissions of the aeon 1 s
vain presumption are said to Ье produced not Кдlд
ЛОГОС.

As becomes clear from 93:34 this л6уо�, which

might not inappropriately Ье rendered ''rationality,"
is the formative power communicated to the aeon Ьу
the manifestation of the Son.

One should not really

think of the aeon and his offspring as separate
entities; in а sense the offspring represent the
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state into which the aeon shapes hirnself through
the agency of the internally rnanifested Saviour-Son,
so that rruniting loo-os with hirnself" refers both to
the result of, and the pre-condition for the aeon 1 s
forrnative activity.

In philosophical terrns:

the

aeon is the irrational soul being forrned, as rnuch
as he is the derniurge who hirnself confers shape on
the arnorphous.
91:6-92:22.

The purpose of this ernission is to set

in order his previous offspring.

Whereas the purpose

of the spiritual eiission in the Valentinian systerns
reported Ьу the Church Fathers, as far as they have
been transrnitted, is entirely anthropogonical (the
seed is inserted into the psychic Adarn), it has here
also а cosrnogonic function:

rnirroring the perfection

of its plerornatic rnodel it irnposes order and
rationality upon the cosrnos.

Iren. АН I 5:1 and

ExcTh 47 also portray Sophia as derniurge; after the
Saviour as

II

firs t derni urge II has s epara ted tl1e

substances, Sophia as "second derniurge" shapes the
psychic realrn, on top of which she places herself.
But this derniurgic activity is distinct frorn the
ernission of the spiritual seed.

TriTrac, on the

other hand, rnakes no distinction between the aeon's
ernission of spiritual beings, his installation in а
hyper-psychic sphere,and his derniurgic activity:
the images of the Plerorna which have been ernitted
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in fact constitute this sphere, in which the
aeon-logos resides and from which he creates and
supervises the visiЫe world.
91:8.

€NThЧOYWN2:

91:15-17.

Read €NThYOY(1)N2 (vJZ).

The Coptic text is confused here; out

translation atempts to reconstruct the original
meaning of the passage.
91:17-25�

The idea of а chariot in which one

ascends above the world and towards God is at home
both in Jewish-Christian apocalyptic and mysticism
on the one hand (chariots of fire; merkabah), and
in Graeco-Roman religion on the other (the vehicle
of the soul); for surveys of this idea cf. Dodds,
Proclus, 313-21; Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 178-84;
Epistula Iacobi Apocrypha, 75-78.

In the present

context the chariots undoubtedly refer to the
spiritual nature of this race, since the chariots
еnаЫе them to rise above both the psychic and the
hylic spheres (i.e. the entire cosmic realm); cf.
Epiac 18:33-34 ОУ2:Ь.РМА ••• МПN:Ь.
Lewy, 184 n. 30.

(<

<!рµа 1rveuµa1;�к6v);

As with the aeons of the Pleroma

(cf. esp. 69:24ff), of whom this spiritual offspring
are images, spiritual nature is а matter of
individual competence, so that each chariot brings
its charioteer to а particular level within а
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spiritual hierarchy.
91:18-19.

11 deliberately 11

(< ка,--с-а, *тr1v 1Тpoa,Cpe0Lv):

The Coptic rnakes this go with

11

brought forth. 11

This

rnakes sense, since the hylic powers do not originate
frorn the prohairesis (cf. 76:2-7), or. as 81:12 says,
they did not соте into being ка,--с-а, л6уоv; thus the
author rnay well have desired to irnply that the
spiritual offspring, in contrast to the hylic
powers, have соте into being

in a�cordance with

the rational deliberation proper to the nature of
the aeon who produi�s thern.

But there is also sorne

likelihood, I think, that the expression in the Gk.
went with

11 are

in chariots, 11 so that 1Тpoa,CpeOLt;

here, in Stoic fashion, would rnean the essential
nature of each spiritual resulting frorn the
consequences of his free choice, which earns hirn
the appropriate
91:19.

11 chariot. 11

2N 2N2дРМА Nf is confused and one rnust

delete either one

2N (which yields 11 they are

chariots 11 ), or, which seerns conceptually preferaЫe,
delete Nf ( 11 they are in chariots 11 ).
91:25-32.

1

1 This в

rnust refer to the generation of

the spiritual race, through which order and forrn
is irnposed upon the two inferior natures.
irnposition of order is an

11 overthrow 1 1

The

for the hylic
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order because its very nature is chaotic.

The

psychics, however, originating from conversion and
remembrance, possess а nature which is essentially
turned towards what is superior, and are therefore
susceptiЫe to improvement; the manifestation is а
11

beneficence 11 to them because it aids them to fulfil

their good potential.

The

11

seed 11 is а common name

for Sophia's spiritual offspring (cf. e.g. Sagnard,
Gnose valentinienne, 654 s.v. a�tpµa 1.).

The nаше

implies something not yet actualized, and TriTrac,
unlike other Valentinian documents, explicitly says
that they have not'jet attained subjective existence.
Obviously this implies that only through fulfilling
their cosmic and salvation-historical function,
Ьу being educated through taking part in the
soteriological oikonomia, will they achieve full
existence.

The same words were used in the

description of the embryonic aeons in 60:28-29,
61:4.7; the theory of the generation of the Pleroma
mythologically prefigures the (individual and
collective) salvation history (cf. notes on 60:16-37
and 61:7-13) .
91:25.

ЛЕ = NTE; the nomen regens in indefinite,

cf. also Introd. р. 38.

N-

The following pleonastic

is perhaps added Ьу а scribe who misinterpreted

the ЛЕ.
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91:32-92:4.

This passage рrоЬаЫу does

not deal

(once more) with the manifestation of the Son, as
previous translations imply, but, like the rest of
this section, concerns the function of the spiritual
seed vis-�-vis the lower orders, and specifically
"those whom the logos brought forth when he prayed,"
i.e. the (psychic) powers of the remembrance
(82:10-83:35).

The idea is that what the Son

reveals to the logos is in turn manifested to the
powers of the remembrance through the "visiЫe
images" (90:31-32) generated Ьу the logos.

The

description of the �on 1 s revelation in 86:23-87:5 is
now (91:32-35) transferred to the spiritual seed,
which in fact is the image of the image of the Father
and the Pleroma.

Soteriologically the relation

between the psychic powers and the spirituals of the
logos is analogous to that between the logos and the
revealed Son:

the imperfect and disorderly inferior

being is brought to order and formed Ьу the superior
power, thus the spirituals are in а sense the
saviours of the psychics.

From а

different point

of view, the spirituals are merely the mediators on
to а lower level of the one formative revelation of
the Saviour-Son and his satellites, whose images
they are.
91:37-92:4.

Cf. 90:25ff:

the spirituals whom the

lo�os brings forward are the concretization of the
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glorification offered in thanksgiving.
92:2-4.

11hereas "those who belong to the remembrance"

were brought forth without the logos 1 direct
contemplation of their model, but from memory, so to
speak, the emission of the spirituals did benefit
from such contemplation; cf. 92:10-14.

For the

creative function of the contemplation of а higher
hypostasis in Neoplatonism cf. the references in the
note on 75:7.
92:4-10.

The mutuaT harmony (83:26-33, 84:28-31),

and the hope (82:34-35, 83:18-26), which the psychic
powers have already is fortified Ьу the emision of
the spirituals.
92:10-14.

The Coptic syntax is confused, but there

must Ье an antithesis between NО)ь..РП and tNOY, and
tNOY most naturally goes with дЧХПО.

The point made

concerns the contrast between the previous images of
the Pleroma brought forth Ьу а remembrance, and the
present ones, who derive from а vision.
92:16-17.

"throughout the All tt :

perhaps

<

�eL,;

cf. Ps. 9:18 S (quoted in Crum, Dict.
424 а).
92:17-22.

This paedagogical theodicy was also used
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of the emanation process and commented upon in the
note on 62:6-33, cf. also 64:31-37.
formulation cf. Iren. АН IV 38:1 ou

For the present

o��w

�о�е

µtye0o� ��� 66��� au�ov �ao�a�eLv �бvvaµeea.

�о

For

inability to sustain the light of the divine in
general cf. note on 77:11-36.
92:22-93:14.
92:22.

The names of this thought.

"this thought":

The spiritual seed

originates in а peculiar mental disposition, а
rтthought,rт just as the hylic powers arose from а
presumptuous thought and the psychics from а thought
of remembrance.

This third category of thought is

that which consists in the direct contemplation
of the Pleroma.
92:24-25.

It may Ье debated whether ПIМЕУЕ or

ПЛОГОС is the subject of дЧР 20..Е\С.

In the first

case this paratactically attached sentence must Ье
understood as equivalent to а relative clause, in
the latter as а result clause.

This is а grammatical

rather than а hermeneutical proЫem, however, as
there is no systematic distinction between the logos
and his thought.

In any event ЕТВНТЧ must go with

<Щu ПЕ , с f • 79:1 9-2 О , 81:11-12, 8 8:28, 9 О :3-4, 91:13 .
92:26.

alwv never occurs elsewhere in Valentinianism
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as а designation for the hypercosmic, spiritual sphere
of Sophia, the ogdoad.

But the use of the term here

is entirely in agreement with its religious and
physical connotations under the Empire:

1

it is the

principle of permanence which both transcends the
temporal and changing cosmos and provides it with
stability Ьу enclosing it.

It thus has а cosmologi cal

function, being creator, ruler and upholder of the
orderly world (cf. also 100:18-30).

But it also has

а soteriological function, being the realm that is
entered Ьу whoever rises above the cosmos, and the
permanence and self�identity achieved Ьу the one who
has overcorne the dispersion and disharmony of
corporeal existence.

Finally it has, both

cosmologically and soteriologically, а mediating
function, being situated below the realm of divine
perfection but above the cosmic heavens as the
link between the superior and the inferior things,
and also the image of the true aeon and its tool
and agent vis-a-vis the oikonomia.
�6�о� must Ье read in close conjuction with

aLwv, and carries with it much the same polyvalence
as that worcl:

(1)

Cosmologically it represents the

space in which the cosmos is contained, as in Corp.
Herm. II 3-4.12 and in Philo (references Ьу K5ster
1 For а survey of the multiple meanings of
aLwv in this period see esp. Festugiere, Revelation,
IV 152-99.
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in TWNT VIII 201:22-35, cf. also Festugi�re 1 s note
in Nock 1 s and his edition, I 39 n. 14)--here
is, basically, the spatial counterpart to the
temporal a,Lwv-

(2)

Soteriologically it is the place

appropriate to the nature of the spirituals, their
homeland, or the place for which they are destined.
Here Zion-tradition can Ье discerned in the
background:

�6�о� represents the □,р� in which the

Lord dwells with his saints (cf. K5ster, 197:17-33,
198:20ff, 204:35ff); the presence of this tradition
is made evident Ьу Iren. АН I 5:3, where Sophia,
dwelling in her supracelestial "place" is named yrj
(i.e. the EiЫical у ■,�) and "Jerusalem," and Hipp.
El. VI 32:7, cf. 34:4, where she is likewise called
"the heavenly Jerusalem. 11

(3) �6�о�

eminent sense of the. place in the

11

also has the

middle."

The term

is, however, used in different ways Ьу the
Valentinians:

Whereas �6�о� in Hipp. El. VI 32:7-9,

ExcTh passim, and рrоЬаЫу Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh.
XIII 49, refers to the psychic demiurge, due, as
Hipp. makes clear, to the traditonal intermediary
1
position of the soul, TriTrac agrees with the main
system of Irenaeus which identifies 6 µеа6���о� �6�о�
with the sphere of Sophia (АН I 5:3.4, 7:1), situated
1

Especially in ExcTh the Jewish use of □\рюп
as а name for the Lord (K�ster, 201:5ff) is also
behind the designation of the Demiurge as 6 T6�os.
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below the Pleroma but above the psychic cosmos, as
1
the ��epoupavLo� �6�о� of the Platonic tradition.
That system tries to reconcile the two usages of
the intermediary �6�о� Ьу distinguishing between the
u�epoupaVLO� �6�о� of the 0gdoad and the t�oupavLo�
�6�о� of the Hebdomad; TriTrac also notes that the
demiurge is called Т6�о� (100:29), but without
commenting on this douЫe usage (if asked to
explain the author might have answered that the
sphere of the demiurge is an image of the aeon of
the logos, 101:29ff).
92:28-36.
жаw�Т]рСа,�):

"synagogue of salvation rr (< auvaywyri
(1) The use of auvaywyf] here is on the

one hand to Ье regarded on the background of the
soteriological use of �6�о� commented upon above; it
is the holy place in which the saints are congregated,
thus auva,ywyf] here is used within the tradition of
the heavenly Zion.

А heavenly auva,ywyf], or its normal

Hebrew and Aramaic equivalents, is not attested
within orthodox Judaism, so TriTrac is here рrоЬаЫу
more within the tradition of sectarian Judaism, where
the idea of а heavenly congregation did exist (cf.
note on 57:33-34), than that of rabbinism.
1

(2) 0n

Ib. 5:4; cf. Phaedrus 247с2; Lewy, Chaldaean
0racles, 328 n. 57-58; Tardieu in The Rediscovery of
Gnosticism, I 209ff.
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the other hand the author contrasts avvaywy� with
бLао�ора, making an ethical and psychological pun
on two well known Jewish terms:

avvaywy� is the

state of mental unity, OLao�opa that of psychic
dispersion.

OLao�opa is used in the same sense Ьу

Philo Praem. 115 and Clem. Prot. 88:3; cf. TWNT II
98, 101-02 (К.1. SchmidtJ.

I know no parallel to

the corresponding metaphorical use of avvaywy�, but
avvayeLv, like avAAtyeaoaL, is frequently used for
the

11

gathering together of oneself" in the religious

philosophy of the Empire; cf. e.g. Puech, En guete
de la Gnose, II, Index р. 302 s.v. flrassemЫer";
Sleeman-Pollet, Lex. Plot. s.vv. OVAAtyeo0aL,
avvayeLv; Puech in Hennecke, New Testament Apocrypha,
I 273, 275; also cf. note on 90:20-23.
The word avvayeLv is also used Ьу the Valentinians
( ExcTh 26:3 [cf. Sagnard I s note in lo с.] ; Heracleon
ар. Orig. In Ioh. XIII

41, 44, 46, 49), but in а sense

which is primarily collective:

at the end of the

oikonomia the spiritual seed will Ье reaped and
gethered together into the &�ое�к�.

The author of

TriTrac has reinterpreted this doctrine Ьу
individualizing it and bringing it into agreement
with philosophical psychology and ethics.

That

this is so is made evident Ьу his subsequent use of
the term &�ое�к�. the meaning of which, he implies
(МПРНТЕ

11

ovvaywy�.

as, thus 11), is closely related to that of
That is, the notions of

11

gathering
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together 11 and

11 storehouse 11

belong together, and the

rationale of this association is obviously the
harvesting and gathering of the seed, and not the
idea of mental concentration.

The latter idea must

therefore Ье а secondary interpretation superimposed
upon the terms ouvayeLv and а�ое�к�. already current
in Valentinian eschatology.

Ву this reinterpretation

he has not only interpreted ouvayeLv individually,
but he has also been аЫе to exploit а connotation of
the term а�ое�к� already utilized (as Ка. notes) Ьу
Heracleon ар. 0rig. In Ioh. XIII 41, 44:

the

storehouse is the �lace where one obtains rest (for
the

11 rest 11

92:33-34-

also cf. note on 90:20-23).
Ка. wishes to emend to МП<l>РНТЕ, apparently

regarding Е(])д УМОУТЕ as Aorist II..

Although this

suggestion is not implausiЫe, the present text, when
interpreted as МПРНТЕ + circumstantial clause, yields
sufficient sense to Ье ассерtаЫе.
92:36.
93:1-4.

ЕЧt:

sc. MThN (cf. Crum, Dict. 195а).

The chain of associations continues:

11 storehouse rr

introduced the concept of

11 rest, 1 1

The
in

parallel vтitl1 the interpretation of ouvaywy� as the
place of mental sanity; the

11 rest 11

introduces the

notion of "joy, 11 which in turn is linked with the
hopeful expectation of unification with the Pleroma
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(cf. note on 88:15-16, and 92:7-10), which then is
described as the state of а bride who has been
appointed for her bridegroom, but who has not yet
been united with him.

The author thus arrives at

the mythologoumenon of the bride and the bridegroom,
which has а general application in the theory of the
syzygies (note on 64:24-75:10), but which also has
an eminent significance as а description of the
relationship between Sophia and the Saviour, and
correspondingly between her spiritual offspring and
the

11 angels 11

accompanying him (Iren. АН I 7:1.5;

ExcTh 44:1 (к6,л.vµµа), 64-65, 79; Hipp. El. VI 34:4;
Epiph. Pan. XXXI 7:11; frequently in GPhil).
present text, where

11

In the

logos 11 is substituted for

Sophia, the bride, it is true, becomes а male
mythological figure, but it would imply an
inappropriately realistic view of the nature of
mythic imagery to regard this as an inconsistency.
93:3.
93:4-7.

ENTh2TEE19:
The term

The same applies as in 92:36.
11 kir gdom II

is introduced Ьу the same

process of association as the previous names:
11

the

joy 11 is not only the anticipation of the union with

the Saviour, but also the satisfaction of ruling
over one 1 s previous enemies.

No more than with the

other terms surveyed in this section does the
interpretation given Ьу the author represent the

1
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original meaning of the term.

The name "kingdom"

is not attested Ьу other Valentinian sources for
the ogdoad, thus there is no direct basis for
comparison.

But as the name of the sphere immediately

above the cosmos it obviously alludes to the notion
that this sphere is the abode of the cosmokrator,
i.e. both the AL�v of Hellenistic religion and the
Lord of the 0ld Testament; above all one would Ье
justified in regarding it as an appropriation of the
BiЫical notion of the kingdom of heavens, or, of
God.

Cf. also 96:35-97:5.

93:8-14.

"the joy of the Lord" is taken from Matt.

25:21.23 еtаелее EL� ��v xapav �ou кupCou oou, the
хара being interpreted as that of 88:15-20 etc.

But

the author retains elements from the Matthaean
context (the раrаЫе of the talents):

the joy is а

reward "for the good which was in him,н just as it
is а reward for the profitaЫe use of the talents
in Matt.
. ; further, the "thought of freedom, 11 which
seems to refer to another reward implied in the
joy, perhaps reflects an interpretation that the
invitation of the slave to соте in to the joy of
the master in the раrаЫе means that he obtains his
freedom and becomes the master 1 s equal.
93:14-94:10.

The superiority of this aeon.
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l'111.ТhГМ2>..:

93:15.

This word here refers to wЬat is

else1vhere in the text designated Ьу ТhГМд, or Th31 С.
Since such а usage of OLa� ayµa is otherwise unattested,
as far as I am aware, and this is the only instance
of tЬе word in this text, it is reasonaЫe to assume,
as Ка. I 306 does, that the word originated Ьу
corruption, eitЬer in tЬе Greek phase of transmission
or, possiЫy, at the point of translation into
Coptic, from бuо �ауµа�а.
93:17-20.
11 thos е

"those who hold dominion" are рrоЬаЫу

who belong t'o the remembrance 11

(

cf. 89:31-35),

whereas "the illnesses and the smallnesses" refers
to "those who belong to the imitation" (e.g. 81:1ff).
93:20-29.

This aeon is equal with its cause, the

Pleroma.

Ву

1 1 cause 11

the author evidently means the

Pla.toг.ic paradigmati с causе:

the aeon of the logos

is caused Ьу the aeon of the Pleroma in the sense of
having it as model.

The relationship between cause

and effect is such that the effect retains not only
the "form,

11

i.e. the outward appearance, of the

cause, but also the "constitution" (Gk. uncertain),
i.e. the internal structure, of the cause.

The

author рrоЬаЫу has in mind the "joy" which is an
essential aspect of both the Pleroma and its сору
(cf. the following note).
рrоЬаЫу

<

"the real thing 11 (2wB)

��pyov, with а douЫe meaning here:

it
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both refers to the real aeon model and stands
antithetically to trcause," representing а play on
the twin concepts of cause and effect.
93:27-29.

The a�6лauuL�-aspect of the Pleroma is

рrоЬаЫу emphasized here in order to indicate the
parallelism between the Pleroma and the aeon of the
logos, thus the joy of the logos when he receives the
vision and creates his aeon (93:21.29) is а
reflection of the joy and delight in the Pleroma
itself.
93:31.
93:34.

(delight�:
logos:

Read 2N ПI fX3WK N2HT.

Cf. 91:3-4 and note in loc.
Read ПЕТА чтwв2.

9 4:1 .

ПЕТА УТ(uВ2:

94:2.

For the contraction OY<OY>дEINE cf. 124:30;

further, Kahle, Bala'izah, ch. VIII § 53Ь);
Hintze-Schenke, Apostelgeschichte, 18.
94:4.

Perhaps emend to дУW ОУВЕЛ ПЕ дY6NNEY N20.

"and it was an еуе for vision, 11 for conformity with
the preceding and following phrases.
94:7.

"at the bottom of":

The prepositional

expression 21 ПСд NП I TN д -, previously unattested,
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рrоЬаЫу does not mean "below" in this context, as
the psychic and the hylic spheres do not exist
outside the oikonomia but form part of it.
94:9.

"the perfection of things":

As has been

exemplified in the immediately preceding lines the
aeon of the logos represents the realization and
consummation of every human potential and faculty.
94:10-95:16.
94:10.

The individual members of this aeon.

It is not cl�ar what NEEI refers back to in

the text.

It can hardly Ье NE2BHYE in 94:9, as

NEEI in reality must Ье the spiritual offspring with
which this section as а whole deals.

PossiЫe

solutions, which I nevertheless hesitate to adopt,
are to delete NE, or read N<6>E, and subordinate
the resulting relative clause either to EYNTEY as
the main verb of the sentence, or to the cleft
sentence NEEI ЕТЕ 2NМОРФН NE etc.
94:11-12.

Cf. 90:31-91:6, and note in loc.

94:12-13.

As Sch. points out the Cod. рrоЬаЫу reads

ЕТЕ NEThN20Yь..�/?OYN and the text must Ье corrupt.
The corruption seems to involve the verbs WN2 and/or
0YWN2 (both in q., or presuffixal form), cf.
90:31-32, but the exact restoration remains dubious,
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and our suggestion, ЕТЕ NETh.20YдN20Y NE (cf. 94:23),
is not the only one possiЫe.
94:16-18.
94:10.

NE81 undoubtedly refers back to NEEI in

The passage alludes to Gen. 1:27:

although

the spirituals are brought forth "after the image
(ка�d, вLк�v) of the Pleroma," (94:11-12) they are
only male and not female.

Femaleness is deficiency

and cannot Ье originated in the Pleroma, cf. 78:11�13.
А related Valentinian interpretation of Gen. 1:27 is
found in ExcTh 21:1, which, however, seems to contain
some misunderstanding Ьу Clement (see following note).
For the denial that the "superior seed" is
passions cf. ExcTh 41:1 (µ��в ��

ттае� . . .

ттровл�лvеtvаL), but see also 95:2-7.
94:20-21.

ExcTh 21:1 identifies the males of Gen.

1:27 with the tклоу�, and the females with the
кл�ОL�-

These terms regularly refer in Valentinianism

to the spiritual and the psychic sections of the
Church (Iren. АН I 14:4; ExcTh 21-22, where the
tклоу� represents the angels and the кл�ОL� the
spirituals is peculiarly isolated.

Nevertheless the

interpretation of Gen. 1:27 in terms of tклоу� and
кл�ОL� may well have been common Valentinian exegesis,
and this is confirmed Ьу the present passage, which
presupposes the equivalence of males, spirituals and
tккл�аСа.

tккл�аСа is here used in the narrow sense
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as equivalent to tклoyfi/�o tклек�6v
of the word cf. MUller

11

(0n the usages

Beitrfige, 11 200-04.)

The

special significance attributed Ьу the author to
the name of tккл�о(а depends, as is made clear in
the following sentence, on the fact that this class
of beings, as а unified congregation, is а replica
of the tккл�о(а of the aeons of the Pleroma (cf.
97:5-9).
94:23-95:2.

Like the Pleroma, its model, the aeon

of the logos is both а �nity and а multiplicity, а
structure which was' transmitted through the revealing
Son and his accompanying angels (cf. 87:22-26),
However, on this lower level the indivisiЫe nature
of the aspect of multiplicity cannot Ье retained,
the multiplicity of the images procuced Ьу the logos
is influenced Ьу the particularism which characterizes
the lower regions.

The notions of indivisiЫe and

divisiЫe are found in Platonism of the period (e.g.
Lewy, Chaldaean 0racles, 317 n. 16, citing AlЬinus,
the Oracles, and Plotinus) and derive from the
psychogony of Tim. 35а.

Ву using these notions

TriTrac defines the aeon of the logos along the
lines of the world-soul of the Timaeus, as
interpreted Ьу Platonists from Xenocrates on:

being

intermediary between the intelligiЫe and the
corporeal the soul comЬines the indivisiЬility and
oneness of the former with the plurality and
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division of the later.

То the extent that it is

directed towards the intelligiЫe above it it is
formed Ьу it and reflects its unity, but Ьу its
association with the corporeal below it it also
exists under the conditions of empirical
particularity.

94:28.

See further the note on 95:8-16.

NдЧ6дХВ is the Achmimic Preterit.

The

supralinear stroke is а scribal error.

94:34-38.

Although they belong to the same class

of being ontologicilly, some are more advanced
than others in perfection and understanding (cf.

91:17-25).
94:35.

2N here is undoubtedly the article.

94:39.

NEN:

94:40.

Read fM}ПOYEEI, the error рrоЬаЫу derives

Read MEN; cf. 96:3, and Ка. I 16.

from �ПОУNд2 in the following line.

95:2-7.

The description of the spirituals as

passions and sickness is surprising, especially when
compared with 94:17, where it was affirmed that they
did not originate from the sickness of femininity.
Nor am I aware that Sophia 1 s spiritual offspring
is ever designated in this way in other Valentinian
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sources; in ExcTh 41:1 it is even explicitly denied
that they are generated as

�а8�-

There is

nevertheless no logical inconsistency here on the
part of the author:

impassibility and sanity are

closely associated with unity, whereas passion and
sickness are fundamentally related to division and
dispersion (cf. e.g. 90:20-23, 92:28-36).

Because

the aeon of the logos not only reflects the oneness
of the Pleroma above it, but also the divisibility
of the inferior regions, it follows that it also,
through its plurality, contains an aspect of
passibility.

In th� passage before us an explanation

is also given for the presence of this divisibility:
it originates from the fact that the lo�os is separated
from the Pleroma, that the logos did not participate
in true oneness while producing his aeon (cf.
90:35-91:1).

The inconsistency there is, is thus

not а structural one, but at most one of terminology,
the concept of passion being used with two different
meanings.

On the one hand there is "passion" in а

relative sense:

division, separatedness, or singleness,

every kind of non-conformity to the pattern of unity
in the Pleroma, is passion, and likewise all that
derives from this condition.

0n the other hand

there is "passion" in an eminent sense:

it is а

fall, the moving away from, the negation of, the
revolt against pleromatic unity; this is the passion
from which the hylic powers originate.

The
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inconsistency arises when the fallen aeon is
described as converted, and subsequently healed,
from the passions in the second sense, but remains
in а state of passion in the first sense.

95:6. €1 = €1€, but in the meaning of
95:8-16.

11 or 11

(< ? ЗЕУJ ) •

The divisibility of the spirituals is

justified Ьу the salvation economy; because the
sensiЫe world exists under the condition of
(spatio-temporal) divisibility, the spirituals, who
are designed to ent�� this world so as to act as
saviours in it, must have the same nature.

In а

slightly different form the same idea is attested in
ExcTh 36, whose mythological and somewhat elliptical
form of expression may Ье interpreted as follows:
Ьу being _baptized�-i.e. incarnated--Jesus is divided
(1;-о aµtpLO�OV µepLOб�vaL)--i.e. he becomes а
plurality, which must refer to the fact that his
are transmitted to the world in а divided
anP-els
а
form--in order for

п us п

to Ье аЫе to receive him

and in turn to become one and united with the
angels.

The theme is resumed in the eschatologiaal

section below, 115:36-117:8.

95:9.
V81J8 Lv

11 decided

concerning them 1 1:

NC:YC: is рrоЬаЫу

( Sch. 140), although to read NC:Y in the

meaning _ 11 provide п is also possiЫe.
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95:17-96:16.
95:17-22.

The mandate of the logos.

Cf. 87:34ff, where similar expressions

were used of the Saviour-Son.

Both the Saviour and

the logos are deputies of the Pleroma and put in
charge of the oikonomia, and to а certain extent
this idea has been duplicated for two mythological
characters.

But а difference in the way in which

these two are conceived as deputies is nevertheless
discerniЫe:

While the Saviour incorporates the

oikonomia, the Pleroma being placed in him to Ье
transmitted to the �osmos, the logos receives his
authority from above (cf. 96:Sff).

Unlike the

Saviour the logos does not himself participate in
the power that is given to him, he remains а
subordinate servant of the superior level.

The Son,

on the other hand, is in his very essence the power
and authority of the Pleroma as manifested unto the
lower level.
пthe pre-existent [things}, those which are
nov1 and thos е which will Ье II are enlarged upon in
the following.
95:19-20.
11

11

received ... in full (МПNЕ:У) 11:

possiЫy

received ... in vision."

95:22-24.

This takes up "those (things) which are

now" 95:18-19 and refers to the demiurgic aspect of
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the logos 1 activity described especially in
91:6-92:22 above.
95:24-28.

Cf. 91:31-32 and the corresponding note.

The as yet unconsummated existence of the spiritual
seed derives from the nature of their conception.
They do not originate from а union of logos and the
Saviour, but only from the hope and expectation of
this union.

The seed can attain its perfection only

when this hope has become а reality.

Cf. also

92:15ff.
95:26-27.

"that Ьу which he conceived":

or:

"that

which he conceived. 11
95:30-31.

The same alternative reading is possiЫe

here as in 95:26-27, but in support of the translation
adopted cf. 91:27ff:

the offspring manifests that

which came to the logos.
95:31-38.

As Sch. points out ЕУХд.У in 95:33 is the

prep. Е + indef. art. + noun.

Because of the following

дВдЛ the noun is рrоЬаЫу to Ье identified as the
inf. trto send,

11

cf. tк1Теµ1ТеuЕЭа,t, Iren. АН I 6:1, 7:5.

Thus the spiritual seed is stored in the aeon of
the logos in order to fulfil а soteriological mission
at the time of the incarnation of the Saviour.

The

advent of the Saviour is described below, 114:30ff.
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Those who accompany him (95:35-36, cf. 115:30-31),
being incarnated together with him (116:2-3), are
this spiritual see, described as "apostles and
evangelists" (116:17-18); thus "those who are with
him" and those who are "appointed for а mission" are
in fact the same.

Further comments on the idea will

Ье given in the notes on the passages referred to.
95:36-37.

"these are the first ones":

it is not

altogether clear what this parenthetic remark refers
to.

The expression "the first ones" sounds technical,

but there are to t�� best of my knowledge no parallels
to it in Valentinianism.

Ho1.vever, in 2 Clem. 14:1-3

we hear of � tккл�оСа � �pw��, � �veuµa�Lк�, which
was manifested Lva �µа�

awau-

The idea is quite close

to the soteriological notions we are concerned with
in this section, and it тау well Ье that TriTrac 1 s
��pw�oL refers, like �pw�� in 2 Clem., to the
archetypal pre-existence of the spiri tual Church.
96:3. NC:N:
96:J-6.

Read MC:N; cf. 94:39.

The three destinies are those of the material,

the psychic (cf. 91:14.26-27) and the spiritual
(93:14-20) classes of beings.
96:6-7.

The punishment is the cosmogonic act of

reducing the chaos to order.

Cf. 91:25ff.
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96:8-16.

This sums up the soteriological and

cosmogonical processes of separation comrnented upon
at 88:23-25 and 88:33-89:1.

At the same tirne the

sentence serves as an introduction to the rnore
detailed cosrnogony in the following.
96:13-15.

Cf. ExcTh 45:3.

96:17-97:27.

The estaЫishment of the spiritual

rei:тion.
The obje'·ct in :д.ЧТЕ:2:д.9 :д.РЕ:Т9 is not the

96:17-23.

psychic derniurge (thus Ка. I 372-77), of whom there
has been no mention whatsoever in the preceding text,
but can only Ье reflexive (correctly NHLE).

The

passage rnust Ье interpreted in the light of the
entire preceding discussion, from 90:31 onwards, of
the aeon of the logos and his spiritual offspring
as irnages of the Plerorna.

This idea is here taken

up frorn а different angle:

the aeon of the logos

is not only an iconic irnage of the superior region,
but also а functional counterpart on а lower level
as far as the divine functions of creation and
lordship are concerned.

The Valentinians did rnake

use of this idea of а second god, but just as with
the term

11

the place of the rniddle" (note on 92:22)

they wavered between applying it to Sophia (Iren.
I 5:1) and to the derniurge (ExcTh 47:2-3, Hipp� El.
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VI 33); the exoteric Ptol. Е.12.- Fl. ар. Epiph. Pan.

XXXIII 7:7 does not invite such finer distinctions.1
TriTrac is closer to the main system of Irenaeus on
this point, as can Ье seen from 100:18ff.
96:18.

"setting ... in order"

96:19.22.

11

cause 11

:

<

?�коаµвtv.

This word, which creates the

impression of philosophical technicality, was used
in the same context 55:JS.
96:26-32.

This

11 а1;эрdе 11

is identical with the aeon,

topos etc. described in 92:22-93:14.

The sphere of

Sophia is not called "paradise 11 elsewhere in
Valentinianism.

(In Iren. АН I 5:2 and ExcTh 51:1

the name refers to the region above the third
heaven where Adam is created.)

The present use of

the term for the Ыissful abode of the saints is
based, as Ка. aptly notes, on the LXX notion of the
�apaoвLaos ��s �puф�S, and reflects а common idea
in Christian writers; cf. Lampe, Lex., s.v. �apaoвLaos
С.

5.,

96:30.

�рuф� 4.Ь. and с.; see also the note on 55:15-19.
Read Е[9}ТМН2 (Ка.).

--There рrоЬаЫу was а

- �
w
- play i·n thе Gk.: �. � pu
�•ord
� � ��• ���•
,��P�S ���
S РОФ�S.

1 Clem. Strom. IV 90:2 cannot Ье taken, as Ка.
takes it, as а trustworthy testimony of Valentinus 1
view on the matter. It represents Clement's own
interpretation of "Valentinian" doctrine and рrоЬаЫу
even contradicts the fragment he himself quotes.
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96: 31 .

Read pro ЬаЫу <N>NE:E 1 ; I suspect, however, that MN

ПОУ��л 2 ( 96:31 ) ... ПЛНРlvМл as а whole may Ье out of order.
96:35-97:5. For the "kingdom" cf. 93:4-7. The notion of
а heavenly or spiritual 1Т6А1,,;, identified with the Church,
and/or the heavenly Jerusalem, is quite common in early
Christian literature; cf. Lampe, Lex. s.v. 2.а.&Ь.
96:39-97:2. The Coptic translation obscures the fact that
the relative clause introduced Ьу €ТМН2

11

filled 11 must, as

is evident from its content, go with ОУПОЛI С in 96:36.
97:1.

"holy spirits": Cf. 58:35.

97:4-5. The С opti с translator apparently unders tood the
f\.6yos- to Ье the subject of the Gk. Vorlage { which must
remain uncertain) for TWK д.РЕ:Т= ( "was estaЫished"). The
context, ho,1ever, makes it natural to assume that the
author was here referring back to the "kingdom 11 ( 96:35).
97:5-9.

Ka.1 s assuшption that this екКf\.У] ОСа is psychic is

unjustified; like the preceding terms 11 paradise 11 and
"kingdom,11

11 church 11

refers to an aspect of the spiritual

region. The term was iнtroduced with this meaning above,
94:20-21.

Moreover it is testified Ьу Iren. АН I 5:6

that the spiritual church is an image of the one in the
Pleroma:

(Lo О1Терµа, 0,UL�'; [sc. L�� LO�Ca,;]) E;KKA Y] GLO,V

eiva1, f\.eyouo1,v, aVLLLU1ТOV L�� [vw 8KKArJOLa<;•
further the note on 57:33-35.

See
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97:9-16. This station (or stations: it is not clear
whether the author counts the 6La6eGL<; of prayer and
suppli саtion as а separate --r61То<;) is als о spiritual; it
represents the state of expectation and hope of the
eschatological reunion with the Saviour and the Pleroma.
This state expresses itself in prayer (which is to Ье
distinguished from the fallen aeon I s prayer for help
described аbove, 81: 26ff, which is peculiar to the
psychic stage) and prophecy (Cf. 111:23ff).
97:18.

"set apart":

97:20-21.

cf. 93:14-20, 96:5-6.

"divides{?)":

I am unaЫe to ascertain

the exact meaning of ПWРХ here, in particular
because of the frequent confusion (though not
elsewhere in TriTrac) of ПWРХ and ПWРЩ, and the
defective end of line 97:20, where one may read
either � (Ка.), or

?[М].

In any case the power

which separates the spirituals from the inferior
levels of being and which inspires them to prophecy
cannot Ье simply identical with Sophia (or her
equivalent, the logos) as Ка. I 378 states, but
is rather to Ье identified with the power imparted
Ьу the Son-Saviour to the logos in 88:23-25 and
96:8-9, enaЫing him to rise above and shape the
realms of the psychic and the hylic.
97:24.

"that which is pre-existent" is not the

demiurge (thus Ка.), but the Pleroma, as can Ье
seen from the contrast with (those who belong to
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the rernernbrance)

11

who have соте into being, 11 and

frorn the usual rneaning of the expression in TriTrac.
97:26-27.

11

1яith hirn":

i.e. with the logos; cf.

92:11-12.14, 93:11.
97:27-98:20.

The subordination of the two lower

orders.
97:29.

2WNOY = 2WOY дN.

352 n. 7.

Cf. 98:6, 99:4; Westendorf,

Here it is а pleonastic repetition of

2WOY дN in 97:27.
97:29-30.

Read рrоЬаЫу ПЛНРW/МдfТIКОN}.

97:30-32.

Cf. the note on 70:37-71:7.

The "partaking"

is рrоЬаЫу borrowed frorn the Platonic conception
of the relation between the ernpirical object and the
Idea.
For ENThYTCдElдEIT see Introd. р. 57.
97:32-36.

This kind of stratification of the psychic

sphere is unknown in other Valentinian systerns and
is а sign of the scholastic nature of the author's
work.
97:36.

See also the note on 81:10-26.
Read C[E}@BBlдEIT, as presupposed Ьу all

translations.
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97:36-98:5.

The power separating the psychic and

the hylic spheres, which does not occur in other
Valentinian systems, is derived from the manifestation
of the Son-Saviour to the two lower orders (88:34-35)
and the terror of the lowest order (89:4-7.20-28).
As Ка. remarks, this terror is elaborated so as to
describe the passions which characterize hylic
exts+,ence: ;[<р 6[3о<; i� thus accompaniAd hy &жорСа, (cf.
80�13-14), ? ;[A.fJEJri

(cf. 77:23, and note on 77:11-36

above [end]), ;[1ТA.avri (emending tдРМ€С to 'I!APM€C (cf.
Ка. I 16]; the reading €1дРМ€С = €1WPM �Ка:

Eng,

Fr.; NHLE; ас cepted··by Till, BSAC 17.207 and in
Westendorf] is very attractive in the context

[<

;[�К1ТА.У]�L<;], but is made questionaЫe Ьу the fact

that а fem. nominal form with final -С is not
otherwise attested for this stem), ;[ayvoLa.
MNN ОУСдУN€:

98:8.

I emend, after some hesitation,

to MNTOY СдУN€ (cf. Sethe Z�S 57.138; Till, Kopt. Gr.
§ 295).
98:14-20.

The names of the two lower orders:

Right and left:

Iren. АН I 5:1-2, 6:1; Hipp.

El. VI 32:6; ExcTh 34:1, 37, 40, 43:1, 47:2; the
names recur frequently below.

The

opposition between

right and left is frequently also used in а more
dualistic sense to distinguish between the spiritual
and the non-spiritual (e.g. the Ophites in Iren. АН
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I 30:2-3,

_[ypArch NHC II 95:32ff, in Valentinianism

Iren. АН I 11:1-2, 16:2; GPhil 10, 40, 67; ExcTh
23:2, 28); and the use of it for psychics and hylics
is рrоЬаЫу а scholastic specialization of that more
general usage.
Psychic and hylic need no special comment
here; information тау Ье obtained from Sagnard,
Gnose valentinienne, Index s.vv. �UXLK6�, uлLк6�.
Fires and darknesses:

The pl. art. shows that

the Gk. was not z:1rup, but рrоЬаЫу z:ср л6уе�-

The

contrasting of fire and darkness presupposes а third
term, that of light�- as the opposite pole of darkness,
and "light" is in fact а designation for the spiritual
(94:2.23-32).

Fire then occupies the intermediate

position and one тау divine the underlying logic of
that arrangement:

fire contrasts with darkness Ьу

its luminosity, but also with light Ьу its association
with matter.

The fiery nature of the psychic is

explicitly stated Ьу Hipp. El. VI 32:7 �OLL бе
1ТUр�б��, cp�otv, � cpuXLK� ouoCa, кaлeLLaL бе каt
L6тто�; similarly ExcTh 38:1 каt auLo� о L61ro�
1rup Lv6� eOLL (the association of □1Р� and fire is
paralleled in the Hebrew Enoch, cf. Edsman, Bapt�me
de feu, 19 n. 2); cf. also e.g. ApJn NHC II
10:24-25, 11:7-8 parr. and Poim. 13 for the relation
of the demiurge to fire.

Especially important for

the Valentinian association of the psychic with fire
is the traditional view that fire is the substance
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of the heavenly bodies:

the planetary hebdomad is

psychic according to the Valentinians (Iren. АН I
5:4, Hipp. El. VI 32:7-9).

In contradiction to this

allocation of fire stands the view of Iren. АН I
5:4 and ExcTh 48:4 where fire, being an element, is
situated arnong matter.
The rniddle (рrоЬаЫу

<

�µeooL) and the last:

In

accordance with the traditional Platonic position
of the soul as intermediate between the intelligiЫe
and the sensiЫe the Valentinians frequently accord
the psychic powers the name "middle" (µеоо,;, µso6't"Y]<;)
to describe their status vis-a-vis the spiritual and
the material (Ptol. �- Fl. ар Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 7:4,
Hipp. El. VI 32:8, Clem. Strorn. IV 90:3, cf.
Heracleon ар. 0rig. In Ioh. XIII 60; see also note
on 't"61ro,; 92:26.

0n the other hand "the last ones 11

is not attested elsewhere and one suspects that the
term is а secondary derivation from
98:20-99:19.
98:20-99:4.

11

the middle."

The union of the psychic and the hylic.
The psychics are attached to matter Ьу

the same psychic disposition which caused the aeon's
fall from the Plerorna:

the "presumptuous thought"

(cf. 90:18-19 and see the notes on 76:19-21 and
78:13-17).

The author applies the same theory for

the descent of soul into body on both levels:

that

erroneous act of will (see the note on 75:27-76:2)
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which brought rnatter into being in the first place,
and caused the logos to Ье associated with it, is
also that which attracts the individual psychic
elernents into unification with the bodily.
lop-os
11

II

reveals 11

thought,

11

(

That the

9 8:27) to the psychics this

the disposition to enter into rnatter

rneans that after he has hirnself been converted and
purified frorn this thought, it now becornes effective
within the lower and still not definitively converted
region where the effects of his transgression still
rernain.
the

11

The word

11

reveals 11 further irnplies that

presurnptuous thought 11 is set before the psychics

as а kind of ternptation which attracts thern but
which they nevertheless rnay Ье аЫе to overcorne.

The

passage as а whole states that the purpose of this
revelation is educational:

the souls are exposed to

rnatter in order that they rnay realize its weakness
and pathological condition and subsequently Ье
healed and liberated frorn it.

We have previously

indicated the extent of the author's farniliarity
with current Platonic theories concerning the cause
and purpose of the soul's descent into bodies
(notes cited, see also the note on 76:23-77:11),
and the argurnent used in this passage is also
derived frorn such sources:

IarnЫichus, surveying in

his De Anirna opinions about the cause, purpose and
nature of the descent (conveniently laid out in
Festugi�re, R€vбlation, III 72) says that sorne hold
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the souls to have descended here below for their moral
training and correction (61:,а, yuµva,o(a,v ка,t e1ra,v6p6uю1,v

�mv oLкsCwv �emv Stob. I 386:10 W.).

Even closer in

language and attitude is Porphyry, who said that the
souls were given to the world in order to get to know
the evils and suffering of matter and then return,
purified, to the Father
(animam mundo dedisse, ut materiae cognoscens
mala ad Patrem recurreret nec aliquando iam
talium polluta contagione teneretur,
Regr. An. 39*:

4 Bidez

= Aug. Civ. D. Х 30;

animam propter cognoscenda mala traditam mundo,
ut аЬ eis liberata atgue purgata, � ad Patrem
redierit, nihil ulterius tale patiatur,
ib. 41ж:

22 = Civ. D. XII 21; cf. Festugi�re,

Revelation, III 80).

98:34-36.

The "dwelling-place 11 (98:31) of the souls

in matter is not their proper home; they are in fact
exiled in the world.

This is а common theme both in

Gnosticism (Jonas, The Gnostic Religion, 55-56) and

in Neoplatonism (e.g. Plot. IV 8 passim; V 1:1;
Festugi�re, R�v�lation, III 63ff).

99:1-2.

"love":

Read perhaps �[2]/е1е or �<2>€1Е

(cf. Introd. рр. 39-40) "wonder.

11
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99:2-4.

Cf. 83:13-26 and the note on 83:18-26.

99:4-19.

The realm of matter is formed, subjected

and kept in place Ьу powers deriving from each of
the spiritual, the psychic and the material spheres.
The spiritual sphere of the logos provides the
formative power, from the psychic sphere derives
the power which keeps the material forces in check
Ьу its ability to punish (cf. 97:34-35), and finally
there is the power which is derived from their own
weakness, the love of dominion (perhaps

<

*фt�apxta

or *ФL�ovetкCa), which undoubtedly is the same power
as that described in 97:36-98:5.
99:10-11.
clear:

0bscure.

But 99:15-16 makes the maning

the power, or powers, in question is or are

derived from the love of dominion.

The

11

roots 11

perhaps refer to the mechanism of causality which
produces this power:

Ьу their mutual struggle the

material forces are kept in place Ьу one another
as if Ьу а power which is stronger than each of
them individually.
99:19-100:18.
hylic) �owers.

The ranks of the cosmic (psychic and
The psychic and hylic powers, brought

together in their cosmic function, now appear in the
role of archons, cosmic rulers.

The emphasis laid

upon the hierarchical arrangement of the archons,
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conveying the impression of а heavenly bureaucracy,
reflects а similar interest in the description both
of the Pleroma (69:24ff) and the congregation of the
spirituals (91:17-25)--of course, just as the
spirituals are eLк6ve� of the aeons, the psychic and
hylic powers are their "likenesses" and "imitations,

11

and that relationship also applies to the internal
organization of the spheres.
99:28.

Read ЧКWЕ (Conj.):

There is no Е before

the Ч, only traces of letters oЫiterated Ьу the
scribe.
99:J0.

11

the other stations":

An archon not only

rules his own sphere, but also, Ьу implication, all
the inferior spheres.
100:1-2.

The variaЫe (�оLк(Ао�) nature of the

demons is а prominent feature of IamЫichus'
teachings in book II of De Mysteriis, cf. in
particular II J, and the summary Ьу Zintzen in RAC
IX 662.

TriTrac links this notion with its conception

of matter (85:10-12); that conception, which is
shared between the Valentinians and the Chaldaean
Oracles (cf. the note in loc.) is рrоЬаЫу also the
background of the idea in IamЫichus (Cremer,
Chald�ischen Orakel, 78;Zintzen, ib. 650).
Procl. --In Tirn. III 165:17-19 D.

Cf. also
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�О бt OaLµ6vLOV TTPOS ��V

�W�V ��V

aTTELpov,

OLO ттаv�ахоu ттр68LОL ка�а ТТОАЛаs �a�ELS каt
ттoAuELOSS eo�L каt ттоА�µор�оv.

100:9-12.

These expressions are built upon well-known

BiЫical formulae: &тт'акрwv oupavwv ёws [�wv]
aкpwv au�wv Matt. 24:31 (cf. Deut. 30:4), ХINд.РНХЧ
NМПНУЕ Q)ддРНХNОУ in the Sahidic NT; Q)ддРНХЧ МПКд2 is
found in Acts 1:8, 13:47; cf. further Bauer,
W5rterbuch s.vv. [кроv, �oxa�os 1., ттtраs 1.
100:14-18.
(а)

The fui6tions of the archons:
Punishment and judgment have already been

mentioned as proper functions of the psychic powers
(97:34-35, 99:8).

The object of the punishment is,

of course, the passions.

Punishing demons are quite

common in Platonist demonology:

Plut. Quaest. Rom.

277а (with reference to Chrysippus), Def. Or. 417Ь;
Plot. IV 8:5:23-24; IamЫ. Myst. II 7/84:1
�Lµwpwv бaLµ6vwv, cf. Procl. In Tim. I 113:24 D.;
Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 298-99, 307-08; Cremer,
Chald!!.ischen Orakel, 77-78, 81; Zintzen RAC IX 646.
For the idea in the Jewish-Christian tradition see
Michl, RAC V 75-76, 139-40.
(Ь)
passions.

Relief and healing; i.e. primarily of the
This function is attributed in various

ways to the gods, archangels and angels Ьу IamЫ.
Иyst. II 6.

Cf. also 90:5-7 and note.
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(с)

Instruction:

The archons inspire the

opinions and sciences among men (108:13ff).
(d)

Keeping guard (рrоЬаЫу

<

жQuлaoosLv):

Either guardian spirits or watchers of the planetary
spheres are meant.
The archons are regarded in а much more positive
fachion here than is usual in Gnost�c texts, where
they ordinarily appear as deceivers and oppressors;
this is рrоЬаЫу due to the influence of Platonist
demonology on this author.
100:18-101:5.

The ruler.

As in all Gnostic systems

the cosmic powers have а leader.

The Valentinians

usually referred to this figure as 6 б�µLoupy6�. the
name 6 apxwv , which is frequently found in other
branches of Gnostic literature, is only attested in
ExcTh 33:3 1;ov 'LТJ� otкovoµtas ••• [pxov1;a.
100:18-19.

нimages п :

sLк6vs� cannot here have its

technical reference, the spiritual offspring, but
рrоЬаЫу refers to the нlikenesses 11 and the
"imitations. 11
100:22-27.

w�

Cf. stк6va 1;ou тта1;ро� бs6v ExcTh 47:2,

stкwv тта,1;ро� TTO,'L�p ytv8170,L ib. 47:3; 'LOV µev

уар б�µLoupyov

w�

esov каt тта1;tра кл�еtv1;0, 8Lк6va,

'LOU aл�бLVOU esou каt TTPOQ�'L�V ттрО08LТТ8V (sc.
Valentinus) Clem. Strom. IV 90:2, also Ptol. �- Fl.
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ар. Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 7:7.

А variant is ExcTli, 33:3,

where the archon is emitted eLs �uттоv of Christ after
he left his mother, and Christ himself is the �uттоs
�ou тта�роs �wv �лwv.

Ву contrast the demiurge of

Iren. АН I 5: 1 (cf. II 7:2, ExcTh 7:5) is the image
of the Son, Sophia being that of the Father.
100:25.

2N 2РЕ NIM:

100:26.

I understand EYOYEINE as the prep. Е +

Read 2N PEN NIM (liVZ, NHLE).

indef. art. + noun.
100:27-30.

The words "he too is called" show that

the purpose of the following series of titles is
to demonstrate how the archon possesses the same
attributes as the Father.

Towards the end ("judge"

etc. ) this purpose seems to have been lost sight of,
and the author includes epithets which are appropriate
only for the archon himself.
Father and god:

cf. the texts quoted in the

note on 100:22-27, also e.g. Iren. АН I 5:2 тта�tра
o�v каt eeov лtyouoLv at�ov yeyovtvaL.
Maker:

РЕЧ Р 2CuB is more рrоЬаЫу

ж'ТТОLУ)�УJS

(Iren. АН I 5:2, 19:2; Ptol. ]в_. Fl. ар Epiph. Pan.
XXXIII 7:4) than �6Y]µLoupy6s, as the latter word
seems to Ье left untranslated elsewhere in TriTrac,
and also is less suited as а name both for the Father
and his archontic image.
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King:

ovµ�av�wv

ое

�аоLлеа Iren. АН I 5:1.

For his kingdom see 101:30-31.
KpL���:

This is rarely used Ьу the Valentinians

as а title of the demiurge, but it is implied e.g.
in Ptol-�. Fl.:

esp. Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 7:2-6; also

cf. Marcus in Iren. АН I 13:6.

This is, of course,

the god of the Jews.
�6�о�:

See note on 92:26.

µov� is рrоЬаЫу closely related in meaning to
the immediately preceding �6�о� (cf. Clem. Strom.
As

V 4:4 6 �6�о� каt � µov� �ou �аv�окра�оро�).

with that word µov�·-· seems to represent а confluence
of Hellenistic and Jewish ideas:
connotes

11 permanence 11

notion of aicvv

on the one hand it

and is associated with the

(from Plato Tim. 37d6 µevov�o� aiwvo�

tv tvt; cf. further Lewy, Chaldaean 0racles, 402, n.
7); on the other hand, since the portrayal of the
archon here and of the spiritual sphere where he
belongs, in 92:22-93:14, abounds in allusions to
Jewish theology, and since �6�о� has connections
with the concept of the Magom, it is not unlikely
that µov� also refers to the Jewish Shekhinah
(although I know no other example of µov� being used
with this meaning).
v6µo�

The god of the 0ld Testament.

The

distinctive Valentinian views on the Law are set
forth Ьу Ptolemy in his Epistle to Flora.
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100:30-36.

Ка. refers to а Jewish-Christian tradition

that Logos, or Sophia, or both, is the hand of God
which he used in the creation of the world (Ps.-Clem.

Нот. XVI 12) or of man (Theoph. Ad Autol. II 18,
Iren. АН IV 20:1); cf. also Lampe, Lex. s.v. хс:Ср 11.i.
It is more to the point, I think, to realize that the
occurrence of

Р

ХРд(@дl here is related to а technical

philosophical use of ( �poa)xp�o6aL to describe how
а higher hypostasis acts through а lower one which
it uses as an instrument.
Philo:

The term is found in

Leg. All. III 96 6 л.6уо<_; a:fэ't""ou (sc. 6eou)

с� ка66,�ер 6py6.v4:J Щ).OOXPТJO<iµevo<_; tкoaµo�oCc:L, in Quod
Deus 57 he says that instead of having hands in
order to take and give away God has the Lo_gos,
oCowuL 08 л.6у� xpwµevo<_; �1ТТ]РЕ1:""� owpewv, � каt 1:""0V
к6аµоv etpy<iua'l:""o, cf. also Mutat. 116; it later
appears in Numenius fr. 22 des Pl.
III 103:28-32 D.:

the first god

OC:U'l:""Epou VOC:LV ••• каt 1:""0U't""O V au

=

Procl. In Tim.

tv �poaxp�ac:L 1:""0u
tv �pooxp�OC:L 1:""0U

1:""pC'l:""ou OТ]µLoupyc:Lv; see further des Places 1 n. 3 on
the fragment. 1
That the Demiurge is only an instrument used
Ьу Sophia in creation is common Valentinian doctrine
(Iren. АН I 5:1.3.6; ExcTh 47:2 [oL'o;sJ, 49:1, 53:4;
Hipp. El. VI 33, 3 4:8; cf. also Heracleon ар. Orig.
1

The comparison with Numenius was made Ьу
Zandee, Terminology, 25.
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I n I oh. II 14).

That he is а medium for prophecy:

Iren. АН I 7:3.4 (а different view of the prophets is
found in Hipp. El. VI 35:1-2, perhaps polemically
distorted Ьу Hipp.).
100:36-101:5.

А traditional topos in Gnostic

The Demiurge looks at the beauty of the

cosmogony:

creation and is fille d with joy and pride of his
divine power, but in fact he is ignorant of his
subordinate status; cf. ApJn NHC II 13:5-9; NHC
II ,

2•

103:8-13.

The background is рrоЬаЫу the
formula ка,1, eioev 8'EJeoc; 01:L ка,А6v from Gen. 1.1
100:36.

"said" undouьtedly refers to God's creation

through his word (ка,1, eI�ev 6 EJe6c;) in Gen. 1.
101:1-2.

The archon is merely the mouth (100:34,

103:5) through �hich the creative and prophetic
words pass.

The mind in which these words originate

belongs to the logoв.
101:3-5.

I ren. АН I 5:1 A8A�EJ6-тwc; KLvouµevov u�o

-т�с; µ�'Трос;, cf. 5:3.6; for the movement of the
Demiurge Ьу the prophetic spirit ib. 7:4.

Further,

ExcTh 49:1, 53:4; Hipp. El. VI 33, 34:8.
1 А. Kragerud, NoTT 66.27, makes this assumption
as far as ApJn is concerned.
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101:5-102:26.
101:8-9.

The organization of the psychic region.

The cross-reference is in particular to

96:17-97:27 (cf. "all these spiritual stations" in
97:16-17).
101:9-20.

The earlier statement that the archon was

only an hand and а mouth is modified:

he also

possesses the ability to generate the things which
he shapes and to think that which he shapes and to
think that which he says.

The reason for this

modification is рrоЪаЫу the realization that if the
archon was only а hand and а mouth it would Ье
difficult to explain how he could believe himself to
Ье the cause of his productions.

In fact the archon

not only shapes pre-existent matter, like the Platonic
demiurge, but as an image of the transcendent Father
he appears as the sole cause, father, of his offspring;
similarly he also possesses а mind with which he
thinks what he subsequently enunciates.

The

inspiration Ьу the logos occurs within the archon,
at the roots of his procreative and prophetic
po,,ers.
101:11.

I restore NЕ9ХПО дN 2W[W9.

101:15.

А few words must have slipped out here:

conjecture ОУ MONON ЕЧХОУ <)...Лllд NE9MEEYE> дN.

I
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101:22.

Read рrоЬаЫу М<N),ПКSЦХ;)ХП.

101:25-33.

The realm of the archon is an image of

the aeon of the logos (cf. esp. 92:22-93:14,
96:17-97:27); for the "paradise" of that sphere
see 96:29, for the "kingdom" see 93:5, 96:35.

11

The

aeon which is before him" (in the sense of being
temporally and ontologically prior) is thus not the
Pleroma, as Ка. assumes.

The "rest" estaЫished Ьу

the archon copies an essential aspect of the
hypercosm�c abode (90:20-23 with note, 92:22-93:14
with notes).

Thus �he author is implying that

central characteristics of the god of the Old
Testament are of а derived nature:

he is а just god

who punishes but also, in complementary fashion, а
god who receives his obedient followers to the rest
where he himself abides.

But this rest, the

кa�a�avaL� of Gen. 2:2-3, is merely а сору of the
true rest, the freedom from hylic passions in the
hypercosmic sphere.
101:27-29.

This sentence is somewhat confused; the

simplest emendation is to read N2NKO.L\д.CIC instead of
д2NК.
101:33.

2дТН9·S2Н:

Read 2д TS9S2H (Ка.).

(дТПЕ is рrоЬаЫу the composite preposition
(д + Т + ПS and not the q. of ССuТП (although the
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form is attested in NHC VII 70:22), as the latter
would have required а following
10 1 :34.

"imprints":

е-

rather than N.

It is said below ( 1 02:8-9,

16-9) that the archon-demiurge leaves his countenance
in his creation.

The formative activity of the

demiurge, since it has matter as its object, results
in forms of а fundamentally negative nature,
analogous to shadows (cf.

1

02: 1 ; for the image of

shadows, imitations etc. in general see the note on
77:1 1 -36).
101:34- 1 02:3.

For the

11

tl1ought" cf. 98:20-99:4

with note.
102:2-3.

The negative mode of existence of the

cosmos is derived from the creator's lack of
knowledge of the truly existent, and this ignorance
in turn springs from his partaking in the
"presumptuous thought."
102:7-11.

The idea seems to Ье that the demiurge

imposes form on matter Ьу applying his name to it
like а seal.

А combination of motifs seems to Ье

involved here; first, the Late Jewish idea that God
created the ,-тorld Ьу means of his name
69:16ff; Jub.36:7, 41:6;

1

(1

En.

Clem. 59:3, Did. 10:3);

1

secondly, the common association of the name of God
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and seal;

2

thirdly, the Platonic notion that the

forms in matter are like imprints (cf. 101:34) made
Ьу а seal (from Theat. 191cff, cf. Dillon, Middle
Platon�sts, 200).

Ву this description the author

also seems to Ье representing the form-giving activity
of the archon as а сору of that of the true Father:
the aeons are formed and brought into existence Ьу
means of the Name (i.e. the Son):

61:14-18 with

note.
102:11.

"the things of which he thought":

i.e.

the things which th� logos sowed in his mind
(101:15-20 with note).
102:12-14.

11

the light which had been manifested" is

the Saviour and his accompanying angels who manifest
the Pleroma; cf. esp. 89:19, 97:12.

The images of

this light are рrоЬаЫу the heavenly luminaries, and
in particular the planetary hebdomad, cf. below,
102:28-30.

1

cf. G. Quispel in The Jung Codex, ed. F.L.
Cross (London 1955), 69ff; Danielou, Jud�o-Christianisme,
200ff; J.-D. Dubois in RThPh 2 4, 198-216, евр. 213-14.
2
Larnpe, The Seal of the Spirit, 284-96;
Dani�lou, 206ff.
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102:14.

I restore NTE [NIМ2,..] / MlNEYМ2,..T!KOC with МР.

Cf. 97:16-17, 101:7-8.
102:18.

11

stamped 11:

ТВВО gives а much more satisfactory

meaning in this context if it is related to ТОУВЕ
(101:34) than if it is read as the inf.
(thus Ка., all transl; NHLE).

(s) ТВВО

Moreover, in the

context one expects а qual. form (cf. NAYTh€1д€1T).
Whether one should emend to ТООВЕ (or similarly)� or
regard ТВВО as а genuine variant of the qual. of
TuXuBE : ТОУВЕ I leave undecided.
102:20-21.

"paradises, kingdoms, rests":

Each of

the archontic spheres reproduces, as an "imprint,"
the sphere of the chief archon.
102:26-104:3.
102:27.

"it":

The organization of the material region.
i.e. the spirit which inspires his

creative work.
102:29-30.

(constitute):

Copula (NE) must Ье

supplied.
102:31.

"the things below":

i.e. the material

region below the moon.
102:32-103:6.

This hylic ruler corresponds to the
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figure called the бLароло� and the кооµокра�wр in
Iren. АН I 5:4, бLароло� and apxwv �ou к6оµоv
�ov�ov in Hipp. El. VI 33, 34:1; cf. also Ptol. �
Fl. ар. Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 3:2, 7:3.6-7; Heracleon
ар. Orig. In Ioh. XIII 16, ХХ 20.23.24; ExcTh 53:1,
81:1, 85:3; Iren. АН I 11:1; ValExp 38:13.25-26.33.
For the

п usе п

of the hylic ruler Ьу the archon cf.

the note on 100:30-36.
103:5.

Understand NNOYfP}PO, as Ка. suggests.

103:6-12.

The hylfc ruler represents the power

which keeps the chaotic activities of the hylic
powers in check:

cf. 97:36-98:5, 99:9-11.15-16.

Note that this figure, the chief of the hylic powers,
is not regarded as essentially а chaotic and evil
power; on the contrary his function is positive,
since he is а tool employed Ьу the superior powers
to give shape to the realrn of rnatter, and thus
contributes to the genвral oikonornia.
А copula (Ne) rnust Ье supplied in this

103:6-8.
sentence.
103:8.

Reading ENTh[YEI]; I fail to see how Ernrnel,

on the basis of Facs., can read E�Th�[.
103: 1 О.

нhold in line (the) post 11 :

А conj ectural
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interpretation of (])(.!)(

<t>n...з I С,

taking

ЦХuС

as а

variant of QXu(]) "make straight" etc. (rather than
"despise"; Ка., NHLE), and the expression as а
whole as а piece of military terminology.
The end of the line I restore ЕNТh[УКддУ д]
(equally possiЫe: ЕУ])/�РН2 дРдС.
103:11-12.

The idea that the hylic powers are held

in place Ьу "chains"

(<

?�oeoµot ) is рrоЬаЫу

influenced Ьу the Middle Platonic idea, deriving
from а couple of well-known passages in the Timaeus,
that the continuini'order of the world is brought
about Ьу chains which hold it together; see Lewy,
Chaldaean 0racles, 345ff.
103:13-14.

I restore [ХЕ] ПТWК дРЕТЧ ТНРЧ NЛЕ

[ЛН / ЧП]д(])• дЩОМNТ

t2у

(NHLE seems to adopt а similar

restoration).
The division of matter into three categories
seems to Ье а Valentinian tradition:

Iren. АН I

5:4 divides in accordance with the passions of Sophia,
��v uлLк�v ohatav

tк

�pLwv �aewv aua��vaL лtyouuL,

�6Sou �е каt лu��� каt ��opta�, and the same idea is
found in ExcTh 48:2-4-

TriTrac also derives the

three parts of matter from different categories of
passions, but seems to Ье alone in ranking them
hierarchically (cf. the same propensity with regard
to the psychics, 97:32-36), and in representing their
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organization as а сору, on the hylic level, of the
more general division into spiritual, psychic and
hylic.

(Traces of such classifications can,

however, Ье discerned in other systems:
103:14-15.

see below.)

I suggest the restoration N\60M M[N

[NNIQ)д/PП]; cf. TMHTf 103:21, NN2дfOY 103:30.
103:14-18.

The Valentinians frequently refer to one

class of hylic powers as �vsuµa�a (Valentinus ар.
Clem. Strom. II 20:2-3; Iren. АН I 5:4; ExcTh 48:2,
77:3, 83; ValExp 38122); this is in conforrnity with
NT usage (cf. e.g. Bauer, v'15rterbuch, s.v. �vsi3µa,
4.с.).

It is not said explicitly elsewhere that

the name "spiritual" refers to the fact that they
originate from а spiritual being (the fallen aeon),
nor that they occupy а privileged position among
the hylic powers.

But at least the latter

interpretation can Ье reasonaЫy assumed in АН I 5:4,
where the chief of the hylic powers is said to
belong to this class.
103:19-25.

The term

11

middle region" suggests that

this class of hylic powers represents the psychic
element within the hylic, just as the first rank
represents the spiritual and the lowest rank the
hylic ("the last" 103:30; cf. the note on 98:14-20,
end).

А similar notion is found in Iren. АН I 5:4
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and ExcTh 48:3, where one of Sophia 1 s three passions
of which matter is composed, �6ро�, is said to Ье
the source of irrational souls.
103:25-104:3.

This class of powers would, from the

preceding, represent the hylic within the hylic.

For

comparison it may Ье noted that both Iren. АН I 5:4
and ExcTh 48:2-3 say that one of the three passions
( � К'ТТ/\. У]Е; L �

etc.) was the cause of the

01:"0LXSt'a, '"C"OU

к6оµоu; the elements (in АН qualified as оыµа,1:"1,ка)
are there clearly set off from the spiritual and the
psychic components"bf matter.
103:32-36.

АН and ExcTh (locc. citt.) also associate

coming into and passing out of being with this part
of matter.

Whereas they exp�ess this Ьу means of

the Stoic notion of fire, saying that this element
pervades the other three, kindling and destroying,
TriTrac appears to Ье using а Platonic theme:
11

the

place II of 103:35 s eems to Ье the xwpa,, or the

receptacle of Becoming, of the Timaeus, that in
which things соте into being and disappear (cf. Tim.
49е7-8, 52аб-7).

The rapidity and eagerness with

which this takes place refer to the constant flux
in which the realm of Becorning finds itself, but
рrоЬаЫу also to the transitoriness of human life
and death on the corporeal level.
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103:33-3 4.

11

are eager to соте into being tt :

Perhaps

tt eagerly desire to procreate tt but the last part of
the sentence makes this less plausiЫe.
powers tt:

cf. 103:22-24.

103:38.

ttcommanding

103:39.

Restore EY[M]t-Jl'l ь-Т2УЛН (KV1'1Z, NHLE).

PART TvIO
(104:4-108:12:
104:1-18.

Anthropogony)

The nature of the visiЫe world.

This

section actually belongs more immediately to the
discussion of the realm of matter which concluded
Part One, than to the anthropogony which is the
theme of Part Two.

This suggests that the divisions

indicated Ьу the lines of diples on рр. 104 and 108
may not Ье an original feature of the tractate but
have been introduced somewhat arbitrarily at some
point in the transmission.
104:4-9-

The reading is uncertain, both on account

of the incomplete state of preservation of the MS and
because the sentence almost certainly has been
corrupted.

I propose the following emendations:

ХЕ t2УЛН ЕТ2ЕТЕ ОУТЕ tмоРФН· NTEC <OYNTEC> ОУААЕ16Е
ЕТЕ tмNn,.T�EY <ТЕ> etc. (for the latter omission cf.
102:29-J0 and 103:6-8).
104:4-

The

11 flowing 11

(here рrоЬаЫу

<

3'<:�с::1Ю176<;),

i.e. constantly and endlessly changing, nature of
matter is an old theme, which goes back to the
Presocratics (cf. Pepin, Idees grecgues sur l'homme
et sur Dieu, 156 n. J), but was particularly
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popular in the Platonist and Pythagorean traditions,
where it may sometimes describe the unlimited dyad
(references also in Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 303
n. 17 0; des Places in n. 1 to fr. 4а in his edition
of Numenius; cf. also Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus,
I 400-01, and Tardieu in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism,
I 218-19).

As pointed out Ьу P&Q 67 n. 4, the term

is previously attested for Valentinianism Ьу Iren. АН
I 5:5 �ou кsxuµ�vou каl psua�ou ��S u��S, cf. ib. II
18:7.
104:5-6.

"invisiЬi1ity 11 :

tMNThTN€Y, like the Gk.

aopaata, may refer to the inaЬility to see, or
Ыindness, equally well as to the invisiЬility of
an object.

That means that in the present context

the word may refer either to the Ыindness of the
material powers (cf. the note on 7 9:12-16--the
inaЬility to see also produces matter in GTr
17 :13-14), or to the fact that matter Ьу nature
possesses no qualities (this is the interpretation
of Ка., ref erring to the explana tion of a,6pa�os in
Gen. 1:2 in ExcTh 47:4; cf. also Iren. АН I 5:5 and
Hipp. El. VI 30:9), or perhaps the author is
implying both ideas.
104:9-18.

For the "thought" see the note on

98:20-99:4; cf. also 101:34-102:3.

This thought is

the power which makes the psychic and the hylic
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interact so as to bring forth between thern the
visiЫe world.

The production of the visiЫe world

is expressed Ьу the rnetaphor of а body casting а
shadow, alluding to the fact that the hylic powers,
and the psychic

powers which are brought together

with thern, are beings of а corporeal nature.

The

shadow is the usual terrn for rnaterial creations.
104:12.
<)..),NдЕ 1

104:14.

I read <N>NдE\ (cf. Introd., р. 39), or
•

I read XEOYEINE as ХЕ EYE\NE.

104:18-30.

The purpose of creation is rnan.

In

ancient philosophy the idea that the world exists
for the sake of rnan through divine providence is
originally Stoic (cf. e.g. Pohlenz, Die Stoa, I 81,
99, with the corresponding notes in vol. II).

The

idea was extensively adopted Ьу Philo and Christian
writers (cf. Aristides, Apol. I 3, with Geffcken 1 s
note in Zwei �riechishe Apologeten, 36; and the
discussion between Origen and Celsus in Orig.

Q.

Celsurn IV 74-99, cf. Chadwick in JTS 48.36-37).
Like Origen, TriTrac spiritualizes the idea:

the

world was rnade not for rnan 1 s physical sustenance
but for his spiritual growth (cf. Koch, Pronoia und
Paideusis, 41ff).
6:1 �OeL (sc.

�о

For Valentinianisrn cf. Iren. АН

�vevµa�LK6v)

уар

�WV �VXLKWV
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каt aLo6��wv ттaLбsuµa�wv· бLо каt к6оµоv кa�soкsuao6aL
AeyouoLv;

ValExp 37:28-31.

This view of creation is

also implicit in the use of the word oikonomia as а
designation of the cosmos; also cf. ExcTh 41:4
(quoted below), and ValExp 38:12.
104:21-25.

Note the similarity with 62:12-14:

The

same soteriological notions are used for both
protological and eschatological fulfilment (cf. above
рр. 64-65).
104:25.

11 as

through the likeness of а mirror 11

alludes to 1 Cor. 13:12 �Аеттоµsv уар ap�L 6L'to6�pov,
as is made evident Ьу the association of the mirror
with the imperfect knowledge of а child.

For the

figure of the mirror in general see Conzelmann 1 s
commentary in loc.

For its Platonis usage, with

which the present passage is obviously related, see
Ferwerda, Signification, 9-23.

Here both negative

and positive attitudes to the mirror-image can Ье
cited, and this passage belongs in the latter
category:

the world is а reflection of the divine

and тау therefore serve as а medium for knowledge
about its transcendent model for those who are as
yet unaЫe to behold it in direct vision.
related figure is that of the

1 1 trace 11

А closely

(cf. 66:3,

73:5).
104:26-30.

Cf. ExcTh 41:4 каt �ov 'Абаµ о б�µLoupyo�
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'ГГро�уауеv (quoted Ьу Ка.).

This is, of course, an

observation on the sequence of creation in Gen. 1.
104:30-105:10.

Man was created Ьу the logos through the

demiurge and the powers subordinate to him.
104:30-105:2.

This passage is not exactly parallel

to the accounts of how Sophia secretly inserts the
spiritual seed into the first. man, to which Ка.
refers (II 194-95), but contains an anthropogonical
version of the thei� of 101:3-5.
105:1.

Cf. Iren. АН 5:3.

Various views can Ье found in Gnostic sources

as to whether psychic man was created Ьу the
demiurge alone (the view normally found in extant
Valentinian systems), Ьу the demiurge together w�th
his subordinate powers (here, and in NHC II, 2·
1
114:29-115:3), or Ьу the subordinate powers alone

(the more archaic Gnostic view also represented Ьу
Valentinus ар. Clem. Strom. II 36:2-4).2
1

However, ExcTh 50:2 (oL'ayy eлwv; quoted Ьу
Ка.) suggests that the second version тау, at least
in some instances, Ье implied in the first.
2

For the two last versions see R. van den
Broek, птhе Creation of Adam's Psychic Body in the
Apocryphon of John," in Studies in Gnosticism and
Hellenistic Reli.a ions presented to Gilles Quispel on
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105:2-3.

I restore ЕУР ЩВНР· МПЛдССЕ NMM�?[Y N]XI

ПIМЕУЕ· MNNEЧдPXWN.

The "thought" ( of presumption)

causes the psychic creation of the demiurge and
his angels to Ье joined with the choic body.
105:3-4АН I 5:5

о

"earthly" рrоЬаЫу
av6pw�os-

о

<

*хоl:к6с; (e.g. Iren.

хоtк6с;; ExcTh 50:1, 51:1, 55:1;

Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. ХХ 24; the reference is,
of course, to Gen. 2:7.

The shadow is а favourite

metaphor for matter with this author (Ка. Index s.v.
2дЕ I ВЕС).
105:5-6.

"like [those who] are cut off":

In the

immediate context this alludes to the shadow:
is essential negativeness and deficiency.

this

For the

deeper technical significance of the "cutting off 11
see рр. 359ff above, and the note on 88:23-25.
105:8-10.
ММОС.

I restore ЕЧt МОРФН М[ПР(vМЕ N@E] ЕТ9ЩООП

Other restorations are possiЫe but the meaning

seems certain:

The psychic and the hylic orders

both contribute of their essence to the composition

the Occasion of his 65th Birthday, ed. R. van den
Broek and M.J. Vermaseren (ftudes Pr�liminaires aux
Religions Orientales dans l'Empire Romain, 91)
(Leiden 1981) 42-43.
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of man.

1

105:10-106:25.

The contributions of the logos, the

demiurge and the hylic powers to the creation of man.
105:10-35.

The contribution of the logos.

Iren. АН

I 5:6, ExcTh 53:2-5, Hipp. El. VI 34:6, ExcTh 2,
Valentinus ар. Clem. Strom. II 36:2 agree in saying
that а spiritual seed was deposed Ьу Sophia and/or
the Saviour, unbeknownst to the demiurge and/or the
angels, into psycho-choic man.

TriTrac 1 s version, if

I understand it cor1·ectly, is more elaborate than
what is found in the reports of the Church Fathers,
and has а different emphasis:

Developing the point

that the elements deriving from the logos are
incarnated for the purpose of undergoing necessary
growth and education, t.he author stresses that they
have to suffer the same sicknesses as the logos
himself experienced after the fall.

These sicknesses

remain after the illumination of the lo�os as
constituent parts of the world of the demiurge,
and the logos 1 offspring have to go through the
imperfect condition of that world as а precondition
for learning the existence of something that is
1

For more specific theories (not Valentinian)
of the part played Ьу each archon in the anthropogony
see now the article Ьу van den Broek referred to above.
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superior to it.
105:13.

11

did not resemЫe him":

I think this means

that unlike the forms created Ьу the two lower
orders (105:8-10) that of the logos is not like its
creator.

That is, it does not possess the spiritual

formation given to the logos Ьу the parousia of the
Saviour.

Because it has to dwell together with the

remaining results of the logos 1 sickness it can only
have а more imperfect and preparatory shape ("the
first form").
105:17.

"the first form 11 :

105:17-18.

Cf. the note on 61:7-13.

The text must Ье corrupt.

The restored

text in Ка., on which the Ger. translation is based,
is unsatisfactory, since it gives logos а meaning it
has nowhere else in the text, nor in any comparaЫe
Gnostic text; the suggestion of MPWZ, followed Ьу
NHLE, to read ХЕ (=N61) NThЧ is grammatically
impossiЫe, as N61 can only Ье followed Ьу а noun.
C

I conjecture ХЕ NТhПЛОГОС <NTC> д.Вд.Л 2' TN ПЛНМI 'ОУРГОС
(Perfect II).
105:19.

11

he 11 must Ье

11

man,

11

introduced either in the

lacuna in 105:9 or in the immediately preceding
scribal omission.
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105:23.

"breath of life":

2:7

�w�� as а reference to the infusion of а

1ТVО�

The interpretation of Gen.

superior essence deriving from the spiritual and
transmitted through the breath of the demiurge
(105:34-35) into his plasma can Ье found in ApJn
BG 51:15ff, Iren. АН I 5:5.

The more common exegesis,

however, regards the breath as psychic, deriving from
the demiurge's own essence (ExcTh 50:2-3, Hipp. El.
VI 34:5, ApocAd NHG V 66:21·-23 :, HypAreh NH0 II 88:3-4).
105:23-24.

The restoration П�[О]ЕI is possiЫe,

taking ПNOEI as =

ттJ��

NOEI as = vosLv (Ка.:
in the context.

(Ка.:

Ger. Fr.?).

Reading

Eng., NHLE) is quite implausiЫe

The expression is in any case not а

quotation from "the prophet," but

11

spirit of the

superior aeon" may well Ье а gloss on the ттvот� �w��105:24-25.

"invisiЬle":

The "inner man" (cf. Hipp.

El. VI 34:5), i.e. his rational essence, is invisiЫe
(cf. ExcTh 50:3 каео µev а6ра�о� ea�L каt aawµa�o�,
��v ouaCav

au�ov

'1ТVO�V

�w��· ттрооеrттsv); this is а

common theme in Ghristian anthropogonical exegesis,
cf. Lampe, Lex. s.v. а6ра�о� С.
105:25-28.

An exegesis of �ux� �waa Gen. 2:7:

"living" is taken to mean "vivifying 11

(

cf. 1 Gor.

15:45), and this vivifying soul is identified with
the breath of life.

What is made living, or that
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into which the breath of life is infused, which is
the figure made from dust in Gen. 2:7, is allegorized
as ignorance.

Since the demiurge and all the powers

subordinate to him are ignorant of the superior
realities, the man they mould from their own essences
is also in ignorance.

That which is breathed into

man from above, as if imparting life to а dead
substance, gives him а capability for knowledge,
the first form.
105:26.

I read tfEE}OYCI�.

105:30.

The use of the word "soul" here (instead of

11

spirit") puzzles Ка.

One reason for the selection

of this word is рrоЬаЫу that it refers, exegetically,
to the 1)ruxri �woa, of Gen. 2:7.

Moreover,

11

spirit" is

never used in TriTrac to designate the element
infused into man Ьу the logos, it is only said that
this element derives from а spiritual being.
term

11

The

first form" 105:17 рrоЬаЫу implies that this

element is only potentially spiritual.

Not all

Valentinians agree with this interpretation of
Gen. 2:7, cf. the note on 105:23.
105:34.

ReadNNOY(P}PO (Ка.); cf. 103:5.

105:35-106:2.

The contribution of the demiurge.
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105:35-37.

Note the similarity of expression with

Hipp. El. VI 34:4 �рое�а�е каt о б�µLoupyo� �uxa�·

аВ�� уар ouo(a �uxwv.

For the "sending down" cf.

Taurus ар. IamЫ. ар. Stob. I 378:26-27 W.
�eµ�eo0aL

�а�

�uxa� v�o eewv 8L� y�v (on this text

see also the note on 76:23-77:11); also Iren. АН I
6:1 tк�e�eµcp0aL.
105:37-106:2.

Cf. 101:10-12.

Supply copula (ПЕ)

in the nominal sentence 106:1-2.
106:2-5.

The contrlbution of the hylic powers.

Note

that whereas in the Valentinian systems transmitted
through the Church Fathers choic man is moulded Ьу
the demiurge from inert matter (the "dust" of Gen.
2:7), he is here the creation of the hylic powers
only; cf. the note on 105:1.
106:5.

The end of the sentence appears to Ье corrupt.

The reading of Ка. and NHLE, of Щ))П as Q)WПE ( 11 being 11 )
is possiЫe but not good in the context.

Better,

but quite conjectural, would Ье ПThNTNE МП2WВ "the
imitation of such (i.e. men), rr or ПThNTNE МП(ЕТР)О)РП
NQX;:JПE.
106:6-9.

The "name rr is that which gives potential

Being--it is related to the Пfirst form" (105:17,
cf. 61:11-18)--as well as that which potentially
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unifies (66:29-67:34).

For the sickness of the

spirituals cf. 94:40-95:8.
106:9-14.

Cf. Iren. АН I 5:6

�О 08 *UXLK6V ••• а�е µeaov OV �OV �е
�veuµa�Lкou каt �ou uлLкou, tкetae xwperv,
O�OU av каt ��V �p6uKALOLV �OL�ue�aL,
cf. 7:5, 8:3; ExcTh 56:3
�О 08 *UXLKOV at�e�OUOLOV OV t�L��OeL6���a
�XeL �р6� �е �CO�LV каt a�0apu(av каt �ро�

a�LO�(av каt �eopav ка�а ��v otкe(av aLpeuLv;

cf. also Heracleon ар. 0rig. In Ioh. ХХ 24, Hipp. El.
VI 32:8-9, Epiph. Pan. XXXI 7:6-11.

In the present

passage as well one expects а dascription of the dual
nature of the soul and its two possiЫe inclinations,
not an affirmation that the psychics are inclined
only in one direction, as the text actually says.
therefore propose to emend EN

I

to �N in 106:13.

(Confusion of dialects тау Ье responsiЫe for this
corruption.)

For the "inclination 11 here (< ? ж:vеuсн� )

see 77:22 and the note on 77:11-36 above.

Note that

as with the fall of the aeon the downward inclination
of the psychic substance into matter and evil is
linked 1,,ith the
106:11.12.

11

presumptuous thought. 11

The psychic element's пunderstanding and

confession of that which is superior п reflect the
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fact that it originates from the conversion of the
lo�os.

Cf. 89:17-20, 120:2-3.

106:13-14.

Supply copula (П€).

106:14-18.

Bimpulses" (Coptic: sg.):

<

perhaps

For the multiplicity and variety of matter

�6рµ�.

cf. 85:10-12, 100:2.
1 Об:23-25.

11 the

two substances 11:

In fact three

substances have been mentioned above, but that which
derives from the s�iritual is рrоЬаЫу not included
here, since Пmixture" is а term which applies
specifically to the union of the psychic and the
hylic (cf. Ка. Index s.vv. TW2,
1 Об:25.

[Th2T2]).

Read П<Т>Р€Ч(!)(uП€.

106:25-107:18.

The meanin� of the BiЫical account

of the paradise and man 1 s transgression.
1 Об:29-3 О.

11

а garden of the threefold order 11 :

The

trees which make up the garden are the tree of life,
the tree of knowledge and the remaining trees, which,
as is evident in the following account, represent the
spiritual, the psychic and the hylic substances
respectively.
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106:31.

11

the garden which gives enjoyment

(a,1r6л.a,1JOL<;) 11 :
fruits.

i.e. through the eating of its

a�6л.a.1JuL<; presumaЫy refers to the �p1J��

of the paradise in the LXX.
106:31-34.

This рrоЬаЫу means that the spiritual

element only participates in the moulding of man,
without wielding any power over the lower elements
(the word

11

strike 11 is used 89:6.7-8, 90:12 for the

subjection of the psychic and hylic orders Ьу the
Saviour).

Thus (�В�Л �ПЕЕI 106:35) it does not

prevent the psychi�'po�ers from commanding man in
the paradise.
106:35-107:1.

Commanding power and threat are, of

course, parts of the very nature of the psychic; cf.
above, 99:7-8.14, 100:14-16.29.30, 101:27-28,
103:6-8.

Accordingly, the sin of the first man is

represented as the transgression of а commandment
(107:15-16), i.e. in terms of the Jewish concept of
Law; this is in agreement with the current Jewish
1
interpretation of the fall, but here serves the
special purpose of characterizing the psychic nature
of the God of the Jews and the Law in general.
The danger (кCv61Jvo1;) is the temptation of the
1 Cf. e.g. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus,
59-60; Wilckens 1 commentary on Romans, I 317.
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tree of knowledge.

As becomes clear below (107:18ff)

the psychic powers are not really to Ье Ыamed for
exposing man to the danger of dying, since they are
merely agents of the salvation economy.
107:1.

The fem. form of the copula is explicaЫe

from а misinterpretation of the form 6\NЛYNOC, where
the translator, or а later scribe, has identified
the element with the homonymic prefix creating, for
the most part, fem. nouns of action.
дtдПО.1\дУС\С:

On the anticipation of the

conjugation base cf: the note on 85:35-37.

It is

worth noting that the noun to which the anticipated
base is prefixed does here not represent the subject
of the sentence.
107:2.

"the bad ones":

i.e. trees (the ordinary

trees in the garden); possiЫy

11

evil."

(In Gk. cra,

ка,Кii нould have been equally ambiguous [sc. i;u/\.a,?].)
107:3.

Пdid he allo,-т hirn":

One рrоЬаЫу ought to

emend дЧКддЧ to дУКддУ, for conforrnity with the rest
of the paragraph.
107:4-5-

пthe douЫe (character)tt refers to the

knowledge of good and evil, apparently interpreted
to mean the douЫe inclination of the psychic nature
described above (106:9-14).
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107:6-7.

For the association of life with the spiritual

cf. 105:22-28.
107:8.

Suggested restoration:

OYThE\O·

NM]/MHOY.
107:11-13.

In 107:12 "r\JЛE = ЛЕ (ое) and

е[qщнщ

ЛЕ = the

copula ТЕ, the subject of which is tбОМ 107:10.

The

reference to Gen. 3:1 here does not make use of the
standard LXX text, cf. Introd. рр. 34-35.
107:13.

"deceived"·:·

107:13-18.

Gen. 3:13

fyrra.'l:"ТJOEV.

The тrt11ought" in 107:14, as is also

shown Ьу its conjunction with "desires" (tттLбuµCaL),
must Ье the thought of presumption to which reference
has been made frequently in the preceding pages
(98:28, 101:34, 104:9, 106:14), so that "those who
belong to the thought 11 does not here, as is usual,
refer to the psychics, but to the hylic powers (cf.
the expression

11

those who belong to the thought

of presumption," 98:17).

The serpent is the agent

of the hylic powers, material passions, which through
their seduction of man force him to suffer the
conditions of their own, corporeal existence (cf.
103:32-36).
1 О 7:15 •

R е а d д [ С } ТР ЕqР •
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107:18-108:4.
paradise.

The meaning of the expulsion from

Two different, although related, points

seem to Ье made here:

(1) man must ecperience evil

and death to the full in order to Ье аЫе to appreciate
the immense good of eternal life; (2) the short time
spent Ьу man in paradise serves to indicate to him
that whatever good he enjoyed there, which in fact
is such enjoyments as pertain to the psychic and
hylic orders of things (to the "imitation" and the
"likeness"), is of а limited and transient nature
compared to the goods which the realm of the Pleroma
holds in store for him.
note on 98:20-99:19.

For the first idea cf. the

Though TriTrac undoubtedly only

considers the idea from the point of view of theodicy,
the principle is also аЫе to Ье developed in an
ethical direction, as with Carpocrates (Iren. АН I
25:4) and the Cainites (ib. 31:2), according to whom
the soul has to experience every variety of sin
before it can Ье liberated from worldly existence.
The second idea implies а disparaging attitude to
the paradise of the god of the Old Testament, and
here the Gnostic bias is evident, although рrоЬаЫу
not stronger than what might Ье accepted Ьу many
1
non-Gnostic Christians.
1
11

Cf. the incisive observations Ьу N.A. Dahl in

Christ, Creation and the Church," esp. 426ff, on the

differences between Jewish and Christian eschatology:
The former emphasizes the restitution of man's
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107:25.

Emend to О)д <N>дNH2�.

107:26-27.

Tl1e

11

place of rest 11 of the spirit (i.e.

the one pervading the Pleroшa) is conceived of in
antithesis to the paradise of the cosmic powers.

The

pre-estaЫishment of the place of rest is а theme
from Jewish eschatology; cf. Hofius, Katapausis, 60-67.
107:29.

Read Х! MПIP�[N1 (MPtvZ, NHLE).

107:32.

For the form NTPNTЧ- see Introd. р. 52.

107:35.

11

greeds 11

<

?

=ж::

1Т/\.€OV€t; Cc1L.

108:5-12.

The conseguence of the fall:

the reign

of death.

As Ка. observes, this section stands under

the infl uence of Ror.a. 5: 12ff, al though the theme is
traditional in late Judaism, as can Ье seen from the
literature cited in the footnote to the note on
106:35-107:1.
108:6.

t�aOC/\.€U0€V

6

eava�os

Rom. 5:14, or, for the

sake of а more literal correspondance with the Coptic,
Rom. 6:9

eava�os . . .

кupLe�eL.

Cf., with Ка., ExcTh

original state, the latter emphasizes the newness

and superiority of the eschatological condition.
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58:1 � �ou бavd�ou �aoL�s(a, with Sagnard 1 s note;
��aOL�sCa is very рrоЬаЫу the Vorlage of "kingdom"
108:10.
108:9.

Restore Е]ущооп NЕЧ; cf. the photographs

and the grammatical context.
108:10.

I restore [дОУМ]�ТРРО.

<OY>OIKONOMlд, or ЕТВЕ <Т>ОIК.

Also emend to €ТВ€,

PART THREE
(108:13-138:25:
108:13-113:5.
108:13-109:24.

Eschatology)

The different opinions among men.
The confusion caused Ьу the two lowest

orders.
108:14.

Ka. 1 s interpretation of д==Q,)А here and in

108:23-24 as distort�d forms of the circumstantial
aorist is quite unnecessary, since they may easily Ье
read as the A�hmimic conditional, having here, as is
frequently the case, а temporal meaning.
108:19.

I read КдТh ОУ��? with QW?Z, NHLE, but the

reading, at least on the basis of the photographs, is
not entirely certain.

KW2 fits the context well:

it

evidently makes good sense to derive emulation from
the thought of presumption.
108:23-31.

The psychic may debase itself to become

like the hylic Ьу perverting the power of command
granted to it into а likeness of the hylic lust for
dominion.

Amongst other things the author has in

mind, perhaps, the jealous and vindictive aspect of
the god of the Old Testament.
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108:26.

Ц)ь..РЕЧКСu2:

108:27.

МNТ2НП:

Read Щь..РЕСКСu2.
Read MNT2HT with WZ, NHLE (cf.

Introd. р. 15).
108:34.

ХЕ = N61; cf. NXE 76:33, 78:9 and Introd.

р. 38.
108:34-35.

ЕТ2НП:

"the hidden order" (Ка., NHLE)

is meaningless; emend to ЕТ<).Т>2НТ, cf. 108:27.
108:36.

ПРНТЕ ЕТ(l)ООП "how it is 11

:

For this expression

cf. 129:25, 133:5-6.
108:36-109:5.

The author begins to draw epistemological

inferences from his demonological theory:

Because of

the two orders 1 ignorance of what is superior to them,
and because of their mutual emulation, they inspire
in men false opinions of the nature of the world and
of its origin.
109:1.

ENThY(l)(uПE may also Ье read as Perf. II:

workings.

They (sc. "the things" 108:37) came into

being, resemЫing ...."
Pr. II:

11

Also EYEINE тау Ье read as

"... which took place.

They resemЫe ••.";

in either case the subj. is рrоЬаЫу NETTHK дРНТОУ
(11

the things ... 11).

EYEINE тау also, but not very

likely, Ье translated "they produce. 11
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109:2.

11

dissimilar things":

one from the other."

lit.

11

things dissimilar

From the context one expects

дРдУ rather than дNОУ€РНУ, but the occurrence of the
reciprocal pronoun is presumaЫy due to а translator 1 s
slip.

Note that the mutual dissimilarity as such, of

the effects of the workings of the two orders, is
introduced as an additional point in 109:5-6.
109:5-24.

The theories inspired Ьу the two lower

orders are not only false, but also contradictory.
А survey of five cosmological theories, not all of
which are mutually-�xclusive, follows, supplemented
Ьу the opinion of the great majority of unlearned
people.

For this passage Ка. refers to SophJC, and

indeed three of the theories are found there, as
well as in the рrоЬаЫу older Eug, in the form of
а cosmological doxography whose purpose it it to
show the disagreements among the philosophers (Eug,
NHC III 70:16-22 (the version in V 1:16ff is very
fragmentary] � SophJc, NHC III 92:22-93:4 [the
version in BG 81:5-11 variesJ).

Very likely the two
1
lists derive from а common doxographical source.
1 The list of Eug and SophJc, where the number
of three theories is stressed, and these are attributed

each of them to one of three schools (apparently Stoics,
astrologers and Epicureans), seems to Ье more original
than that of TriTrac, where two more theories have
been added without increasing the number of schools
but so as to emphasize the contradictions between the schools.
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1/Jhat exists (presumaЫy Эf--ra, ж:бv--rа, ) exists

(а)

through providence (109:7-11).
parr.:

Eug, NHC III 70:19-20

"Some (say) that it (i.e. the cosmos) is а

providence."

This, as Ка. observes, refers to the

Stoics and their cosmological proof of the existence
of God.

However, the author's own view of creation,

which attributes it to the oikonomia of the Father
( 1rp6v0La. is used in the same general context 107:22),
is rernarkaЫy influenced Ьу this Stoic theory (cf.
esp. note on 104:18-J0).

The point on which TriTrac

clearly disagrees with the Stoics in this context
concerns not the id�a of providence in itself, but
the identity of the providing god.
(Ь)

11

It is alien" (109:11-15).

The suggestion

of Ка., that this alludes to the Epicureans, is
рrоЬаЫу correct.

This theory is presented as the

antithesis to the preceding one, and the philosophical
school which was known to provide the strongest
criticism against the idea of providence was that of
the Epicureans, who argued that for the gods to
occupy thernselves with the matters of the world was
incompatiЫe with the Ыissful tranquillity of
divine existence.

The word a��6--rpLos, which also,

together with such terms as otкetos, avo(кeLOS,
oµoLOS, a��6���os etc., has а more general significance
in Epicurean physics, is used Ьу Epic. Ad Men. 123:24
to denote that which is alien to the nature of divine
life (cf. e.g. Kleve, Gnosis Theon, 39 n. 1, with
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further references), and thus, although no exact
parallel is provided Ьу Epicurean sources, its
application to the world is entirely consonant with
both

<

Epicurean terminology and ideology.
(с)

"··· what is destined" (HПsuggests

ЭЕл.оуLс;:6µеvо,; or similarly) (109:15-18).

Eug NHC

III 70:21-22, and SaphJC NHC III 93:3-4, are exactly
identical.

This fatalist view is, as Ка. suggests,

presumaЫy that of the astrologers, as is made likely
Ьу the words "the ones who have occupied themselves
with this matter" (i.e. with the prediction of
events).
(d)

1йhat exists is ка:та cpfIOLV and (е)

'3[
"accidental 11 (<? ёк

[or ёиrо] -та,-fутоµа-тоu) are,

again, presented as contrasting views.

That the

movement of the world took place without divine
government, hence "accidentally,

11

or "spontaneously, 11

was the Epicurean view; for the term а,'D-т6µа,-то,;, which
Ка. rightly assumed to lie behind the Coptic text,
see the references in Usener's Glossarium Epicureum
s.v., add Ка, 1 s reference to Ps.-Clem. (Нот. IV 13:1,
and Plot. VI 9: 5:1.

This particular charge also

occurs in rabbinic polemic, cf. Segal, Two Powers,
85 n. 4-

Eug NHC III 70:18-19 and Sop'hJC NHC III

92:24-93:1 have "it moves Ьу itself," which seems to
allude, less technically, to the same Epicurean view.
That the world moves ка,-та, cp�OLV is рrоЬаЫу just
intended to mean the contrary view, and not that of
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а particular school; it could Ье subscribed to Ьу
Platonists as well as Stoics.
That the great mass of people have only reached
as far as the 1tvisiЫe elements п
O'"rOLX8LQ,

(<

?�tµcpa,vri

cf. Proclus --In Tim. I 274:19 D.) is primarily

а pun on the word O'"rOLX8LOV, which can mean the
letters of the alphabet as well as the physical
elements:

The many� who understand no more than the

world 1 s sensiЫe appearance, only possess the
rudiments of knowledge, just as their education has
not progressed beyond learning the alphabet.

What

пelements" might refer to here as а physical term
is only of secondary importance; the author did not
necessarily have in mind а specific meaning of the
term in this sense.
109:24-110:22.
barbarians.

Opinions of the Greeks and the

The wisdom of the Greeks and the barbarians

has been inspired Ьу the hylic powers, and possesses
the characteristics of its origin:

illusoriness,

presumption, vanity and mutual dissent.

As Ка.

notes, Clem. Strom. I 80:5 testifies that some
Christians held а similar opinion:
was inspired Ьу subordinate powers.

1

Greek philosophy
Such а view can

1 This, one may conjecture, is а variant of the
idea found in 1 En. (e.g. 8:1-3) and ApocAbr 14 (cf.
Volz, Eschatologie, 311), that the fallen angels of
Gen. 6:1-4 taught men the sciences.
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Ье found in the Ps.-Clern. Нот. IV 12:1 (��v ттаааv
'EAA�vwv ттaLoetav какоu oaCµovo� хаАеттw�а��v
�тт66euLv) and in Tert. Praescr. 7.

Later, Origen

held that the philosophies of the various Gentile and
barbarian nations (but not the arts and the sciences)
were inspired Ьу the "princes of this world" (�P-ri
- nc.
III 3:2-3; partly quoted in Ка. II 203).

The view of

TriTrac is diarnetrically, and perhaps deliberately,
opposed to the Platonist view of Porph. De Abst. II
38:1, where the Greek arts and sciences are attributed
to the influence of good dernons.

For the association

of Hellenistic civilization with the realrn of matter
cf. Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. XIII 16 (quoted Ьу
Ка. II 202), and the perceptive rernarks of Baur. Die
christliche Gnosis, 25ff, and ib. 290-91 for Marcion.
109:28.
110:1-2.

Ernend to <М),NNENThYEI лВлЛ 2N NлEI.
1 1 on

account of these srnall narnes":

Perhaps

the inadequate nornenclature of the various philosophical
schools as reported above, 109:11-21.
110:3.

NThYNl60M ThNTN I take to Ье Perf. II.

пhinder 11

:

Sarne word, and perhaps sarne technical

significance as "irnpede" in 81:2-3.

The deceptive

irnitation is the sarne as the ernulation of the psychic
Ьу the hylic order described in 108:31-36.
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The disagreements within the disciplines

110:5-22.

reflect the chaotic discord of the powers of matter.
110:6.

cf. 88:34 and note on 88:33-89:1.

"entangled":

Here, however, the term seems to describe the mutual
struggle between the hylics and not the battle between
psychic and hylic.
I find Ка. 1 s restorations unsatisfactory,

110:9-10.

but have no better suggestion to offer.
110:12.

11

110:13-17.

agreed"

<.

:Ж:.

? ouµcpwvc:t'v.

The Greek arts and sciences listed are

рrоЬаЫу cpL�ooocpta, La�pLкf], p��wpLкfJ, µouOLKТJ and
6pyavLкfJ (it is improbaЫe that these terms should

2N

Ье in the plural, therefore

is best read as the

preposition; расе NHLE). • Whereas what is meant Ьу
the three first terms is easily understood, both
µouoLкf] and 6руа vLкf] are amЬiguous.

fJ µouoLкf] might

Ье understood as а general name for the liberal arts
of the enkyklios paideia, as in Porph. De Abst. II
38:1, but it may equally well refer to musical
theory.

The rare f] 6pyavLкfJ (cf. LSJ) is рrоЬаЫу

here, as in Plut. Marc. 14

11

mechanics" (presumaЫy

synonymous to f] µ�xavf]), but it is also attested
(very late, however, and technically:
fllogic. 11

Elias) as
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110:17.

"opinion 11 :

For Ед.У - жcS6t;a see Introd.

рр. 20-21.
110:18-22.

The meaning of this corrupted passage

is not clear, but it hardly refers to the fall of
Sophia, as Ка. suggests.

Most likely it explains the

characteristics of Hellenistic scholarly culture
from the nature of the powers inspiring it.
conjecture: дСО);JПЕ ЕСдМд2ТЕ NXI

ТМNТ2РдУОУ ЕУМА6Х

ЕТВЕ TMNTh ТТЕОУдС NTE NEThМA2TE etc.
11 loudness,

I

МNТ2Рд УОУ

vociferousness, boastfulness, 11 hence

"pretentiousness,
MNThTt2PлYOY

11

•-•fits the con text much better than

"speechlessness 11 ; the privative лТ

тау Ье due to influence from MNThTTEOYлC in the
following line.

--ЕЧМА6Х read ЕУМ.

-- 11 inexplicability 11

perhaps refers to the fact that the true origin and
nature of the hylic powers is unknown Ьу those who are
inspired Ьу them.

--ЕТЕ read NTE :

Ка., cf. Introd.

р. 38.
110:22-111:5.

The ideas of those whose inspiration

derives from the mixing of the hyl�c and the psychic.
The opening sentence of this paragraph has been
corrupted to the extent that its original intent
cannot Ье confidently recaptured.

It seems that it

refers to the effects among men of the mutual
emulation of the hylic and the psychic orders
described 108:13ff, that these effects consequently
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are а mixed inspiration containing elements from
both orders, and that this mixed inspiration takes
the form of а Ыending of Hebrew and Hellenistic
traditions.

Unfortunately� however, it is not clear

whether the author is thinking of any particular
group of men, or if so, who they might Ье, Hellenizing
Jews of some kind or another, philosophically inclined
Christian theologians, or possiЫy even Judaizing
Gentiles.
110:23.

tr(production(?)) rr:

interpreted as

II

I suggest ПТЕ[Е�NО,

li f;erary output 11; cf. NAE I ЕТС Н2

in the following line.

Ка. ПГЕNОС is still possiЫe,

but involves а more extensive emendation.
11 О:25.

"who speak in the fashion of":

The emendation

ЕТТОУХО (WZ,cf. 111:3, 118:17) "who reproduce the forrn
of tr is not irnplausiЫe.
110:30.

"set out тr :

I borrow this rendering of

лМл2ТЕ frorn Layton 1 s translation of Res 43:28, where
the context is comparaЫe.
110:31.

For XP"rlCJбa,t, here, "using" а god or а dernon

in the sense of being а worshipper of it, cf. Passow I s
Handw5rterbuch, s.v.

xpaw

II.4.b., and for а good

contemporary example Plot. III 4,6:29.
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110:33-36.

This �a�L� seems to Ье the sphere of the

Ruler (100:18ff), the furtherst end of the psychic
realm,

to which the psychic men may attain in their

search for truth.

That this is the sphere of the

unmixed ones presumaЫy means that this is the station
to which those psychics will attain who follow the
good and upward inclination, away from the association
with matter; cf. for the term 132:10.
110:34.

The text is deficient; I emend to ПЕТОУТЕ20

<ММОЧ М>ПОУЕЕI ОУдЕЕТq.
110:35-36.

Read рrоЬаЫу КдТh ПINE МПI [NE МПI ]ШТ.

Ka. 1 s explanation that the demiurge is the image of
the Son, who himself is an image of the Father, is
incorrect:

TriTrae 1 s Ruler is а likeness of the

Father (100:24).
110:36-111:5.

An application of а Jewish idea,

according to which God is hidden from view Ьу а veil,
or curtain� beyond which only а select number of
angels are allowed to progress; the idea has been
studied Ьу О. Hofius� Vorhang, esp. 4-19.

The idea

is already attested in the Valentinian tradition Ьу
ExcTh 38:2, where only the archangel is said to Ье
allowed inside the curtain.

In the present passage

the veil is interpreted intellectually:

that the

Ruler is veiled in wisdom рrоЬаЫу means that he can
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only Ье recognized Ьу the wise, i.e. Ьу those who
have attained the ultimate level of understanding
possiЫe on the psychic level.
111:6-112:9.
111: 8-9.

The prophecies.

11 the

righteous and the prophets 11 :

the

comЬination is typical of Matt. (13:17, cf. 10:41,
23:29).
author,

However, from the point of view of the
11 righteous 11

(for the term cf. ExcTh 37, also

Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne, 404-05) belongs to the
same semantic field''as
11 condemnation 11

11 Law, 11

11 judgment, 11

etc.; it means to have condemned and

turned away from the passions and to face upwards
toward the good and the spiritual.

Turning upwards

is also the precondition for receiving the inspiration
of prophecy, which comes down from the spiritual
sphere (see below).
111:1 О.

МПОУХОУ Р,д УЕ [МПОУХЕ Р,д УЕ} (Ка.).

111:12-13.

1

1 an

obscure thought 11 :

lit.

11 а

veiled

thought 11 ; cf. рrоЬаЫу 101:34-102:3 where the thought
of presumption is characterized as а veil preventing
true understanding.
111:13-23.

It has previously been said that prophecy

originates among the spiritual powers in the region
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of the logos (97:1 5-1 6.21-23), and the "unity and
agreement" (111:20-21) of the inspiring

powers which

the prophets are said to reproduce is obviously the
unity of this spiritual sphere. which itself is an
image of the euooкGa of the Pleroma (94:21-23,
96:38).

The Valentinians seem to have varying views

on the nature and origin of the 0ld Testament
prophecies.

That the prophecies of the Old Testament

are of а spiritual nature is also said in ExcTh 24:1.
However, according to Hipp. El. VI 34:1-2 and Ptol.
!.2_. Fl. passim no part of the 0ld Testament seems to
Ье derived from any"�phere superior to that of the
psychic demiurge;

1

also ExcTh 50:3, 59:2 presuppose

that the demiurge inspired these prophecies.
АН I 7:3 offers а mediating view:

Iren.

while some

prophecies derive from the demiurge, others were
spoken Ьу the Mother (Sophia) through him, others
still Ьу men who possessed the spiritual seed of
Sophia.

Thus TriTrac 1 s view that the prophecies

derive from the spiritual sphere above the psychic
but below the Pleroma is not without parallel in
Valentinianism, although the idea that they are
inspired Ьу powers belonging to that sphere is
1

Caution is due here, since Hipp. 1 s accont, and
эspecially on this point, is manifestly tendentious;
further, Ptolemy in his letter focusses on the
legalistic aspect of the О.Т. and makes no reference
to the prophecies.
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previously unattested.

It was said above that the

lo�os used the Ruler as а mouth through which
prophecy passed (100:33-35).

This idea, which also

occurs in АН I 7:3, appears to play no role in the
present context; cf., however, below, 112:9ff.
111:17-23.

The emphasis on the agreement of the

Scriptures is remarkaЫe when compared with the
views of Iren. АН I 7:3 and �- Fl. on the composite
nature of the Old Testament.

It must Ье observed,

however, first, that this emphasis is largely
motivated Ьу the coritrast with the theme of the
disagreements within Gentile philosophy, arts and
sciences, and should Ье seen in that context, and
secondly, that the author proceeds to make а distinction
between the prophecies as such and their interpretation
Ьу the prophets and the Jews (112:9ff), so as to leave
ample scope for Gnostic reinterpretation of the
Scriptures.
111:21-23.

The ОµоАоуСа of that which is superior

characterizes in this context the psychics who have
turned upwards towards the good and the spiritual
(89:18, 106:12, 120:2-3).

The Hebrew prophets belong

to this class, that is why they тау reflect the
harmony within the region above them.
111:23-112:9.

Cf. 105:10-35.

The prophets belong to
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those who рау heed to the spiritual seed within

them

(for the potential character of this seed, embedded in
still essentially psychic man, cf. note on 105:30);
this is also said Ьу Iren. АН I 7:3.
111:26-28.

Cf. 85:15-18, 105:19-21.

"remembrance":

lit. "the thought," which presumaЫy here refers to
the disposition of the converted psychic, the model
of which is the remembrance of the fallen logos
(81:26ff); for the context, here and in 111:31, the
remembrance-thought as а seed, cf. esp. 83:22.
111:29.

11

seed of salvation" is а term ассерtаЫе

to non-Gnostic Christians, cf. Lampe, Lex. s.v.
О'!Т8 р µа, 5 .а.
111:31.

MN

(1st):

It seems that the translator has

misunderstood the syntactic position of а
Vorlage, rendering it Ьу

MN,

31,:

ка( in the

which may only connect

nouns, instead of Ьу дУW, which is obviously required
Ьу the context.
111:34-35.

The phrase

11

preserve the confession and

the testimony of their fathers" has an unmistakaЬle
Jewish flavour (for the idea of the "fathers," i.e.
those of the people of Israel, see e.g. Schrenk in
TWNT V 975-77).

0n the other hand the author seems

to Ье making а pun out of the phrase:

the

11

fathers"
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of the prophets are to him the spiritual powers of
the logos, from whom the seed derives Ьу which they are
prophets, and whose attitude to "what is superior"
they reflect.
111:36.

"the ones who 11 refers back to "these

righteous etc. 11 111:32.
112:3.

N61 <Пl>СПЕРМА (Ка.).

--For praying and

seeking as the effect of the working of the spiritual
element inside one cf. 83:15-21, 120:4-5.
112:4.

п mаnу п

112:8-9:

is antithetic to

п single

one" in

although the prophets are many they have

all proclaimed the same Saviour.
112:9-113:5.

The varying interpretations of the

prophecies.
112:9-14.

Just as the subject of their proclamation

is а single one, the Saviour, so the power inspiring
the prophets is one also, the spiritual logos.

But

the author makes а distinction between the operation
(tvвpyвtv) of this power within them, and the visions\
and auditions through which the inspiration is
articulated.

Moreover, the former is everywhere the

same, whereas the latter vary.

This view of

prophetic inspiration at first 9eems to disagree
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with what was said immediately above, esp. 111:17-21,
that а number of powers operated, harmoniously,
within the prophets.

It must Ье remembered, however,

first, that the aeon of the logos is both а unity
and а multiplicity (94:23-95:2 with note) so that
there is not necessarily а contradiction between
saying that the inspiration was Ьу а single power
and that it was Ьу several, and secondly, that the
multiplicity of that aeon is of а proЬlematic nature,
inferior to the perfect harmony of the Pleroma of
which it is an image Ьу the particularisation of its
members (ib., and �5:2-7 with note), so that although
the inspirations agree with one another, each retains
particular characteristics from the inspiring power.
PresumaЬly, then, these individual characteristics
соте to the fore at the manifestation to sight or

hearing of the particular power.

It may finally

Ье noted that the historical background of the idea
that prophetic revelations are made through the medium
of individual angels is to Ье sought in the ideology
of Late Jewish apocalyptic:

Cf. Michl in RAC V 67 -68;

also, for Christian material, ib. 139.
112:11.

I emend to :Ь..tEJN (S ON) with K?V?

112:18.

11

accepted 11:

possiЫy

with the meaning ''understand."

<

::Jf1ra,pa,Aaµ[36,ve1,v,
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112:20-21.

N�ТhУфООП:

112:22-113:1.
Jews:

cf. Introd. р. 57.

The conflicting interpretations of the

As with his description of the disagreements

among the philosophers (109:7-21) the author
formulates his Jewish doxography as pairs of opposite
views.

Three such pairs are listed:

(а)

The god who speaks in the Scriptures is one

or many (112:22-27).

The circulation in late

antiquity of views which in the eyes of "orthodox"
rabbis were incompatiЫe with Jewish monotheism is
amply testified in-rabbinic literatue, where the
proponents of such views are frequently referred to
as minim.

The label commonly attached to such heresy

was that of "two powers in heaven'1; the subject has
been recently studied Ьу A.F. Segal, Two Powers in
Heaven, according to whom the issue originally
concerned "the identity and status of а human figure
in heaven" (ib. 260), although later the phrase came
to have а wider application.

It is possiЫe that Ьу

"many" TriTrac means just "more than one" and is
referring to these controversies in а general fashion.
However, there exists at least one, quite early
(tannaitic), reference to minim who said that "there
are many powers (n1 �1

i171

4:5; cf. Segal, 109-20).

i1 J.1il

) in heaven" (Sanh.

This particular phrase

also occurs in the Ps.-Clern. Нот. III 59:2 where it is
applied to Sirnon Magus (Segal, 258), and can Ье
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discerned in Theoph. Ad Autol. II 10 (Segal, 226).
According to Segal 1 s argument this plurality of
powers refers to the idea of angelic collaborators
with God in creation, which explains well why the
expression was used for Simon. 1 Now the context in
the present passage is not cosmogonical, but concerns
the identity and unity of the god who speaks in the
Old Testament.

It is plausitle, however, that whoever

regarded creation as the work of angels may also
easily have attributed to them the authorship of
the Scriptures; this, indeed, is true in the case of
Simon (Iren. АН I 23:3) and а few other Gnostics
(Saturnilus, ib. 24:2, Basilides, ib. 24:5).

It is

known, moreover, that there circulated heretical
interpretations of numerous О.Т. passages which might
Ье taken to refer to God in the plural (cf. Segal,
121-34).

The proponents of the "many powers" heresy

may Ье safely assumed to have availed themselves

of

such exegesis (although they may not have invented
it), thus there seems to have existed а wider context
for Simon 1 s views within Judaism, which makes TriTrac 1 s
statements comprehensiЫe.

The group, or groups, of

minim in question cannot Ье precisely identified
(cf. the cautious conclusion of Segal, 115, 133, 263),
1 Unfortunately Segal does not discuss in this

context the traditional Christian allegation (from Col.
2:18 on; cf. further Michl, RAC V 199) that the Jews
are angel-worshippers.
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but it is noteworthy that TriTrac classifies thern as
Jews.
(Ь)

God is sirnple (

nature (112:27-33).

a,1rлou9

or has а douЫe

That God is the origin of both

good and evil is the orthodox rabbinic view, cf. e.g.
In contrast, Philo held that God was of

Ber. 9:5.

а sirnple nature (�uuL�

d1Тл�, �-

All.; cf. Mut. 184).

In Quod Ornn. Prob. 84 he attributes to the Essenes
the view that God is the source only of good.

(In

Qurnran, however, а version of the "orthodox" view
is found:

God is the creator of both the good and

the evil spirit, e.g. 10.§. III 15ff.)

Segal, esp.

53-54, 85-89, 98-108, surveys evidence that there
were rabbis during the tannaitic period who saw God
as only causing good.
(с)

God has created alone or through his

angels (112:33-113:1).

Р 2(vB "rnake" does not

necessarily rnean "create, 11 but rnust do so here since
the idea that God relates to the world providentially
using angels as intermediaries is not controversial
in Judaisrn (Michl, RAC V 85-87).
have соте into being" presurnaЫy
11

"the things which

<

:icri;a, %y e yov6ri;a,

created things" (Larnpe, Lex. s.v. y((y)voµa,L 1.).

Those who attribute to the angels а rnediating role
at creation seern to Ье identical with the rninirn
rnentioned under (а) above.
For the syntax of the final sentence see Introd.
рр. 58-59.
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113:1-5.
lines.

I am unaЫe to analyse satisfactorily these
The translations of Ка. are misleading (cf.

Sch.), but both Sch. 1 s suggested reading and the one
offered Ьу Emmel in Studies Presented to Hans Jakob
Polotsky, 141, fail to integrate syntactically the
first part of the sentence, Х€ ••• ПIРНТ€.

It is

to Ье observed, furthermore, that П\РНТ€ refers to
the controversies just described (and not the
variations between the Scriptures), whereas on the
other hand NN\ГРдФНОУ here, as in 112:24 (cf. also
112:18) can only Ье the Scriptures of the Old
Testament (and not tincanonical literature); also it
should Ье noted that N€Y рrоЬаЫу is not the poss.
art.

(cf. Introd. р. 41 with n. 3), and that Emmel's

interpretation would, as far as I can see, require а
plural article.

The assumption of а lacuna in the

text can hardly Ье avoided.

-

Сд 2 МПNОМОС proЬа Ыу

<

�

voµoё)L 66..окаАо<; as in

the Sahidic translation of 1 Tim. 1:7; the word occurs
in Iren. АН I 3:2 and ExcTh 5:5.
113:5-118:14.

The work of the Saviour.

113:5-114:30.

The prophecies concerning the Saviour.

113:5-114:9.

The variations and the limitations of

the prophecies.
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113:5-11.

Cf. 111:5-17.

113:5-7.

The implication is that the teachings of

the rabbis are man-made and not from divine inspiration
like the Old Testament prophecies.
113:10-11.

In "the p_roclamation of the S aviour 11

11

of"

represents an objective genitive.
113:11.

нье п (2nd):

i.e. the individual prophet,

thus also in 113:13, unless one prefers to emend to
plural forms on account of the plural in "their
proclamation. 11
113:14.

Iren. АН I 3:3, 7:1.4, 8:4

iJ

rrou Iwт'rjpoc;

1Та,роuо(а,.
113:15-20.

Cf. Just.

1

Apol. 36 and Iren. АН I 10:3

for the various forms of the prophecies.

То TriTrac,

however, the essential point in this context is the
ambiguity of the prophecies on the subject of the
Saviour 1 s pre-existence.
113:22-28.

It has been said before that the powers

in the sphere of the logos form а spiritual hierarchy
(91:17-25), thus the inspiration of each individual
prophet reflects the position occupied in this
hierarchy Ьу the particular power which inspires him.
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113:34-114:10.

That the Saviour announced Ьу the

prophets was only an aspect, а lower part of the true
Saviour is also asserted in ExcTh 59:2 (cf. 43:1) and
Iren. АН I 7:2, where it is said that they only knew
the psychic Christ, the Son of the Demiurge.

The view

expressed in the present passage is clearly related
to that theory, but can nevertheless not Ье identified
with it, as Ка.

(II 208) does.

The point here is that

the prophets have only been аЫе to perceive and
foresee the corporeal manifestation of the expected
Saviour, i.e. that part of him which is subject to
Ьirth and suffering �-,

This body of the Saviour

is provided Ьу the spiritual logos and is thus not
psychic.
113:36.

0n this subject see also Introd. рр. 29-30.
ПЕТhЧОЕI:

113:37-38.

РrоЬаЫу Relative Present II.

Following Ка. 1 s Fr. translation (which

is not accounted for in the notes) I read NTE as
= ЕТЕ (cf. Introd. р. 38) and supply ПЕ after EN.
It looks as if the phrase may Ье directed against а
certain interpretation of John 1:14:

to the author

the logos is not the Saviour, but the aeon, who
provides the Saviour with а body.
113:38.
114:4-10.

"in the flesh" clearly

<

21:tv 21:аа,ркС (WZ).

That the flesh of the Saviour is

11

а product
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from out of all of them

II

must imply that it is composed

from the spiritual Church in the sphere of the logos
(tккл�о(а:

94:20-21, 97:6); thus the body of the

Saviour incorporates the spiritual Church as well as
the logos in particular.

А similar application of the

Pauline body of Christ-concept is attested in ExcTh
17 and 26:1:

Sophia and the Church of the superior

seed make up the body of Jesus.

This is the Oriental

Valentinian view, cf. Introd. рр. 25ff.

That Jesus

incorporates (&vaлa��v) the Church at his descent is
also said, within а Western Valentinian context,
ExcTh 58:1.
114:8-9.

Note that the role of the logos as producer

of the Saviour's body is related to his cosmogonic
function in general.
114:9-30.

The reason for these limitations.

When he

emitted the spiritual Church the logos had only
received, at his appearance, а seed from the Saviour,
which makes him hope for him (see 95:24-38).

But the

Saviour himself, who is the realization of this hope,
originates from а superior level; he is, in fact,
the son of the Father.

This explains why the prophets

knew nothing about the Saviour himself, only about
his flesh:

The prophetic inspiration derives from the

sphere of the logos, the spiritual Church, which will
constitute the flesh of the Saviour, and not from the
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Saviour himself, ог the Pleroma which he is.
114:14.

2N ТМNТСПЕРМд (< ?�o�epµa�Lкw�) can only go

with N€дqp ВдКН ••• ММдЧ ПЕ.
114:14-16.

Confused.

I conjecture ОУiЛЕ}СПЕРМд NГдР

NЛЕ NЕТЩООП ПЕiТЩООП} ЕдУХПдЧ etc.

The (spiritual)

seed does, of course, derive from вthose who are 11 =
the Pleroma, through their manifestation Ьу the
Saviour.

The contrast with the Saviour, apart from

the point that he is actual while the seed is potential,
is that the seed is•�roduced Ьу а multitude, the
Pleroma, whereas the Saviour's Father is one.

That

the seed was produced ваt the end" presumaЫy means
that it is of the same nature as the Pleroma, but less
developed than any of the aeonic offspring which
belong to it.
114:20.

11

organs 11 :

бруаvа in the sense of bodily

organs; the sphere of the logos provides the Saviour
with the physical requisites for corporeal existence.
114:22-30.

As Ка. notes, the author here echoes

themes from the beginning of the tractate; the
Father's oneness (114:22):
Father (114:23-24):

51:8-19; the only true

51:19-52:6; his inaccessibility

to sensation and thought (114:24-26):
gracious will to Ье known (114:26-30):
57:27-29.

54:2-35; his
55:27-35,
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114:30-118:14.

The incarnation of the Saviour and the

spirituals.
114:30-115:23.
114:30-36.

The meaning of the incarnation.

Note that the passion of the Saviour (1)

is synonymous with his incarnation:

passsion is

corporeal existence (а traditional idea, already Ign.
Eph. 7:2), and (2) is compassion (�auµ1ra,бeLa) and not
the passion which those who live in the body
ordinarily suffer (cf. 113:37:
impassiЫe).

the Saviour is

The riЪtion of compassion was used in

two contexts above; first in connection with the Son 1 s
extension outwards in order to еnаЫе the aeons to
know the Father (65:11-23), the second time to describe
the attitude of the remainder of the Pleroma to the
fallen aeon and the motive for their prayer of
intercession ( 85:33-37, cf. 91:31), and third in
connection with the Saviour 1 s parousia to the logos
(90:5-6).

It is thus clear that the term has а wider

application within the system than to describe the
motive of the incarnation.

Now passion in TriTrac is

closely bound up with the notions of multiplicity
and deficiency:

anything which falls short of the

oneness which is the Father's own essence is in а sense
passion (cf. also note on 95:2-7).

The term compassion

has а similar metaphysical significance:

it justifies

the involvement of that which is perfect and within
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the sphere of oneness with that which is subject to
plurality.

Thus the compassion shown Ьу the Saviour

in his descent into matter, his incarnation, is
typologically prefigured Ьу the funciton of the Son
as plurality-creating dyad in 65:11-23, and the
incarnation is justified Ьу the same principle as
externalizing generation as such is justified.
Compassion, then, refers to the fact that the divinity
deliberately subjects itself to the imperfect
condition of multiplicity, in order to grant Being
and knowledge to Others.

Compassion in turn depends

on the Will of the"iather to generate and Ье known
and it is signifioant for that relationship that
the author returns to that theme as an introduction
to the Saviour's incarnation (114:26-30), and also
that the compassion here is qualified as "willing. 11
114:34-35.

Read ХЕ: as = Nб\; cf. 108:34.

€P€NNTh90YWN2 дВдЛ €ТВНТОУ

In

the conjugation element

seems from the context to combine the functions of
Relative, with nominalization, and second tense,
together with а Perfect base.
114:36-39.
114:37.

Cf. 108:5-10.

РrоЬаЫу emend to <Jl>дNH2€ (man is not, of

course, eternally subject to death and corruption,
but only until the advent of the Saviour).
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114:39-115:3.
[N]PCuME >

11

[as] (an) invisiЫe man 11 (I restore

[N]д TNEY дРдСJ;

[ECJP] д TNEYis also possibe):

i.e. possessing the spiritual seed; cf. 105:24-25 and
note, for the association of spirit and invisibility
see also Iren. АН I 7:2 and
11 in

Ioh. XIII 25.

Heracleon ар. Orig. In

an invisiЫe manner 11 :

Although

it was not explicitly said in the anthropogony that
the spiritual logos deposited his contribution to man
invisiЫy, this is clearly implied; cf. 101:16-18,
102:32, 104:33-34 for the invisiЫe working of the
spirit in general, and Iren. АН I 5:6 лел�06�ws
кa�a�eeeraeat ets аЪ�6v µ� etб6�os ab�ou (sc. �ou
б�µLoupyoU).

Tha t they were instructed in an invisiЫe

manner likewise refers to the spiritual nature of
the Saviour's teaching; i.e. it is of а symbolic, and
perhaps esoteric, nature, cf. Ptol. �- Fl. ар.
Epiph. Pan. XXXIII 5:2 and Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh.
XIII 19, 25 with the comment in Foerster-Wilson,
Gnosis, I 172.
115:3-11.

The "not only ... but even" figure suggests

that the author is here commenting on the insufficiency
of the non-Gnostic view of the soteriological
significance of the incarnation:

The Saviour not

only died vicariously, but he also subjected himself
to the imperfect condition of corporeal existence in
order to liberate man from it.

11

Smallness 11 is а

technical designation for this imperfection, cf.
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104:23-24; that the Saviour was born as а child thus
symbolizes the immature nature of human existence in
the world.
115:7.

Cf. ExcTh 61:2.

Read i�JENThYEI.

MN ТЧГУХН gives no meaning.

--EдYNECTtJ[YE] КдТh ПСШtv!д
I propose to read ЕдУNЕУЕ

(veueLv; cf. 77:22 and note on 77:11-36, and 106:13-14)
etc.; quite possiЫy the corruption arose already at
the Gk. stage of the transmission.
115:13.

For дУХI (Ка.) read дУW EYXI (Cod.).

115:19.

"(both) the former and the latter 11 :

presumaЫy

those who had fallen and those who possess the light
in 115:11-13.
115:20.

Read E(N]C�[w]NE (Ка.).

115:21.

For the

11

movement 11 of tlle logos see 77:6-11

and note, also cf. 85:15-16.
115:23-116:20.

The co-incarnation of the spirituals.

The Saviour is accompanied in his incarnation Ьу the
spirituals of the sphere of the logos, who constitute
his body and the spiritual church, cf. 95:31-38.

For

TriTrac's characteristically "oriental" Valentinian
version of the theory see Introd. рр. 25ff.
was not invented Ьу tlle Valentinians:

The idea

it can Ье found
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already in � Clem. 14:1 - 3 where reference is made to
� tкк��оtа � �pw�� � �vвuµa�Lк�, the body of Christ,
which was revealed in order to save us, through the
flesh of Christ (tQavвpwб� tv �� оаркt Xpto�ou).
1

have attempted to show in а different context

I

that

this idea of а pre-existent church which is
eschatologically manifested as the body of Christ
represents а Christian appropriation of an idea
attested in

1

En. 38:1,

1

Clem. 50:3, Epiac NHC I

16:8-11, that а heavenly congregation will Ье manifested
at the day of judgment; it seems that this idea was
only secondarily associated with the incarnation of
the Saviour through the
115:23-25.

1 1 body

of Christ" concept.

The author means the spiritual body

mentioned esp. in 114:4-9.
Introd. р. 48.
of �рхвоба L;

ЕдЧХI is Perfect II; cf.

РЕЧЕI seems to translate а participle

*ETEI

would Ье unacceptaЫe (cf. note on

53:25).
115:25-26.

Cf.

114:9-13.

For this

1 1 thought 11

in

particular cf. 92:22ff.
115:29.

11

for the sake of the economy 11 may go with

1

Altets apenbaring: En soteriologisk term i
Evangelium Veritatis. Mag. art. thesis at the
University of Bergen 1976, 29-37, 48-49-
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either "it originated 11

(

115:25) , "converted hirnself rr

(115:27) or "his rnovernent"; the differences in the
irnplications of each interpretation are rninirnal.

115:29-33.

This рrоЬаЫу rneans that the spirituals,

who as yet exist only as seeds (95:31-38) will Ье
educated through living in body and soul, cf. Iren.
I 6: 1 .

115:35.

11

known 11 :

i.e.

11 approved 11

?

11 he 11 :

sc.

рrоЬаЫу the Saviour.

115:36-39.
116:4-

пthey too":

cf. 115:14.
z:

"rnanifestation" (< ? cpavtpuIOL�):

for this

terrn see the general note on 115:23-116:20.

116:5-117:8.

Division and unification in the incarnation.

The spatio-temporal world is characterized Ьу
divisibility. therefore the spirituals were divided
in order to enter into individual men.

On the other

hand the Saviour manifests oneness, so that those
who have been granted participation in his spiritual
body will transcend the dividedness of cosrnic bodily
existence.

116:5-8.

ос

Cf. 95:8-16 and ExcTh 36.
Cf. ExcTh 36:1

tv sv6���L ••• �рое�л�0�оаv

[ууелоL �µwv, cpaaCv, el� бv�е�, ��

&�о

evo�
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�poeX66v�es.

For the connection of incorporeality

and indivisibility in general see note on 66:37-38.
116:7.
ЛЕ.

Transcribe дУW NTh.C· PW Т•Е'ТЕ� tПNEYМATIKH

For the punctuation Т·ЕТЕ cf. Stern § 80.

116:12.

"division п :

116:13-20.

same word as 77:21.

For the origin and purpose of the spirituals

see 91:10-17, 91:32-92:4.
mentioned 92:28-36.

Their "mission" was

"the apostles and the bringers

of good tidings" sвems here to refer not to the twelve
apostles and the four evangelists exclusively, but to
the spirituals in general, as typified Ьу the disciples.
For the commission of the apostles to heal cf. TWNT
III 131:21ff (Beyer); also ExcTh 24:1 testifies that
healing (along with prophecy) was а task performed Ьу
the spiritual element in the church.
116:18-20.

Teaching and healing are practically

synonymous; thus the discipleship of the apostles
etc. who have been appointed to heal the passions
of others indicates that they themselves partake of
the passions.
116:20.

NNE:

116:25-26.

This is elaborated in the following.
Cf. Introd. р. 38.

Read MN/<П>CWTHP.
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For the unity of the Saviour 1 s body cf.

116:27-34.
94:23-32.

For the association of oneness and

impassibility see notes on 90:20-23 and 92:28-36.
116:34-117:3.
116:38.

Cf. 94:32-95:16 and notes.

The "plantation which exists below" is the

earthly church:

The church is described as а plant

in Ign. Phil. 3:1, Trall. 11:1; Ascis 4:3; OdSol
38:20-22; ConstApost 1 proem.; the Qumran community
designated themselves likewise:

� VIII 5, XI 8;

.l.Q1! VI 15, VIII 5; ·cD I 7; the term is also frequent
in Jub. (1:16, 16:26, 36:6) and

1

En. (10:16, and

Charles 1 note in loc. in Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha).
Source:

Isa. 60:21 (Lohse in Die Texte � Qumran,

285 n. 61).

When the idea is used here it is

evidently in order to express the notion that the
spiritual element is а seed sown in the world in
order to grow and develop.
116:39-117:1.
дN /

�Т�

117:3.

I restore, partly with QWZ,

[Е::Т]Е:: ПЕ::Е::1

KOIN[WN!].

f;дПOYW(l)t: [Е::дПОУШ(l)Е;}

(Ка.).

is Perfect II, cf. Introd. р. 48.

The conjugation
The Will is, of

course, the providential economy of the Father.
117:3-8.

The language and ideas in this passage--the
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subjection of the all to sin, the singularity of the
Saviour, salvation as the giving of life--are clearly
of Pauline inspiration, esp. Rom. 5:12ff (Ка. refers
to Rom. 5:17 in particular).
117:8-118:14.

The ministry of the spirituals.

117:8-14.

An awkwardly translated and partly corrupted

sentence.

For ПЕNТhЧР дРХЕС@дl read ПENThYP etc.
°

In 117:12 some letters have been cancelled:. 21 ТООТ[Ч'
NIHC]; the text as а whole 117:10-13, NIThE\O •••
2i.TOOT9, тау then

ь·ё

restored thus:

NI ThEIО ENThYThO)E:

ОЕIО) ММООУ [ММОЧ Cod.] дВдЛ 21'ТООТ<ОУ �1>NEEI ЕТС

Ml t мп }О)А дВдЛ 2 Гтоотч <NIHC>.

--The reception of

grace рrоЬаЫу refers to the incarnation of the
spiritual church into physical persons; as is made
clear Ьу 117:14-15 this process is equivalent to the
depositing of "the seed of expectation" (for that term
The gifts which the

see 95:24-38 and 114:10-14).

grace enaЫes them to bestow, and which consist in
proclamation, or preaching, must Ье the spritual
instruction and healing administered Ьу the spirituals
to the others.
117:14.

Rе аd N 6 1

117:16-17.

<n 1 >С ПЕ:РМА •

11 ministered

cf. ExcTh 24:1.

For the

to 11
11

<

OLa,кove'Lv; for the word

manifestation and unification 11
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of the expectation (of the Saviour) see 116:4-5; the
Church as the body of Christ is rneant.
117:17-23.

11 This

expectation 11 refers to the spiritual

seed, which effects the redernption of those into whorn
it has been deposited, which these adrninister to the
rest.

rrRedernption 11 (л.-(yi;-pwOL<;, ci1ТO!\.U'LpWOL<;) generally

has ritual connotations in Valentinianisrn:

the

entering of the spirit was represented sacrarnentally
(Iren. АН I 13:6, 21 passirn; ExcTh 22:4.5; GPhil 68,
76, 89, 125).

TriTrac here relates the terrn only to

catechesis and conversion, and in the following to
liberation, without specifying any ritual connections
(unless the irnage of the drop and the spring is an
allusion to the baptisrnal water).

Moreover, the

texts cited, and in rarticular АН I 21, dernonstrate
that the terrn was associated with а nurnber of
sacrarnen tal practices.

See also MUller, "Beitr!!ge, п

184-97.
For the association of the redernption with the
return to one 1 s origin cf. Iren. АН I 21:5 and
ExegSoul NHC II 134:6ff; for the therne in general
consult Puech, En qu�te de la Gnose, II 146-49.
For the irnage of the drop, which irnplies the
notion of the Father as а spring, see 62:8-9 and, with
Ка., SophJC NHC III 106:24-107:1, 119:5-6.
117:23-25.

Cf. ExegSoul NHC II 134:13; ExcTh 57 tк
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ооuлеСо:,� eL� tлeuEЭepCav.

Also cf. GPhil 13, 87, 110,

114, 123, 125.

NtMNTTPM2E.

117:24-25.

Read рrоЬаЫу ПХ! [N} /

117:25-32.

For the association ignorance : truth =

captivity : liberty cf. Ка. II 213, citing GPhil 123,
GTr 17:33-35, GMary BG 17:3, SophJC NHC III 107:5ff.
114:33.

"а salvation of things":

for this somewhat

odd-sounding formula cf. 94:9.
118:1-2.

Cf. 84:17-21, 98:29-30.33-34.

The remark

of Ка. II 213, that the spirituals are temporarily
dominated Ьу evil and "lust for dominion," is а
misinterpretation:

what was under the influence of

the "presumptuous thought," and therefore came to
dwell in matter, the region ruled Ьу ignorance, was
psychic man, whereas the spiritual seed, which
descended with the incarnation of the Saviour,
precisely effects the liberation from the influence
of presumption and the rule of ignorance Ьу converting
man towards that which is superior and instructing him.
118:3.

"possession 11

:

For к--i:-fJµo:, in the sense of

spiritual gift (Clem., Orig., etc.) cf. Lampe, Lex.
s.v. 3.
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118:4-5.

11 looked

favouraЫy upon 11 :

connotations of providence,
жt�Lp/\.8�8LV.
118:5.

"the children 11 :

<

proЬаЫу with

жt�Luкo�eLv or

presurnaЫy

<

ж--т;-а, ж-�:-екvа

the only occurrence of this name for the spirituals
in TriTrac, but cf. ExcTh 41:1, 68; GTr 19:28-30,
27:13-14, 33:39; Iren. АН I 13:7
yvwoew�.

-i:-a

-i:-eкva "��

The narne refers to the fact that they

possess and essentially are the spiritual seed of
expectation ernitted Ьу the logos at the appearance of
the Saviour.
118:5-6.

11

overthrow 11

:

Cf. 91:25.

рrоЬаЫу Ье understood as ППд®ОС.

--m,@OC should
Cf. Introd.

р. 15 n. 2.
118:6-9.

Cf. 88:23-25 and 96:10-11.

118:10-14.

Cf. 89:31-36, 99:18-19.

118:14-122:12.

The three hurnan races.

118:14-119:16.

The various reactions arnong rnen to

the light.
118:14-17.

Cf. (with Ка.) Iren. АН I 7:5 av6pw�wv

ot -i:-pCa yev� u�COcav-i:-aL, �veuµa-i:-Lк6v, XOLK6v, �UXLK6V
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кт А.; also ib. 6:1 тpLwv oiv бvтwv ктА., ExcTh 54:1
тpsL� �uusL�;Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne, 410-12.
д(U)(uПЕ ЕСОЕ! here, as all translators have correctly
seen, does not refer to coming into being, but is
historical.

First man, as 105:10-106:25 explains,

was composed of three substances, deriving from the
hylic powers, the psychic powers, and the spiritual
logos respectively.

All men, then, in so far as they

are physical beings, are composite in this way.

From

а different point of view however, which the author
does not specify but which is relatively independent
of the physical description of man, а man may Ье
either hylic, psychic or spiritual.

The word ysvo�

is used here from the latter point of view; it does
not refer to genetic constituents of individuals,
but to religious, i.e. ethical and intellectual
qualities.

For the question of the existence of

spirituals prior to the advent of the Saviour see
below on 118:24-28.
118:16.

Read WYX<IK>H (Ка.).

118:18-21.

The three dispositions are (1) the

presumptuous thought, and the passions which result
from it,

(2) the thought of remembrance, and the

ensuing conversion, and (3) the impassibility and
unification which arise from the vision of the
Saviour.
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118:21-23.

12:33; cf. GTr 33:37-39

Matt. 7:16 par.,

and (with Ка.) Orig. De Princ. I 8;2 for the
Valentinian use of this logion.

What underlies the

principle is рrоЬаЫу the practical proЫem of how
to decide who is spiritual and who is not:

The

criticism against Valentinian predestinarianism
("saved Ьу nature") could Ье answered Ьу saying that
nature, or essence, is inextricaЫy bound up with
the actions in which it expresses itself, so that
instead of nature legitimizing behaviour behaviour
reveals nature.
In GTr as well the motif of the fruit is

118:24-28.

followed Ьу the idea of the manifestation of the
natures (34:4ff).

The idea that the true nature and

identity of all men is uncovered in the eschaton is
traditional:
83:2-3,

1

2 Масс. 6:26, AddEsther 5:4, 2 Bar.

En. 49:4, 104:2,

2

13:43 and Herm. Sim. IV 2. 1

En. 46:3; cf. also Matt.
The theme can Ье

discerned also in GTr 20:6-9, 25:35-26:4.
At this point а proЫem of systematic
interpretation presents itself�

If, as has been

said above, the spiritual Church is made incarnate
and descends only at the advent of the Saviour, how
1 See also Aalen, Licht und Finsternis (Oslo
1951) 233-35, 321-24; and my Altets apenbaring,
11-12, 16ff.
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is it that there exists on earth already а spiritual
race to Ье revealed Ьу the advent?

This proЫem

can Ье resolved, I think, Ьу two different, but
mutually complementary, lines of interpretation.
First, from the narrative point of view, it seems
that the spiritual element deposited in the first
man Ьу the logos was only potentially spiritual, it
implied а

11

first form,

11

the knowledge of the

existence, but not of the essence of the transcendent
world (see note on 105;30).

The.Hebrew prophets were

those men in whom this potentially spiritual element
was active, as they �llowed themselves to Ье
inspired Ьу the spiritual powers (111:23-112:9).
Thus the manifestation of the spirituals which took
place with the Advent seems to mean not simply that
the Advent made known the until then anonymously
present spirituals, but rather that their potentially
spiritual character, their

11

seed,

11

is made into an

actual spiritual nature Ьу the descent of the spiritual
church, and also that this is the difference which
exists between the prophets of the Old Testament
and the Valentinian gnostics.

Secondly the matter

may Ье looked upon from the point of view of
eschatological prolepsis:

That the spirituals are

made manifest also means that they attain the status
which has been predetermined for them Ьу the Economy.
There already exists in the sphere of the logos а
spiritual Church destined to descend into earthly
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men at the Advent.

Thus there did exist spirituals

in the world before the Advent, in the sense that
there were men destined to become the spiritual
Church on earth, and when their nature is revealed
this means that this status, which they are
pre-determined to attain, is revealed, concretized
1
Ьу the Church which descends upon them.
118:26.

"saints" is not an ordinary Valentinian name

for the spirituals, but belongs to the apocalyptic
theme of manifestation which the author is here
appropriating.
118:29-32.

The formulas "light from light" and

"spirit from spirit" express the consubstantiality of
the spirituals with the godhead in а way analogous to
the image of the drop and the spring 117�20-21.

The

common emanation formula "light from light" is
attested for Valentinianism Ьу Iren. АН II 17:4.

Cf.

also the note on 53:13-20.
118:32-35.

Use is also made of the кефа��-idеа of

1 Similarly in GTr 19:34ff the book of the
living not only reveals the identity of the ones to
Ье saved but also manifests their superior selves (the
names in the book) Ьу which they are saved. These
ideas and their Apocalyptic background are studied
in my Altets apenbaring, 18-49.
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Eph. (1:22-23, 4:15-16, 5:23) and Col. (1:18, 2:10.19)
in ExcTh 42:2, 43:2.

For the somewhat odd notion

that the head appeared to the body one may compare
OdSol 23: 1 6ff.
118:33-34118:37.

For this "haste" cf. note on 78:2.

For the association of the psychic with fire

cf. note on 98:14-20.
1 1 9:3.

11 Ьу

means of voice":

i.e. "Ьу the word,

11

in contrast to full ,revelation in а vision, cf.
133:1-5.
The hope imparted to the psychics Ьу the

119:4-8.

voice is comparaЫe to the expectation of the
(potential) spirituals before the appearance of the
Saviour; similarly Ка.
119:7.

<

11

pledge 11 (or

жappa�wv.

11 foretaste"):

рrоЬаЫу

Similarly Iren. АН I 6:4 �µа� µev уар

tv XP�08L ��v xapLv �aµ�dV8LV �eyouOL; 1 cf. also
GPhil 59.
119:9.

"alien":

Cf., with Ка., Heracleon ар Orig.

1 The following 6Lo каl а�аLреб�оеобаL at��v
рrоЬаЫу represents а malicious distortion on the
part of Irenaeus.
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In Ioh. Х 11 &voGкELOV,

хх

8 aAA6�pLOL; add XIII 60

end; also GTr 31:1-4 (Ка.), ExcTh 33:3.

See also the

classic analyses in Jonas, The Gnostic Religion,
49-51, and Puech, En quete de la Gnose, 207-13.
119:10-16.

Perhaps based on John 1:5 (which is also

applied in Iren. АН I 8:5).
119:12-13.

Cf. GTr 24:37-25:1, 25:17-18; further

parallels can Ье found in M�nard, L'Evangile de
Verite, 122.
119:13-14. 6NOYE:E:i cannot Ье "unity" (Ка.:

Eng. Ger.,

NHLE), since 61N is norrnally prefixed only to
infinitives, and also because the following лВдЛ and
N20YO becorne unintelligibe Ьу that translation.
Derivation frorn S ОУЕ: (Ка.: Fr.) is possiЫe, but
the rneaning rernains obscure; besides, the inf. of
this verb is consistently spelled with an д elsewhere
in TriTrac (cf. Ка. II 328).

I propose, therefore,

to ernend to MПEЧ6NOY<WN2> лВлЛ N20YO.
ПЕ in 119:14 seerns to reduplicate the copula of
119:10; this suggests that the whole section ЕЧNлNл29
... N20YO is subordinate to the preceding norninal
sentence.
119:14-16.

Cf. GTr 19:25-27.

This is above all а

Johannine therne (e.g. John 7:7, 15:18; 1 John 3:13).
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Instead of "because he had appeared" one should
perhaps read "because he had revealed it (sc. the
hylic raceJ,rr i.e. the Saviour-light reveals its
true nature, with reference to John 3:20.
119:16-27.

The lot of the thгee races.

This section

agrees with Iren. АН I 6:1-7:1, 7:5, 8:3; ExcTh 56:3;
Epiph. Pan. XXXI 7:6-11.
119:19.

Ю,..

<Тд>

(Ка.).

119:20-24.

Cf. 106�9-14.

119:21-22.

11 in

the middle Ьу its production 11 :

the

psychic was emitted through the conversion, after the
presumption but before the illumination of the logos.
119:25.

The "effluence 11 given to the psychics is to

Ье understood in the context of the emanation metaphors
used in relation to the spirituals in 117:20-22 and
118:30-32:

the psychics are also consubstantial with

the divine source, but the share of the divine which
they possess will only subsequently Ье revealed, cf.
118:38-119:8.
119:25-26.

2NN ОУЩNЕ here and in 120:22 cannot,

because of the context, have the normal meaning
11

immediately.

11

The interpretation

11 for

а while" is
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conjectured from the basic meaning of ЩСNЕ:ЩNЕ
flmoment of time."
119:28-122:12.

The destinations of the various

categories of psychics.
119:28-120:24.

The good and humЫe psychics.

These,

who have turned themselves towards the good, correspond
to the remembrance of the logos, and the:powers
generated Ьу this disposition after the likeness of
the pre-existent Pleroma:

81:26-83;33.

These powers

constitute the highi�t level of the psychic sphere:
97:32-35.
119:32-33.

ОУNТЕ:Ч

Read OYNTEY(cf. Ка. II 184;.

I restore N�[Т]ЩNЕ" Q;NE is most рrоЬаЫу error for
QXJ)NE, or perhaps, а previously unattested variant form
from the same stem. ЩJ)-NE ,

1 1 sickness 11

practically

means t1deficiency 11 in TriTrac as can Ье seen from the
passages listed in Ка. II 333 s.v.

Note also the

emphasis on the fact that the powers which issued from
the remembrance did not originate in sicknesses, in
83:11-13.
119:34-36.

I restore and translate КдТh ПE[N]ThYNTЧ·

дВ�Л К°"№Ч ПIРНТЕ 2[wwч] дN ПЕ [NT]� [N]ETEдNдEI NTOY
дВ[дЛ] М�[дУ].

The meaning is, presumaЫy, that the

angelic powers issued from the remembrance themselves
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have generated offspring of their own nature, both
angels and men, Ьу means of that same disposition;
cf. 131:14-22.
120:1.

For this formula cf. GPhil 20.

120:2-3.

Cf. 106:11-12.

ПEThEI:

120:4-5.

Cf. 83:15-21, 112:3.

120:7-8.

·Read рrоЬаЫу tЛl:д.®ECIC ••• ETNANOYC (cf.

Ка. II 184,and 121:2·0-21}.

Read ПЕТ<J'{>).Е\.

For the content cf. 83:9-17.

The type of this highest category of

120:8-11.

psychics is the prophets of the Old Testament (above,
111:бff).
120:10.

EThЧNAQX,()ПE looks like Rel. Fut. II, but is

more likely а contamination caused Ьу the Perf. form
immediately below, and should Ье emended to ETNAQ):;)ПE.
120:11.

It must Ье the Saviour's manifestation to

the logos (88:8-25) which is referred to.
120:13-14.

"they actually

[<

? :1: tv ЗЕ�ру�] received the

substance [o�ata] of their being":

the precise

meaning of this combination of abstract and polyvalent
terms is uncertain.
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120:13.

€дУТNNООУЧ:

sgg. дГГ€ЛОС

The obj. suff. refers to the

and PWM€:

such as have been sent forth

to perform service.
The mixed psychics.

120:14-121:25.

For the origin

of this category of psychics see 83:34-84:Jб.
120:19.

11 him"

seems in this context to refer to the

Saviour, but it may also, from 85:20, 89:20, Ье the
logos.
120:19-20. · The appGsition рrоЬаЫу goes with "those
who oppose him"; thus the
presumption.

11 thought 11

--дВдЛ f дВдЛ1 (Ка.).

is that of
The douЫe N in

NN€€\ may have been caused Ьу the erroneous preceding
дВдЛ, but cf. also Introd. р. 38.
120:21.

11 mixed 11

:

Cf. 85:11, 110:31-32.

These powers

contain both good and evil since they combat passton
with passion.

--Read €<У>NдХ\ NTOY2),.H (Ка.),.

For the

meaning of the expression cf. Crum, Dict. б3бЬ.
120:22.

"for а while":

Cf. 119:25-26.

--Emend to

N€T<OY>NANTOY; Fut. I is рrоЬаЫу correct, cf.
120:29-30 €ТNдСЛ.
120:24-25.

"for а time" рrоЬаЫу

<

*1Тр6сжа,Lро1; (Ка.).

For the content cf. 98:34ff, 99:19ff.
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120:26.

"the Lord of Glory tr :

1 Cor. 2:8, but also

Phil 2:10-11; cf. ExcTh 43:4, and below, 120�36-121:2.
120:26-27.

The wrath is characteristic of this class

of psychi cs, cf. 81:16, 97:32-Jб.
128:28-29.

These psychics will not Ье destroyed like

the hylics but remain so as to Ье ultimately saved;
cf. 135:9-11.
120:30.

"pervers ely":

I derive СЛ from СWЛ, cf. Ка;.

I 31 n. 4.
120:33.

Read €P€NThYfT3N20YTOY.

Introd. рр.

46, 48-49-

120:34-35.

tr which they have":

€T€YNTECfOY�:

For the form see

Emend perhaps to

It makes better sense to make tEEOYClд

the obj. of the verb than "certain periods":

"it is

only for а time and certain periods that the power
they have has been entrusted to them"; similarly WZ in
Ка. II 185.
120:35-36.

For ММПОУ- here and in 121:2 cf. Introd.

р.· 38.
120:36-121:2.

Cf. Phil. 2:11, and 120:26 above.
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121:3-4.

Cf. 108:23-31.
evil things 11

(

11

those who are evil":

ка,к6).

perhaps

II

121:6.

"senselessness":

121:7.

"which is the suffering 11 рrоЬаЫу refers to

presumaЫy

<

&,yvwµo�o-бvri.

the ignorance and senselessness (cf. 117:362, and
not the judgment.
121:9.

11

turn away":

Cf. 77:22 and the note on 77:11-36

above; also 106:13.14.18.
121:14.

the contrary attitude to

"persevered 11 :

conversion.
121:14-18.

Note that the motive for murdering the

Saviour is the rebellious lust for dominion
%

(? �Lлa.pxta.), which characterizes the discord of the
material realm, which in turn is derived from the
presumptuous thought of the logos; thus the death of
the Saviour is well integrated into the opposition
between unity and multiplicity which forms the central
idea of TriTrac 1 s system.
121:18.

11 strove":

<

%

? кo1rta.v; рrоЬаЫу with the

connotation of vain labour.
121:22.

As Ка. points out, the copula should Ье NE.
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121:22-23.
121:24.

дУW / [дУW}.

I delete пe(translation suggested Ьу Professor

Wilson); cf. 120:3 0-32.
121:25-122:12.

The two roads.

The t�o options of the

psychics, and their eschatological consequences, are
represented Ьу the traditllional symbol of the two
roads.

1

The application of the symbol to describe the

destiny of the souls, as in.Cic. Tusc. I 72, seems to
Ье attributaЫe to the Pythagoreans (Cumont), as is
also the associatioK of the two roads with left and
2
right, which TriTrac seems to imply.
РrоЬаЫу Pr. II; pred. дУОУ2Оле1те.

121:25-27.

еч�ООП:

121:32-34.

дПЕТЕ ••• Nec:

2WC:

The д рrоЬаЫу goes with

The good psychics praise their own acts of

service to the Church in an attitude of humility.
121:38.

Either а def. or an indef. art. шау Ье

restored before 2]�ЛПIС.
1 Cf. e.g. Michaelis in TWNT V 43:34ff, 46:14ff,
57:38ff, 61:30ff, 98:10ff; F. Cumont, After Life in
Roman Paganism (1922, rpt. New York 1959) 150-53.
2 Cumont, ib.; on this point cf. also Burkert,
Lore and Science, 37 n. 49, 113 n. 21.
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11 the

122:2-4.

road .. . to perdition 11 :

Perhaps an

(Although the Sahidic translation of this verse choses
а different word, CWPM does render 0,1ТWfl.e La, in 1 Tim.

6: 9. )
1 1 Hatred,

122:8-9.

envy and jealousy 11 does of course,

as Ка. remarks, characterize the hylic powers; but
they are also conventional terms used to describe the
motives of those who persecute the Church, e.g.

11 condemnation 11

122:10.
81:10-26.

<

1

Clem.

? %кa,ri;6,yvwoLt;, cf. note on

in the pl., is presumaЫy а corruption of дNПIРд or,
better, ЕNП\Рд (% et r; + 1Теtра, in the pl.); Ка. similarly.
122:12-136:24.
Calling.

The destiny of the Election and the

tкfl.oy� and Kfl.�OLt; are used technically Ьу

the Valentinians to designate the spiritual and the
psychic

11 races"

within the Church (Iren. АН I 6:4,

14:4, ExcTh 58:1, Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. Х 33,
XIII 31, 51)}

The distinction is, of course, based

1 Cf. also ExcTh 21, which, however, presents
particular proЫems of interpretation which cannot
Ье discussed here.
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upon Matt. 22:14.

Both terms were рrоЬаЫу also

derived, in pseudo-etymological fachion, from the
word ЬккА�ОСа (cf. Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne,
302-03).

The distinction was adopted Ьу Clement of

Alexandria (ExcTh 9 and Sagnard's note in loc.).
122:12-32.

Introduction.

122:13-15.

Cf. 115:23-116:5, with note, and ExcTh

42:3

�о

owµa �OU 'l�oou, о�ер 6µoouOLOV

tккА�оСа.

�V ��

The meaning of 6µoouoLo� in а Valentinian

context depends on tЪе usage of the word о{юСа to
designate the three "substances 11 ;

spiritual, psychic

and hylic (cf. Sagnard, Gnose valentinienne, 649-50,
s.v.); thus being consubstantial with the Saviour
here means simply to Ье of the spiritual substance
like him, and specifically of the substance of his
spiritual body.
122:15-17.

The designation

11 bridal

chamber 11 for the

spiritual Church is not precisely parallelled in
other Valentinian sources, where the term is found to
refer either to the Pleroma where Sophia is united
with the Saviour and the spirituals with his angels
(Iren. АН I 7:1, ExcTh 64-65}, or to а sacrament
performed Ьу the spirituals which presumaЫy
anticipates this unification (cf. the other references
listed in Foerster-Wilson, Gnosis, II 326 s.v.).

But
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it is evident that the Church тау easily Ье conceived
not only as the bride of the Saviour and the Plerorna,
but also as the place where the nuptial union with
hirn takes place, both sacrarnentally and generally.
122:17-19.

Contrast Iren. АН I 6:1 �ov rw��pa

...

�apayeyov�VaL �О *UXLK6V ••• ��W� au�o awa�.
According to the Western school, to which the rnain
systern of Irenaeus belongs, the psychic also forrn part
of the body of the Saviour and con&equently are the
object of .his salvific rnission (whereas the spirituals
apparently·are saved, autornatically), whereas the
Oriental soteriology of TriTrac only includes the
spirituals in the Боdу, so that they becorne the chief
recipients of salvation and the psychics are saved
only indirectly, Ьу subrnission to the spirituals.
2д®Н MtviдEIT NIM seerns to Ье а fixe� expression,
cf. 135:17-18.
122:19.

1

1 Christ 11 :

<

:Е6 XpТJG�6�; this spelling, as

Ка. rernarks, is also presupposed in 136:1 ПЕХРНС.

It

is used consistently, as far as can Ье ascertained,
in ValExp (28:23, 33:17, 39:29; cf. also 40:13.19).
Although this forrn is sornetirnes doctrinally rnotivated
(Weiss in TWNT IX 478:11ff;, there is no reason to
assurne this to Ье the case in Valentinianism, where
the narne XpLa�6� is used normally, and XpТJG�6� тау
Ье no rnore than а graphic variant.
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122:19-24.

As was observed Ьу Ка. II 221-22, this

is based upon John 3:29, as is also ExoTh 65.
122:24-27.

That the psychics will ascend to the

spiritual sphere above them (92:22ff) is confirmed
Ьу Iren. АН 7:1

�OV 08 O�µLoupyov µe�a��VaL ••• et� �OV ���
µ��ро� Lo�Ca� �6�ov, �ou�eo�Lv tv �� µeo6���L
�a� �е �wv OLкaCwv �uxa� �va�auoeo6aL каt av�a�
ev �� ��� µео6���0� �6��,
cf. 7:5, ExcTh 34:2.
122:27-32.

11 the

The condition

Man of the Church 11 :

of the Church as а whole corresponds to that of each
individual man.

Having been incarnated concorporeally

with the Saviour, and subjected to bodily existence,
the Church consists of body, soul and spirit.
Consequently it is in need of salvation.

The image

of the Church as а man is apparently related to that
of the body of Christ, which the author has used
repeatedly above, and which also recurs immediately
below.
11 the

That he here speaks of

11 the

man 11 rather than

body 11 is due to the soteriological context; the

Church needs salvation for the same reason as all
corporeal beings.

One is рrоЬаЫу not to interpret

spirit, soul and body as referring to classes of
members of the Church, since TriTrac seems to regard
only the spirituals as members of the

11

Church 11 in the
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strict sense.

The psychics seem only to Ье its

servants (cf. 120:8-9, 121:30-37, 134:1ff), and the
notion of hylic members of the Church would рrоЬаЫу
amount to а contradiction in terms.
For the concept of "the Man of the Church" it is
important to note that the Pleroma, as being pervaded
Ьу the Son, is called First Man in TriTrac (66:10-12,
cf. 65:35-67:34 in general with note).

The offspring

of the logos are emitted, as an interpretation of Gen.
1:26-27, according to the image of the Pleroma (as
manifested Ьу the Saviour and his attendants):
90:21-91:6, 94:10-21� with notes.

The offspring, who

constitute the spiritual Church of the logos, are
what is manifested as the body of the Saviour on
earth.

Thus the earthly Church is in fact the

incarnation, through the Saviour, of the Man of Gen.
1:26-27, whom the logos brought forth according to
the image of the First Man, the Pleroma.
122:32.

"the one who planned (this)" is not the

Demiurge (Ка.), but refers to the Providence of the
Father.
122:32-129:34-

The salvation of the Elect.

122:32-123:22.

The perfect and unified man and his

still imperfect members.
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122:32-35.

Frorn the note on the Man of the Church

above it should Ье clear how the Saviour can Ье said
to Ье "а single one":

Just as the Son is the oneness

in the rnultiplicity of the Plerorna (65:35-67:34), and
this structure is also copied Ьу the spiritual irnage
produced Ьу the logos (94:23-95:2) upon the
rnanifestation to hirn of the Saviour and his angels
(cf. esp. 87:22-26), so the incarnate Saviour is
also the unifying factor in the earthly Church; cf.
also 116:5-117:8 with note, esp. 116:27-30.
123:1.

11

stations" ("1;61ro,;, pl.) :

Thes е are the

recipients of salvation, referred to as �61roL because
each occupies а peculiar place in the hierarchy of
being.

In GTr the word МАЕ I Т "place" is used in а

sirnilar way (20:21-22.35, 22:22.26, 25:10, 26:15-16,
27:10-11.25, 2 8:11 , 42:8-9).
1Z3:2.

"rnernbers" (µел.о,;, pl.):

The spirituals who

forrn the body of the Saviour; cf. 123:17.
123:3-11.

This presurnaЫy refers to the resurrection

and ascent of the Saviour, who is the perfect rnan
within the Man of the Church (122:33).

For the quick

return see note on 78:2; also cf. 118:33-34.
123:11-16.

For this characterization of the cosrnos

cf. 104:18-25 with notes.

The notion of the world as
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а school also occurs in ValExp 37:28-31.

For the need

of the Church to Ье educated through living in the
world cf. 115:29-33 with note, 116:18-20, 116:34-117:6,
117:17-18.
123:14.

"it":

sc. the school.

The cosmos functions

as а school, providing insight, because it reflects
the forms of the transcendent world.
123:15.

For €1N€ followed Ьу д cf. 90:34-35, 105:13.

For NN = N cf. Introd. рр. 38-39.

eLкwv and

apxt�u�o� are frequently joined, cf. Lampe, Lex. s.vv.
123:16-22.

The inf. following QДNT€- must have

dropped out; supply e.g. <Щu)П€> after €ККЛНС1д in
123:18.

There also seems to Ье а lacuna before N61

in 123:21.
a�oкa�ao�auL� is а common Valentinian term for
eschatological consummation (cf. below, 123:27,
133:7; further, Iren. АН I 2:4.5, 8:4, 14:1, 21:3;
ExcTh 22:3, 61:5; Heracleon ар. Orig. In Ioh. XIII
46; GPhil 67; Res 44:31; ValExp 39:33-34); it comЬines
the notions of return (to the Pleroma) and unification.
А succinct review of the origin of the term is given
Ьу Layton, Resurrection, 53.
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123:23-124:25.

The redernption of the apokatastasis.

123:23-124:3.

This section rnakes а distinction between

the unity which already existed in the Plerorna prior
to the rnission of the Saviour-Son, and the unification
which takes place in the apokatastasis.

The first

unity took the forrn of the е�бокСа of the All, in
which the aeons agreed with one another, while
praising the Father and bringing forth the Fruit, the
Saviour-Son, as the countenance of the Father (esp.
86:11-88:8).

The final and ultirnate unification of

the apokatastasis,

or

the redernption (presurnaЫy

%лu�pwuL�, or %&�ол.), consists in the Plerorna 1 s
authentic rnanifestation of the Father in the Son.L
The distinction between the two unifications and
rnanifestations seerns to lie in the contrast between
"countenancell 123:26-27 and "authentically" 123;34:
the first unification was а reproduction of the
Father's unified nature, the second irnplies а
participation in his very essence.
123:25.

"for the Father 11 :

i.e. as а glorification

of hirn.
124:3-12.

For the redernption as а release cf.

117:23-24.34-35.

For the general soteriological

ideas involved see О. Hichel,
RAC II 374-80.

11

Binden und L5sen,"
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124:5.

t

2Ш here, and

hardly variants of

t

t

OY2W in 124:10-11, are

20, but, as the Eng. translation

of Ка., and NHLE, seem to assume, of

t

OYW (< wjJ).),

whose spelling does not elsewhere show any traces of
the old 1).•

For the instability of

2 in this text see

Introd. рр. 39-40.
124:12-25.

The point of the "not only, but also"

formula seems to Ье that the gnostic redemption
implies something more than what is normally
understood, i.e. Ьу non-Gnostics, Ьу the word.

А

similar emphasis is made in Iren. АН I 21:2:
They affirm that it fsc. the redemptionJ is
necessary for those who have attained the perfect
knowledge, that they may Ье regenerated into the
power which is above all. 0therwise, it is
impossiЫe to enter into the Pleroma, for it is
this (redemption) which leads them down into
the profundities of Bythos. For the baptism of
(that is, instituted Ьу) the visiЫe Jesus took
place for the remission of sins, but the
redemption Ьу the Christ who descended upon
him for perfection. They allege that the former
is psychic and the latter spiritual (tr. D. Hill
in Foerster-Wilson).

Cf. also ExcTh 78:2.
124:14.

Пdegrees (fЗа,ЕЭµб,;) 11:

Cf. 70:12-13, 74:32;

these are the ascending scale of perfection which
leads to the Father, each degree being personified
as an aeon.
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124:15-18.

For the names cf. esp. 59:22-25,

65:35-67:34, 73:8-18, 74:3-5.

These names are the

attributes of the Father, each of which belongs to
an aeon and corresponds to the level of knowledge
possessed and represented Ьу that aeon.
124:16.

11

understand
124:19-20.

them 11 i.e. the names; alternatively
11

themselves. 11
Cf. 64:8-10, 72:25-27.

124:25-125:24.

Not Ъnly earthly men, but the All and

even the Son and Saviour needed redemption.

Cf. in

particular ExcTh 22:6-7

t�a'JТ'LCaav�o ое tv арх� оё ayyeAOL tv Au�pW08L
�ou 6v6µa�os �ou t�t �ov 'l�oouv tv ��
�epLo�ep� кa�eA06v�os каt Au�pwoaµtvou at�6v.
tos�aev ое Au�pwoews каt �� 'l�uou, Lva µ�
ка�аахее� �� tvvoCq � tve�se� �ou uu�ep�µa�os,
�pooepx6µevos OLa ��s Io�Cas, ws ��GLV
6 ®e6oo�os.
In order to understand the comprehensiveness of
redemption it should Ье recalled that the salvation
history is embedded in а monistic system of emanation,
whereby the cosmic and passiЫe existence from which
the spiritual is redeemed is derived from the principle
of outward extension from the oneness of the source
towards unlimited plurality, infinity and formlessness.
This extension is inherent in the notion of generation
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as such, and thus necessary.

But it must Ье countered

Ьу а principle of return to the source, of unification
and formation.

This is provided Ьу the Son, who is

"compassionate" with those whom he is sent to save,
i.e. partakes of their imperfect condition in their
alienation from their origin, in order to Ье аЫе to
effect their epistrophe to it.

Cf. above all notes

on 65:4-11, 114:30-36.
124:27-28.

This is in itself а quite orthodox and

unoriginal statement, cf. Lampe, Lex. s.v.
II.C.4., Michl in RAC V 145-46.
124:29.

The "image" (eLкwv) рrоЬаЫу refers to the

fact that in the redemption the Pleroma manifests the
authentic image of the Fat her; cf. 123:33-35, and
68:32, 70:28-29, and note on 65:35-67:34 (а),.
124:34-35.

"а place of redemption 11 :

perhaps restore Т[У]ПОС
125:5-11.

(Sch.):

11

cf. 65:8; or

а model of redemption. 11

Here it becomes clear that the redemption

of the Son is identified with his baptism Ьу John the
Baptist.

Through this act the redemption is

transmitted to the Church.

The identification of the

spirit which descended upon the Saviour at his
baptism varies in Valentinian sources.

The common

Gnostic idea that it was the spiritual Christ who
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descended upon the psychic Jesus (Cerinthus ар. Iren.
АН 26:1, Ophites ib. J0:14) is also advocated Ьу some
Valentinians (Iren. АН I 21:2, cf. III 10:4, 16:1;
Epiph. Pan. XXVIII 1),, but according to Iren. АН I
7:2 it was the Saviour who саше down upon the psychic
In АН I 15:J the reascended perfect part of

Christ.

the fallen aeon descends upon the man Jesus, according
to Hipp. El. VI 35:6 Ptolemy and Heracleon said that
the Spirit was "the logos of Sophia" descending upon
the psychic Jesus, in ExcTh 61:6 it is simply "the
Spirit,

11

in ExcTh 16 this is qualified as "the Spirit

of the Father's Thought.

11

In ExcTh 22:6 the Name is

said to have соте down upon Jesus.
is different again.

Iren. АН I 14:б

It seems clear that in the

present passage the logos is not а hypostatized
character, neither the logos in the sense of the
fallen and converted aeon (which itself has not yet
acquired redemption) nor а name of а superior saviour
figure.

Rather the term appears to Ье used in а more

general sense, to describe formation and acquisition
of gnosis.

In any case the term does not reappear

in а similar context and hence can Ье assumed not
to Ье of fundamental importance in TriTrac's baptismal
soteriology.
The notion of "reception п is technical in the
baptismal context (cf. 125:23-24, and GPhil 59, 90,

95); it refers to the redemption as а gift of grace.
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125:15-18.

11

the angels in heaven t! here refers to the

spiritual Church ыhich was incarnated concorporeally
with the Saviour (115:23ff).
125:18-24.

et s- /\.U'LpWOLV ayyeлLкf]v is а liturgical

formula used Ьу the Valentinians in connection with
the rite of xei,poeeata, which formed part of their
redemption rituals (ExcTh 22:5, Iren. АН I 21:2; cf.
Mtlller,

11

Beitr!!.ge, 11 185-86, 192).

There is no direct

ritual connection in this context, but the phrase
нis called" shows that we have to do with а formula
in common use.

What'·'the present passage implies Ьу

using it as а name for the Son is that it was through
his incarnation that the spirituals, or

11

angels 11 were

sent to earth to form а Church in which they
administer the redemption.
125:21.

Read QX;)Пf<::1 21 СЕ: (Ка.).

125:24.

2д@Н ОУдN NIM:

For the omission of

Kahle, Bala•izah, ch. VIII § 80с.
125:24-127:25.
125:24-29.

N-

cf.

Why the Elect must suffer.

For the Son as the Father 1 s Thought see

esp. 56:1-57:8; for the pre-existence of the All
within the Thought see esp. 60:16-37.

Note how the

Jewish-Christian idea of election Ьу �p6yvwo1,s- (see
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e.g. Bultmann in TWNT I 716) is systematically fused
with the Platonist notion of the intelligiЫe world
as the Mind of God.

This is also the case in GTr

21:25-27 "those whose names he knew in advance were
called at the end," where the "names" must Ье
understood as those contained in the Book of the
Living, which constitute the Thought and Mind of the
Father (19:35-20:3, 21:3-5).
125:33-126:1.

I read N61 as NTE (cf. 124:4), and

ПЕЧ6��1N� as ПEY6NEINE, and restore as follows:

... .

.

ОУ../\дЕ16Е <NTE> ПE<Y>6NEINE дВдЛ• МПЕУ[t] МЕТЕ
[дTPOYXI МПI Сд YNE] / NТЕЧ.
126:2-3.

For the a�eovCa cf. 57:31-32, 62:20 with

note, 70:26.
126:5.

The "second glorification" was also mentioned,

as an aspect of the emanation process, in 69:10-14.
The exact significance of the term is not clear, but
its structural position within the author's
soteriological conceptions can Ье at least partly
defined.

The term refers to the eschatological

participation Ьу the elect in the glory of the Father.
This participation is conditioned Ьу thanksgiving and the
recognition of grace; through giving glory to the
Father in the unification of the consent (�еtоокСа),
thus exhibiting their common gratitude, the elect will
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manifest the unity of the Father and consequently
partake of his .own mode of Being.
126:7-9.

This means that the Father caused ignorance

Ьу not immediately granting knowledge to the All.

It

is not implied that he caused the ignorance of those
who persist in it, cf. 127:6-8.
126:11.

Cf. esp. 62:14-15, 64:38-39.

126:12-13.

Cf. GTr 17:4-11, 24:16-17.

126:13-20.

Being unattainaЫe Ьу mere human faculties

of cognition (cf. 54:2-35) the Father can Ье known Ьу
men _only through

giving them а p art of his own

supra-rational essence, identified with his glory,
which thus becomes both the object of cognition and
its subjective precondition.

0r, in other words,

through its communal glorification, praise and
thanksgiving the spiritual Church becomes
consubstantial with the previously unknown glory of
the Father (cf. 63:5-64:27, 69:10-24).
126:21.

Cf., with Ка., НеЬ. 6:17

�о

aµs�a6s�ov ���

rзouл:?j� a,u�ou.
126:26-37.

Cf. 123:11-16, with note; also 98:20-99:4,

where the theme is applied to the psychic powers.
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12 6: 2 8 .

iE рrоЬаЫу

126:31.

ЕТЕ

11 of 11

N6 1

рrоЬаЫу

Alternatively add ТЕ:
127:1.

==

11 distinction 11

11

<

( с f. Intrоd. р • 3 8 ) .

==

NTE; cf. Introd. р. 38.

which is.rr
? ж б1,а,срор6,.

�wv

127:12-13.

Cf. Iren. АН I 21:4 �

127:13-14.

"treasury 11 рrоЬаЫу goes directly back

OAWV e�Cyvwa1,�.

to Matt. 19:21 parr.; the term is otherwise common in
Gnosticism, cf. Hauik in TWNT III 138:Jff.
127:14.

OY2W2

рrоЬаЫу

==

==

OYW2; cf. Introd. рр. 39-40.

NTE

бе; cf. Introd. р. 38.

127:15-17.

For the foreknowledge of the Elect cf.

125:24-29.

For their manifestation see 115:23-116:5

with note.

What is manifested is in one sense the

Elect themselves, as the spiritual Church; from а
different point of view the Elect are receivers of
the manifestation (cf. 125:28-29).

Thus the salvation

implied in this manifestation consists in the fact
that it is а revelation of the Elect to themselves,
that is, their true nature and status as predetermined
in the thought of the Father, and hypostatized into
а pre-existent Church is received and realized Ьу the
earthly Church; see also note on 118:24-28.
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127:19-20.

"grovJth":

presumaЫy

<

3fa,�l;r]OL<;; cf.

Iren. АН I 5:6 �vl;rieev, ExcTh 61:2 riul;a,vev; Sagnard,
Gnose valentinienne, 394-96, 401-02.
127:23-25.

Cf. 0rig. De Princ. I 6:2 semper enim

similis est finis initiis.... in unum finem, gui sit
initio similis; Anath. Syn. Const. � <; ��v

apx�v

��v at��v eivaL �� �елеL; cf. Ка. II 237, and, further,
the ed. of De Princ. Ьу GBrgemanns and Karpp, in loc.
The formula goes back to Barn. 6:13 Lбou �01,w �а
ёоха�а, � <;

�а

�pw�a, (see 0epke in TWNT III 993:10-17),

but TriTrac 1 s terminology is closer to that of 0rigen.
127:25-129:34.

The meaning of baptism.

127:25-128:19.

Baptism is the confession of faith

in the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
The "descent" (кa,�a,[3a,(ve1,v, ка,�tрхеоба,1,;

127:26-27.

ExcTh 83) into baptism, i.e. into its waters (GPhil
59, 101, 109) is in fact an ascent, cf. NHC XI, 2Ь,
41:35-38

11

the descent (Ю,.ТhВь..С\С), which is (the •..],

and this Cis the

l

...

from tr1e kosmos [intoJ the

aeon. 11
127:28-32.

In itself an entirely orthodox statement:

There is no valid baptism apart from that which takes
place in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy
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Ghost (the trinitarian formula of Matt. 28:19).
Origen expresses himself similarly:
ut salutare baptismum non aliter nisi
excellentissimae omnium trinitatis auctoritate,
id est patris � filii et spiritus sancti
cognominatione compleatur,
De Princ. I 3:2.

As Ка. has noted, there is ample

evidence that the Valentinians accepted the formula
in their redemption ritual (ExcTh 76:3, 80:3;
GPhil 67).
127:35.

"а single name":

Cf. 67:29, 73:15.

"of the

good tidings," i.e. proclaimed Ьу the Gospel:

the

subject matter of the Gospel (= the proclamation of
salvation) is the name of the unknown Father, Ьу which
he is manifested (through the Son), and in which the
redemption takes place (cf. 65:9).
128:3.

"that they exist":

sc. рrоЬаЫу the Father,

Son and Holy Spirit (NHLE).
128:6.

ТПЕ20:

Read ПТЕ20 (Ка.); cf. Introd.

рр. 15-16.
128:6-7.

"in an invisiЫe wау п

АН I 7:1, 13:6, 21:5.

<

:Eaopa:1;-w<; ; cf. Iren.

The spiritual is invisiЫe

(cf. 114:39-115:3 with note) and its ascent to the
Pleroma is not perceived Ьу the psychic powers.
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128:8-9.

нunfaltering 11 focalizes the contrast

between this attainment and the misguided attempt
of the logos to attain the unattainaЫe (77:20ff).

1

28:8-19.

The return towards the Father is

conditioned Ьу faith and confession, i.e. the
psychological sentiment of conversion is the
pre-condition for the physical process of returning.
1 28: 1 9- 1

29:34.

The names of baptism.

"Garment 11 ( 1 28: 1 9-24).

(а)

As а name for

baptism this is att��ted both in Judaeo-Christian
literature (Ps.-Clem. Нот. VIII 22, Rec. IV 35;
ConstApost VIII 6)

1

and in later Fathers of the Church

(Lampe, Lex. s.v. �vбuµa 2.f.).

Baptism and garment

are connected also e.g. in TLevi 5:8, and frequently
2
in the Odes of Solomon; the garment metaphor,
however, has а life of its own, and baptismal
connotations often cannot Ье confidently detected.
For Valentinianism the association is clear in
GPhil

1 01

.

The passage does not necessarily imply

1

Danielou, Judeo-Christianisme, 381-82,
referring further to his article "Catechese pascale
et retour au Paradis,п Maison-Dieu 45 (1956) 1 1 5
(inaccessiЫe to me).

2 Danielou, Judeo-Christianisme, 38 1 ; Lampe,
Seal of the Spirit, 112. The connection seems to go
back to Paul (esp. Gal 3:27); cf. however Kehl in RAC
Х 1010.
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the usage of particular baptismal robes:
п who

the phrase

do not take it off !! shows that the garment

refers to the transformed person, the new and spiritual
man.

The garment is identified with the Son in

63:12-13, 87:2-6:
(Ь)

п

see notes.

confirmation 11

(129:24-30).

87:5 with corresponding notes.

Cf. 65:7,

In the second passage

the confirmation is associated, as here, with the
garment, and the two concepts are both identified with
the Son.

As can Ье seen from the contexts the

confirmation taking place in baptisrn is conceptually
identical with the c�nsolidation of the Pleroma in the
second phase of the emanation process.
Read NtfTJMHE in 128:25-26, MNTh<Т>PIKE in 128:27
(Ка.), and tь.ПOIO,,ThCThCIC for tь.ПOCThCIOC in 128:J0

(WZ).
(с)

"Silence п (128:30-32).

The explanation

given here does not adequately account for the use
of

п Silence п

as an epithet of baptism.

The real

background can, however, Ье reconstructed:

In Corp.

Herm. XIII 2, Silence is described as the womb from
which the neophyte is reborn.

There the mystic

silence which is the pre-condition for the attainment
of gnosis can Ье seen to Ье on the verge of being
1
conceived as а mythically hypostatized figure, Ьу way
1 Note the varying interpretations of Festugiere,
Revelation, III 168 n. 6, IV 201. Festugiere has not
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of the

iden tifica tion of cognition and regenera ti on.

This hypostatization is а reality with the Sige of
Marcus (esp. Iren. АН I 13:6) which is portrayed as
redeemer and psychopomp, introducing the Gnostics
into the Pleroma.

At the same time Silence there may

also Ье seen as а personification of the redemption
ritual.

The Sige who appears as the syzygos of the

Father and mother of all the aeons in some Valentinian
systems must Ье regarded against this background:
with that figure that from which the Gnostic is
reborn has become the mythical source of generation
of the Pleroma.

Cf �, also notes on 55:35-39 and

57: 3-8, and f or the correspondence of pleromatogony
and regeneration soteriology in general, 60:1-62:33.
Only this association of Silence with (re-)generation
makes the equation baptism = Silence in the present
context meaningful, although the original concept has
been forgotten, or has perhaps been deliberately
reinterpreted, Ьу the present author.
(d)

"Bridal chamber" (128:33-36).

The

identification of baptism and bridal chamber is not
clearly attested elsewhere (cf. however ExegSoul NHC
II 131:4-132:15).

GPhil (esp. 68, 76, 95) explicitly

regards baptism as an inferior ritual to that of the

appreciated that the two interpretations which he
gives are not mutually exclusive.
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bridal chamber.

Apparently а separate sacrament of

the bridal chamber was only practised Ьу some
Valentinians (Iren. АН I 21:3, among these was Marcus,
ib. 13:3-6).

То the author of TriTrac "bridal

chamber" does not seem to imply specific ritual
practices, but is simply а name for baptism.
А minor modification of Ка. 1 s transcription:
Read Nд€[!] €Т[д]УСдУN€ in 128:35.

The spot of ink

over the Т has рrоЬаЫу Ыotted over from 9 in ММд9
129:33.

The meaning, however, is not excellent.

А

conceivaЫe emendation is Х€ дУСОУWNЧ дУW �9COYWNOY
дУW> С€МОУТ€ etc. (cf. GTr 19:32-33), which would make
the point of mutuality and unification.

€Т€ = NT€;

cf. Introd. р. 38.
(е)
11

"Light" (128:36-129:5).

For baptism as

light" cf. GPhil 75, 95, where, howeveJ?, it is а name

of the second "baptism," i.e. the anointing.

Light

and illumination are of course central ideas in
Valentinian soteriology, and it is not surprising
that baptism should Ье thus designated.

The

terminology is, moreover, common in the Fathers, see
Lampe, Lex. s.v.

�w�

I.G.4.�, and related terms, also

Wlosok, Laktanz, 249-50.

--The notion of the

unsinking light occurs, as Ка. remarks, in GTr
32:29-30 and GPhil 127; it is however а stock phrase,
cf. Lampe, Lex. s.vv. aov�o�, аvеаттеро� and not
peculiarly Gnostic.

Most likely it derives from Isa.

60:20 (Evangelium Veritatis, 57 in loc. 32:29-30).
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For "fireless" (< ?*a:тrupot;) as а mystical term for
the divine light I know no parallel.

The distinction

between (spiritual) light and (psychic) fire occurred
above, 98:17 with note on 98:14-20, 118:28-31.37-38.
--"Wearing the light rr occurs in GPhil 77, 106; the
idea can Ье traced back to Late Jewish soteriology
(.l.Q.ё. IV 8, and the garment of glory in general:

Kehl

in RAC Х 969-71), it is found in the baptismal imagery
of OdSol (11:9-10, 21:3), and frequently later, in
Gnostic and non-Gnostic literature (Kehl, 991-97).
(А striking formulation from Cyr. Н. Procatech. 16 is
quoted Ьу Lampe, Le:x:: s.v. ёvouµa,: i3а'ТГС"Lаµа, •••
ё vouµa, �w�sLv6v.)

Exactly the same words as are used

of baptism here are applied to the Son in 63:12-13.
"Eternal life 11 (129:6-8).

(f)

For the

association with baptism cf. e.g. Lampe, Lex. s.v.
�wfJ II.F.2.
129:8-14.

The author 1 s intention, which has not been

grasped Ьу any of the previous translations, can only
Ье to say that the multiplicity of names which тау Ье
applied to baptism does not imply that it has а
composite nature.
11

baptism,

rr

It should Ье recalled that

and the names given to it in this section,

do not denote merely а ritual act, or merely its
soteriological function; it may even Ье named after the
final state of the redeemed. Thus, just as baptism not
only provides

а "garment 11 or imparts firmness, but in а
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sense is what it does, so it not only brings about
completeness and unification, but is itself complete
and unified.

From one point of view this baptism is

а hyp ostati zed principl е of redemptio!).; to the extent
that this principle is personified, it is identical
with the Son, to whom the same idea as in the present
passage is applied in 66:37ff.
The final part of the period ( 11 including еtс.н)
is very vague in the Coptic (lit. "until that which
exists [or:

he who exists] as [or:

things which Lor:

in; for] the

those who] have stayed behind")

and the translation 'bffered here is highly
interpretative.
XI

In 129:14 I adopt the reading

2<А>Н discussed Ьу Ка. II 234.

129: 1 8.

NN I PE:N-

129:22.

t2-.:

129:22-23.

t NN I PE:N J (Ка. ).

R еа d

ЧГ2-.

(Ка.).

"the things which are in that which it

is" does not refer to the spirituals (thus Ка.), but
to the salvific goods which are received in the
baptismal redemption, which are expressed Ьу the
names which have been dealt with above.
129:34-136:24.

The salvation of the Called.

author reverts to the topic of 118:37-119:8,
119:20-122:12, 122:19-27.

The
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129:34-132:3.

Recapitulation of what was said

previously on the subject.
130:7.

OY2W2 = 0YCu2; cf. Introd. рр. 39-40.

130:8.

Read дфЕ<ХЕ> (Ка.).

130:9-12.

The answer to this rhetorical question

follows below:

first is specified what in fact has

been said previously on the subject (130:12-132:3),
then (132:3ff) is revealed what remains to Ье said
(нвut now" etc.).
130:14-23.

The dispositions of the logos appear to

Ье listed in progressive sequence here, representing
varying degrees of advancedness among the psychics:
Condemnation/Wrath ➔ Conversion➔ Prayer/Remembrance

➔Hope/Faith.
130:19-20.
130:23.

NN€T20..C€:

Read дNЕТХь.СЕ.

Emendation of дТРЕС¾- to дТРЕУ- (WZ, NHLE) is

inapposite:
130:24.

Cf. 81:10-82:9, 97:32-36.

subj. is the logos (130:14).

"the salvation of that which is good 11 :

"salvation through good works" (Ка.:

Not

Eng.; Fr. Gr.,

NHLE similarly), as is shown Ьу 131:17.

"The good 11

is а name for what is attained in salvation; cf.
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108:1, 119:27, 126:30.37, 131:28; also 81:25, 83:17.
130:27-30.
the

This "sentiment 11 is рrоЬаЫу the same as

11 thought 11

which is dealt with immediately below

(130:34).
130:30-33.

The "concern" of the logos with the

psychics must refer to his utilization of them in the
cosmogony (esp. 91:6-92:22, 97:27-102:26).
"invisiЬly" see 101:3-5.17, 104:30-105:2.

For
11 willingly"

specifies that it is the deliberate contact of the
logos with the psychic in the cosmogony that is
referred to, not his _previous involuntary generation
of them when he was in the still imperfect state of
converting himself, suppli�ating for help; cf. 76:2-7
and 91:18-19.
130:33.

"that which is superior" рrоЬаЫу refers to

the Pleroma, or the Son-Saviour, which amounts to the
same thing.
130:33-131:2.

The пthought" is the thought of

remembrance peculiar to the psychics; cf. 83:18-26,
89:8-15.
130:35.

I restore еур [Пl@]е NеЧ, the alternative

proposed Ьу KV; cf., from the point of view of the
content, 89:15-17.
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Though the good psychics possess the Being

131:2-8.

of salvation, they recognize that this has been
granted to them from that which is superior, and do
not fancy, as do the hylics (not the psychic demiurge,
as Ка, incorrectly remarks) that they are
self-originate and that no one exists above them
(79:12-16, 84:3-7).
131:3.

Read €УОУдХ (cf. NHLE).

€90Уь.Х:

131:9-13.

The cross-reference is, as in the preceding

passage, to the mythical, paradigmatic protology
above, and in particular 89:15-19, and not to the
eschatological epiphany of the Saviour, as Ка.
primarily assumes.
131:13.

OYXA€1NT€:

131:14-22.

Cf. Introd. р. 38.

For these secondarily derived p sychics

cf. 119:34-36.
131:22-132:3.
132:2-3.

The

Cf. 120:22-29.

II

eternal kingdom tt is not the Ogdoad

(or, in TriTrac, the sphere of the logos), as Ка.
assumes, but the kingdom of Christ, which is described
below (132:14ff).

For the eternity of this kingdom,

а common topic of discussion in the early church, cf.
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e.g. Lampe, Lex. s.v. i3a,OL/\.c:Ca, B.d., and id. JTS
49.70.
132:3-136:24.
Calling.

Justification of the salvation of the

The following exposition borrows terminology

and formal elements from forensic rhetoric, as will
become clear below.
132:3-14.

Metabasis.

All translators have failed to

realize that the author here expresses himself in
rhetorical manner.

Naturally, that the speaker

should supply gгounds to make his exposition believa Ые
is а general

requirement, note in particular

Anaximenes Ars Rhet. 30:9 a,L�Ca,� �epwµev К�/\.., cited
Ьу Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 84.

Here, the term must

Ье synonymous with the word connected to it, which
should, it seems, Ье emended to NfNд.PГlд (tvdpyc:La,,
The tvdpyc:La, is the "vivid

pl.; tvepyc:La,, pl. Cod.).

description" which justifies the argument Ьу
illuminating examples (Martin, loc. cit., and 288-89);
this is precisely what the author proceeds to do in
133:15ff.

For &,�6pµa,L (132:6) in the sense of а

rhetoric argument see LSJ s.v. I.5.
132:11.

11

them rr :

sc. the grounds, or illustrations,

and the argument.
138:13.

Пdemonstratio n п

<

? %t1rCqc:Ll;L�.
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132:14-133:15.

Prooemium:

the end is oneness.

The kingdom of Christ at

On this premise it will follow

that the psychics will eventually Ье united with the
Pleroma.
132:18.

The choice of expression, kingdom

rr in rr

Christ, derives from the peculiar interpretation of
the kingdom here, as the oneness in which rrchrist is
all in all rr (132:27-28; Col 3:11 1Тav'L"a к:аt ev

1Т[OLV

1 2 7 : ·2 3 - 2 5 •

132:20-23.

Сf .

132:23-28.

Gal. 3:28, Col 3:11, etc.

What the author

actually intends to say Ьу this quotation seems to Ье
that there will Ье no distinction, in the apokatastasis,
between spiritual and psychic.

Valentinian sources,

as preserved Ьу the Church Fathers, are not very clear
on the subject of the final destiny of the psychics.
Iren. АН I 7:1-5 and ExcTh 34:2 say that while the
spirituals enter the bridal chamber, the Pleroma, the
psychics will stay outside, in the Ogdoad; similar
formulations occurred above (122:12-27).

It is

nowhere said, however, that the psychics will remain
for ever in this state, and will not ultimately, like
Sophia, or the logos, whose former station they have
1
advanced to, also Ье redeemed to the Pleroma.
Certainly the notion of ultimate oneness in the
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present passage suggests against the idea of а
two-level salvation.

Rather, it seems that the

separation of the psychics f�om the Pleroma is
temporary (118:37-119:8, 119:24-26, 120:20-22) and
that they too will eventually acquire spiritual
perfection and Ье taken up into the unity at the
2
consummat.ion.
132:28-133:1.

As it stands this period is hardly

intelligiЫe.

The reading of MPWZ, followed Ьу NHLE

and supported Ьу Sch., taking

еф пе

ефпе

in 131:31 as

(as is evidently correct in 132:28, against

KV) fails to explain the 21

°

in 132:30.

hardly the connective particle.)
°

The only plausiЫe

interpretation of 21 is to read it as
variant of

е1е,

°

( 21 here is
21 (е), the А

2

which is used, inter alia, to mark

conditional clauses, as is

ефпе.

It is likely,

therefore, that we have to do here with some sort
of conditional construction.

Still, the period does

not hang together syntactically.

The рrоЬаЫе

1

Cf. Sagnard in his edition of ExcTh, 187: "Les
sont aussi dans l'Ogdoade: mais ils
psychiques
vont у rester; c'est leur 'Ьien' definitif."
2

I make this claim for TriTrac only; whether

the interpretation is valid for Valentinianism as а
whole, or whether, perhaps, it is а doctrine peculiar
to the Oriental school, I cannot ascertain.
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explanation for this is that an ornission has occurred
after Е:О)П€ in 132:31, е. g. the dropping out of а line;
for instance €0)ПЕ: <ПЕТЕ: NЕ:У2М2Е:Л ПЕ NдXI> tФYCIC
МПЕ:ТЕ: 0У2М2Е:Л· E:N- ПЕ "unless (the one who was а
slave will receive7 the nature of the one who is not
а slave."

For the slave-nature frorn which the

psychics will Ье liberated cf. 117:35.
133:1-5.

Cf. 119:3.

For vision as the final

attainrnent see 90:8-10 with note.
nature" perhaps

<

�

2NN ОУФУС I С

II

Ьу

cpuoeL, apparently in contrast to

the indirect access ·to the di vine Ьу the spoken word.
"Word" and "voice" I think refer to catechetic
instruction.

The lirnitations of such instruction

consist not only in its preparatory nature, but also
ernerge frorn the fact that the experience of the
divine is above speech (129:20-25).
133:11.

The fern. forrn in 2NФYCIKH suggests that this

adjective went with tvtpyeLa in the Gk., and the pl.
art. that both words were there in the pl.: tvepyeCaL
cpuoLкaC.

For the operation (tvepyouv) of the cosrnic

powers cf. 109:31, 110:32.
133:15-136:24.

The grounds for the salvation of the

Calling.
133: 15-134:23.

Т h е а с t iv itiеs о f th е Elе с t.

Тh е
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author does not proceed immediately to describe the
good work of the Calling which justify their
salvation, but, in order to provide а context for
that description, he first gives an account of the
original community of the Elect.
133:16.

11

those who had been manifested in the flesh"

can only Ье the spiritual Church which descended and
was incarnated together with the Saviour
(115:23-118:14; cf. esp., for the

11

manifestation, 11

116:4, and note on 115:23-116:5, for

11

in the flesh, 11

115:37, 125:4).
133:16-18.

Cf. 128:8-9.

133:18-21.

For the Father being unknown before the

Advent of the Saviour, see Iren. АН I 23:2 (Simon
Magus), 23:5 (Menander) 24:1 (Saturnilus), 26:1
(Cerinthus), 27:1 (Cerdo), 30:13 (Sethians-Ophites);
Marcion e.g. Tert. С. Маге. V 16; for Valentinianism
Iren. АН I 19-20.
133:21-23.

I note а similar form of expression in

Just. Dial. 83 кa�aAL�eLv бaLµ6vLa ol� eoouлevov.
133:24-26.
133:26.

Cf. 1 Cor. 8:5.

NEEI MEN

11

these µev" (transl. line 28), i.e.
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the Elect, is answered Ьу NEE\ NЛЕ "those бt," i.e.
the Calling, in 134:23.
133:26-29.

One should рrоЬаЫу emend to МПдТQУq\тЧ

in 133:26-27.

The point here is that the Elect

believed in and bore witness to the Saviour already
before hts assumption (cf. their

II

haste" 118:33-34),

whereas the Calling only did so afterwards:
his дNдЛHMlfiEWC l.sicJ"

134:23-24.

"after

There is рrоЬаЫу

no reference here to а particular episode in the
childhood of Jesus, as Ка. thinks, but the passage
nevertheless testiffes to the importance accorded Ьу
the Valentinians to the infancy narratives, which is
also indicated, as Ка. points out, Ьу Iren. АН I
20:1.

On Gnostic interest in such material in

general, see Cullmann in Hennecke 1 s New Testament
Apocrypha, Eng. ed. Wilson, I 367-68, 401-04.
133:30-134:1.

Transcription:

П�[д]П Facs.

--NдГ' [ГЕЛОС (Ка.) is fairly certain due to the
apostrophe (Introd. р. 10 n. 1).

"Angels" is here

рrоЬаЫу а name for the spirituals, the heavenly
Church wich was manifested together with the
Saviour, cf. 125:15-18.

--'Tand received]

11

(with

Ка.) is not certain.
134:1-8.

This passage is not entirely clear, and has

suffered а certain amount of corruption.

The
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rendering offered here should capture the essential
meaning (cf. below, 134:17-23) and translates the
Coptic text as it may Ье read with а minimum of
emendation.

Only in 134:2 I propose to delete

NдУОУдЩОУ, which cannot Ье syntactically fitted in,
and which may Ье explained as а corruption from
€TNдQX,uOY in the following line.
рrоЬаЫу

<

11

(kinds of) worship 11

xлeL�ovpyeCaL, or perhaps хла�реСаL.

Мд2€1€, pl., lit.

11

wonders 11 is, I suggest, in this

context, an inaccurate rendering of хо�µеСа in the
sense of "symbolic actions"; i.e. rituals.
I take to Ье Perf. 'II.

The phrase

1

1 to

€2дNд€1

do it 11 (134:7)

presumaЫy refers to what has been described in the
previous sentence.

For "their hastening towards him"

cf. 78:2, 118:33-34.
134:8-10.

"this firmness, 11 i .e. the faith, which one

does not "leave," is apparently intended to contrast
with the

11

firmness 11 (or "solidity, estaЫished

character 11 ) of the cosmos:
60Л €ВОЛ, tr.:

(дВТ€ 104:18, 105:7.

"leave," has а wide range of meanings;

here perhaps пrepudiate," or, quite possiЫy пtake
off, divest" (&:тrocSveo8aL, Crum, Dict. 807Ь; firmness
- baptism - garment:

128:19ff).

€Т€МАУХ1 must Ье the main verb, and as such
apparently Neg. Aor. II:
is known to те.

no other instance of this
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134:11.
Ger.):

OYWT cannot Ье OYWT Crum, Dict. 495Ь (Ка.:
cf. Sch., nor ОУ(W)шТЕ (Ка.:

Eng. Fr., NHLE,

Sch.), which always retains its final vowel.
propose the emendation ОУш<(l)>Т.

I
(they

One expects:

did not give up their faith) "because of his not
being welcomed here below,тr which may well have been
thе G k • tе xt, с f. 75:16-17 •
134:12.

Ka�!s restoration fits the context

excellently.

Sch. comments, rightly, that

дТРЕЧQХuПЕ in 134:14 must then Ье read as а complement
of ETENEYMEYE, which, he claims is impossiЫe, but
cf. 91:15, 115:5.33-34.
134:14.

I restore МПМд ЕТf[дС 1.

possiЬle 0

)

134:16-17.
;Е

(с:тUJтпе is also

Ka. 1 s restoration is unsatisfactory.
"divine and sovereign 11

<

? ;Е 6е'Со<_;

and

кuрLак6<_;; for the latter term cf. 92:24, and for

the association with the Ogdoad (= the sphere of the
logos) see ExcTh 63.
134:17-23.

Cf. 70:37-71:7, 97:J0-32, 98:6-7,

100:25-27.

"On loan" refers to the fact that the

cosmic powers were granted to Ье called Ьу the names
of divinity for the period of the economy.
134:23-136:24.

The conduct of the psychics who will
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Ье saved.

(Cf. notes on 133:15-134:23 and 133:26.)

134:23-30.

Upon realizing, at his assumption, the

superior nature

of the Saviour, the good among the

psychic powers who have ruled the world until then
abdicate their authority; cf. 120:22-29, 131:22-132:3,
and Iren. АН I 7:4 for the reaction of the Demiurge
and his subordinates to the advent of the Saviour.
134:29.

Transcribe АУО)GфТОУ дВ[дЛ]· NNOYoPHПE.

дВдЛ merely intensifies the meaning of the verb
( СWфТ) here.
Restoration дП]МЕУЕ ЕТNдNОУЧ (WZ)

134:37-38.

grammatically preferaЫe.
"towards the Church,

11

--Perhaps (!)д[ТЕККЛНСlд

for the sake of an antecedent

f о r NMMEС 135: 3.
135:1.

Perhaps [MN tMNT]фBHP "[and the]

companion [ship]. 11
135:2-3.

МПЕТNдNОУ[Ч (Sch.).

[ENT]� УЕУЕ Facs.

For

the meaning of EIPE MN- cf. Crum, Dict. 83Ь (missed
Ьу all translations). ·
135:6-9.

"to Ье .. tried":

... tried,

11

lit. "for them to Ье

but the pl. here hardly refers to the

Elect, who are saved Ьу nature and not Ьу judgment,
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but rather to the iniquity ad sensum, as а series
of crimes which are tried (or rather, their
perpetrators are) in а heavenly court.

It should Ье

recalled that judgment and punishment are essential
functions of the psychic powers (97:34-35, 99:7-8.14,
100:14-16.29.30, 101:27-28, 103:6-8).

That the trial

is "eternal" cannot mean that the court is eternally
in session (which is even explicitly denied below),
but that the punishment will last forever.
In 135:9 I restore
135:10.

M�[Xw]�T.

Whereas "th�y" in 135:9 refers to the psychic

рowers, "they" here = th е Elect:

The psychic powers

must remain in their cosmic positions until their
judicial function comes to an end, i. е. when all the
Elect have completed their cosmic existence.
135:12.

°

[ С ]WM [д MHN] 2i XM

(Emmel).
С f • 122 :17 -18 •

135:17-18.

2д ®Н ММд У Т [ N ! ] М:

135:18-22.

Making continuous sense out of these

lines is desperate.

Above all one misses а predicate

for "the servants of evil 11

(

N2РНГ etc. is рrоЬаЫу

not, I feel, predicative here).
135:29.

Perhaps:

"... redemption,
cf. 136:7-8.

[and will give them"1 retribution,

11
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135:30.

ЕТЕ (Emmel).

П[ОУР]дТ ПЕ (apparently all

translations; but unrecorded in Ка. 1 s apparatus);
for this "gladness п cf. 122:21-22.
135:32.

11

its":

sc., presumaЫy, the Church.

For

the "house" as а name for the Pleroma cf. GTr 25:23.
The Jewish-Christian background is evident (cf., e.g.,
TWNT V 123ff [Michel]).
135:34.

I fail to make sense of this line and

therefore leave it untranslated.
136:1.

ПЕ TNMME � Fа с s.

136:2.

NTE [П]l(v[T М Facs., cf. NHLE.

136:3-5.

The meaning is рrоЬаЫу that the Church

within the Pleroma will bring forth for the psychic
powers psychopomps and angelic syzygies who will
еnаЫе them as well to ascend into the Pleroma; cf.
below, 136:1 Off.
136: 7.

NE� should go with О)ММЕ, but the word

apparently preceding it (N[ .. ]) is difficult to
identify.

Perhaps there is а dittography, or the

first N[EC] goes with О)ММЕ and the

following

NE�N[ should then Ье read as NCE-(Conj.).
case а conjugation prefix is needed before

In any

t,

and
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one is forced, unless the last-mentioned possibility
is accepted, to restore N[CE (the presence of а
supralinear stroke on N is to те uncertain).
136:13.

NTE[K]fS.{1-[H]�t[д д]/t ММдУ

136:14.

МПРНТ[Е 2]W��; cf. Facs. МПРНТЕ apparently

cf. Facs., NHLE.

= МПIРНТЕ.
136:15.

11

it 11 must refer to the Ohurch in both

instances.
136:18-10.
136: 28.

Cf. 98:29-30.

OYWN[2] дВд.{1-[ ·] No[I •••]•• • •

(Emmel); as

the subject of the sentence (tr. line 26) some
designation for the Saviour is expected.
136:34.

Perhaps NE�"R-,f[N]TOY д[ВдЛ / 2N

who have been brought forth from ..•."
136:24-138:25.
137:7-8.

Conclusion:

The final end.

Cf. 119:18-20, and Ка.

137:9-12.
137:13-15.

Cf., with Ка., 79:3-4.
Cf., ,,..тith Ка., 118:10-14.

11

those
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137:19.

The "solidity" must Ье the temporary

structure of the created world.
137:20-23.

РrоЬаЫу:

Though expounding it the

author fails fully to comprehend, or adequately to
express in words, the design of the Father.
perhaps МП! �OY/[WN] �€ЧМ€У€

11

• • •

Restore

I have not

Lunderstood] his thought, 11 (Sch. 135).
138:6-8.

The image is derived from the Jewish notion

of the Jubilee Year:
138:8-10.

cf. Lev. 25:8-10.

А varied symbolism is traditionally

connected with the East:

Essenians, Ebionites and

Early Christians used to pray towards the East,
apparently in expectation of the Messiah (cf. Danielou,
Judeo-Christianisme, 396-97), whose advent was
conceived in terms of а dawn or the appearance of а
heavenly light (this notion was found above, esp.
66:6, 82:35).

But the East also connotes the paradise

(Gen. 2:8), and eschatological rest (cf. e.g. Tardieu,
Trois mythes gnostigues, 178-82).

In the present

context such allusions are vague, but it тау Ье seen
as significant that the proclamation of reconciliation
comes, like the Messiah, from the East, that this
reconciliation contains а semantic element of rest,
and that it is connected with the Year of Jubilee,
which suggests connotations of sabbatical rest.
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The association of the East with the Bridal
Chamber is also found in GPhil 76.

For the Bridal

Chamber the same semantic field is applicaЫe as was
sketched above:

rest (with connotations of unification)

and reception of the Saviour as the light--which
explains the asso ciation.

( In GPhil 76 the two ar е

also brought together with the Holy of Holies.

The

association East - Holy of Holies is further attested
in ValExp

25:38.)

138:9-12.
NOJдEtE· ETCAEl�[E]tT· М[ПМд.]
NфЕЛЕЕТ· ЕТЕ Пl�EtE [ПЕ]
NЛЕ �NOYTE П 1 [wт •••••.• ]
КА Th t60M ЕТСА Y[TN АВАЛ АРА У]
(Based on E mmel, and Facs.)

< ��Lµ�, �крd�о�

and

[� о6�а ] .

138:18.

РrоЬаЫу

138:20.

I suggest NNA ПIМЕ2Т (cf. F acs.).

meaning of МЕ2Т cf. Westendorf, 112.

For the
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